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ABSTRACT 

From an initial concern with investigat10n of ways in which the 

process control computer could learn,the project was narrowed down to 

1nstrument malfunction detection. 

Prel1minary surveys in industry were made and from there general ideas 

of modes of failure of some instruments were obtained. A wider survey of 

instruments in different environmental cond1tions followed. Failure 

information and rel1ability data on about 9,500 1nstruments representing 

a total of about 4,500 instrument years operating time were obta1ned. 

A study of fa1lure information from industry and study of available 

theory in the open literature that are amenable to malfunction detection 

techn1ques led to a presentation of some general ideas and techn1ques of 

instrument malfunct10n detect10n. Time series analysis was s1ngled out 

for special attention because of its prom1sed potent1al. 

The implications of malfunct10n detection and reliab1l1ty data for 

the 1mprovement of plant and control systems are discussed. 

Case studies of select instruments - thermocouples, different1al 

pressure transmitters and control valves, were carried out. An instrument 

malfunction detect10n algorithm based on the standard deviation, calculated 

with a running mean, was tested on-l1ne on the thermocouples and proved 

effective. Power spectral analysis results of signals from a differential 

pressure transmitter used as a flow measurement show the feasibility of 

the technique for 1nstrument malfunction detection. 

Industrial data on measur1ng instruments and control valves were 

obta1ned and analysed. 

On the whole the feas1b11ity and potentials of malfunct10n detection, 

particularly by the process control computer is shown. 

(vii) 



1. INTRODUCTION 



1, INTRODUCTION-

This project is essentially an initiation of a program of 

work on computer control with special emphasis on those functions 

which are normally not allocated to the computer but which are 

performed by the human operator, 

Even though there are many successful computer control projects, 

there is need for more useful computer functions as even in these 

'successful' computer control projects the potential of the process 

control computer is not fully exploited, The stage when computer 

control might be justified as an experiment must now be over for 

most firms, With the present trend of increasing sophistication 

in computer design and complexity of process plant design, there 

is need for a larger number of useful functions to make computer 

control easier to justify. This program aims to develop some of 

these. 

More specifically, the objective of this program is to obtain 

more precise definition of the operator's functions, using logical 

and mathematical methods where possible. It is expected that this 

will improve understanding of these functions, help in the alloc- , 

ation of functions between the operator and the computer, indicate 

what aids and interface the operator should be given and lead to 

the development of techniques for making some of these functions 

automatic, where this is appropriate. 

It is hoped that in this way the operation and availability 

of the plant will be improved - the upgrading of the performance 

not only of the instruments but of the plant items as a whole 
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resulting in more reliable installations; that the usefulness of 

the operator will be increased; that the capability of the computers 

will be more fully utilised; the operat10n of the plant with less 

or even no operator supervision will be made possible. 

Within this general program, the work described here began 

as an investigation of the ways in which the computer could learn. 

Awareness of the growing literature on learn1ng methods and pattern 

recognition led to the thought that it was about time development 

for and app11cation of these techniques to the process industry was 

attempted. The emphas1s here being more on reproducing rather than 

on improving human learning - the aim be1ng to develop the techniques 

necessary to allow plants to be run without operators rather than 

those of making small improvements in eff1ciency. 

With the development of the project, there has been a clearing 

of thinking and ideas. An initial study and consideration of the 

current think1ng in computer control influenced the further devel-

opment and defining of the project. The work described here, there

fore, has since been narrowed down to methods by which the process 

control computer can detect the malfunctioning of 1tS instruments. 

The current thinking in computer control is that a more 

realistic trend in the further development of automatic control 

should be towards a shift from complete automation to achieving a 

proper balance between the division of labour between automatic equip

ment and man. This shift has already occurred in the aerospace indus

try in more recent years. The experience in process control with the 

emergence of a number of functions which have proved rather difficult 
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to automate and which can often be shown to be well suited to 

execution by the human operator, points to this shift as a more 

realistic general d1rection for the further development of auto-

matic control in the process industry. 

1.1 Project 

Development of more useful functions which the process 

control computer can perform and which are considered in the work 

reported here include: methods by which the computer can detect 

whether its instruments (measuring elements and control valves) 

are working properly; methods by which in the event of failure, 

alternative approximate estimates of the variables can-be made; 

methods of utilising the potential of the computer to maximise 

system reliability. 

The detection techniques for measuring instruments have 

included generally comparat1vemethods such as comparison between 

the actual reading and that expected from consideration of the 

instruments physical constraints, dynamic response and signal pro-

perties; and of other measurement readings, process relationships 

and control valve positions. These techniques could be divided 

generally into two types, based 

(1) on instrument or equipment condition 

(ii) on instrument or equipment performance 

On this basis the techniques can be class1fied as passive or active. 

The project is part of a continuing program of work in the 

department on the task of the process operator, on computer control 

and on reliability engineering •. 
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Faults on the departmental computer, shortage of finance to 

spend some periods in 1ndustry and-difficulty in getting on-line 

computer data from working plants were the ma~ difficulties. 

Nevertheless, work was done and data were obtained from industry. 

The general presentation of the thesis is one of first 

presenting the ideas and information leading to and the necessary 

theory developed; followed by a report on the application of the 

ideas and theory to both industrial and laboratory experimental 

data. 

There is no single literaulre survey. The very nature of the 

project does not allow for a single survey. Where appropriate, a 

survey has been done on the separate subjects. 

An initial and background study of the functions performed 

by both the computer and the process plant operator, the limitations 

and future trends and development of computer control is presented 

in Chapter 2. This study was a necessary and first step in the 

defining and development of the project, and influenced the narrowing 

down of the work as reported here. 

One of the main experimental works carried out was the colle

ction of failure information and reliability data on some 9,000 

instruments representing a total of about 4,500 instrument years 

operating t1me from three chemical works. This yielded informat10n 

on failure modes and behaviour of some instruments in their working 

environment. A report on this survey of instrument reliability 

carried out in 1ndustry is presented in Chapter 3. 

The implications of malfunction detection and reliability data 

for the improvement of the reliability of plant and control systems 
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are discussed in Chapter 4, This is followed in Chapter 5 by the 

general ideas and techniques of_instrument malfunction-detection, 

Because of the considerable potential of time series analysis 

as a method of malfunction detection, it has been singled out for 

special attention in Chapter 6, 

The case studies of selected instruments and the application of 

malfunct10n detect10n techniques to both laboratory and industrial 

experimental data from them are presented in ChaptelS7 and 8, The 

thermocouple was typically and illustratively studied in detail 

and has been presented on its own in Chapter 7, 

Time series analysis of logged signals from a differential 

pressure transmitter,used as a flow measurement instrument,is con

tained in Chapter 8, An analysis of logged instrument data from 

industry is also contained in Chapter 8, 

A report (i) below, on thermocouples and their failure described 

in Chapter 7, was written for the Central Electricity Generating 

Board, A paper (ii) below, based on the material of the industrial 

survey of instrument reliability in Chapter 3 has been written and 

submitted for publication, The title and synopsis of a paper (iii) 

based on the principles of instrument malfunction detect10n described 

in Chapters 5 and 6 has been subm1 tted for publica tion, 

(i) Anyakora, S,N 

~'Thermocouple installations and The1r Fa1lure" A Report 

'Written for C,E,G,B" February, 1970, 
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(ii) Anyakora, S.N., Engel, G.F. and Lees, F.P. 

(iii) 

"Some Data on The Reliability of I nstruments in Chemical 

l'lant Environment" Submitted to the Institution of 

Chemical Engineers for Publication. 

Anyakora, S.N. and Lees, F,P, 

"Principles of the Detection of Malfunction U sing a 

Process Control Computer", Title and Synopsis SUbmitted 

For Pub11cation. Instn. Chem. Engnrs. Symposium: Decis10n, 

Design and the Computer. 
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2. COMPUTERS AND OPERATORS IN 
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL 



2, COMPUTERS AND OPERATORS IN INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL 

Introduction 

At the early stages of this project some basic background work 

was necessary for the better defining and narrowing down of the work 

reported here, from the general program of work being initiated. The 

study of computer and operators in industrial process control is in 

this category. It influenced a more realistic definition of this 

project. It also,in retrospect,helps bring out the relevance and 

importance of malfunction detection. The computer functions 

such as alarm scanning, mathematical modelling, optimisation and sequen

tial control emphasise the relevance of malfunction detection to the 

proper carrying out of these functions by the computer. Most of the 

functions performed by the computer rely on accurate and dependable 

information from its instruments for their mean1ngful execution. 

The study of the functions carried out by the operator shows that 

a large amount of malfunction detection is carried out by him. 

Even though a lot of this work is background work, besides its 

chronological relevance in the development of the projec~it is 

important in emphasising the relevance of malfunction detection. 

Since the advent of automatic equipment the trend has been gen

erally one of trying to replace the human operator with automatic 

equipment. Most development of automatic control over the years has 

been in this general direction. Because of the basic difference in 

intelligence between the man and the machine, it is not surprising 

that experience from the increasing degree of automation has shown up 

certain functions which are very well suited to execution by the 

operator but are rather difficult to automate. It would appear that 
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with the lack of intel11gence and creativity of the machine, complete 

automation in the process 1ndustry would remain an 1deal for a consid

erable time to come. 

In more recent years, the emphasis in the aerospace 1ndustry, 

one of the ma1n users of automat1c systems, has shifted somewhat from 

complete automation to d1vision of labour between automatic equipment 

and man. In process control, "the achievement of a proper balance in 

the allocation of functions between the operator and the automatic 

equ1pment would be a more real1stic future d1rection in the further 

development of automatic control. This 1S the current thinking in 

this field. It is an objective which can eas1ly be achieved and which 

could have very des1rable and considerable implications for upgrading 

the performance of plant items and of the plant as a whole. 

A necessary first step in this direction would be a study of 

the functions performed by both the computer and the process plant 

operator as reported. 

A survey of these functions in the chemical process industry 

is attempted. It starts with a brief discuSS10n of a wide variety of 

process characteristics which determine computer and operator functions. 

It covers: functions performed by the process control computer in 

general; some actual examples of industrial applications of on-line 

computers,briefly ; functions performed by the human operator and in 

the l1ght of thffie problems of total computer control; and finally the 

possibilities and direction of computer control. 

All this was relevant in selecting instrument malfunction detect10n 

for further development. 
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2.1. Process Character1stics 

The characteristics of any process mainly determine the functions 

of both the plant operator and the automatic equipment. Before these 

functions can be def1ned and/or allocated an understanding of the 

process to be controlled 1S very necessary. 

A number of circumstances can affect the character1stics of a 

given process. Factors of variability such as raw materials quality, 

feed rates, behaviour of plant equipment and instrument systems and 

overall environmental conditions can affect the process character1stics. 

These could generally be considered as disturbances to the system. 

These disturbances are almost 1nev1table and the process characteristics 

are subject to these disturbances. 

Fouling and deter10rating factors are 1nevitable in certain 

circumstances as exemplified by the decaY1ng of catalysts in catalytic 

reactions. These factors of course, cause disturbances 1n the process. 

Certa1n types of behaviour of process mater1als cause d1sturbances 

when they occur. Solidif1cation in polymerisation and other such processes 

is a typical example. The materials might be very sens1t1ve to certa1n 

parameters such as ambient temperature variat10ns or variations in 

alkalini ty Wh1Ch could a'r1se from raw mater1al variahons. In the case 

of production of silica gels, any of these variations could lead to 

solidificahon. The very phySical characteristics of the process 

could lead to d1sturbances such as the build up of dust particles in 

a dusty environment such as in a cement kiln could lead to blockages 

or clogging,or tearing of paper 1n a paper mach1ne could lead to 

jamming. Some awareness of these distrubances is very essential for 

the allocation or def1ning of functions of e1ther the plant operator 
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or automatic equipment in any given process. 

Also very relevant and important are the 1ntrinsic characteristics 

of the process such as the techn1cal character1stics. Important tech-

nical characteristics are those with problems wh1ch could be due to 

the type of control - feedback, feed forward , continuous or sequent1al, 

malfunctions or just var1ation of parameters for optimisation purposes. 

Measurement is basic in all process control systems and its many 

facets make 1t one of the most difficult aspects of process control. 

Measurement here includes both 1nferred and direct measurements. In 

control such as feedback or feed forward control,which is totally dep-

endent on measurement, d1fficulties often ar1se which can make control 

impossible. 

Non-11near1ty, inherent 1nstability, dead-time, long and short 

t1me constants, recycle, 11mit cycles, strong interaction, to name a 

few,can pose problems for cont1nuous control. For sequential control 

the problems depend on whether it is a batch operation, plant start 

up or shutdown, or even variations in product qual1ty or throughput. 

/ 

All these technical problems can character1se processes. 

The malfunctioning of a process, the mon1toring to detect the 

malfunctions, the techn1ques for diagnos1ng the malfunctions and the 

necessary emergency action to be taken can also characterise a process. 

In cases where there are scope for optimisation changes in config-

uration, constraints, process inputs or internal drifts, optim1sation 

of conditions may almost have to be done continuously. Such factors 

can character1se a g1ven process when appl1cable. 

It would be impossible here to mention all the possible 

characteristics of a process which are relevant to the allocation of 

functions, as the relevant characterist1cs vary from process to process 
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and are also related to the partiuclar object1ves. All that has been 

done here is to mention a few fairly general character1stics to make 

the p01nt about the necess1ty and relevance of such considerat10ns 1n 

defining and allocat1ng functions to both the plant operator and the 

automatic equ1pment. 

2.2. Funct10ns Performed by the Process Control Computer 

Within the past decade, the process control computer has enjoyed 

a spectacular growth. The application of computers to the control of 

separate on-line chemical processes is rap1dly becoming an established 

technique. The literature is full of publicat10ns on d1fferent aspects 

and developments of computer control 1n industry. 

The funct10ns carried out by control computers have now reached 

a certain degree of standardisation. The emphasis placed on 1ndivi

dual functions var1es with the nature of the process, but on the whole 

the s1m1larit1es between systems are greater than the differences. 

Measurement, computation, commun1cat1on and control are bas1c in all 

process control systems. 

The versat111ty of the nature of the process digital computer 

equipment renders it applicable to nearly all process industries alike. 

Its lack of emot1ons is an 1nvaluable asset. Because of 1ts capab1lity 

of being programmed with a set of s1mple, but mean1ngful commands the 

process dig1tal computer can perform a myr1ad of desirable functions. 

In general, two types of computer systems are possible with on

line operations. 

(i) 

(1i) 

Fixed program system 

Variable program system 

In fixed-program system, the operat10ns of monitor1ng and control are 
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fully defined before the system 1S constructed. The required operations 

are accomplished merely by the inclus10n of the necessary equipment, 

Because the latter can be quite large and the result1ng system inflexible 

and costly to change, fixed-program systems are best app11ed to such 

simple operations as data acqu1sition, data logging and alarm 1ndic

ation. 

In var1able-program systeffi$,the program is held 1n the store of 

the computer and can readily be changed, Hence, as further information 

becomes available, it 1S possible to make rapid adjustments to the 

program with a minimum of interference with the operation of the system, 

The flexibility of a digital computer and the ease with which its 

programs can be altered makes it an ideal tool for this type of appli

cation, By using sampling and time-sharing techniques, a d1gital 

computer can accommodate a large number of 1nputs or control loops 

with relative ease, The add1t1on of further 1nputs or control loops 

can usually be accomplished with a m1nimum of effort and expense as, 

in general, all that is required 1S to bring signals from the add1tional 

points and to feed them 1nto the computer, 

The basic function of a process control computer 1S one of goal 

ma1ntenance, This entails ensur1ng that primary and secondary a1ms 

of the control are ma1ntained, that specif1c constra1nts are adhered 

to and that the order of prior1ty of these is followed, Its lack of 

emotions is an invaluable asset 1n th1s type of function, More specif

ically, typical functions performed by the process control computer can 

be summarised with a br1ef explanation of each function as follows: (1,2',3) 

2.2.1. Measurement and Calculat10ns; scan and convert analog 

calculations 

2.2.2. Data logging and Data processing 

2.2.3. Alarm Scann1ng and Analysis 

12 
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2.2.4. Ind1rect and Direct plant control - Equipment regulation 

2.2.5. Optim1sation 

2.2.6. Sequential control 

2.2.7. Special system functions 

2.2.8. Commerc1al data handling 

2.2.9. Management calculations, 1nformation and Background capability 

2.2.10. Control by Le~rning. 

2.2.1. Measurements and Calculations; scan and correct analog 

calculations 

With an analog 1nput scan program, the interfac1ng required for 

communication between the process and the computer is provided. The 

analog input signals are converted by the computer to d1gital values, 

o 
usually in engineering un1ts (p.s.i., C, Ib/hr,etc.) and stored in 

storage locations reserved for the engineering units table. The 

functional programs use only the eng1neer1ng units values of the process 

var1ables from the engineer1ng unit table and not the actual analog 

signals transmitted from the process measurement transducers, 

Thus, the computer receives crude instantaneous plant measurements 

which it may modify to elim1nate, say, non-linearities such as occur 

in flow and temperature measurements. These measurements may be 

smoothed or averaged and other variables can be calculated from them. 

Such inferred measurements can also be obtained in some cases from 

say, the amount of control action needed to keep a variable constant 

and very often are more 1mportant than the original measurements (4,5). 

The inferred measurements, once calculated can be used exactly 

as an ord1nary measurement and can, in part1cular, be d1splayed, logged 

scanned for alarms or controlled. Hence, particularly at start up of 

a.plant, the computer can be used to provide a temporary solution to 

measurement problems (1). 
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2.2.2. Data logging and Data processing 

~~ Because of the computer's~tireless-and reliable ab11ity to 

perform routine tasks at high speed, it is ideally sU1ted to monitoring 

plant operations, 10gg1ng and dat~ processing. 

computer is usually better than a special data logger, as it 1S 

usually well mainta1ned for other purposes also. 

Any data available in the computer - measured values, set 

p01nts, valve positions, 1nferred measurements, may be logged on to 

paper or magnetic tape. 

Several logs are generally provided. Typical are the instant

aneous log, 8-hour summary log, 24-hour summary log, demand log and 

trend log. 

Instantaneous logs provide the current values w1th1n a specified 

section of the process; the 8-hour log and 24-hour summaries are self 

explanatory. 

The demand log may give mainly smoothed hourly readings of a 

large number of operational parameters for the eight hours previous 

to the demand, say. Examples are tables of c instrument readings 

and tables of a computer var1able,such as product yield gi~en as weight 

percentage of feedstock used 1n ~ight hours. The latest values of a 

variable chromatograph analysis and the like can also be printed. 

A number of independent tables comprise the trend log. The latest 

instantaneous read1ngs of an 1nstrument or set of instruments, whose 

trend of behaviour 1S wanted, for 1nstance, are typed at opt10nal 

intervals for some set period. 

For a computer executing direct digital control, in,add1tion to 

10gg1ng measurements and r~adings, it can also record such very in for-
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mative data as the interventions made by the plant operator such as 

set point insertions or changes. It can also log information on 
- ------~ - ---

plant failures such as measurements taken over short intervals for a 

fixed period in the immediate past. Such information is held in the 

computer and continuously 'updated and in the event of a serious 

plant failure, this information can be retrieved and used to trace 

the source. 

Since the amount of work the computer has to do during non-

alarm conditions is smaller than that under alarm conditions, it 

normally has capacity to do additional work such as data processing. 

Computer usage of this type is feasible through the application of 

time-sharing techniques, priority and other routines in arranging 

computer programs. 

2.2.3. Alarm Scanning and Analysis 

There are different levels of alarm, starting from preliminary 

warnings and ending with emergency shutdown. Detection of certain 

alarm conditions can be used to initiate logging for fault tracing. 

The alarm scanning program is used to check the process 

variables against preset limits for normal and safe process operation. 

The alarm limit could be an absolute value, a given deviation from 

set point, a specified rate of change or even a full scale instrument 

reading. 

Even.though alarms are usually confined to the process variables 

there may also be some form of indication that particular plant items 

are not in operation, either because they have failed or are not 

required. 
/ 
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In addition to alarm scann1ng on smoothed direct and inferred 

measurements, the alarm scanning function includes alarm analysis, (6,7) 

The latter 1nvolves the diagnosis of the poss1ble fault condition 

and somet1mes suggested corrected action by follow1ng an appropriate 

algorithm, This is sometimes known as 'alarm tree' analysis-

Start - stop monitor1ng and control implies two basic programs: 

scann1ng and alarming of equipment operations, and stored logic of 

all the sequencies of steps involved in start-ups and shutdowns, 

Scanning and alarming are carried out as usual, except that addit

ional measurements are often required and typed warning messages 

include restrictions on further steps in the sequence, 

To illustrate the nature of the logical start-up sequence, 

the computer steps required to open a valve may be l1sted (3) i as below 

(i) 

(1i) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

(ni) 

(viii) 

check valve limit switch to assure fully closed condition 

check availabi11ty of power suppla to operate the valve 

transmit signal for full opening of valve 

check valve limit sW1tch to assure fully open condition 

check valve lim1t switch to assure that "fully-closed" 

circuit is not energised 

include analog flow signal in scan sequence, 

check flow aga1nst high and low limits 

select next logical step 

Any of the check steps could give rise to an alarm condition, 

2.2.4. Ind1rect and D1rect Plant Control - Equipment Regulation 

Increas1ng use is being made of computers for the control of 

plants such as in an 1ndirect control capacity i.e. provid1ng 

information for thifadjustment of conventional closed-loop controllers 
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either normally or automatically. 

In direct digital control; the computer controls the final 

control elements, alters set point and control parameters for the 

control loops at specified time intervals or when process variables 

exceed preset limits. 

The computer can use inferred measurements as the controlled 

variables. Modified control algorithms including asymmetrical and 

non-linear gain, and a wider range of control constants can be used 

in direct digital control. In this way, common analogue controller 

disadvantages such as derivatUre kick or integral saturation are' 

eliminated. 

In equipment regulation, calculations are designed so as to 

control a single p1ece of equipment with1n an overall process. 

2.2.5. Optimisation 

Process efficiency, productivity, product distribution or 

product quality are optimised by the computer. Such techniques 

as linear programming, search techniques or statistical methods are 

used to define the operating conditions for process optimisation. 

Process optimisation is probably the most important Single 

operation performed by on-line computers. In fact, it is one 

function which has been the main facto~ in some of the most 

successful computer installations. 

Models can be updated by the computer at periodic intervals 

to take into account deterioration factors such as decay of catalysts 

or fouling of heat eXChangers. Some optimisation methods need reliable 

models and some do not need models at all. Since the original work 

of Box and Jenkins (8), a variety of techniques based on direct 
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exper1mentation with the process have been developed. 

2.2.6. Sequential Control 

The capabi11ty of executing logical sequenc1es swiftly and 

reproducibly, and of making large numbers of process inputs and out

puts,makes the computer adaptable and essential for tasks like high 

speed sequential control. The program executed by the computer 

provides a rigid framework for sequential control operations such as 

batch processes~start-up and shut-down, change of throughput or grade. 

For planned exper1mentation where a high degree of reproducib11ity 

is very valuable, for instance, th1s function 1S invaluable. Also 

1t ensures a h1gher degree of safety if conditions are crit1cal. 

2.2.7. Special System Functions (3) 

These 1nclude fill-1n-the blank type programs for updating and 

expand1ng the basic system functions programs, as well as alarm action 

programs developed to provide specif1c actions based on random events 

occur1ng in the process. The actions 1nitiated by such programs are 

both process oriented and operator oriented and may include all or 

only some of the follow1ng actions: 

(a) Activate - deactivate s1ngle alarm pOints or ent1re blocks 

of alarms. 

(b) Activate - deactivate specific control loops 

(c) Change control loop parameters 

(d) Change coefficients in analog conversion equat10ns 

(e) Change the state of contact outputs 

(f) Act1vate central computer programs and other special 

process programs. 

(g) Provide pr1nt out or display on specified peripheral devices. 
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2.2.8. Commercial Data Hand11ng 

The comp~~er _may_be used to produce documents for. 1rnmediate use, 

such as cons1gnment notes, and surnmar1es and records for the cornmerc1al 

departments. These records can be produced 1n printed form ~or manual 

operat10ns or as tape suitable for feed1ng into another computer. 

It can also control actual loading operations as exemplified by 

the use of punched card by lorry drivers. 

2.2.9. Management Calculations, Information and Background Capability 

The computer can perform many functions for management information. 

Two of the most important funct10ns are: 

(i) calculations of da11y production records for 1ndividual 

units and for the ent1re product, 

(ii) developing economic reports for plant management. 

Other functions such as production plann1ng and scheduling based 

on sales demands or raw mater1als, also may be implemented. In some 

cases the computer has an important scheduling role. This usually 

arises in the control of large complexes where changes can occur in 

raw mater1als, services or throughputs. In th1s function there is 

usually rather less emphas1s on dynamic and optimal features. 

It is convenient in practice to 1nclude on-line certain tech

n1cal and economic calculations in aid to management even though these 

can be done off-line, 

2.2.10. Control by Learning 

Control by learn1ng is certainly not very w1dely performed by 

computers in industry as learning processes for computers are not 

well developed. 
/ 
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As applied to process control, learn1ng could be ach1eved basically 

through assoc1ation of cause and effect. Th1s could be achieved by_ 

the controller learning through experimenta~ion and observation 

which actions are most likely to result in an improvement of process 

performance. The controller can incorporate in th1s way, means for 

adapting the model to changes in the process character1st1cs. 

However, despite great research 1nterest in~n-line adaptive 

modell1ng techn1ques, particularly determ1nat10n of transfer funct10ns 

by perturbations with psuedo-random b1nary signals and of state-var

iable models using the Kalman f1lter;, there are ver_y few practical 

app11cations yet. 

2.3. Examples of Computer Control 1n Specific Chem1cal Industries 

Even though the advantages of computer control have been recog

nised by major companies 1n the chemical industry for a long time, the 

limitahons and shortcomings of the ear her computers reta.'ded its 

implementation. Poor re11ab1lity problems and generally h1gh install

ation costs were major setbacks to the early 1mplementat10n of d.d.c. 

for instance. With the continuing design evolution o~ computers the 

door to the extens1ve use of both d.d.c. and general computer control 

has been opened. 

A few examples of spec1fic applications of computer to specific 

industries are briefly rev1ewed here. 

2.3.1. Computer Control in the Cement Industry 

As of now, there is very little d.d.c. control in the cement 

1ndustry but mainly computer control. Most computers 1n operation in 

cement plants perform the raw material proport10n1ng calculations and 

several employ on-line analysers to close the loop. Because of its 

importance to the qual1ty of the cement and because of the adverse 

effects of poor blending control on kiln operat1on, the first area 
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to rece1ve attention 1n computer application 1n the cement industry 

is usually the raw material preparation, Logging of kiln operating 

data, and supplying the operator with alarm messages for unusual or 

dangerous conditions, is usually the next applicat10n and most 

current installat10ns include these functions, 

The centrallized operat1ng philosophy employed in the cement 

industry - and the long time lags encountered during the process -

lend themselves readily to direct dig1tal control with manual back 

up, The mater1al blending requirements and the complicated 1nteractions 

of kiln parameters also contribute to making this an ideal process for 

d,d,c. 

The first applications of a d1gital computer were in the 

automat1c adjustment of set p01nts 1n analog systems ( 9), To 

achieve proper performance, mathemat1cal models were created, These 

models are not producing the desired results, so companies are now 

turning to an empirical approach, The delays created by the 1nadequacy 

of mathematical models have h1ndered most attempts to apply digital 

computers to a higher level of control, Process measurement and 

identification problems currently preclude automation, 

The first computer reported to have been 1nstalled in a cement 
• 

plant (10), in fact used a linear programming algor1thm to determine 

the least cost of quarry mater1als, A s1milar techn1que is used at 

Ciments La Farge Azergnes Valley plant near Lyons, France, 

In Tokuyama Soda Company's Nanyo, Japan, plant, for instance, 

cont1nuous proport10ning and blending are performed with the aid of 

a digital control computer (11), Limestone, clay gann1ster, and 

stag feeders are set directly by the computer based on the results of 
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a matrix inversion algorithm. 

Generally, computers are being used to ass1st in the proportion

ing of raw materials, the operation of the rotary kiln, and the raw 

material and product grinding operat10ns. Several different approaches 

( 11-23) have been used to achieve the benefits from computer control 

of the cement kiln. However, difficulties in obtaining good measure

ments and identifying kiln dynamic characteristics have been the 

limiting factor in realizing the ultimate potential of process 

control computers in cement kiln operation. 

Computer control of grinding involves primarily the monitoring 

of those variables that can be measured (mill, elevator, separator 

power and temperatures) and adjusting the fresh feed rate to obtain 

maximum production at the specified product size distribution or 

related surface area (24). The separator setting~ can normally be 

adjusted manually. Control algorithms vary but are usually simple 

(25,26). Studies have been directed towards the modelling of the 

crushing, grinding and separation phenomena, primarily on the basis 

of the principles of physics and probability theory (27-30). 

In a particular installation most recently reported (31), the 

computer upgrades the plant measurements and calculates inferred or 

indirect measurements thus solving the problem of difficult important 

measurements. For instance, the dry solids flows were calculated from 

the raw materials wet solids flows, using laboratory water analyses; 

and the fuel oil flow was calculatedJUsing the oil temperature 

measurementJto correct the flow. In addition all types of quantities -

instantaneous, or averaged, including plant, laboratory and inferred 

measurements, set pOints and valve positions were logge~ by the 
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computer. The plant measurements were scanned for alarm condition. 
, 

Several calculat10ns useful for management such as clinker output, fuel 

consumption per shift, and clinker compositions were also carried 

out by the computer. 

2.3.2. Computer Control in the Pulp and Paper Industry 

The application of d1gital computers to the pulp and paper 

industry has been ma1ll1y for superv1sory control. The application 

of d.d.c. has been relat1vely cautious. 

Generally, most of the successful development work has been 

oriented towards the solution of the following problems: 

(i) dead-t1me processes 

(1i) feed forward control 

(iii) non interacting control 

(iv) automatic tun1ng and 

(v) calculated variable control. 

A pulp and paper mill contains a wide variety of processes -

some with rapidly chang1ng var1ables and some with long time lags. 

The processes with rapidly changing variables do not lend themselves 

to d. d. c., using relatively inexpensive manual back-up. Most com-

panies require analog back up which is relatively expensive. Also 

companies are reluctant to put all of their fa1th into one piece of 

d.d.c. control equipment - w1thout analog back up - especially on a 

paper machine where a loss of production 1S very expens1ve. However, 

one paper machine with 28 loops on d.d.c. ,has proved successful (9 ). 

Brewster and Bjerring (32) have dealt in great detail with 

control computer app11cat10n 1n the pulp and paper industries mainly 

in the U.S.A. but also w1th s1gn1ficant developments elsewhere from 

1961 to 1969. They carried out a detailed review of the control 

problems and computer control solutions wh1ch have been used in a 
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number of 1mportant parts of the process. 

, 
The function-of the Kamyr Digester 1S to delignify chips. - The-

measure of this 1S the terminal K number. Keeping a constant ~ number 

is the object of the Kamyr regulatory control. The control of this K 
, ! 

number pas been effected through the control of the wood specie, 

the in1 hal alkali - to - wood ratio, the 1nl tial l1quor - to - wood 

rat10, the i~ital temperature of the cooking zone, ana the res1dence 

time in the cooking zone. Further and more detailed informat10n is 

given in references (33-36). 

One of the most w1dely published and probably the most soph1sti-

cated integrated system in the industry is that cons1st1ng of two 

computers 1nstalled in Sweden at the Gruvon m11l of Billeruds, in 

Joint projects with KMW and IBM (37-49). In addition to the theore-

tical developments in the f1eld of stochast1c control (38,43 ) and 

production schedu11ng (40) an interesting approach to interpolation 

and extrapolation of real sample qua11ty data91nvolving Kalman filt-

ering is reported (39,44). 

Of interest also 1S the use of a small slow 8K Elliott ARCH 

1000 computer at the Wolvercote Paper M111, Oxford 1n 1965 <,50,51). 

Th1s system utilizes digitally directed analog control. A major 

characteristic of this system is the low capital cost and small 

number of techn1cal personnel involved. 

A rather more specialised development has been reported between 

English Electric and The Grove Mill Paper Company (52). Here a 

specially developed combination of analog computing and logic elements 

is used to perform a number of funct10ns. 

2.3.3. Computer Control in the Iron and Steel Industry 

In the iron and steel industry, very few dig1tal controls have 

been applied for the most part. Digital computers are being applied 
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to electric furnace melt shops but only 1n power demand is d.d.c. 

be1ng appl1ed. Leading candidates for d.d.c. are blast furnace 

stores, reheat furnaces, soaking pits, coke ovens and continuous 

casting operat10ns. 

In one computer installation reported (53) the computer has 

four major functions: the keeping of comprehensive records of each 

cast of steel produced; the processing of th1s data to issue reports 

to various departments of the works; giv1ng a direct read out 

fac1lity to each of three Quantovac vacuum spectrographs; and pred

icting using a mathematical process model of the charge and addition 

weights and oxygen volumes required for each cast. The mathematical 

model used for these pred1ct1ons is a combinat10n of theoretical 

balances with stat1stical regression on actual plant performance. 

Considerable accuracy was obta1ned with th1s model. 

In another (54), an operational computer system controls data 

flow from a central pos1tion in the plant hierarchy. It communicates 

in one direction with process control and manufacture, and in the 

other with planning management. In this application the operat1onal 

computer, given des1red f1nal product and its qual1ty, arrives at 

decisions on selection of ava1lable cooking equipment, choice of 

blooming or slabbing, and choice of rolling with one or w1th two 

heats. 

Koppel (9) suggests that the reluctance of the iron and steel 

industry to accept d.d.c. more quickly can perhaps be traced to the 

lack of success of the computer in controll1ng the basic oxygen 

furnace. 

2.3.4. Computer Control 1n the Glass Industry 

The glass 1ndustry is one industry which is known to have 

whole-heartedly embraced d.d.c. techniques and are known to be 
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applY1ng the technique to many new installations. The large 

thermal storage type process operations used in this 1ndustry are 

readily adaptable to d.d.c. Unfortunately very little has been 

publ1shed in the open l1terature on computer application in this 

industry as of now. 

The illustrative examples of computer control 1n specif1c 

1ndustries above 1S not a comprehens1ve representat10n of such 

known appl1cations. Some 1ndustries have published a lot of such 

applications in the open 11terature whereas other~ still treat 

such information as classified. Some publications do not contain 

or give out much information and some have been ID0re on known con-

ventional application lines. With such publ1cat10ns it was not 

considered worthwhile to include them in this brief survey • 
. 

The overall p1cture that has emerged from the study of the 

applications of the computer to the chemical 1ndustry 1S that in 

some cases computer application has been justif1ed by some obvious 

single function for the computer to perform such as alarm, scann1ng, 

optim1sation or feedforward control. This p1cture would fit bette~ 

earl1er 1nstallations as more recent installations have required more 

than one funct10n to Justify them. 

Movement noW 1S towards larger and more compl1cated plants 

and plants 1n the former category could be in the minor1ty. With 

increasing complexity and sophisticat1on of the computer~ currently, 

the computer needs many useful functions to justify it. 

2.4. Funchons Performed by the Human Operator 

The computer has been used pn.nc1pally to complement the 

human operator. For the full explo1tat1on of the potential of on-line 
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computers, particularly for the optimum div1sion of labour between 

man and the machine, a study of the funct10ns actually performed 

by the human operator on the chemical plant is a necessary step. 

Generally, the functions performed by the operator are more 

varied than the corresponding functions currently carried out by 

the computer. The main reason for this being the fact that man is 

capable of creative thinking and high-speed correlation but is 

slow at calculation, reading and writ1ng and is also error - prone 

whereas the computer has limited intellectual power but is capable 

of split-second calculat10ns, read1ng and writing, rarely makes 

mistakes but also has uncertain re11ab11ity. 

The choice of terminology for the descr1ption of the functions 

performed by the operator can be similar to those of the ~omputer 

to bring out the fact that the computer pr1nc1pally complements 

the operator. The overlap in the funct10ns performed by the 

operator will not give s1milar sharp distinctions. The functions 

performed by the operator can be adequately descr1bed to bring out 

the similarity and main d1fferences w1th computer functions under 

the following headings: 

(i) Control 

(i1) Process optimisation and back-up 

(ii1) Alarm scanning and malfunction detection 

( i v) Learning 

(v) Manual operations 

2.4.1. Control 

The basic mechanism of on-line control is one of comparing the 

measured status w1th the des1red status; making a docis10n based on 
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on the comparison; taking action based on the decision; which in 

turn causes a reaction in the-process. 

The basic function of the plant operator is to keep the plant 

running at the desired operating conditions and this involves 

essentially control, To carry out this function involves measure-

ment, calculation, logging and control, especially,' 

The plant operator normally carries out a wide variation of 
, 

measurements both direct and inferred. The off-line analyses he 

carries out, the samples he takes are all variations of the measure-

ment function. The different variations give either direct and/or 

inferred measurements, Sometimes he obtains indirect or inferred 

measurements from variables which are measured directly as exemplified 

by inferring reaction rate from a pH measuremen~ 

The calculation function the plant operator carries out is 

basically subsidiary to the other functions. Most of the calculations 

are either concerned broadly with inferred measurements or with a 

mental model or correlation. 

As the operator gets about making sure that the plant is running 

at the desired operating conditions, he normally records information, 

usually instrument readings. This he does partly to provide a proper 

work load and to m6nitor the process more efficiently. He also logs 

on paper certain events which the system cannot pick up, such data 

as actual changes made and why, Very often, some of these are the 

most important information on plant operation and can sometimes 

provide information for interpret1ng his control of the process, 

In the actual control of the plant, the operator can not only 
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understand the system, but he can also learn how to do many things. 

-As one variable changes, he would change the sett1ng of another 

vaviable because he had learned that this helped stab1lize the 

process. Based on exper1ence, he would antic1pate load changes 

and help the system to meet the new demand. At different loads 

he would make different adjustments again based on experience. All 

this can be described in terms of different types of control 

terminology. Control engineers have invented these relationships 

and now refer to them 1n terms such as 'non-interacting', 'feed

forward' and 'adaptive'. These fUnctions have in fact always 

existed in the minds of the operators and he has always carried 

out the different types of on-line control. 

2.4.2. Process Optim1sat10n and Back-up 

The basic mechanism of process opt1misation and back-up 1S one 

of intelligence systems ( 55,5~ outs1de of the on-line control 

loops making observations (such as observing other measurements, 

direct or inferential, or making calculations, mental or machine, 

assisted) which the on-line system cannot make: comparing these with 

the measured status, determining an inferred actual status (57); 

comparing the 1nferred actual status with the desired status; and 

making a new dec1sion based on the comparison. These are not new 

ideas as in all control situat10ns, prior to attempts to automate, 

these functions have been performed by the operator, assisted by 

safety or interlock systems. In non automated systems it has been, 

and in automated systems it must be, possible for the operator to 

1ntervene without confusion. 

The main technique used by process plant operator for optim1sation 

is a form of perturbation or hill-climbing and h1s application of it 
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is crude, even though he is usually able over the long run to come 

quite close to the optimum for a given set of conditions. When it 

comes to short term fluctuations in the optimum, he is less able 

to cope. 

2.4.3. Alarm Scanning and Malfunction Detection 

Usually, as the operator gets about his work, he quite 

unsystematically carries out some alarm scanning and malfunction 

detection. Much of the effort here is usually devoted to trying 

to forestall trouble. 

He performs a variety of checks on instruments readings. These 

checks may be based on current or past behaviour of the instrument, 

for instance, off-scale, completely constant, excessivley noisy 

readings or readings which do not show expected relation to other 

measurements may be suspect. Using all human sensing facilities: 

sight, hearing, smell and touch, he checks continuously on the 

working of units such as pumps, fans, control valves and such process 

equipment which can go wrong and which are not instrumented. This 

in addition to,.foY instance, scanning inferred measurements to make sure 

that no.tartables have reached alarm limit. He usually has his 

own personal set ~f early warning conditionSat which he starts to 

take action. This function is one of the operators more routine 

functions. 

2.4.4. Learning 

Learning is the most creative part of the operator's 

task and virtually the 

by the learning function. 

whole range of his activities are covered 

The main asset here is that when the system feeds out inform-
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at10n of a dynamic nature, man can learn and advance at the 

maximum rate. He usually starts by building up a mental image 

of the process, by recogn1s1ng patterns and by devising algorithms: 

From a knowledge of the usual behav10ur of his instrument readings, 

the operator can redognise d1vergencies Irom this either due to 

abnormal plant conditions or instrument malfunction. He learns 

to take early action to prevent the development of alarm cond1tions 

and when they occur, to cure them. Most of the operator's e~perience 

is derived from learning. 

2.4.5. Manual Operations 

It is the manual operations carried out by the operator that 

may make him indispensible for some time yet to come. Apart from 

the functions already mentioned, manual operat10ns of various kindS 

make up h1s other work. These may be assoc1ated w1th measuremeIlt, 

such as sampling; with flow control or change-over, such as hand 

valve adjustments; with proce~s additives such as catalyst addition: 

with mechanical adjustment, such as tightening bolts; or with 

replacement of deter10rat1ng 1tems such as f1lters or spent catalyst. 

Not all of the funct10ns of the operator described here are 

carried out in every case. This is due to differences in the nature 

of the process controlled and to differences of P011CY in what the 

operator 1S permitted to do and what should be programmed. Thus in 

a nuclear reactor for instance, the emphaSis may be on alarm scanning 

and analysis, there may be str1ct limitations on the actions which 

the operator can take and the programm1ng may be very comprehensive. 

Nevertheless, an ins1ght into the functions performed by the 

process control computer has been attempted. 
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2.5. Problems of total Computer Control 

A general learning algorithm rema1ns a daunt1ng problem for 

total computer control. The complexity of 1ndustrial systems and 

the limitations of human dec1sion making prevent an explicit 

application of formalised 10g1cal or numerical routines. 
sometimes 

The operator/knows how he makes the decis10n, but he does not. 

usually know how to communicate his full action to someone from a 

different d1scipline. He may describe the act10n which he takes, 

but the decision-mak1ng process leading to the action is far more 

complex as it correlates all available explic1t and 1mp11c1t infor-

mat10n. Since sensors, switches ete.are not perfect devices, he 

often makes correct dec1sions based on conflict1ng and imperfect 

informat10n. 

Any machine system designed to make these dec1sions as the 

human operator does,must operate on the same 1nformation and 

make the same,or as good,correlations and evaluations prior to 

taking action. 

A real bottleneck in br1ng1ng, a computer controlled installation 

into being is the manpower needed to do the.jobs. Availabi11tyof 

systems engineering talents and the associated costs are factors to 

be taken into cons1deration, especially with the decline in computer 

costs and more than compensative increase in labour costs. 

The last and not the least important problem of complete computer 

control is the achievement of the type of instrument reliability 

required. 
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2.6. Possibility and DirectIon of Computers and Computer 

Con 12'01 Development 

As confidence grows In the reliability of the modern on-line 

computer, and In the handlIng of the versatIle software associated 

with it, it can be expected that the use of on-lIne systems will 

rapidly increase. These will not be confined to plants in the 

chemical industry, but may extend for instance to the shift labor

atory and the research department, takIng over many of the routIne 

functions done by the laboratory and the staff and giving more 

accura te results sooner (57). 

Recently, there has been discernible trend towards making 

greater use of minicomputers, becaus~ for the same power, computers 

are now much smaller and cheaper than they were, say, f,ve years 

ago. At the same time, there is growing awareness of the merit, in 

some Circumstances, of using a compact, semi-dedicated machine in 

preference to a small, and possibly busy part of a bigger machine. 

A survey of digital computers available in the U.K. and costing less 

than £10,000 has recently been made (58). 

New concepts of reliabIlity, modularity and high-speed real 

time structure and software are boasted by the small dIgital com

puter manufacturers. Small economic systems will open up the poss

ibility of control for medium-to-small sized plant and will also 

provide operators of large industrial plant WIth much greater flex

ibility. In this latter area, a rapid growth in small dedicated 

d.d.c. systems operating In multi-computer confIgurations l~ing 

under the control of a larger central computer that provides a back-
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ground data processing capability, is expected ( 5&,6~. 

Some work is being accomp11shed in the field of hierarchies of 

computers. This concept involves the use of one high powered execu

tive computer to control a number of small computers which operate 

in satellite fashion. Each small computer can operate automatic

ally and Eay be located in physical proximity to a process. The 

master computer has the function of scheduling and coordinating 

the smaller ones. This approach has already been implemented in 

the information system and data display area. Eventually the 

executive computer will schedule the functions between control 

information and display while the satellite computers retain localised, 

low level capability functions. 

Considerable advances have been made in large-scale integrated 

circuitory in which from 100 to 200 logic functions are packaged 

in a ! by i inch chip. This technology permits reductiQnin the size 

of a complete main frame. It will also reduce the price and greatly 

improve,reliability since the number of connections are reduced. 

This concentration of logic functions will also reduce propagation 

delays. 

Improved displays and better operator interfacing 

between the computer and the process are a prime consideration in 

utilizing computer techniques. There is a trend towards more cath

ode ray tube displays, especially with the development of coloured 

cathode ray tubes. The use of light pens to make changes in instru

ctions to a process through an operator console should be in effect 

before long. 

Overall, the general direction of development for both the 

chemical plant and the computer is one of increasing complexity, 
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soph1stication and versatil1ty. 

2.7. -Instrument Malfunction-Detection 1tS Selection for 

Development 

The number of computers on chemical plants now is large and the 

rate of installat10n seems to be st111 grow1ng very rap1dly. The 

-.J 

current trend in process plants and computers is one of increasing 

complexity and sophistication. For some processes such as for the 

production of high quality products and for some h1ghly integrated 

systems computer control could be regarded as essential. 

In the present applications of the computer. the full potent1als 

are not being exploited in most cases; the majority being used for 

functions such as data logging w1th the minor1ty perhaps about a 

f1fth of present installations only being truly on-line in the 

sense that they send out control signals to adjust the controller 

set point or control valves. 

At this stage of computer control new p~jects are not 

approved unless they appear to be profitable in some other way. as 

the stage when computer control migh~ be Justified as an experiment 

must now be over. 

Probably to a considerable extent. due to the relatively 

undevaloped state of the technology at the t1me when these systems 

were put in. full potential of the computer was far from exploited 

even in the systems considered highly successful. 

Considerable improvements have since been made on making the 

equipment cheaper and more reliable as most effort seems to have been 

concentrated in this area. For the already 1nstalled systems this 

does not improve the exploitation of the computer capabilities. nei ti'er 

does it suffice to ensure that computers be installed as a matter of 

course. 
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Even though there is great scope for and value in developing 

the eX1sting computer control techniques, there is st1ll need for 

Bxtend1ng the computer's activity to some of the more routine 

functions carried out by the operator. 

There is scope and immediate need to extend the range of 

useful functions'which on-11ne computers can perform - a need for 

imaginative development of additional useful functions. 

The retention of the human operator as of now and probably for 

a considerable time to come must be assumed and therefore emphasis 

should be placed on the allocat10n to the computer and the operator 

of the control tasks to which either is most suited. 

There is a continuing tendency for the operator to take over 

the supervis10n of larger amounts of plants with the result that 

the attention which he can devote to a given amount d1min1shes. 

More recently, he is assuming simple maintenance functions which 

previously were done by other workers. 

In the new situation, it is important that the operator should 

be well informed about abnorma11t1es 1n his plant by correctly 

formulated and appropriately presented messages. If the routine 

part of off-normal signals or instruments malfunction detection 

should be done by the computer, the operator can then concentrate on 

more difficult and more creative jobs for which he is better suited. 

Perhaps interplay between man and the mach1ne may be the right 

way to use the relative strengths of both •• 

The overall improvement of the instrumentat10n and control 
~ 

system is one useful function which is relevant to all plants and is 

a usefUl added function wh1ch the computer can readily perform. 

Instrument malfunction detection is a spec1fic aspect of this 

function. 
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The prospects of signficantly upgrading the performance not 

only of the 1nstrume~tation but of the plant items as a whole and 

the desirability of even more reliable installat10ns are some 

further considerations that make an attempt in this direction 

worthwhile. 

With growing l1terature on learning methods and pattern 

recognition, it is time to try to develop these techniques and to 

apply them to the chemical industry. Instrument malfunction detection 

is one very relevant field to which these can be applied in the 

chemical industry. 

The meaningful execution of computer funct10ns - logging, 

alarm scanning, control, optimisation etc. depends on accurate and 

reliable 1nstrument s1gnals. The implications of malfunction 

detect10n are for ensuring this. 

At the moment, most malfunction detect10n is done manually 

and unaided, by the process operator. The process operator might 

be superior in specific aspects of malfunction detection requiring 

intell1gence)such as pattern recognition, dec1s10n ~aking and taking 

certain corrective actions that involve manual operations. The 

routine tasks of off-normal detection, however, can readily be taken 

over by the computer. In this way a better, funct10n allocat10n 

between the machine and man can be achieved leading to a more 

optimum,use of both. 
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3. INDUSTRIAL SURVEY OF INSTRU~mNT RELIABILITY 

3.1. Introduct10n 

Still at the format1ve stages of the project the need for some 

data on instrument reliab111ty in the chemical plant environment 

was realised. These were not ava11able 1n the open literature. 

Also, to realise the objectives of the project, a very 

necessary f1rst step was to determ1ne what instruments do fa11, their 

mode of failure and the1r probable behav10ur during failure. For 

the chem1cal 1ndustry, because of the importance and relevance of 

the working env1ronment,it was very desirable to get the informat10n 

in the actual working enviro~ent. The ma1n d1fference between the 

chem1cal industry and other industries is the sever1ty of the environ

ments to which the 1nstruments can be subjected. 

Such information on failure of 1nstruments 1S not only relevant 

to methods of instrument malfunct10n detection but also has very 

wide 1mp11cations for the 1mprovement of 1nstrument reliabi11ty and 

maintenance strategies in general. 

It will prov1de background 1n meet1ng future eng1neering require

ments and offer clues to inherent weaknesses of materials and manu

facturing processes. The fa11ure of an instrument or instrument system 

1S caused by the failure of its components. If the relat1ve rates of 

failure of these is known, it is poss1ble to des1gn instruments or 

instrument systems which are less 11kely to fail and to predict the 

probabi11ty of failure of particular 1nstrument des1gns. S1milarly, 

if the fa11ure frequency of 1ndividual instruments is known, 1t is 

possible to design more reliable control 1nstrument systems. 

With these cons1derations and 1nsight gained from preliminary 

surveys, an instrument reliability survey in the chemical plant 
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environment was in1tiated w1th a view to getting some statistically 

mean1ngful data which could be published and which will help f111 

the vacuum created by the dearth of such information, at least in 

the open literature. 

The survey was 1n two stages, the first being prelim1nary surveys 

from wh1ch evolved the survey wh1ch is reported here. 

The problems of collecting and publishing such data were not 

easy ones. Detailed information on the pre11minary surveys ment10ned, 

for instance, cannot be pub11shed within the terms of reference of 

the agreement to carry them out. The author spent some time visiting 

some chem1cal works and studY1ng available informat10n on the failure 

of 1nstruments. The preliminary surveys were a major guidance in the 

further narrow1ng down and development of the project. 

Industr1al secrecy and existence of usable systems of data 

collect1on were major problems 1n getting cooperation and in carry1ng 

out the survey. 

This chapter is essent1ally a report on the survey carried out. 

The survey covers the main measuring instruments (pressure, level 

by float as well as by pressure, d1fferential pressure, flow, temper

ature, dens1ty, viscosity, thermal conductiv1ty; analyt1cal); control

lers; control valves. It does not cover indicators or recorders. 

Data on the reliability of some 9,500 instruments in 3 chemical 

works with a total operating time of about 4,500 instrument - years 

have been obtained. For most of the instruments surveyed data have 

not previously been ava1lable, but the data obtained are reasonably 

consistent with such data as have been published. 

Of spec1al interest is very useful information on the nature 

of the failures of the 1nstruments obtained from one of the works. 
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This was in the form of comments by the operator on the log t1ckets. 

A representat1ve cross-sect10n of these comments is presented 1n 

section 3.9. 

3.2. Literature Survey 

Very little failure rate data for 1nstruments on chemical plants 

has apparently been published in the open literature, The available 

information is summarised in Table 3.1. Most of it is based on the 

publicat10ns of the U.K. Atomic Energy Author1ty, which has pioneered 

work on instrument reliability in this country. 

The fa1lure rate quoted for solenoid valves 1n Reference (61) is 

based not on field tests, but on the spec1fication to which industrial 

solen01d valves are des1gned, The difference between the two fa1lure 

rates quoted for temperature trip amplifiers in References (62,63) is 

at least partially exp11cable by the fact that the first is a much 

older design than the second and by the sensitivity of the failure 

rate of these 1nstruments to performance required, extra fac1l1ties 

provided, such as low margin alarm, and operating conditions. The 

references quoted do not give 1nformation 1n the number of fa11ures 

recorded or on confidence l1mits, except for Reference (63), which 

gives the latter. 

Recent work by the l.S.A. (64) on the number of hours per 

year required for the maintenance of particular instruments is also 

relevant, but these data do not appear to correlate d1rectly with 

failure rates. 
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Table 3.1, 

Previously Published Data on Instrument Reliability 

Instrument 

Control valve (p) 

Solenoid valve 

Controller (p) 

Differential pressure transmitter (p) 

Variable area flowmeter transmitter (p) 

Thermocouple 

Temperature tr1p amp11f1er, type A 

Temperature trip amplifier, type B 

Temperature trip amp11fier -

Pressure switch 

Oxygen analyser 

Tachometer 

Stepper motor 

Pressure geuge 

Relay (p) 

Ind1cator (moving c011 meter) 

Recorder 

(p) pneumatic 

(e) electronic 
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Failure 

Actual Fault/ 
year 

0,25 

0.38 

0,76 

0.68 

2.6 

1,7 

0.1 

0,14 

2,5 

0,17 

Rate 

Assumed Faulti 
year 

-

0.26 

0.1 
(des1gn) 

-
-
-

0,088 

-
-
-
-
-

0,044 

0,044 

0.088 

-

0,026 

0.22 

Ref. 

62 

101 

61 

102 

102 

62 

101 

102 

102 

63 

62 

62 

101 

101 

101 

102 

107 
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3,3, Methodology of Survey 

Most firms have a system of ma~ntenance job slips and some have 

also instrument record cards, which could be made the basis of a 

data collection scheme, With the limitations of hme and the d~fb-

culties, delays and complications of init~at~ng a new data collecting 

scheme, already ex~sting methods and organisations for reliab~l~ty 

data collection within a given brm were used, Where these were 

inadequate for the purpose, the firm was avoided, The systems used 

could be improved but in the circumstances were the best and were 

considered adequate, From the shortcomings of exist~ng systems could 

evolve new and better schemes or at least improvements on ex~sting 

schemes. 

In the survey, the instrument records have been used to 

i 
determ~ne how many instruments of each type were at risk and the 

instrument Job sheets to determine what failures have occurred and 

any other useful ~nformat~on such as the operator's comments, 

3,4, Definition of Failure 

From the British Standard concepts of fa~lure (67): 

A failure is any inabil~ty of a part or of an equipment to 

carry out its specified function, 

An item (any part, sub-system, system or equipment wh~ch can be 

individually cons~dered and separately tested) can fail ~n many ways 

but these failures can be generally class~fied e~ther as: 

(i) Misuse failure: when the failures are attr~butable to the 

application of stresses beyond the stress capabil~t~es of the ~tem or 

(h) Inherent weakness fa~lure: when the failures are attr~bu-

table to weakness inherent ~n the item itself when subjected to stresses 

within the stated capabilities of that item. 
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The failures can be sudden or gradual in time. Sudden failures 

are generally failures that could not be ant1c1pated by pr10r examin

ation whereas gradual fa11ures are failures that could be anticipated 

by prior exam1nat10n. 

The degree of failure could be part1al or complete. Fa11ures 

resulting from deviations in character1st1c(s) beyond specif1ed 11mits 

not such as to cause complete lack of the requ1red function can be 

class1fied as part1al fa11ures. Failures resulting from deviations 

in characteristic(s) beyond specified lim1ts such as to cause complete 

lack of the required functions are classified as complete failures. 

The limits referred to in this category are special limits specif1ed 

for this purpose. 

The combination of failures could be classified as Catastrophic 

or'as a graceful Degradat10n. Catastrophic fa11ures, here, are 

failures which are both sudden and completepand graceful Degradat10n 

failures are failures which are both gradual and partial. 

An important type of failure which does not quite fit into any 

of the above categories 1s1atent failure. These are failures which, 

even though they may not be detectable could lead to a catastrophic 

failure. In fact they may be cons1dered as the main causes of sudden 

failure. 

The quest10n of fail to safety or to danger is also relevant. 

Any of these incidents is a failure • 

. In the present work the only practical def1nition and one 

which has been used is that the instrument is not working to the 

process operator's satisfaction. 
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3.5. Organisat10n of Survey 

The survey was carr~ed out 1n three large chem1cal works, referred 

to as A, B, C for secur1ty purposes. Works A 1S a large works produciqg 

a wide range of heavy organ1c chemicals. Works B makes heavy 1norganic 

chem1cals and cons1sts of an aC1d, a s1nter1ng, a furnace and a water 

treatment plant. Works C 1S a glass works d1v1ded 1nto two plants. 

The 1nstrumentat10n in Works A is pneumat1c except on one plant, 

on wh1ch electronic 1nstruments are used. Two of the four plants 1n 

Works B are computer controlled and electron1c 1nstruments are used 

on all plants. In Works C both pneumatic and electronic instruments 

are used. 

At all three works preventive maintenance 1S carr1ed out as well 

as repa1r of fa1led equipment. At Works A prevent1ve ma1ntenance 

compr1ses three quarters of the work. There are per10d1c plant shut 

downs at all three works, the 1ntervals were'between S1X months and 

two years at Works A and a year at Works Band C, w1th lesser shutdowns 

fortnightly at Works B. 

The organ1sat10n of and informat10n ava1lable about the 1nstrument 

repair were sl1ghtly d1fferent at each works. At all three works there 

was a full system of records, so that 1t was poss1ble to de±erm1ne how 

many of each type of 1nstrument were at risk dur1ng the survey per10d, 

but the 1nformation on fa1lures was more var1able. At Works A the Job 

sheets gave informat10n on the plant and on the type of instrument wh1ch 

had fa1led, but unfortunately 1n the case of measur1ng 1nstruments it was 

sometimes possible to determine accurately only the general class of 

measurement (e.g. flow) and not the spec1fic type of measurement tranducer 

(e.g. different1al pressure transmitter). In every other respect, 

however, the qual1ty of 1nformat10n ava1lable from these job sheets was 

high. Th1s works has Y1elded not only the greatest quality of crude 

fa1lure data, but also the detailed informat10n g1ven later on fa1lure 1n 
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part1cular equ1pment such as control valves and 1mpulse 11nes and on the 

effect of d1fferent env1ronments. 

At Works B the job sheets gave 1nformat10n on the plant and on the 

type of instrument, includ1ng measur1ng 1nstruments, on which fa11ure 

occurred. The 1nformation ava11able on the sheet 1n th1s case, however, 

was 11mited to the fact that there has been a fa11ure. 

At Works C the informat10n g1ven by the Job sheets was s1milar to 

that at Works B, but the qua11ty of the 1nformation was not qU1te so 

good, so that rather a large proport10n of faults were attr1butable only 

to a control loop 1n general and not to any part1cular element in 1t. 

The number of instruments 1ncluded in the survey and the period of 

the survey at each works are as follows: 

Works No. of Instruments Per10d of Survey 

A 7998 October 1 1968 - April 11 1969 = 0.477 

B 951 October 6 1969 - March 23 1~0 = 0.398 

C 443 July 1 1968 - May 13 1969 = 0.858 

March 2 1969 - August 15 1969 = 0.458 

The survey covers a d1fferent period 1n the two plants 1n Works C. 

3.6. Stat1st1cal BaS1S of Survey 

yr. 

yr. 

yr. 

yr. 

The statist1cal bas1s of the survey is 1mportant for the analys1s and 

meaningful 1nterpretation of the data obtained. The stat1stical bas1s of 

the analysis of the data obta1ned here der1ves from re11ab111ty theory 

cons1derations. 

When an equ1pment 1S f1rst put 1nto use any 1nherently weak parts 

usually fail fairly soon. The early fa11ure rate may, therefore, be 

relat1vely high, but falls as the weak parts are replaced. The 1nherently 

weak parts may be because the 1nstrument 1S not standard, has not been 
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fully tested or has been incorrectly 1nstalled. There 1S then a per10d 

dur1ng wh1ch the fa11ure rate is lower and fa1rly constant, and f1nally 

the fa11ure rate r1ses aga1n as parts start to wear out. Th1S 1S illus

trated in Fig. 3.1., where the high rate of in1tial fa11ures can be seen. 

Although the steady rate 1S often shown as a stra1ght 11ne, in pract1ce 

1t w111 be wavy and 1n good (reliable) equ1pment 1t may be a long t1me 

before the wearout per10d is reached. The part of ma1n 1nterest 1S the 

constant fa11ure rate per1od. The three parts may be def1ned as follows: 

early failure per1od, when the fa11ure rate is decreas1ng rap1dly as 

when the equ1pment is be1ng run 1n and the fa11ure rate 1S 1n1t1ally 

high but decl1n1ng; the constant failure rate per10d dur1ng Wh1Ch the 

fa11ure occurs at an approx1mately uniform rate as when the equ1pment is 

operating normally and fa11ure rate 1S low and fa1rly constant; the wear

out failure per10d dur1ng Wh1Ch the fa11ure rate 1S rap1dly increas1ng 

due to determination processes as when the equ1pment 1S wear1ng out and 

failure rate 1S h1gh and r1s1ng. 

The data obta1ned in thlS survey 1S assumed to correspond to the 

constant or chance fal1ure rate per10d. Since the survey was carrled out 

for a fixed t1me 1nterval dur1ng Wh1Ch fa11ed lnstruments were repalred 

or replaced, the data can be treated as data from a flxed-tlme test with 

replacement of fal1ed items. 

If the fa11ure rates measured are slgnif1cantly affected by e1ther 

lnfant mortality or wearout, the assumptlon of chance fal1ure would not 

be str1ctly val1d. The 1nstruments consldered here are all standard 

types and are quite exhaustively tested in the works prlor to lnstallatlon. 

Added to the fact that almost all the 1nstruments had been operatlng for 

at least a year, it lS belleved that infant mortallty lS not a slgnlflcant 

factor. However, the posslbl11ty of an effect due to wearout lS perhaps 

rather greater. In Works A there was a wlde spread in the age of the 
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instruments, some be1ng about 15 years old, wh11e 1n Works Band every 

few 1nstruments were more than 5 years old. The data obtained may, 

therefore include some wearout fa11ures. The relevance of th1S would 

depend on the use to Wh1Ch the data are to be put, for 1nstance, if 1t 

1S des1red to obta1n data on the actual fa11ure rates of 1nstruments 1n 

a given works w1th a given ma1ntenance P011CY, then the 1nclus10n of 

some wearout failures is presumably not serious. 

The data on 1nstrument failure rates ~e obta1ned by determ1n1ng 

the number of each type of instrument at r1sk and recording the number 

of fa11ures over a f1xed 1nterval. 

When the number of 1nstruments at risk and the number of failures 

recorded 1S small, there is a degree of uncertainty about the fa11ure rate 

calculated from the data, so that 1t is necessary to assign conf1dence 

11mits to it. Graphs and formulae for the calculat10n of the conf1dence 

lim1ts for the constant failure rate period are given 1n the 11terature 

(65, 66). 

Most of the data obta1nedarepresented even though the number of 

1nstruments at r1sk or the number of fa11ures recorded 1S small. In 

most such cases the type of 1nstrument 1nvolved 1S such that other works 

are not 11kely to have many either. The ma1n hope of obta1n1ng data for 

such instruments 1S 1n the publication of data by a number of f1rms. 

The data are presented as annual failure rates. At Works A the Job 

sheets usually gave enough 1nformat10n to class1fy a fault as a definite 

fa11ure or as an incident. Thus a failure was recorded 1f the process 

operat03 stated that the instrument had fa11ed, regardless of whether 

the instrument fitter found a· fa11ure, unless the f1tter showed posit1vely 

that the 1nstrument had not fa11ed and that the matter could be expla1ned 

in some other way. A failure was also recorded if the operator was 

uncertain, but the fitter found a failure. All other cases were recorded 

as incidents. In particular, cases were recorded as incidents where the 
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operator requ1red a check, but the f1tter found no fa11ure. In cases 

where a ca11brat10n was requested small errors were recorded as 1nc1dents, 

and large errors as fa11ures. The defin1t10n of a large error was taken 

o 
arbitrar11y as 2% full scale or 2 C or 0.1 pH. On this bas1s 77% of the 

faults at th1s works were def1n1te fa11ures and 23% were 1nc1dents. At 

Works Band C it was not poss1ble to d1st1nguish from the job sheets 

between 1nc1dents and fa11ures. The data g1ven here are, therefore, 

s1mply 1n terms of total faults. 

When some fa11ures records 1nd1cated that an 1nstrument was 

exh1b1t1ng a repeated or interm1ttent fault over a short per10d, such cases 

have been counted as a s1ngle fail~re. 

In analysing faults on those plants 1n works where there is an on-

11ne computer care has been taken as far as poss1ble to av01d ass1gn1ng 

to the instruments faults which are properly those of the computer. 

3.7. Fa11ure Rate Data 

The 1nstruments at r1sk, the number of faults and the annual failure 

rates for the three works are g1ven 1n Tables 3.2.- 3.4. The enV1ronment 

factor quoted 1S expla1ned 1n the next section. 

As has already been ment10ned, there was some d1fficulty at Works A 

in determin1ng from the job sheets the type of measurement transducer 

1nvolved in fa11ures of flow, level and temperature measurement. For this 

works, therefore, the overall fa11ure rates for these measurements are 

qU1te accurate but those for part1cular types of tranducer are less so. 

In analys1ng the Job sheets it was not always poss1ble to assign the 

fault to a part1cular instrument 1n a control loop. In such cases it was 

necessary 1n1t1ally to assign the fault to the loop as a whole. The 

proportion of cases of th1S type was low 1n Works A, rather higher in Works 

Band h1gher still 1n Works C. These are the faults hsted under 
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'control loop'. These faults were then ass1gned to the 1nd1v1dual 

elements 1n the loop by allocat1ng to each element add1t10nal faults 

proport10nal to those already ass1nged to it. The or1g1nal data are 

I g1ven 1n brackets 1n the tables and the data after th1s correct10n are 

shown w1thout brackets. The effect of th1s procedure on,the fa1lure 

rate data obta1ned 1S quite small. 

In table 3.4. the relat10nsh1p between the number of instruments 

at r1sk, the number of faults and the annual fa1lure rate 1S complicated 

by the fact that the survey covers d1fferent per10ds 1n the two plants. 

The total number of 1nstrument-years at r1sk 15 therefore g1ven 1n a 

separate column for each type of 1nstrument. 

The temperature measur1ng elements listed include those on temper

ature controllers, but not those on the temperature transducers, so that 

the total number of actual elements is the sum of those quoted as such 

and of the temperature transducers. In works Band C some temperature 

measurements, such as those taken 1nS1de furnaces or 1n metal vapour, 

were not included, but the cond1t10ns 1n Wh1Ch all measurements quoted 

are taken are st111 more severe than 1n Works A. The pyrometer failures 

recorded 1n Table 3.4. are not all str1ctly fa1lures of the measur1ng 

instrument itself but include adJustments to the field of view. 

Impulse 11nes on analysers, on pressure and d1fferent1al pressure 

transducers and on pressure sW1tches connected to process flu1ds are l1sted 

separately. The 11nes for d1fferent1al pressure dev1ces are counted as 

one 1tem, not two. The purge systems g1ven 1n Table 3.2. cons1sts of 

purge lines and small rotameters and are installed on d1fferent1al pressure 

transducers measur1ng 11quid flow and level. 

The tables show that there are considerable differences 1n the 

fa1lure rates obtained for certa1n types of 1nstrument at the three works. 
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Most of these d~fferences are expl~cable in terms of sample s~ze or of 

env~ronment, wh~ch ~s considered in the next sect~on. 

The data for all three works are given ~n Table 3.5. For most types 

of ~nstrument the data from Works A, wh~ch has much the largest number 

of instruments, are dom~nant. Th~s is sat~sfactory in that th~s works , 
~s probably the most typical of the chemical ~ndustry as a whole. 

In addit~on to determ~n~ng the overall fa~lure rates of the instru-

ments an attempt has been made to obtain data on the nature of the 

failures ~n the l~mited number of cases where th~s was possible. 

In table 3.6. are g~ven data on the fa~lure rates of a~r suppl~es, 

pneumat~c and electr~cal connections. The number of ~tems has been 

corn puter in the following way: The number of a~r suppl~es ~s obta~ned 

by ass~gning one each to control valves, valve positioners, pneumat~c 

controllers or current pressure transducers and pneumat~c-output measure-

ment transducers; the number of pneumatic connect~ons by ass~gn~ng one 

each to control valves, power cyl~nders, valve pos~t~oners and pneumat~c 

output measurement transducers; and the number of electr~cal connect~ons 

by ass~gn~ng one each to current-pressure transducers, electr~cal output 

measurement transducers and temperature measuring elements. These fa~lures 

are not add~t~onal to those given ~n Tables 3.2 - 3.5. 

3.B. Effect of Env~ronment 

The method of ~nstallat~on, work~ng env~ronment (corros~on, eros~on, 

v~bration) and operat~ng condit~ons (temperature, pressure) all affect 

the performance and rel~ab~lity of an instrument. In a chem~cal plant, 

the environment factors are even more ~mportant than any other consider-

at~ons part~cularly as regards the locat~on of the ~nstrument and whether 

it ~s in contact w~th process materials or not. An instrument may be located 

in a clean control room or on the plant, where ~t may be exposed1to adverse 
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cond1t10ns of temperature, hum1d1ty, corrOS10n, vibrat10n or dust. In 

a control room and often on the plant it 15 in contact w1th 1nstrument 

a1r only, but also, on the plant 1t 1S frequently 1n d1rect contact w1th 

process mater1als flu1ds or so11ds. These mater1als may be relatively 

harmless or very aggress1ve - hot, d1rty - react1ve, corros1ve, erOS1ve 

or prone to freeze or polymer1se. 

The enV1ronment cond1t10ns 1n the three Works A consists of a 

number of different plants 1n some of wh1ch the flu1ds are relat1vely 

clean (a1r, water, steam) and 1n others d1rty or l1able to block. The 

overall environment 1n th1s works, as regards 1nstrument location, 

general plant condit10ns and type~ of process mater1al, 1S cons1dered to 

be very typ1cal of heavy organ1c chem1cal plants. Two sets of data 

obta1ned 1n Works A have, therefore, been used 1n an attempt to arr1ve 

at some quant1tat1ve est1mate of env1ronment. 

Works B 1S an aC1d, a s1nter, a furnace and a water treatment 

plant. The enV1ronment on the f1rst three of these 1S bad, ow1ng ma1nly 

to acid corros10n, so11ds hand11ng, h1gh temperatures, so that the overall 

enviornment 1n the works 1S cons1derably more severe than in Works A. 

Works C 1S s1m1lar to works B but a large fract10n of the instrument 

nom1nally mounted on the plant cons1sts of equ1pment for the control of 

flow of furnace fuel oil and a1r wh1ch 1S housed 1n clean rooms adJacent 

to the control room. 

Table 3.7 shows some common types of 1nstruments, grouped accord1ng to 

whether or not they are 1n d1rect contact w1th process flu1ds. The fa1lure 

rates of the f1rst group, wh1ch are 1n d1rect contact w1th process flu1ds, 

are rather similar and have a calculated we1ghted average of 1.15 faults/ 

year, while those of the second group, wh1ch are not 1n d1rect contact 
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w1th process flu1ds, are aga1n rather similar but have a weighted 

average of 0.31 faults/year. Control valves and temperature measurements, 

although 1n contact with process flu1ds, were found to have mwer failure 

rates and are 11sted separately, wh11e analysers are not 11sted at all. 

The second group 1ncludes instruments wh1ch are normally located 1n a 

control room and others wh1ch are normally located on the plant. The 

d1fference in fa11ure rates between the two appears to be rather small. 

What the table does br1ng out is the large difference 1n failure rates 

between those 1nstruments wh1ch are 1n contact w1th process flu1ds and 

those wh1ch are not 

Table 3.8 gives data wh1ch offer a compar1son between two types of 

1nstrument on contact w1th clean and d1rty process flu1ds. Th1s suggests 

that the failure rate of an instrument 1n contact w1th a clean process 

flu1d d1ffers 11ttle from that of an instrument which is not 1n contact 

at all, but that the fa11ure rate of an instrument in contact w1th an 

aggress1ve process flu1d is much h1gher. It also 1mplies that the fa11ure 

rate of the f1rst group of 1nstruments 1n table 3.7 1S determined ma1nly 

by those 1n contact w1th aggress1ve flu1ds. 

The data g1ven in these two tables suggest that as a f1rst approx1m

ation the sever1ty of the enV1ronment of an 1nstrument on a chemical plant 

can be def1ned 1n terms of the aggress1veness of any process mater1als w1th 

wh1ch 1t may be 1n contact and that Other factors are of secondary 

importance. 

The effect of environment may be taken 1nto account by ass1gn1ng to 

an 1nstrument a basic fa1lure rate wh1ch 1S then multipl1ed by a sU1table 

environment factor. For a favourable environment th1s factor is by 

defin1tion un1ty, wh11e for an unfavourable one 1t 1S greater than un1ty. 
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An attempt has been made to def1ne an environment factor for the 

ma1n classes of 1nstrument covered 1n the survey, This factor 1S deter-

m1ned ma1nly by the est1mated degree of aggress1veness of the process 

fluids w1th which the 1nstrument is 1n contact. The maximum value of 

the factor, based on the data g1ve~ 1n Tables 3.7. - 3.8. was found to 

be about 4. S1nce the factor 1S apprcximate only 1nteger values are 

used: These env1ronmental factors are g1ven in Tables 3.2 - 3.5. 

The conclus10n drawn about the cond1t10ns which affect the environ-
• 

ment factor and the values assigned to this factor are based on qU1te 

slender evidence and are necessar1ly tentat1ve. The Just1f1cat10n for 

attempt1ng to est1mate th1s factor 1S that to neglect it ent1rely would 

be much more m1slead1ng. 

Some of the 1nstruments, such as controllers, are normally used, 

both 1n the works 1nvest1gated and elseWhere, in control rooms under 

clean cond1t10ns, wh1le others, such as flame fa1lure devices are used in 

process fluids under severe conditions. For such 1nstruments the crude 

fa1lure rates quoted 1n the last columns of Tables 3.2 - 3.5 will not 1n 

general need further correct10n for environment. Such correct10n 1S 

requ1red ma1nly where a part1cular type of 1nstrument may be used 1n very 

different cond1tions. The 1nstruments to wh1ch th1s pr1nc1pally app11es 

are control valves and 1n&ruments for measur1ng fluid flow, fluid level, 

pressure and temperature. 

The data obtained appear to suggest that some types of measurement 

transducer are much more re11able than others. What has actually been 

measured in the survey, however, is the re11abi11ty of 1nstruments 1n 

those funct10ns to wh1ch they are normally ass1gned. It does not nece
low 

ssarily follow that an instrument wh1ch has a/fa1lure rate would 1n fact 

perform more re11ably 1f it were used as an alternat1ve to an instrument 

with a rather h1gher fa1lure rate. Th1S p01nt is relevant also to the 
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def1nit10n of the env1ronment factor. The values quoted for this factor 

are based on est1mates of what const1tutes a severe environment for a 

part1cular instrument. For 1nstance, the measurement of a moderately 

h1gh temperature may be a relatively favourable environment for a thermo

couple but 1mposs1ble for a mercury - 1n - steel thermometer. 

3.9. Modes of Failure of the Instruments 

In add1tion to re11abi11ty informat10n on the fa11ures of the 

1nstruments 1n their work1ng env1ronmentsJ some informat10n was also 

obta1ned on the nature of the fa11ures. Th1S inf6rmat10n was expected, 

and obta1n1ng such 1nformat10n was,1n fact,one of the ma1n reasons for 

carry1ng out the survey. An 1nsight 1nto the modes of fa11ure of the 

1nstruments was expected from such 1nformat10n. 

The pre11m1nary survey on control valve failure - not reported here -

for 1nstance,showed about half the valve fa11ures 1n the works to 1nvolve 

e1ther stickiness of the stem or blockage of the body. The fa11ures of 

the instruments 1n th1s part1cular works were well documented but unfor

tunately th1s cannot be fully reported here. However, tYP1cal comments 

as documented on the cards by the operator, on the failures of control 

valves and d1fferent1al pressure transm1tters obta1ned from this works 

are presented 1n tables 3.9a and 3.9b. 

In the work reported here, some 1nformat10n on the nature of the 

fa11ures at Works A recorded 1n Table 3.2 was obta1ned. Such 1nformat10n 

would not be obta1ned from either Works B or C. Of the 359 control 

valve failures 23 were blockages and 53 leakages; of the 185 var1able 

area~flowmeter fa11ures 45 were blockages;and of the 364 1mp'llse lines 

failures 194 were blockages and 99 leakages. The remarks on the fa11ure 

of the 1nstruments could be much clearer and more 1nformat1ve 1n a lot 

of cases, however, a study of the log ticket data as they were gave some 
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ins1gbt 1nto the modes of failures of the 1nstruments. 

Some more mean1ngful and relevant comments on log tickets are 

presented 1n Tables 3.10 - 3.14. The'symptoms or comments' column 

contains remarks as made by the process operator. When the causes 

of fa11ure can be reconstructed from the comments, they have been 
• 

included 1n the 'causes of fa11ures' column. 

Not all the comments obta1ned have been presented. Only a good 

cross-sect10n of typical comments,to br1ng out the various useful 

informat10n ,wh1ch can be got from them,have been presented. Also 

the comments quoted have been chosen to br1ng out how the operator 

executes the function of malfunct10n detect10n. 

A study of the comments and an attempt to reconstruct probable 

behav10ur of 1nstrument signal suggests that a majority of the instru-

ment malfunctions could be p1cked up from the instrument s1gnals. 

Indeed,1n most cases,the process operator seems to have detected the 

fa11ures or malfunct10n from unusual s1gnal character1st1cs. It 1S true 

that he has sometimes has to use his human senses of s1ght, smell and 

sound to sense trouble but even 1n these cases;perhaps~the symptoms of 

trouble could equally have been picked up from var1ations 1n the 1nstru-

ment s1gnal character1st1cs. 

A major1ty of the fa11ures were 'hard - over' fa11ures that could 

have been p1cked up ear11er w1th a sU1table malfunction detect10n method. 
( 

3.10 'D1Scuss10n 

The data given 1n Tables 3.2 - 3.4 show apprec1able d1fferences 1n 
/ 

the fa11ure rates of part1cular types of instrument. These d1fferences 

may be accounted for 1n most cases e1ther by d1fferences in the environ-

ment or by the smallness of the fa11ure sample. 
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The control valves fa11ure rates at the three works show differences. 

It is be11eved that those at Works A are the most tYP1cal;as the cond1t1ons 

there are the most typ1cal of a chem1cal works. The clean env1ronment 1n 

wh1ch the valves in Works Care housed,and the fact that they regulate 

only fuel 011 and a1r,could account for the low fa11ure rate recorded 

there. The h1gh failure rate at Works B may reflect the large proport10n 

of butterfly and d1aphragm valves, the large d1ameter of some of the p1pe-

lines and the presence of hot, d1rty gases. The env1ronment factor of 4, 

which is the maximum used 1n any of the tables, may be an underest1mate 

of the effect of th1s env1ronment. 

A s1milar underestimate of the effect of this hot, dusty env1ronment 

may account for the h1gh failure rates of pressure and temperature 

measur1ng devices at Works B. These fa11ure rates are much higher than 

those at Works A, but fa11ure rates at Works B for flow and level measur1ng 

devices are closer to those at Works A. This is reasonable S1nce there 

1S probably a greater s1m11ar1ty between the 11qu1ds handled at the two 

works than between the gases. The fa11ure rate of temperature measur1ng 

devices at Works C is also h1gher than at Works A, doubtless for s1milar 

reasons. 

The very low fa11ure rates obta1ned for mercury - 1n - steel thermo-

meters are 1nterest1ng, but the fa11ure sample S1ze 1S small and the 
, 

data for the fa11ure rates of the 1ndividual temperature measur1ng dev1ces 

are not very accurate. More data are therefore needed on these 1nstru-

ments. 

The failure rates of flame fa11ure devices and pH meters are 

apprec1ably h1gher at Works B than at Works A, but 1n both cases the 

instrument sample S1ze 1S small.- The f1gures appear to reflect a small 
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number of rather troublesome 1nstruments. 

Somewhat sim1lar cons1derat10ns seem to apply to the high fa1lure 

rates of the controllers and controller sett1ng at Works B. These 

1nstruments are mostly working 1n conjunct10n w1th a control computer 

and are on rather critical loops, so that the cr1ter1a of failure are 

probably more str1ngent. 

For Works C the failure rate of the 1mpulse l1nes is low but that 

of the flow measurement transducers is high, wh1ch suggests that possibly 

some of the faults 1n the former have been recorded as faults in the 

latter. 

The conf1dence l1mits for the failure rate data are not quoted 1n the 

tables. It 1S cons1dered that 1n view of the 1mportance of the enV1ron

mental effect and, for some 1nstruments, the smallness of sample of 

1nstruments at r1sk, the quotat10n of these l1m1ts m1ght 1nd1cate a 

presumpt10n of accuracy wh1ch would be spur10us. TIle data required for 

the calculation of the l1m1ts are, however, g1ven 1n the table. 

No d1st1nct10n has so far been made between electron1c and 

pneumat1c 1nstruments. The data obta1ned does not 1n fact make it 

poss1ble to d1st1nguish between the two. Any d1fferences appear to be 

small 1n compar1son w1th the effect of environment. 

Compar1ng those 1tems wh1ch are common to Tables 3.1 - 3.5., 1t can 

be seen that the sets of data are reasonably cons1stent. In the absence 

of more informat10n on sample S1ze and environment for the data g1ven 1n 

Table 3.1. no more deta1led comparison can be made. 
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'Table 3.2. 
( , 

Instrumont Reliability Data for Works A' 
, 

, , 

, ' , 
, . , 

Instrument No; at 
Risk 

:environmont 
Factor 

No. of Faults 

Control valve 1330 '" 

Globe (p) 1195, 
, . 

Butterfly (p) 105 

D1aphragni (p) , : 30 ' 

Valve positioner (p) 320* 

Solenoid valve 

Current/pressure transducer 

Pressure measurement; 

Absolute pressure 
transducer (p) 

Differential pressure 

168 

89 

193 

124 

transducer (p & e) 69 

Flow measurements (fluids) 1733 

Differential pressure 
transducers (p & e) 473 

Transm1tting variable 
area flowmeter (p) 100 

Indicating variable area 
flowmeter 857 

Mercury manometex: 
flowmeter 

Turbine steam flowmeter 

Pl,ston flowmeter 

Turbl,ne flowmeter 

" 

. 
137 

60 

,61 

45 

Level measurements (liqul,ds) 316 

D~fferential pressure 
tran&ducer (p & e) 

Float-type level 
transducer 

130 

158 

" 

. , 

, " 

59 

2 

1 

'1 

1 

" , , 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

'" 

, . 

.. 
I 

359 (327) 

• 

24 

23 
" 

89 (82) 

'. 

902 (890) 

419' • 

.48 

137 
G 

233 (206) 

106 

, 124 

Railuro Rate' 
faults/yr. ' 

0.57 (0.51)' 

I, 

~ 0.41 

, 0.30 

0.54 

1.09 (1.08) 

1.86' 
, ., 

1.01 

0.34 

I, 

1.55 (1.37) 

1.71 

1.64 



* estimated number 
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Table'3.3. Instrument Reliabihty Data for Worl<s D 

J:nsirument , No. at 
Risk 

Control valves: 86 

Globe (p) 32 

Butterfly (p) 26 

Diaphragm, (p) 28 
" 

Power cylinders (p) 83 

Valve positioner (p) 14 

Solenol.d valve 84 

Curreni/pressure transducer 99 

Pressure measurement ' 40 

(all absolute pressure' 
transducers (e» 

Flow measurement (fluid~) 

Differential pressure 
transducer (e) 

Magnetic flowmeter 

Indicating varl.able area 
flowmeter 

, 
Flow measurement (solids) 

Load-cells 

Belt speed measurement 
& control 

81 

35. 

15 

31 

45 

19 

Level measurement (liquids) 105 

Absolute pressure 
transducer (e) 

Electrical conductivity 
probes 

Level measurement (solids) 

Radioactive gauge 

Electrical conductivity 
probeS 

Mccha,nical float 

5 

100 

4 

5 

2 

61 

Environmont 
:U'actor 

4 

, ' 

, . 
" 2 

2 

2 

1 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

No.of Faults Failure Rat 
faults/yr. ? 

78 (72) 2.27 (2.10) 

I 
• I 

21 

7 

24 

22 

,35 (34) 

54 (53) 

.37 

13: 

67' 

,0,64 . 

1.25 

0.72 

0.56 

2.20 (2,14) 

I 

1.68 (1.64) I 

2.66 

2.18. 

3.75 
• 

, 
" 

"I 

" 116 15.3 

4 94 (89) 

·4 o 

4 94 

30 

, . 

2.25 (2.12) 

2.36 

6.86 

. ' 
, . 

, , .. 
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Table 3.3. ( continued.) 

Instrument No. at 
Risk 

Tempcraturo measurement 

Thermocouple 

Res1stance thermometer 

Vapour pressure.bulb 

Mercury-in-steel 
thermomo.ter 

167 

88 

38 

27 

. 
5 

Temperature transducor'(e) 9 

Controller (e) 21 
(all general purpose) 

Pressure switch 30 , 

Flow switch 9 

Speed switch 6 

Moni tor swi tch 16 

Flame failure detector 

~:~u Lvolt-current transducer 12 

Analyser: 

Pl! meter 

Gas-11quid chromatograph 

Electrical conductivity 
meter(for liqu1ds) 

21 

5 

5 
.. 

5 

Electrical conductivity 3 
meter (for wa~er in so11ds) 

Water hardness meter 3 

Impulse lines 112 

Absolute and differential 80 
pressure transducer 

Pressure switch 27 

Analyser. 

(Control loop 

Controller setting 21 

62 

.E!·vironmcnt 
Factor 

4 

4 

4 

4 

2 

4 

1 

4 

3 

4 

No.of Faults Failure Rato . 
. :faults/yr. 

81 (80) 1.21 (1.20) 

47 1.34 

24 1.59 

4 0.37 

o 

6 1.67 

15 (12) 
.f 

1.80 (1.43) 

12 1.00 

4 1.12 

o 

o 

8 10.0 

8- 1.67 

172 20.6 

34 17.1 

75 37.7 

33 16.7 

17 14.3 . 

13 10.9 

44 (43) 0.98 (0.96) 

18 2.16) 
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Table 3.4. Instrument Rellabllity Data for Works C 

Instrument 

Control valves (all Globe) 

Power cyllnders 

Current/pressure transducer 

Flow measurement (flulds) 

No.at 
Riak 

115 

15 

12 

128 

Dlfferentlal pressure transdUcer 
(p) 115 

Dlfferentlal pressure transducer 

Temperature measurement: 

Thermocouple 

Radlatlon pyrometer 

Optlcal pyrometer 

Controllers 

General purpose (p) 

General purpose (e) 

,Analysers 

O
2 

analyser 

H2 analyser 

H 0 anaiyser (for gas) 
2 

Impulse 11ne 

(e) 13 

21 

43 

4 

88 

76 

12 

17 

3 

11 

3 

145 

Dlfferential pressure transducer 128 

Analysers 17 

(Control loops 127 

Controller settlng 127 

63 

Inst. EnVlr
yr. onment 

factor 

78,6 2 

6,9 3, 

5,5 1 

84,6' 2 

18 4 

30.9 4 

3.4 4 

r 
50,7 1 

7,8 

1,38 

5,04 

1,38 

92,4 2 

84,2 

NO,of 
faults 

]0(5) 

10 

o 

, , 

• Failure rate 
faults/yr, 

0,127(0,064) 

1,45 

103(53) 1,22(0,63) 

18 1,00 

67 2,17 

33 9,70 

16(6) 0,32(0,12) 

, 

18 2,31 

2 1.45 

5 0,99 

11 ~,oo 

8(0) 0,08(-) 

73 0,87) 

9 0,11 
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Table 3.5. Instrument Reliability Data for All Works 

" instrument No. at Instrument- )::drlronmont No. of ¥ail'{re Rate 
Rislt Years I 

Factor Faults nu s/year. 

Control valve 1531 747 2 447 
. 

! 0;60 

Power cyll.nder 98 39.9 2 31, , 0.78 

Valve positl.oner 334 15? 1 69 0.44 

Solenoid valve 252 113 1 48 0.42 

Current/pressure 200 87.3 
ttansducer 

1 43 0.49 - , 

Pressure meas\,rement 233 87.9 3 -124 , ' 1.41 
- ' 

Flow measurement 19·12 • 943 3 1069 1.14 
(fluids) 

Differenhal , 636 324 3 559 1.73 
pressure trans-

ducer I, , 

Tra,nsmi t ting 100 47.7 3' 48 1.01 
variable area 
flowmeter 

Indicating 857 409 3 137 , . 0.34 
variable area 
flowmeter 

Magnetic flowmeter 15 ·5.98 4 13 2.18 , " 

• 
FlolV measurement 

(sollds) 

IA~d. cell 45 17.9 67 3.75 

Belt speed 
, 

measure- 19 7.58 116 15.3 
( ment & control 

Level measurement 421 193 4 327 1.70 
(liqul.ds) 

Differential 130 " , 62 4 106 1.71 
pressure 
transducer 

'1 . 
I'~ .,. 

Float-type level 158 75.3 4 12 1.'64 
transducer 

Capacitance-type 28 13.4 4 3 0.22 
level transducer 

ElectrJ.cal conduc ti vi ty 

• 
probes 100 39.8 4 94 2.36 

Level measurement '11 4.38 ' - 30 6.86 
(solids) ~ 

'/ 

64' 
" 
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Table 3,5, . ( continued ) , , . , 
, , ' , 

Instrurnont No. at,. 'Instrumont 'Environment ·No. of Failu're Ra te " Risl( Yoars , Fah~r Faults' faults/year., .' 
• , ' 

2579 ? Tempera ture measure- 1225 3 425 0.35 ment (excludl.ng , , . 
pyrometers) 

Thermocouple 772 .. 369 3 191 0.52 

Res1stance 479 227 
thermometer 

3. 92 0;41 

, . 
MercurY-1n-steel 1001' 477 2 13 0.027 thermometer . ' 
Vapour 'pressure 27 • 10.7 . 4 4 0.37 bulb 

Temperature transducer 
300 142 , , 3 124 0.88 

Radiation pyrometer 43 30.9 4 67 2.17 

" Optical pyro~eter 4 3.4 4 33 9.70 . , 
Controller 1192 575 1 164 0.29 

.. 
" Pressure switch 549 259 2 87 0.34 i 

Flow SWl.tch 9 3.59. 4 .' 1.12 

Speed switch 6 2.39 0 .-
Mon1tor sWl.tch 16 6.38 "~ 0 

Flame failure • , . 
, ) detector 45 21.3 3 • 36 1.69 

" 
/{~(.<.i.vo1 t-eurrent 

• transducer 12 4.78 8 1.67 , ' 

Analyser 86 ',39.0 331 8.49 
,) 

pH meter 34 ,15,8 : 93 5.88 

Gas-liqu1d 
ch~omatograph 8 3.43 , 105 30.6 

°2 analyser 12 '5.67 
' , 32 5.65 .. 

CO2 analyser 4 'l,~O ,- 20 ~0.5 
~ • 'i H2 analyser 11 5.04 5 " 0.99 

" 
.. 

: I 
H2 0 analyser (in ' " , . 

! gases) 3 1.38 11' 8.00 
I 

"" "I ' . . 
! . , 
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Table 3.'5. (conhnued) 

• 

Instrument No. at 
Risk 

Infra-red liqUld 
analyser 3 

, Electrical con<luct-
lVlty meter (for 
liqUlds) 5 

Electrlcal eonduct~. 
1V1ty meter (for 
wa ter 1n .solids) , 3 

Water hardness meter 3 

Impulse lines 1099 

Controller settings 1231 

) 

, Instrument 
Years 

• 

, , , 

1.43 

-
1.99 

1.,20 

1.20 

539 

609 

.' 

, , 
.. 

66 

Environmont 
Factor 

. , 

3 

No. of 
Faults 

2 

33 

17 

13 

416 

84 

" 

" , 

, , 

Fal1ure Rato 
faults/year. 

• 
1.40' 

16.70 

14.2 

10.9 

0.77 

0.14 

.: 

.' ~I 

"I 
I 

" 



• 

• 

Table 3.6. 

Air supply : All works 

Works A 

B 

C 

Pneumatic connections . . 
Works A 

B 

'C 

Electrical connections • • 

Works A 

B 

,0 

, ) 

, . 
, . 

---,-~ 

Roliab1li ty of An Supply and oJ: l'neuma tic and 

Electrical Connect loons 

All works 

All works 

67 ' 
I 

, , 

N;e>. at Risk 'No. o! 
Faults 

2651 62 

2335 51 

113 5 

203 El 

3137 20 

2809 19 

183 1 

145 0 

1680 23 

1329 15 

326 8 

25 0 

. -

. 
') 

. , 

• "ai1uro Rate 
faults/year. 

0.048 

0.046 

0.11 

0:046 

0.013 

0.014 

0.014 

0.03 

0.C24 

0.062 

, , ~ . 

" 

, 
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) 

.' . ' 

Table 3.7. Effoct of Envir.onmont on Rullabi11ty Instruments in 

Contact wlth and not \n Contact with Process Flu1ds 

at Works A. 

Instruments in contact With process 
fluids: 

Pressure measurement-

Level measurement 

Flow measuremont 

F~amo failure devic~· 

Instruments not in contact wi1;h process 
fluids: 

Valve posit10ner;' 

Solenoid valve.' 

Cu~rent-pressure transducer 

Controller 

Pressure switch 

Control valve 

Temperature measurement 

68 

No. at Risk No. of 
Faults 

2285 1252 

193 89 

316 233 

1733 902 

43 28 

2179 317 

320 62 

168 24 

89 '23 

1083 133 

519 • 75 

1330 359 
". 
2391' 326 

, 

, , 

,-

t 

Failure Rate 
faults/year. 

1.15 

0.97 

1.55 

1.09 

1.37 

0.31 

0.41 

0.30 

0.54 

0.26 
• 

0.30 

0.57 

: 0.29 

J 

, . 
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Table 3.8. Effect of Environment on Reliability Instruments 

• in contact with Clt!an' and Dirty Fluids at Works A 

Ins trumcn t ' 

Control valve: .. 
Clean flul.ds 

Dirty fluids • 

Differential pressure transmitter: 

Clean fluids , , 
Dirty fluids 

" 

" 

( 

.. 

69 

" 

, . 

No. at nisk 

214 
,; 

.167 : 

" 

27 

90 
, . 

" '. . , 

\ .No. ot 
Faults 

17 

~71 

5 

82 

.. 

Failuro na to 
j.lul ts/year, 

0.17 

0.89 

0,39 

1.91 

" , 

. . 

, . . ' 

" 

. , 

, 

"I 



Table 3,9a Control Valves 

Types of Fa~lure 

1 Fault,~n gland 

2 Seat failure 

3 Body fa~lure - blocking 

I 
-...J 
0 

4 Block~ng 

I 
5 Seat fa~lure 

6 Seat and Body fa~lures 

7 Relay Body failures 

8 Body fa~lure 

9 Block~ng 

10 

Symptoms 

Vent~ng to atmosphere, when valve 
should have been ~n closed pos~t-' 
~on, other valves off same feed 
to head O,K. 

Waste br~ne leak~ng up through 
valve sp~ndle 

20 ps~ output from MOD 40 cont
roller and h~gh level ~n caust~c 
stock tanks 

No flow 

Pass~ng when valve ~s closed 

Bad leaks on body jo~nt 

Bad leak from body Jo~nt and 
slow actl.on • 

Bad leaks about the body 

No flow 

Valve would not close 

Causes 

Sp~ndle se~zed ~n gland. P.T.F.E. chevron 
r~ngs too t~ght ~n gland cas~ng 

Chem~cal attack on d~aphragm 

2 ~nch na~l and metal b~ts block~ng valve 
plug, ~n body 

D~rty material caused blockage ~n valve 

Plug and seat to be ground ~n and valve 
adJusted 

Seat Jo~nt was found to be fractured 

V~brat~on and hydraul~c hammer~ng 

-
Internal corros~on 

Sohd material ~n body of valve 

Large p~ece of PTFE wedged under seat of 
control valve 



Table 3.9a. Control Valves (Cont1nued) 

11 Fa11ure of sp1ndle 

12 Seat failure 

.... 
\ 

Restr1cted movement of sp1ndle 

Suspected blockage 

• 

Bottom gU1de had se1zed to sp1ndle 

Lock nut found loose 1n lower half of 
sp1ndle 



Dlfferential Pressure Transmitters 

Types of Fallures Symptoms 

Impulse llnes Fluctuatlng output 

Diaphragm None 

Body Incorrect read~ngs 

Bellows Stlcktlon on callbratlon 

Flapper/nozzle G1Vlng a low readlng 

Bellows Contlnuous full output 

Flapper/nozzle Readlng fluctuatlng badly 

Causes 

Leaklng gland on equallslng manlfold 

Dlaphragm found to be holed 

Bad leaks on body JOlnts and manlfold 

Deposlt ln Hlgh Pressure and low pressure 
chambers 

Flapper and nozzle badly 

Bellows unlt" and castlng dlstorted 

Badly fltted nozzle 

-



Table 3.10 Control Valves 

Symptoms or Comments 

1 Not work1ng properly 

2 Valves fa11ed to open 

3 Gland leak1ng 

4 Pressure connect1on I1ne broken 

5 Valve not shutt1ng off 

6 Valve leak1ng 

7 Valve not open1ng at low flow 

8 Valve pass1ng when closed 

9 Steam leak 

10 Flow not zero w1th valve shut 

11 Valve would not reset 

12 Valve st1ck1ng 

13 Coo11ng valve fa11ure 

14 Heat1ng valve fa11ed to open 

15 No response on control valve damper 

16 Stuff1ng box blow1ng 

17 Control valve stem tW1sted 

18 Operat1an at low level very faulty 

19 Bottom body J01nt blow1ng 

20 Not work1ng, remalns shut 

21 Control valve ~ open w1th full controller 
output 

22 Bonnet seems d1sconnected from valve 

23 Instrument blocked 

24 False reading 

25 Hunhng 

73 

Causes of fa1lure 

" 

pack1ng 

pack1ng 

valve pass1ng 
, i 

I 

shakle p1n out of p1ston 

bye pass open 

locking nut adr1ft 

st1cking 

, . 
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Table 3.10. Control Valves <conhnued, 

26 Valve free but does not move in 
auto or manual 

27 Valve w~ll not open 

28 Unable to control temperature 

29 Not operat~ng on full stroke 

30 Not work~ng· 

31 Valve Jammed 

32 Passing steam when shut 

33 Valve connect~ng l~nk loose 

-, -
, " 

34 Output from controller r~s~ng Jump~ly 

35 Not r€ad~ng correct 

36 Not controlling well, not steady ~n 
manual 

37 25% open when should be closed 

38 Unsteady 1n auto, O.Ko In manual j 

39 Valve will not seat 

40 Valve stuck open 

41 Control valve stem tw~sted 

42 Level h~gher than ~ndicated ~n recorder 

43 Val ves. blocked 

44 Not working properly 

45 Control valve not open~ng 

46 Not wOrkIng 

74 

st~ck~ng 

bent tr~m 

blocked 

valve seat blocked 

broken stem and plug 

valve stick~ng 

valves se~zed sol~d and 
stem bent 

valve st~ck~ng 

valve alright but no 
flow ~n process line 

blocked 



Table 3.11 Valve Posit10ners 

Symptoms or Comments 

1 Valve open w1th controller shut 

2 Valve slugg1sh 

3 Control loop not working 

4 Valve not open1ng 

5 Valve not venhng when open 

6 Flow sW1ng1ng 

7 Hunting 

8 A1r leak1ng in valve posltl0ner 

9 Ra1se level keeps hunt1ng 

10 Valve slow on auto 

11 Valve not clos1ng 

12 Cycl1ng 

13 Flow unsteady 

14 Arm adr1ft 

.. 15 Valve not operat1ng properly 

16 Not work1ng on auto 

17 Se1zed up 
, , 

18 Suspect control 

19 Stickmg 

75 

• Causes of Fa11ure 

valve pos1tioner arm loose 

valve pos1t10ner out of 
al1grunent 

valve act1vator flapper 
bent and restr1ct10n 
blocked 

valve pos1t10ner out of 
al1grunent 

valve pos1tioner m1sa11gned 

relay gasket 

valve pos1t10ner output . 
gauge 

outlet valve pos1t10ner 
screws In valve posltl0ner 
case tight 

fault In valve posltioner, 
baffle adJusting arm loose, 
relay damaged, tr1m cap1ll
ary loose 

valve pos1t1oner out of 
al1grunent 

valve pos1t10ner faulty 

gland follower rubb1ng 
on trlJD 



, , 

Table 3.11 Valve POs1t10ners (Continued) 

20 ,Not contro111ng valve, manual or auto 

21 Valve posit10ner out of ahgnment 

22 Air output falls out on 'seal' 

23 Flow f1uctuat1ng 

24 Valve not contro111ng level 

25 Check valve 

76 

: 

~ I " 

valve pos1t10ner relay 

valve posit10ner out of 
calibrahon 

valve pos1tioner yoke 
corroded by aC1d and 
loose 

I • 
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Table 3.12 Impulse LIne faIlures 

Symptoms or Comments 

I ReadIng unsteady 

2 No readIng 

3 Faulty readIng 

4 Gland leaklftg , 

5 

6 

7 

8 

,9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Transmission gives no output 

Reading zero 

ReadIng sluggish 

Valve not openIng 

BOIler flow readIng wIth bOIler off 

False readIng 

Clear rotameter 

Level indicators not workIng 

Steam flow readIng low 

Coolant condenser level not recording 

CO2 analyser not readIng 

Dip transmItter not workIng 

Level controller faulty 

Water"meter flase reading 

Vapour flow not recurrIng 

E1ectro flow DiP transmitter no output 

BOIler steam meter reading hIgh 

Faulty transmIssion In steam blow off 

Flow recorder reading low and unsteady 

77 

, ' 

• Cause of FaIlure' 

leak In impulse line 

Impulse lIne blocked 

Impulse lIne blocked 

onflce blocked 

blockage 

blockage 

Impulse lInes blocked 

bad leak 

'Impulse lIne frozen 

hIgh pressure leg partly 
blocked 

hIgh pressure line blocked 

'! • \ 

blockage In low p~essure leg 

impulse lIne leakIng 

impulse lInes blocked 

impulse lInes partly blocked 

lInes blocked 

lInes blocked 

orIfIce blocked 

system water-logged 

'low pressure lIne blocked 

blockage and leaks 

lines blocked 



, , 
, 

Table 3.12 Impulse Line'Fa~lures (Cont1nued) 

24 Vapor1ser,- false record1ng 

25 Flow indicator read1ng h1gh 

26 Steam flowmeter false reading 

27 Errat1c readings of flow recorder ' 

28 Flow stream.appears stuck 

29 No recording on steam absorber 

30 Control slugg1sh 

31 Acetone peak h1gh 

32 Read1ng dropped 

33 Read1ng low 

34 Steam 1nput mete'r not mov1ng 

35 C~rculatlon transmitter no readlng 

36 Transm1ss1on faulty 

37 Control faulty 

38 Suspect 

39 Check 
, 

40 Cock broken 

41 Tapping leaking 

42 Tower" 3 circulat10n flowmeter not 
reading 

43 

44 

45 

46 

Ind1cator shut off 

B01ler steam flowmeter read1ng 
full scale 

Level recorder read1ng h1gh 

A1r flow reading zero 

47 Steam balance 1nd1cates there 
should be 

78 

11ne full of aC1d • 

c 
lines blocked 

11nes leaking 

lines blocked 

l1ne iced up 

lines iced up. 

'leg blocked 

sample 11ne blocked 

I1nes frozen 

l1nes frozen 

lines blocked 

h1gh pressure s1de leak1ng 
badly 

• 

blocked legs 

dirt in legs 

blockage 

leak in pipe un10n 

blocked 1mpulse 11nes 

1mpulse line blocked 

blockage 

part1al blockage 

" 

I' 

. ' 

, " 
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Table 3.12 ' 'Impulse Line Failures (Contlnued) 

48 Export of steam 

49 
, 

Boiler CO2 meter not read~ng 

50 Clear rotameter 

51 Feed to d1stillat1on faulty reading , ~ 

52 Treated water flow transm~tter _ 
sluggish 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

". 59 

60 

Product flow no read~ng 

Meter read~ng low 

Steam meter st~ll work~ng but no" 
steam in mal.n 

Steam meter st~ll read~ng w~th no 
steam flow 

HzS meter sluggish 

Boiler CO
2 

meter' 

Errat~c 

Meter, process stream changes but 
not re~orded , 

61 Air ~n impulse legs cause'trouble 

62 Read~ng 2,400 lb w~th line ~solated 

11, 

.' 
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, . 

blockage 

H.P. leg partly blocked 

leaking at all J01nts in 
~mpulse lines 

'H.P. l~ne blocked 

much d1rt in l~nes 

a~r trapped ~n ~mpulse 
l1nes 

kl~nge~ corks leak~ng , 

line blocked 

tapping po~nt blocked 

lines blocked 

much d1rt ~n l~nes , ' 

hnes blocked 

, , 
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Table 3.13 Transm1tter Fa1lures 

Symptoms or Comments 

1 Level controller fluctuat1ng 

2 Faulty read1ng in flow D/P transm1tter 

3 Flow transm1tter reading suspect 

" 4 Alarm did not go when decounter 

5 F1lled in level transm1tter 

6 Flow transm1tter read1ng not cons1stent 

7 W1th valve pos1t10n 

8 Flowmeter not read1ng zero 

9 No read1ng from flow transm1tter 

10 Valve seemed to have reversed 1tS 
act10n 

11 Flow suddenly gave low read1ng 

12 Pressure transm1tter alarm did not 

13 

14 

,15 

Activate when down to 40 ps~ g 

Pressure transm1tter and gauge 
d1sagree 

Flow transm1tter read1ng suspect 

16 Controller output not chang1ng value 

17 Flow controller no reading 

18 Flow transmitter/rotameter 

19 Flow transmitter zero error , ' 

20 Flow meter faulty 

21 Level 

22 Flow transm1tter differs from local 

23 Measurement 

24 No read1ng 

25, Level transm1tter read1ng 16" h1gher 

80 ' 

, , 

Cause of Failure 
1 

leak in 1mpulse l1ne 
transm1ss1on 

zero error 3% 

relay st1cking 

large zero error 

large zero error , 

zero error 

restrictor blocked 

tranSID1SS1.0n 11ne frozen ' 

pressure transml.tter 

3 PS1 low • 

equa11s1ng valve not 
qU1te shut 

bobb1n stick1ng 

top set of members now jammed 

purge l1ne blocked 

water purge off 



Table 3.13 Transm1tter Failures (Cont1nUed) 

26 than d1P 

27 Flow transm1tter 

28 Level transm1tter reading constant 

29 Flowmeter st1ck1ng 

30 Meter found not working 

31 Valve does not respond to low level 
1n b01ler 

32 Feed and a1r flow transm1tter frozen', 

33 Flow cyc11ng in check 

34 Flow transm1tter not cons1stent w1th 
level measured 

35 Level control erratic 

36 Flow valve cycl1ng 

37 Flow transm1tter w1ll not ind1cate above 
9 on scale 

38 Level transm1tter does not. read above 
820C 

39 Integrator fully at h1gh constant rates 

40 F~ow transm1tter read1ng when valve shut 

41 Flow transm1tter shut down but still 
read1ng flow not Zer01ng 

, , ' 

42 . Level transmitter read1ng 8 when level 
zero .. 

43 Integrator rate does not compare w1th 
evaporator rate 

44 Flow will not reg1~ter above 6 

Pressure Transmitter Fa11ures ' 

45 pressure corulections 

46 pressure switch 1nterm1ttent fault 

81 

• 
water 1n a1r system 

dr1ve wheel loose 

• 

chamber f1lled w1th 011 

a1r hne broken . 



Table 3.13 Transml.tter Fal.lures (Co ntJ.nued) 

47 Pressure control sluggl.sh 

48 No readl.ng 

49 Pressure sW1tch, l.nterml.ttent alarms 

50 Blowl.ng pressure Wl.th no pressure l.n 
11ne 

51 Pressure S"'l. tch faulty 

52 Transml.tter and guage dl.sagree 

53 Pressure SWl.tch coml.ng on late 

54 Wl.l1 not follow load changes 

55 Pressure SWl.tch 

56 Readl.ng low 

82 

perhaps valve blo~kage 

blocked relay 

zero error 

ll.ne was stl.ll under pressure 
(process) 

water in the switch body 

<' 

shckl.ng 

pressure sW1tch correct1ons 
1n wrong termlnals 



Table 3.14 
,\ 

Thermocouple Fa11ures 

Symptoms or Connnents 

1 Suspect read1ng 

2 Faulty reading 

3 Suspect reading 

4 Temperature sluggish 

5 Read1ng walking all over 

6 Suspect read1ng low 

7 

8 

Leaking thermocouple pocket 

+ Read1ng 800 at all levels 

9 ExceSSlve dlfference 1n readings 
between p01nts 

10 Went to 800+ 

11 Faulty read1ng 

12 Temp pocket 

13 Unsteady and low 

14 Loose connection 

o 
15 D1fference of 10 C between p01nts 

16 Pocket leaking 

17 No reading 

18 o 
Read1ng 7 C low 

19 Thermocouple N~. 2 low - No. 3 h1gh 

20 Suspect reading low 

21 Check ca11bration 

22 Temperature hunt1ng 

83 

Cause of Fa11ure 
1 

loose connect1on 1n 
thermocouple head 

open circult 1n compens
ahng cable 

water 1n thermocouple head 

loose connection 1n thermo
couple head 

contact w1th surface 

leak 1n pocket 

j 

____ ~-______ I 



4. IMPROVEMENT OF RELIABILITY OF PLANT AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 



4.0 IMPROVEMENT OF RELIABILITY OF PLANT AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 

4.1 Introduct10n 

Reliabi11ty is a un1versal subject, which 

embraces all fields and technical eng1neering specialities. 

The disc1plin~ has had broad and profound 1mpact on 

some 1ndustr1es,such as,the electronics and subsequent 

mi11tary and aerospace 1ndustries where it has been 

successfully applied. Already, a so11d foundat10n for 

the subject has been la1d by these applications. The 

necessary probability - theory - based structure for 1tS 

application 1n other industries has also been prov1ded 

b~ these applications 

The idea and techniques of malfunction detection 

developed and discussed in this project have very wide 

implications for reliab1lity eng1neer1ng and more 

especially to its application to the process plant industry. 

It is mainly these 1mplications that will be discussed 1n 

this chapter. 

The object here 1S plant and control systems wh1ch 

are roliable and ma1nta1nable. Th1s involves also both 

in1t1al des1gn for rel1ability and ma1ntainability, and 

the use of the computer to improve reliabi11ty and mainta1n

ability 

The pr1mary concern here is with whole systems rather 

than with very high reliability safety systems even though 

mention is also made of this. 
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4.2. Reliability engineering technique application to the 

process plant industry 

'Reliability' means different things in the many 

differing operational requirements and varying 

environments. A generally accepted definition of 

reliability is (67~"Reliability - the characteristic 

of an item expressed by the probability that it will 

perform a required function under stated conditions 

for a stated period of time." 

The principles are described in a number of 

textbooks (69-87). A number of examples of the use of 

probabilistic methods in general and of the techniques 

of reliability engineering in particular are well 

illustrated in references (88-93). 

Recently, Pan (94) reviewed the application of 

reliability engineering to the chemical plant industry. 

He showed how reliability techniques can be applied in 

the design, construction, operation,and maintenance of 

process plants;and what can be done to increase the 

reliability of eX1sting units. Of particular interest 

and relevance in his work are the presentation of a 

statistical method suited for analyzing field failure data 

~or process equipment, and his discussion of maintainability 

and designing for plant availability. However, his 

review was primarily concerned with whole equipments 

in the refinery and petrochemical industries especially. 

The basic ideas of reliability engineering and 

examples of how these techniques can be applied in process 
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design have recently been presented (95). 

The need to combat unreliabl1ity of equlpment is 

also a maintenance problem. Maintenance and replacement 

pollcies have been extenslvely studled (93,96-98) aiming 

either at minimis1ng maintenance costs or maximising 

availabillty on on-stream time of the equipment or plant, 

or at optlmising both of them. The subject of 

reliability and malntenance in process plants has been 

a topic for a recent paper by Freshwater et al (99). 

The absence of a data bank adequate for industrial 

studles has been realised and has been the subject of 

comment qUlte recently (100). 

The U.K. Atomic Energy Authority, Health and Safety 

Branch,offers a reliability engineerlng consulting service 

and is also buildlng up a data bank on lnstrument and 

equipment reliability. It is the most active group in 

reliability engineering in thlS country and has issued 

a number of papers and reports on basic rellability 

theory, system design and failure data,particularl~ for 

instrument systems (101, 102). 

There is no doubt that the fleld of rellability 

engineering is now ripe for full exploitation by the 

process plant industry. There is plenty of room for the 

improvement of rellabillty of plant and control systems 

starting rlght from the design stages. The absence of the 

necessary data to enhance such appllcations is glaring. 

The prlnciples of malfunction detection and ltS 

implications for reliability engineering have not been 

considered so far. Yet,the principles of malfunction 
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detection can Y1eld the much needed data for the 

proper applicat10n of already existing theory of rel1-

ab1lity engineering. 
. 

The effective and proper use of certa1n 1deas 

such as substitute measurements and self organising 

control system wh1ch augur so well for instrument 

reliability depends very much on instrument malfunction 

detection. 

The principles of malfunction detection therefore 

are very relevant for the application of reliability 

engineering techn1ques to the process plant industry. 

The implications of malfunction detection for the 

improvement of reliability of plant and control 

systems are discussed 1n the next section 4 3 

4.3. Reliability Implications of Malfunction Detection 

The impl1cations of malfunction detection 

considered here are not only for instruments but also for 

all plant items. 

Failures of instruments and key equipments such as 

pumps, compressors etc , often can be prevented if the 

early signs of 1mpending breakdown are recognised. The 

statistical approach to plant reliability usually assumes 

,that an instrument or equipment fails outright and is then 

replaced or repaired, and on this basis qU1te high 

rel1ab1lities can be obta1ned. Such figures will become 

mean1ngless if an instrument has a fault which is allowed 

to go on undetected for a long period. This type of 

situation very easily leads to a catastroph1c failure 
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with all the undesirable 1mplicat10ns,such as,stoppages, 

possible accidents,and loss of production. The existence of 

such a situation falls broadly under conditions of 

unreliability. 

The development of malfunction detect10n techniques 

is very necessary for the improvement of plant and control 

system reliability. The detection of incipient failures 

can initiate actions that can improve instrument and 

equipment maintenance, avoid poor control,and avo1d 

catastroph1es. Such actions as use of substitute measurements 

methods by which 1n the event of failure being detected, 

alternat1ve approximate estimates of the variables can be 

made. Actions such as reorganisation of control systems on the 

event of failure can also be initiated. These actions when 

built into the system w1ll,no doubtjimprove the reliab1lity 

of the system. 

Ma1ntenance, substitute measurements and self-organ1s1ng 

control loops are dealt with, each separately, later 

The routine analysis and poss1ble checks that might be 

involved are functions which the process control computer can 

very read1ly take over)thereby contributing to the improvement 

of the reliabil1ty of the whole system. On-line malfunction 

detection techn1ques couldJindee~be considered equivalent to 

providing a redundant system without 1ncurring any further 

costs, but purely,by using the capabil1ties 'of the computer 

more fully. 

In the case of process 1nstruments it is possible 
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that an experience in general malfunction criteria~as is 

of interest in the present work, can be further developed to 

include smaller calibration errors or sluggish, response. 

This will lead to more reliable and accurate instrumentation, 

which is important,for full exploitation of on-line 

computers. At this stage, this might sound a bit ambitious 

but nevertheless it is realistic. 

Taking a reciprocating compressor as an example, the 

detection of the compressor abnormalities,such as, valve 

leakage, ring blowby and power loss can be detected 

analytically (103). Such detection can enable the plant 

operators to schedule repairs and adjustments, thus preventing 

unscheduled stoppages, possible accidents and lost production. 

• A recent paper (104~presents a description of 

experimental investigations which demonstrate the feasibility 

of on-line monitoring of process vessels for incipient fatigue 

damage or stress corrosion damage. The possibility of pressure 

vessel loss prevention by analysis or scientific study of 

vibrations in rotating machinery,and acoustic emissions from 

the shells of pressure vessel~has also been pointed out (105). 

Even though effort in this project has been principally 

devoted to developing malfunction detection techniques for 

instruments, the examples cited above illustrate the wider 

applications of the prinCiples. Application of the 

principles and all that evolve from them)no doubt,will reduce 

the crucial downtime per failure factor in the reliability of 

equipments and instrument systems. 
/ 

Because failure in the proper handling of malfunct10n 

can lead to catastrophic conditions such as danger to life and 

body parts, damage to plant and control equipment or loss in 
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4.4 

production, prov1sion for detect10n of incipient failure and 

correct10n of malfunction w1th1n a process should,of necess1ty, 

be made at the design stage. 

Separation and allocat1on of funct10n relevant to 

process malfunct10n should be considered very carefully. Each 

stage 1n the whole processjfrom detection to actionJshould be 

such that as much versati11ty in behaviour as poss1ble is 

allowed for. Such versati11ty may not be necessary during 

normal operation but 1n emergency it could be an 1mportant 

1ngred1ent for success. 

Substitute Measurements 

It is desirable that all failures when they occur must 

either be detected and/or absorbed automatically with an 

effic1ency which ensures that any output d1sturbance is 

acceptably low lVhen the fa11ure or incipient fa1lure has been 

detected, it may be poss1ble,very of ten, to prov1de subst1tute 

measurements. In this way downtime per failure can be drastically 

reduced 

Substitute measurements will involve calculations of the 

inferred measurement type for wh1ch the computer is very well 

suited. General heat and mass balance type calculat10ns can 

provide these substitute measurements (223). 

Barton et al (31) reported recently programm1ng a 

method for obtaining approX1mate alternative measurement for 

flow,which is generally app11cable where there is a constant 

pressure drop across the system. In the1r device, during 

normal operation, the control valve posit1on is ca11brated 

against flow measurement. A divergence between the flow 
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measured and that calculated from the ca11bration was taken to 

indicate that a measurement failure may have occurred. In this 

event the valve position can then be used as a temporary 

measurement while the suspect 1nstrumcnt 15 investigated. 

Tak1ng the case of flow measurement as an 111ustrative 

example, substitute measurements can be got from the valve 

posit10n as above or from differentiat10n of a head in storage 

vessel or from pressure drop in a p1pe as shown in figs. 4.1(b) to (c). 

For a system illustrated in fig. 4.1(a) different calibrat10ns 4.1(b), 

(c) of (a) flow vs valve position 

(b) flow vs head 

can be read11y built up and stored 1n the computer and if 

need be)cont1nuously updated. By such a simple provision,in 

a situat10n such as 1n the cement kiln where the most important 

measurements are flow measurements, a complete shut-down can be 

avoided 1n the event of a fa11ure detect10n. Different pro-

cesses have different such cr1tical measurements?wh1Ch can also 

be provided for in the event of failure of measurement. 

Combustion gas oxygen,as another example~can be calculated from 

fuel flow and fan damper posit10n (31). 

For a cr1tical temperature measurement,such as an 

important controlled temperature of a process feed through a 

heat exchanger, an alternat1ve approximate est1mate of the 

temperature in the event of fa11ure or malfunction of the 

temperature measuring dev1ce can easily be arranged. 

Consider a system such as is represented by fig. 4 2. If 

the feed rate is fixed and the feed temperature also, the 

temperature of the process feed out of the heat exchanger will 
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, 

be related to the heat flow through the heat exchanger. If 

the heating medium is steam, th1s would mean the steam 

pressure with a simplified arrangement of a fixed feed rate 

and a f1xed feed temperature, The computer could store a 

calibration of the steam pressure aga1nst the heat exchanger 

outlet feed temperature Th1S arrangement should provide an 

approximate alternative est1mate of theou~temperature, 

purely fr9m the steam pressure measurement. For varying 

conditions, a combination of heat and mass balances can 

provide an alternative approximate est1mate of the temperature 

in the event of failure of ~he measuring device. 

In the system illustrated in fig. 4.3., the pH in the 

main line 1S the controlled variable (215). A chemical solution 

is added to the flow, the quantity of which must be that required 

to mainta1n the pH in the main flow. The amount of chem1cal 

solution to be added depends on two factors: (i) the pH of the 

main line 11quid before add1ng the chemical solution and (ii) 

the rate of flow in the main line. The pH and rate of flow are 

measured by separate 1nstruments. If the system is simplified 

by keeping the flow in the main line f1xed, then the pII measurement 

w111 be dependent on the amount of chemical solution added. 

As the pH of the solution 1n the tank should be constant, an appro

xi~ate estimate of the pH measurement can be based on the flow measure

ment of the added solution. In ~ general way this is equivalent to 

obtaining the substitute measurement by a mass balance 

calculation. 

The controlled variable 1n the above example could have 

been a concentration measurement. In this case, for a two stream 

.. 
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4.5. 

mixture, the concentration of the mixture will depend on the 

flows and concentrations of the two streams. A mass balance, 

with any of the two flows and their concentrations,can yield a 

substitute measurement for the third. An algorithm to 

provide these substitute measurements,as an alternative 

measurement in the event of failure or malfunction of a 

measuring 1nstrument,can easily be built into the computer. 

The specific examples considered above mainly serve 

to illustrate the ideas of substitute measurements. The 

provisions for different processes will differ,and will depend 

on the particular process and its requirements. 

The provision of such substitute measurements iSpin fact, 

equivalent to providing, stand-by or redundant systems in the 

event of failure. This, without incurring any further costs 

but by exploiting the capabilities of the computer. 

Ability to provide such substitute measurements,no doubtJwill 

increase overall plant availability,even in the event of 

failure of its measuring instruments. These substitute measure

ments could be quite simple sometimes and this may therefore 

be a fruitful area to explore further. 

Self organising control systems 

The operator normally carries out some reorganisation of 

control systems in the event of a failure or malfunction detection 

by him. One of the simple reorganisations of control 

systems carried out by the operator is when a measurement fails 

and he puts the loop on manual control. In this way,the 

failure or malfunction can be coped with on its detect10n. 

It is an effective way of coping with a failure without 

increasing the downtime per failure: 
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This type of function can be taken over by the 

computer. To do this)it is desirable that provision be made 

for the computer to be able to reorganise the control loop 

or control organisation to cope with a failure in the event of 

malfunction detection. 

Grant (106) has very recently suggested a supervisory 

programme, one of whose duties is to inhibit control action 

from incorrect information by closing paths in the redundancy 

network which include failed equipment, and to divert the 

information flow through a path which is known to be functioning 

correctly. This duty may be fairly easily designed into a 

simple program for the computer equipment and in this way, plant 

availability can be improved even in the event of instrument or 

equipment failure. 

Barton et al in their report on the operation of a DDC 

computer on a cement plant (31) indicated that DDC made their 

implementation of alternative control loop configuration easier. 

Reorganisation of alternative control loop configuration 

can be to 

(i) switch over to single loops or auto-manual 

(ii) making or breaking ratio controllers 

(iii) making or breaking cascades 

(iv), switching over to substitute measurement·algor1thm 

It is evident that a combination of malfunction detection 

by computer, with the ability to reorganise the control loop or 

control organisation to cope with a failure on detection, will 

improve computer system effectiveness and overall reliability 

of the whole plant system. 
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4.6. Design of reliable system \ 

A typical breakdown (94) of difficulties and troubles 

experienced in most process plant commissioning and normal 

operation is given below, from various sources (216-218) as 

Problem Area 

General plant design 

Faulty erection 

Faulty equipment 

Faulty direction of operator and 

Human factor 

Percentage of Problem 

10% - 20% 

15% - 20% 

40% - 75% 

10% - 30% 

The above analysis points at faulty equipment as the major 

source of trqubles. 

There is plenty of room for the improvement of the 

reliability of plant and control systems starting right from the 

design stages. After the design stage, factors such as 

installation, operability and maintainability,can affect the 

reliability of an equipment or system. The factor of ma1ntain

ability will be discussed separately in the next section. 

Systems such as the electrical sys~em, especially the 

power supply and control system, which are of extreme importance 

in the, smooth and continuous operation of any process plant 

should be designed with extreme care and for high reliability. 

Detailed studies of this problem have been done and certain 

design criteria relating the-reliability of such systems to 

the safe operation of refineries and chemical plants (219-221). 
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Bod1ne (222) has suggested the idea of suppliers' 

systems respons1bility approach for achieV1ng integrated 

reliability 1n instrumentat10n and control. Hensley (62) 
, 

has shown how the performance of emergency shut down systems 

for process plants can be assessed numerically 1n relat10n 

to the safety and reliabi11ty of the plant operat10ns. 

Ind1spensable items 1n process plant operat10ns,such 

as compressors,should be chosen very carel'ully and for 

reliability. 

Simplicity, high component reliabil1ty, 1nterchange-

ability and standardisation, rapid and positive ident1f1cat10n 

of malfunction, minimum ma1ntenance time, operabil1ty and other human 

engineering cOnsIDeratiom are some p01nts that should be aimed 

at and designed for. 

Grant (106) in a recent paper suggested how, using 

standard contemporary equipment, it 1S possible to des1gn 

computer control system of high reliab111ty at acceptable cost. 

He suggested how,still at the des1gn stage, the crit1cism that 

savings in plant manning ,is upset bY need for highly 

skilled computer maintenance mechan1cs can be countered by the 

use of replaceable modules. Such replaceable modules which 

reduce repair to a plug - in replacement carried out by a 

non-specialist The replaceable modules should be such that 

they can be 
, 

taken off or replaced w1thout shutt1ng down 

the plant; should be such that a test exists Wh1Ch allows the 

computer to report a fault with1n a small group of modules which 

can easily be replaced by the operator and should be readily 
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ava11able either from the stores or the manufacturers;without 

much t1me lag from detect10n of failure. 

All that have been discussed in this chapter on 

instrument malfunction detection and all that can evolve 

from it - instrument re11ab11ity data, substitute 

measurement techniques and so on_have imphcahons for design 

of reliable systems. If the techniques are ava11able, then 

it 1S possible to imagine design1ng systems so that a much 

higher degree of availability is achieved. This means 

build1ng these techniques in, right at the design stage. 

Much effectiveness of designing for more reliable 

computer~--__ 1nstrument system w111 be lost w1thout 

cons1deration of the features of operability and mainta1nability. 

Operabihty here, is used 1n the common sense of ease and 

convenience of operation. Ne1ther operability nor maintain

ability features are usually cons1dered w1thin the scope of 

reliab1lity. Yet poor operab111ty can lead to equipment 

failure, and poor ma~ntainabi11ty can reduce the t1me dur1ng 

wh1ch an equipment 1S function1ng normally. To be reliable 

therefore, equipments must be so designed as to m1nimise the 

probability of the operator making an error. Th1s brings in 

ergonomics (the study of man in relation to work or human 

engineer1ng) considerat10ns. 

The more comfortable the operator is, the less likely he 

is to make mistakes which w111 introduce an _element of 

unreliability 1nto the equipment he 1S controlling because, 

through faulty operation, it may fa11 to perform its specified 

functl.on.' 

Ensuring correct operat1on involves more than Just making 
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the operator comfortable. Most times, the operator's main 

respons1b11ity is to assess an equ1pment's performance 

through displays such as chart recorders, meters, ind1cators, 

and to control it through the movement of knobs, switches and 

the 11ke. The displays must be so designed that the operator 

w111 qU1ckly and accurately understand the information they 

convey, and the controls must operate 1n a way which w111Jas 

far as possible, ensure that when the operator moves them he 

will produce the requ1red change in the performanco of the 

equipment. The teclmiques of malfunction detection can make 

a cons1derable contr1bution 1n the d1splays for the operator. 

This is one of the main ways of uS1ng the techn1ques env1saged~ 

and one wh1ch should be brought in right at the design stage. 

Therefore, in addition to the re11ability of the 

component and whole system considerat10ns at the des1gn stage, 

operab111ty considerations are also relevant at this stage to 

the improvement of the overall plant system reliabi11ty. 

4.7. Des1gn of Ma1ntainable Systems 

Very often, the user is more interested in availability, 

wh1ch 1S the period during wh1ch an equ1pment is funct10ning 

normally, than in reliab1lity. Since no design can be made 

absolutely re11able, when an equipment or machine fa11s, as is 

inev1table sooner or later, 1t 1S important that it should be 

repa1red quickly so as to become ava11able for use again in the 

shortest t1me poss1ble. 

Equipments must therefore have good maintainabi11ty, 

maintainabili ty used here in the sense tDat it 15 a measure of the 

speed with which loss of performance is detected, the fault 
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located, repa1rs completed and a check made that the 

equipment is functioning normally again. Ma1nta1nab1l1ty 

must be bU1lt 1nto the orig1nal des1gn S1nce l1ke other 

re11ab1lity factors, attempts to 1ncorporate it as an after 

thought by modifications to the manufactured equipment, will 

never produce a satisfactory solution. Features which improve 

mainta1nabi11ty can often be made part of the original design 

without a great deal of extra cost. 

As a process plant 1S composed of a wide range of h1ghly 

engineered, manufactured and techn1cal systems9and components 

which do not all wear out or requ1re maintenance at the same 

t1me, good maintenance strategy is very important for routine 

maintenance as 1t is for repair, 51nce ma1ntenance also 

represents a period of non-ava1labi11ty Wh1Ch must be made as 

short as poss1ble. In compl1cated equipments, or where 

faulty operat1on may not be 1mmed1ately obvious, some means 

must be provided to 1ndicate quickly and clearly that a fault 

has occured, and the reg10n where it is s1tuated. Early 

detection of error therefore makes 1t eaS1er to plan 

maintenance. 

Grant's idea of a system to be modularised for repa1r 

by replacement (106) has already been mentioned as one way of 
I 

cutting down repair time and 1mprov1ng system maintenance. 

Hoyte (107) has presented a d1Scussion of how regular checks 

on 1nstrument performance can be planned, based on, and carried 

out by a s1mple process - application d1gital computer, to use 

manpower very efficiently. The discuss10n has implicat10ns for 

maintenance. The programs for checking the 1nstruments are 
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held in the computer, and the process operator initiates a 

check by keying in an instrument designation. Instrument 

faults will be reported to the maintenance group on their 

printer. Their report will contain full results of the 

instrument check. Previous check results will be stored in 

the computer, to assist.in d1agnosing a fault. The storage 

of check results will provide accurate statistics to the 

design department on the long-term performance of different 

instruments, assisting them to select instruments for new 

plants and providing information for planning an optinum 

maintenance strategy. 

A computer based, 'tight' maintenance system can be 

built in at the design stage. Such a maintenance system will 

have advantages of systematic notification, objective trend 

record and such useful and important information as operator's 

diagnosis;-----this can be typed into the computer by the 

operator. 

Malfunction detection techniques are likely to yield more 

precise reliability data; and the information from reliability 

data can be used to cure faults and so reduce maintenance and 

perhaps even more important,.can be used to plan maintenance. 

When based on the computer, malfunction detection techniques 

will.be invaluable for a computer based maintenance system as 

mentioned above. 

4.8. Reporting Failures 

No matter how carefully a design has been conceived and 

manufactured, failures which reduce the reliability are 

inevitable in particular parts, sooner or later, when the 
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equipment or system 1s'1n use. Accurate reporting of the 

nature of these fa11ures is invaluable to the designer for 

making improvements which can increase reliab11ity. Th1s 

improved re11ability may not be produced only in-future des1gns 

of the same or s1milar equipments; the failure reports may 

also be useful for improving the reliab11ity of other 

equipments or machines wh1ch use the same parts In addition, 

reports will provide the designer w1th background information 

which w111 assist his constant search for improved reliability. 

Collect10n of th1s informat10n is largely routine work for 

which the computer is very well suited. 

Report1ng failures in use might well establish the 

shortcomings in one particular part, and so indicate how a 

m1nor and inexpensive modification could produce a substant1al 

improvement in rellab111ty. On the spot failure reporting can 

often save time and money by avoid1ng unnecessary laboratory 

analys1s when failures are caused by 1mproper operation or the 

cause of failure is obvious. 

The need for reporting failures and its relevance for 

improving the re11ability of a system is therefore ObV10US. 

Failure reporting should not be conf1ned to those defects 

which actually lead to a breakdown. Incip1ent failure or 

unduly rapid deteriorat1on in a part which may be revealed by 

malfunct10n detection techniques or normal ma1ntenance is 

clearly a fa1lure of the part, even though any necessary action 

may be taken while the equ1pment or system is still funct10ning 

normally and so not have caused a breakdown. The presence of 
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such situat10ns is obviously a potential cause of equip ment 

unreliability, and in additionpthe need to take corrective 

or preventive action at relat1vely frequent 1ntervals 1ncreases 

maintenance t1me and reduces the equipment availabi11ty. 

The importance of accuracy and speed of reporting 

cannot be over emphasisedpas wrong 1nformation about the 

nature of the failure may do more harm than good. This means 

that the nature of the failure must be accurately diagnosed, the 

part which has failed must be identified, and the information 

clearly conveyed, making it clear which are facts and wh1ch are 

opin10ns or deduct10ns about the cause of failure if done by the 

operator. A failure reporting system based on the computer 

should be most satisfactory. For this, computer based 

malfunct10n detection techniques are 1nvaluable. 

4.9. High Integrity Systems 

High 1ntegr1ty systems such as those used for safety 

shut down are outs1de the scope of th1s work but even though 

the main concern in th1s work has not been with such systems, 

it is l1kely that in due course the techniques may make a 

eontr1but10n here also. 
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5. PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES OF INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTION DETECTION 

5.1. Introduction 

W1th the advancement of modern technology, the grow1ng number of 

problems whose Solut10ns 1S demanded of eng1neer1ng 1nstruments 1n 

general and measur1ng instruments 1n part1cular, and the h1gh re11a

b1l1ty requ1rements 1mposed on acqu1red 1nformat10n from themJhave led 

both to a greater comp11cat10n of instruments and to the extens1ve 

1ncorporat10n of conceptually new elements. These factors tend to 

lower the re11ab111ty of measur1ng dev1ces. The rel1ab1lity of a 

measurl.ng devl.ce is 1nterpreted here as 1tS ab1l1ty to prov1de 

dependable 1nformat1on on the measured object under spec1f1ed operat-

10nal cond1t1ons. 

For computer control, without the bU1lding of re11able 1nstruments 

or 1mprovement of the re11ab1l1ty of eX1sting 1nstruments, 1t would be 

1mposs1ble to solve many of the most 1mportant sC1ent1f1c and engineer1ng 

problems 1n the further advancement of computer control. 

The overwhelming maJor1ty of instruments have been manufactured 9to 

date, without the provision of quant1tative re11ab1l1ty or longev1ty spec

if1cat10ns 1n the techn1cal documentat10n •. Information on their mal

funct10n1ng - mode of fa1lure, exact behav10ur when fa1ling or when 

fa1led-are hard to come by. Hard to come by also,are works on the 

techn1ques of detection of the malfunct10ning of the 1nstruments. Yet, 

the problems of 1nstrument systems cannot hope for an ausp1c10US solut1on 

without regard for the part1cular features assoc1ated with the spec1f1c 

characterist1cs of these very relevant considerat10ns. 

At present, the funct10n of malfunct10n detect10n 1S done predom1n

antly by the process plant operator. The operator has to observe a 

large number of plant var1ables, watch1ng the 1nstruments 1n order to 
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detect any off-normal cond~t~on that may develop, Even though the 

operator performs th~s task fa~rly well despite ~ts monotonous and there-

fore bor~ng nature, the computer has def~n~te advantages over the human 

operator in th~s type of rout~ne work. The computer can perform the 

scann~ng function t~relessly, imperturbably, and faster, Even though 

the operator's malfunct~on detect~on funct~ons cannot be taken over 

completely by the computer,as tasks such as detect~on of small leakages, 

cracks ~n valve body etc., have to be detected on the spot dur~ng 

~nspection tours of the plant; ~f the computer can take over the rout~ne 

part of the ~nterpretat~on of off-normal s~gnals,then the operator can 

concentrate on more d~ff~cult jobs for wh~ch he ~s better su~ted, 
/ 

The automatic detection of faulty behav~our of its own ~nstruroents 

~s an added funct~on wh~ch the process control computer can read~ly 

perform, The obJect here w~ll be to detect the error before it is 

obv~ous and perhaps d~sastrous, Th~s w~ll obv~ously ~mprove the ma~n-

tenance and rel~ab~lity of the 1nstruroents,more sopas the 1nstruroent 

will be tested ~n its actual work~ng env1ronment. Even though h1ghly 

automated or very h~gh integrity systems are not of ma~n ~nterest ~n 

this proJect, the ab11ity of the computer to carry out th~s funct~on 

would seem to be an essent~al requ~rement ~n such systems, 

When an off-normal condit~on ~s detected,the operator normally 

decides on the probable cause by mak1ng some rout~ne checks j 1n add~t10n 

to checking relationsh1ps w1th other var1ables,that may also have become 

off-normal. If the computer takes over the off-normal detect~on,~t can 

also handle these rout~ne checks and deduce the most probable cause, 

It ~s thought that any check must be some k~nd of compar~son, There 

~s qu~te a w~de variety of poss1ble comparisons, The checks could be 

on the equipment or 1nstrument performance or cond~t10n, The checks can 
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be broadly looked at e1ther as pass1ve tests or active tests, even 

though such a demarcat10n may not be very sharp somet1mes. 

Detect1ng and estab11sh1ng the cause of an off-normal cond1t10n 

calls for a remedial act~on dec1s1on. More 1nformat1on and 1ntelligence 

are requ1red for the remed1al act10n dec1s10n. More 1nformation and 

1ntel11gence are requ1red for the remed1al action than for the 1nter

pretat10n. Because of the complex1ty and nature of the dec1s1ons to 

be taken the human operator 1S somet1mes super10r to the computer. 

Complete automat10n of this funct10n 1S therefore not env1saged in th~s 

proJect but even when the dec1s10n has to be taken by the operator the 

task 1S expected to be enhanced by d1splays or computer warn1ngsjall 

arising from off-normal 1nterpretat10ns by the computer. Some form of 

interplay between the man and mach1ne and a proper allocation of functions 

between them in th1S respect is envisaged. 

A set of algOr1thmS of 1ncreasing complex1ty and sophist1cat1on 

would be required for th1s funct1on. 

An approach to the development of some of these algor1thms has 

been two pronged, namely from 

(1) a study of data on 1nstrument fa11ure, cover1ng as w1de a 

range of instruments as could be obta1ned and 

(i1) looking at ava11able relevant techn1ques and theor1es 1n the 

11terature wh1ch can e1ther be d1rectly applied or adapted 

to th1s end. 

A review and development of these techn1ques and poss1ble app11c

ations of the techn1ques follows. 

5.2. L1terature Survey 

Exper1ence has shown that a great many 1nstrument fa11ures are 

caused by per1od1c variat10ns 1n the1r work1ng parameters, unt11 f1nally 
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the~r values exceed the permiss~ble lim~ts. Th~s ind~cates that fa~lure 

can result not only from sudden breakdown in the physical propert~es of 

an element ~n an ~nstrument (d~sconnect~on, short~ng, breakage etc.), 

but also from gradual var~at~on of the parameters of the instrument 

elements due to ag~ng and wear. Wear ~s assoc~ated w~th the part~al 

breakdown of materials (abrasion and change ~n the geometry of mov~ng 

parts) with aging and var~at~on of the ~nternal structure of mater~als 

(change ~n the res~stance of ~nsulat~on, embr~ttlement etc.) (108). 

Most electron~c obJects are characterised by errors due to sudden 

fa~lures. In well bu~lt products of th~s type, part~cularly those ~n 

which provis~on has been made for prevent~ve replacement of parts hav~ng 

short serv~ce t~mes, gradual-fa~lures constitute a negl~g~ble fraction 

(5-10%) of the total error. (109). 

The dist~nction between sudden and gradual failure is an important 

one, because the nature of th~ fa~lure affects the cho~ce of analytical 

method, the techn~que of ~nstrument system des~gn, the techn~ques for 

detect~ng and locat~ng fa~lures etc. Another ~mportant cons~deration 

is the fact that sudden fa~lures are generally explicit (Failure. can be 

detected as soon as ~t happens) whereas gradual failures are latent by 

the~r very nature. The occurrence of this k~nd of fa~lure ~n an 

~nstrument usually produces ~ncorrected error whose magn1tude grows 

larger the greater the t~me that elapses between its occurrence and 

its detect~on. When there ~s ~nterrelat~onsh~p between elements (as ~s 

of course typ~cal of many instruments) the gradual failure of one of 

them may not lead to the failure of the total system, but it can change 

the operating condit~ons of the other elements and thus change the quant

~tative rel~ab~l~ty character~stics w~th respect to sudden failure. 
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At the present t1me the theory of gradual fa1lures has not been 

adequately developed, There are a number of factors responsible for 

th1S state of affa1rs, (110) The maJor1ty of spec1a11sts so far concerned 

w1th re11ab1l1ty problems have concentrated the1r attent10n on the theory 

of sudden fa1lure; it 1S far more complex to organ1se an ensemble of 

stat1st1cal data on the gradual fa1lures of systems and const1tuent parts 

than on sudden fa1lures, thus expla1n1ng the almost total lack of sucH 

data, The test1ng of products and components for the 1nvest1gation of 

gradual fa1lures 1S generally a protracted and costly process, 1t 1S 

often very d1ff1cult to ascerta1n the transformat1on operator (factor) 

between the 1nput and output parameters of the 1nstrument, 

Not much work has been done 1n the f1eld of 1nstrument or equipment 

malfunct10n detect10n, Some work has been done by Rol11ns and Mart1n 

(111,112) to produce eff1c1ent ca11bration systems. They postulated 

that the dec1s10ns necessary to accompl1sh cal1brat10n can be made effect-

1vely when 1nstrument data are 1nterpreted as probab1listic phenomena, W1th 

case h1stor1es of two 1nstruments,they showed how small samples of data 

could imply most of the knowledge necessary to manage instrument qual1ty, 

Overall controls were given to ver1fy the va11d1ty of samples of data 1nter

pretat1on, Hoyte (106) has d1scussed how 1nstrument checks can be carried 

out by a process control computer, US1ng spec1f1c examples of how the 

operator carr1ed out some checks, he showed how these checks could be 

carried out by the computer, He suggested that the spec1f1c examples 

1llustrate general methods of using a computer to carry out automat1c 

1nstruments checks, Doing a cost analys1s with a specific example,he 

showed the feasib111ty of these checks by computer at Just1f1able costs, 

He did not, however, go further than def1n1ng the operator's checks 

loglcally and show1ng how these could be carr1ed out 1n these spec1f1c 

examples by the computer, 
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Baarth and Maarleveld (7) have discussed the feas1b111ty of 1nclud1ng 

the function of off-normal 1nterpretat10n by the computer 1n a d.d.c. 

project started at Pern1s Ref1nery in 1966. The obJect of the off-

normal interpretation program 1S to be able to warn the operator that 

an off-normal cond1t1on has ar1sen 1n the plant: one or more measured 

var1ables have passed beyond their 11m1ting values. Calculated quant

ities have not been incorporated. The1r proposal is based ma1nly on 

1nterrelationsh1ps between read1ngs. 

The Central Electr1c1ty Generat1ng Board requ1rement for alarm 

analys1s has been deta11ed and the d1fferent methods used have been 

reviewed by Welbourne (113): The method used at Wylfa 1S descr1bed, 

cover1ng the d1fferent display and pr1nting fac111ties available from 

the computer system. Both the alarm and data fac111t1es are described 

and a br1ef account of the computer equipment is g1ven,and the methods 

of alarm detection are descr1bed. 

Alarms are,detected by the data-processing system from the 

contact scanner 1nputs and by compar1son of analogue scanner inputs,and 

by s1mple and calculated levels. The data processing system ra1ses 

alarms, generated by program, on detect10n of faulty per1pheral dev1ces. 

Alarm group1ng 1S done by the system programs. 

Fa11ure of peripheral devices, when used by the computer, 1S detected 

and alarmed. These alarms are,1n most cases, fault incidents rather than 

fault states wh1ch pers1st. 

Patterson (114) has described the alarm analys1s by dig1tal -

computer system Wh1Ch has been installed and 1S now operat1ng at Oldbury 

power stat1on. In this plant, alarm 1nformation 1S presented to the 
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operator by cathode ray tube d~splays. How the pred~cted alarm fault 

patterns, on which the analys~s is based, were prepared for programm~ng 

is described and some deta~ls of operational exper~ence are also g~ven. 

The funct~on of alarm trees (An alarm tree is defined by the 

Oldbury system, is any pattern of any number of real or der~ved alarms 

wh~ch can be ~nterconnected in a predefined manner to demonstrate the 

relat~onship between cause and effect, and to shOW paths along wh~ch 

faults may develop from partiuclar causes) was d~v~ded into three 
• 

parts ~n the way of the three th~ngs the analyser can be asked to do 

~n process~ng a particular fault pattern, as follOWS: 

(~) to analyse an alarm pattern and produce an analysis of cause 

and effect. 

(i~) to cons~der the real alarms that are act~vepand d~splay 

deduced alarms whose cond~tions for ~n~tiat~on are sat~sfied 

by these active real. alarms 

(i~~) to darken any ~nformat~on wh~ch ~s superflous to the operator's 

requ~rements for operation of the plant and determinat~on of 

fault causes. 

The primary aim at the Oldbury and Wylfa applications was for an 

alarm-analys~s system to be able to detect the pr~me cause of any fault 

and able to d~splay th~s to the operator w~th any s~gn1f1cant assoc~ated 

alarms. 

5.3. Types of Malfunction Detection Techniques 

The d1fferent types of malfunct~on detect~on techn~ques can be 

based generally on 

(i) the cond~tion or state of the equipment or ~nstrument 

(ii) the performance of the equ~pment or ~nstrument. 
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Two general types of malfunct~on detection techniques 

(~) Active 

(~~) Pass~ve 

can be based on the above class~ficat~on. 

A spec~fic def~nition here for Active and Pass~ve techn~ques could 

run ~nto ~nterpretat~on problems and therefore will not be attempted. 

As a general guide, by act~ve type of malfunction detect~on, here, 

~s meant the type of check procedure that is carried out e~ther on 

rout~ne bas~s or by some sort of ~n~tiat~on on e~ther the equipment or 

instrument performance or on ~ts cond~t~on. A pressure gauge ~nstall

ation for instance may be checked manually or automat~callY,on ro~t~ne, 

for leakages, ~mpulse l~ne blockages or cal~brat~on errors. Impulse 

line may be tested manually by, isolat~ng the l~ne at the ma~n 

and watch~ng for a fall in the ~ndicated pressure wh~ch would ~nd~cate 

a leak whose measure could be got from tim~ng the rate; or by open~ng 

valve B see f~gure 5.1 (106) to change the ~ndicated pressure, clos~ng 

valve B and open~ng valve A. A slow rate of pressure r~se when t~med 

would indicate a blockage ~n impulse l~ne. 

The cond~tion of a thermocouple can be tested by checking one 

of the character~stics of the thermocouple wire, say, the res~stance. 

A dose of current can be passed through the w~re and the res1stance 

measured and compared w~th what is expected. 

The dynam~c response of a valve stem to a step change can be used 

to check for stickiness. All these are examples of active malfunct~on 

detect~on checks. The checks are carried out to probe the condition or 

performance of the instrument or equipment,to observe any inc~dent failure 

or fa~led modes. 
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On' the other hand passive checks may rely on some form of s1gnal 

analysis or relat1onsh1p between readings~to s1gn1fy an 1nc1dent or 

total fa11ure. The off-normal type 1nterpretat1ons suggested by Baarth 

and Maarleveld (7),or the alarm analysis type checks at Oldbury and Wylfa 

(113,114)pcould fall gen~rally w1th1n th1s category. 

It would appear that the main d1st1ngu1sh1ng factor would be how 

the check 1S carr1ed out; so that checks whereby the fa1lures or mal

funct10ns are p1cked up,can generally be called pass1ve)and checks where

by the fa1lures or malfunct10ns are p1cked up by probing)called act1ve •. 

No attempts will be made to classify th~ methods of malfunction 

detect10n d1scussed 1n th1s chapter as some of the methods could fall 

into e1ther category depending on how they are used and for what purpose 

they are used. General basis and methods of malfunction detect10n only 

w111 be discussed. 

5.4. Compar1son as basis of detection 

For measur1ng instruments, compar1son method of malfunct10n 

detect10n 1ncludea the compar1son between the actual reading and the 

expected,from cons1derat10ns of the 1nstruments phys1cal constra1nts, 

dynamic response and signal propert1es,and of other measurement read1ngs, 

process relat10nships,and control valve positions. For control valves, 

they 1nclude the compar1son of the actual and expected values of the 

valve posit10ns and of the force needed to posit10n the valve. 

Two ma1n features of correct instrument s1gnal wh1ch may be chosen 

for comparison are absolute value and f1rst derivative. All instruments 

have var1ation 1n all the1r responses wh1ch can be class1fied as: 

(1) Random var1ation (related to the des1gn) 

(1i) Perm1ss1ble bias 
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Excessive var1ation 

Excess1ve var1at10n may be var1ab111ty greater than normal but 

st111 random, t1me dependent var1at10n or drift, or excessive b1as. 

Dist1nct1on between normal variation and exceSS1ve var1at1on would 

be key requirements 1n detecting instrument malfunct10n1ng. Th1S could 

be done w1thin the general prem1ses of 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

the 1nstrument capab111ty 

the instrument use tolerance and/or 

the instrument performance requ1rement. 

The compar1son of s1gnals may be 

(a) w1th expected correct s1gnal 

(b) w1th correct signal of dup11cate 1nstrument 

(c) with correct s1gnal of another instrument (us1ng some s1mple 

model). 

(d) w1th correct control valve pos1tion 

(e) w1th own past s1gnals 

(f) w1th past s1gnals of other types of instrument (us1ng some 

complex model or f11ter). 

Simple comparisons of correct signal with expected values 1nclude 

checks on zero or full-scale deflection, or excessively rap1d rate of 

change. 

Proof-test1ng, 1n which once aga1n there is an expected response, 

also comes 1n th1s category of compar1son. 

5.5. Detection by the Operator 

The operator uses many of the methods just mentioned w1th the 

exception of (f). The survey on fa11ure of 1nstruments carr1ed out 

in 1ndustry and reported 1n Chapter 3 1nd1cates that somet1mes the 
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(e) Bxcessively nOlsy signal 

(f) Drifting signal 

Fig. 5 contd. Typical Instrurqent Signals 
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operator has to use h1S human senses of slght, smell and sound in 

add1tion. Such v1sual a1ds as chart recorders are very useful to h1m in 

sens1ng trouble. D1splays,therefore~would be an 1mportant aspect of any 

malfunct10n detect10n techn1que that w111 use the operator 

Typ1cal sketches of a recorder chart of normal slgnal, zero slgnal, 

full scale deflect1on, excess1vely n01sy slgnal, CyCl1C slgnal and a 

dr1ft1ng slgnal are shown fig. 5.0 as typical examples. 

The chart recorder represents the common type of visual a1d 

normally prov1ded wh1ch a1d the operator in h1S malfunct10n detect10n 

function. D1splays specifically des1gned to help the operator carry out 

the malfunct10n detect10n part of h1S Job,should greatly enhance th1S 

function. It 1S normally the 1n1t1ation of departure from some pattern of 

systems performance which may first glve r1se to the susp1cion that a fault 

may exist or will shortly eM1st. 

The f1rst step for the effect1ve use of the d1splay method of 

malfunct10n detect10n would be to exam1ne the system for poss1ble parameters, 

ind1cat1ve of chang1ng states,wh1ch would have slgn1f1cance for fault 

ant1c1pat10n or detect1on. Proper d1splay of such a parameter, to qU1ckly 

show up any abnormally, should very much enhance the operators task of 

1nterpreting off-normal cond1tlons. 

A tYP1cal example of displays servlng th1S end 1S that glven by Bowen 

(115). He uses the effect of chang1ng display parameters to lllustrate how 

almost unnoticeable non-l1nearities 1n an abnormal eng1ne glmbal response 

to a step change,as d1splayed on a pen recorder,show up clearly and 1n 

real-t1me in the phase plane d1splay. (see F1g. 5.2.). 

F1gS 5.2. (a) and (c) show the smooth or normal engine glmbal response 

to step funct10n as displayed on pen recorder and phase plane respect1vely. 
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(b) and (d) show the correspond1ng non-linear or abnormal response. It 

would be extremely d1ff1cult to spot the beg1nning of the abnormally develop

ment before it would reach, probably,a state of malfunction. The almost 

unnoticeable non-linearitJes at p01nts labelled (1) and (2) on the pen 

record1ng show up clearly 1n the phase plane d1splay. Bowen also 111ustrated a 

method ofd1splaY1ng very large numbers of test data p01nts 1n a way that 

facilitates the detect10n of the locus of a malfunct10n and the spread of 

1ts effect. 

Further general 111ustrat1ve examples of d1splays to this end are 

shown in Figs. 5.3. (a) to (d). 

F1g 5.3. (a) shows a d1splay of the n01se level of a s1gnal with the 

mean substracted. The average power or standard dev1at1on of the s1gnal 

could have done as well. With a n01sy or rap1dly chang1ng s1gnal,where 

it would be d1fficult otherwise to sense poss1b11ity or actual malfunct10n, 

th1s type of d1splay should greatly enhance the task. 

Some dev1ations from normal~of a signal;nay not show up very well on 

a s1ngle statist1cal parameter but may on the other hand show up very 

well in the frequency doma1n. Frequency analys1s based d1splays such as 

the 11ne spectrum 111ustrated 1n Fig. 5.3 (b) should be most useful. 

A powerful display techn1que wh1ch has been developed and is in use 

in the med1cal profess10n 1S the Wolf's "face" type d1splay (116) shown 

1n Fig 5.3. (c). Th1S makes use of the well known psychological fact that 

man f1nds 1~ eaS1er to recognice round shapes 11ke the face and dev1at10ns 

from them. D1fferent cr1t1cal system parameters wh1ch can 1nd1cate the 

behaviour of one system can be displayed 1n scaled form,as an axis or radius 

of the circle. Thus 1f the four ma1n rad11,for 1nstance,represent measure-

ments of temperature and pressure, these measurements are represented 
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in such a way that a c1rcular display 1S shown. A deviat10n from normal 

of any of the parameters,would lead to a d1stort10n of the circular shape 

and this could very eas11y be picked uP. Thus an init1at1on or actual 

failure can eas11y be seen on such a d1splay. 

A simple d1splay such as a graph of some trend log by the computer, 

such as flow against valve pos1t1on,for 1nstance~can show up a deviat10n 

better. F1g. 5.3. (d). 

The power of such d1splay techn1ques would be 1n their opt1m1s1ng 

and eff1c1entlyemplOY1ng the operator's most powerful tools namely, h1s 

intell1gence and h1s ability to learn. 

The routine task of produc1ng the d1splays 1S a task the computer 1S 

very well sU1ted to. 

5.6. Detection by Computer 

Before the machine can be asked to analyse any s1tuat10n, 1t must 

be furn1shed w1th some cr1teria such as algorithms. These could be based 

with1n the general premises of check1ng some crit1cal parameter to see 

if it is w1th1n des1red qua11ty level or expected fam1ly capab111ty. 

It 1S des1rable that general principles of detect10n methods suitable 

for the computer should be as economic, general,and robust as possible. 

In this respect such methods as based on dup11cated 1nstruments are not 

very economic; mass balances are not general; zero scale or full scale 

deflection methods tend to g1ve false alarms. 

Nevertheless all the methods g1ven 1n sect10n 5.4. (a) to (f) appear 

app11cable 1n some form. 

5.7. Comparison w1th expected s1gnal 

5.7.1 •• 7.ero or Full Scale S1gnal 

For a zero signal, there are two types (i) a 'dead' zero and (ii) a 'live' 

zero. A dead zero,1s when there is no output at all and the pen recorder 

for 1nstance is not mov1ng. A 11ve zero/is when there 1S an output but 
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the output is > hover1ng around zero. A pen recorder would be moving 

but around zero. A d1st1nct10n between the two zero read1ngs 1S 1mportant 

for d1agnosing the fault. A dead zero s1gnal could mean a fa11ure 1n the 

electron1cs of the system whereas a live zero could elim1nate this 

poss1b111ty. An algor1thrn to d1fferent1ate between the two w111 enhance 

fault diagnos1s. Nevertheless, they both could represent malfunct10n 

behav10ur. 

W1th development to suppress false detect10n, an algor1thm based 

on zero or full scale s1gnal could probably be a va11d check. 'Hardover' 

checks such as zero or full scale signal, however, have the disadvantages 

of false alarms and the fact that they very often represent and tend to 

occur with total fa11ure. 

The computer could learn to suppress false detection by observ1ng 

wh1ch detect10ns came up dur1ng some spec1f1ed per10d. Suppress10n could 

be permanent or brought 1n only dur1ng start-up and shut down. 

5.7.2. H1gh Rate of Change of S1gnal 

The maximum perm1ss1ble rate of change can be spec1f1ed 1n advance 

and learnt during spec1f1ed per10d of runn1ng, thus mak1ng th1s a feas1ble 

valid check. 

5.7.3. Proof-test1ng 

The cr1ter1a of success 1n a proof test is achievement of an expected 

response, so that th1s comes 1nto th1s category. 

The intr1ns1c character1st1cs of the process can be used as perturb

at10ns. For a batch process w1th known cycles, for instance, the start 

of a cycle could be used as a perturbat10n. If th1s cycle 1S a heat cycle, 

for 1nstance, 1n the case of a batch polyrner1sation process, the start 

of the heat 1nput or the turn off of heat can be used as a perturbat10n 

to test the response or behav10ur of a temperature measuring dev1ce such 
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as a res1stance thermometer. The check procedure can be in1tiated by the 

start or f1n1sh of the cycle. 

Within the general criter1a of achievement of an expected response, 

dynam1c tests can be 1n1t1ated and situat10ns of malfunction can be detected. 

5.8. Comparison w1th Dup11catelnstrument 

This compar1son may be based roa1n1y on the prem1ses of the instrument 

family capab111ty. In a suspect sltuat10n, the read1ng of the dup11cate 

1nstrument could be used for a check. The read1ng of the dup11cate 1nstru

ment could be used to set the I1m1ts of the normal instrument family capa

bi11ty. The dev1at10n from the dupl1cate 1nstrument read1ng could be one 

parameter ind1cat1ve of a normal or off-normal cond1tion. 

5.9. Compar1son with another Instrument 

Th1S compar1son may be based on relations spec1f1ed 1n advance, for 

instance, mass balance, or on relations learnt such as some plant pressures 

and temperatures be1ng related to throughput. 

5.10 Compar1son w1th Valve Pos1t10n 

Although th1S 1S ma1nly a means of check1ng flow meters 1n sltuat10ns 

where valve pressure drop 1S constant, or else measurable, flowmeters are 

so common that th1S lS virtually a general techn1que. 

5.11. Comparison with Past Slgna1s 

Th1S 1S a general technique Wh1Ch depends on the fact that 1nstrument 

and process n01ses are llke1y to have d1fferent character1st1cs. In th1S 

case a deviat10n from normal could very eas11y be detected from a frequency 

resolution of the slgna1. Th1S lS dealt w1th 1n the next chapter. 

5.12. Compar1son w1th other Instruments US1ng Unsteady State 

Model or Filter 

Thls aga1n 1S a general techn1que Wh1Ch depends on the fact that there 

are necessary re1at10ns between process var1ab1es. This technique is also 

dealt with 1n the next chapter. 
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5.13. Act10n taken on Detection 

Detect10n of an off-normal condit1on should result in act10n. It 

can initiate a warn1ng or a d1splay for the operator. If measurement 1S 

used in contro~, either an approximate measurement may be actuated,or 

control organisation must be changed. These possib11ities have already 

been discussed in Chapter 4. If 1t 1S used in some kind of model/some 

action is again required. 

It is also then desirable that full information on the failure should 

be made available to the ma1ntenance department. An 'alarm tree' type 

analysis can be triggered off. This offers hope of getting much more 

precise reliability data,because the computer's reason for declaring a 

failure will be quite prec1se. 

5.14. Feasible Algorithms based on some Ideas of 

the Forego1ng General Outl1ne 

5.14.1. Zero or Full Scale Reading Detect10n 

The lower 11mit of scale L, the upper limit of scale U, the lower 

limi t margin ~ 1 and the upper lim1 t margin b u. can be set as parameters 

for this algorithm. bland bu set the dead band. for hover1ng readings 

and should ensure that false alarms are not raised in such s1tuat1ons. 

A check on the instanteneous measured value ~,W1th respect to these 

parameters,can then be made to see e1ther if 

or 

~ > (U -bu) 

Satisfaction of either of these cond1tions could be a suggestion of some 

spurious or unreliable s1gnal. 
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In the case of a contlnuously fluctuatlng variable, the fluctuatlon 

should be withln certaln llmlts of tolerance. The upper and lower limlts 

of this band together with the upper and lower margins can be deslgned as 

above and the algorithm slmllarly applled. 

Contlnuous sat1sfactlon of elther or both of these above condltlons 

could be a simple lnd1cation of trouble. 

5.14.2. Large or Sudden and Large ExcurS10n 

For slgnals where the read1ngs should rema1n reasonably steady within 

a certaln lim1t, large,or sudden and large excurs10ns,could be an 1nd1cat10n 

of malfunct10n1ng of the instrument. For an algor1thm to deal w1th th1S 

type of sltuat10n, a runn1ng mean value of the slgnal (Mk ) would be requ1red 

as well as a st1pulat10n of the excurS10n limit (e max). 

One equat10n for averaglng (smooth1ng) the current value wlth the 

past values,ln order to el1minate the effects of nOlse)ls the single-expon

ential smooth1ng (17) and is glven by 

= (1-0:.) ~-l 

where the smooth1ng constant CG, lles 1n the range o ~ o.c. £. 1. Thus 

the smoothed value ~ lS constructed by tak1ng some fract10n of the 

present unsmoothed value and the complementary fract10n of the prev10us 

smoothed value. A low value of smooth1ng constant should be used when it 

lS suspected that the slgnal has large random fluctuatlons, since the welght 

placed on the current unsmoothed value wlll be suff1ciently low to smooth 

out the effects of the fluctuations. On the other hand, an excessively 

low value of CC wlll also cause the smoothed signal Mk to be unrepresen-

tat1ve of the actual slgnal if a steady real trend is present. Choos1ng 

0(.. = t 1S clearly equivalent to not smoothlng. The ch01ce of OC requ1res 

a compromise between n01se rejectlon and speed of slgnal track1ng. The 

lower the smooth1ng constant OG, the better the nOlse reject10n, but the 
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slower the smoothed s1gnal compared to the or1g1nal. TYP1cal values of 

1 
commonly used 1n 1ndustry, are i, ! and 

3 
Th1S type of smooth1ng 1S 

normally done 1n d.d.c. 

Hav1ng calculated the runn1ng mean, the excurS10n e
k 

can then be 

calculated as 

e = 
k 

check 1f 

e 
max 

M 
k-l 

where e is the perm1ssible excurS10n 11mit as def1ned. 
max 

5.14.3. Large Der1vative 

Prov1ded the mean does not move too rap1dly this is v1rtually the 

same as above (5.14.2). 

5.14.4. Var1ation In Var1ance or Standard Devlatl0n 

2 
The varlance (j or the second moment about the mean is a measure of 

the spread of a d1str1but10n about the mean WhlCh can be def1ned 1n the 

discrete form as 

(j2 = 
1 n 

n~ (~ 
1 = 1 

~--=-~ ~-. -----~ .- --~ -

If the fluctuatl0n of the slgnal tends to be narrow and concentrated 

about the mean, 0-
2 

w111 be small. Conversely lf there are large fluct-

2 
uatl0ns of the 1nstantaneous readlng far from the mean value, (j wl11 be 

large. 

The standard dev1atlon er 1S slmply the square root of the var1ance. 
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Therefore the s~ngle parameter (j can be used as a measure of the scatter 

of the instantaneous read~ngs about the mean value over a per~od of t~me. 

Normally, there would be a l~mit for the fluctuation of the read~ngs about 

the mean. A rise ~n level of (j above tIns l1m~t would indicate unusually 

large fluctuahons. The maximum tolerable value of (j 

pre-spec~f~ed. 

(j can be 
max 

For a continuously varying s~gnal, a runn~ng mean would be preferable 

to a fixed mean. 

Us~ng s~ngle, exponential smooth~ng, a var~ance est~mat~ng algor~thm 

could be as follows 

Calculate the running mean Mk as 

= + 

(~~) Calculate error 

e
k = Mk M 

k-l 

and hence 

0-
2 2 

(~i1) = z..ef( 
n 

or 0- = -{;2' 

= ..}V ~eI{2 ) 

(~v) Check if 

0- > (jmax. 

Th~s technique should bring out an excesslvely noise-free as well as an 

excessively no~sy s~gnal. It has been us£d ~n th~s project for thermo-

couple s~gnal malfunct~on detection and for the detect~on of off-normal 

cond~tions from industrial control valve data. 
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6. ON-LINE TIME SERIES ANALYSIS OF INSTRUMENT SIGNALS 

6.1. Introduct10n 

By defin1t1on, a stat1stical t1me ser1es is a s1gnal or funct10n of 

time, x (t), which exh1b1ts random or fluctuat1ng properties. In most 

situations the fluctuation x(t) w111 be a function of time, but in other 

s1tuat1ons 1t may be a function of some other phys1cal parameter t, for 

example, space. 

Two simple concepts of t1me ser1es are the d1screte and continuous 

series as shown 1n F1gs. 6.1. (a) and (b). 

time- (t) 

Fig. 6.1(a) Cont1DuouS tlme series 

) 
~ 

. time (t) 

F1g. 6.1(b) D1screte t1me ser1es 
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Continuous time ser1es: Time series w1th continuous measurements for 

instance fluctuating yield from a chemical reactor as measured on a 

continuous basis by an infra-red sprectrerneter; 

D1screte t1me ser1es: T1me ser1es for which the values are given only 

at specif1c instants of time. One way in which a d1screte t1me series 

may be obtained is by sampl1ng a cont1nuous time ser1es at equal 1ntervals 

of time. It may also arise when a physical quantity does not have an 

instantaneous value but has meaning only when accumulated or integrated 

over a suitable time interval. 

The ma1n characteristics of on-l1ne computer signals are that the 

signals are d1screte and potentially of almost un-l1m1ted length; and also 

they conta1n both process and measurement n01se. Each of these character-

1st1CS 1S 1mportant and it is these characteristics that make them amenable 

to the treatments d1scussed here. 

This is div1ded 1nto two main areas: var10US methods of analysis for 

s1mple s1gnals and Kalman filters for mult1ple s1gnals. It 1S on the former 

that most work has been done but the potent1al of the latter is p01nted out. 

The part1cular phenomena of 1nterest here is power at part1cular freq

uencies. This involves resolving a s1gnal into the frequency doma1n either 

by the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) techn1ques or by the use of d1gital 

f1lter1ng techniques. 

It is expected that the behaviour of the power spectrum at a particular 

frequency or the power spectra over a range of part1cular frequenc1es of 

a given signal w111 show up any sign1ficant deviat10n 1n signal behav10ur 

from normal which might 1nd1cate malfunctioning. It might amplify or show 

up the deviations better than, say, the average power in certa1n cases. 

One such s1tuat10n and one wh1ch has been used as an illustrative 

example here 1S the signal from a differential pressure (DiP) transmitter. 
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Normal and abnormal signals from a DIp transmitter have been subJected to 

frequency domain analysis using the FFT to calculate an equivalent of the 

power at particular frequencies. This analysis is not discussed in this 

chapter but is discussed later. 

The necessary theoretical background and poss1ble applications of 

FFT type analysis and digital filters to instrument malfunction detection 

are discussed in this chapter. 

6.2. Methods of Analysis for Simple Signals 

6.2.1. Autocorrelation Function and Power Spectral density function 

Among the var10US statistical parameters associated with random 

processes, two stand out as being of greatest importance, namely, the power 

spectral density functions (also s1mply called power spectra) and correlation 

functions. 

6.2.2. The Autocorrelation Function 

If xl(t) 1S a time series, the concept of compar1son of two signals, 

applied to the comparison of a signal with itself when shifted by an amount 

1(,is called the autocorrelation function Qll~) and is defined as 

Qu ("7:) = lOOX
l 
(t) Xl (t -1:) dt (6.1.) 

-~ 

= jOO xl(t +1:) .Xl(t) dt (6.2.) 

_00 

From equations 6.1. and 6.2. it is obvious that 

EVidently,the autocorrelation function is an even function of ~ • 

For a given process, there is a unique autocorrelation function but 

the converse is not true. A given autocorrelat1on function may correspond 

to a large number of different processes. This is because an autocorrelation 
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function 1S not a complete measure of a random process but is one of the 

average parameters, and a certain average can correspond to an 1nf1nitely 

large number of s1tuat1ons. 

The autocorrelation funct10n, however, is one of the most significant 

quantities 1n the spectral analys1s of random s1gnals. It is a measure of 

the rap1dity of variation of a g1ven signal. 

It has n01se minimis1ng propert1es wh1ch are extensively used in the 

detection of signals 1n the presence of n01se (118,119). Applicat10ns 

have ranged from the detect10n of per10dic1t1es to the recept10n of weak 

signals from deep space vehicles. 

The autocorrelat10n function is not of primary 1nterest here but is 

relevant to one of the methods of est1mat1ng the power spectral density 

function. 

6.2.3. The Power Spectral dens1ty function 

The power spectrum P(f) and autocorrelation Q('C) funct10ns are related 

accord1ng to the Fourier transform relat10n 

P(f) = 1"'" Q("() cos 2l!f't' d"Z: 
-00 

(6.3.) 

and hence knowledge of the autocorrelat1on funct10n ofa process 1S equ1valent 

to knowledge of the spectrum of the process. 

However, 1n the analysis of a fin1te length of record, the power 

spectrum 1S often preferable to the autocorrelat1on funct10n. F1rst, estimates 

of the spectrum at ne1ghbouring frequenc1es are approximat~y independent, 

and hence the interpretation of the sample spectrum is usually eaS1er than 

that of the sample autocorrelat1on function. More 1mportant, 1n many phys1ca~ 

problems, the spectrum is of direct interest, 

The power spectral dens1ty for a process indicates the contr1bution to 

mean-squared fluctuation due to s1gnal components in any specified frequency 

interval. 
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It is not a complete measure of a s1gnal but 1S JUs~_ an average 

parameter of the signal. Th1S 1S because the power dens1ty spectrum by 

defin1t10n 1S a power density averaged over a large t1me 1nterval T. 

6.2.4. Practical Procedures for est1mat1ng spectra 

from observed time ser1es: 

The statist1cal theory of spectral analys1s 1S normally derived 

assuming the data x(t) are continuous. In many situations, the data are 

essent1ally d1screte and hence d1g1tal formulae are required. The accuracy, 

flex1b111ty and relat1ve availab11ity of digital computers,today,make them 

the ready choice for most spectral analysiS. The use of computers for 

spectral analys1s 1mp11es quant1z1ng (the process of convert1ng from the 

analog to the dig1tal form) and it w111 be assumed that the quant1z1ng 1S 

f1ne enough so that no errors are introduced 1n the converS10n from analog 

to d1g1tal form. 

In practice,numbers are only represented to some finite degree of 

precision,due to the finite word length of a computer. 

In a digital f11ter,the effect of numer1cal error has two main effects: 

(i) the f1n1te accuracy w1th wh1ch the coeff1cients can be specif1ed 

11mits the accuracy with which the frequency response can be def1ned. 

(1i) the effect of round-off wh1ch 1S 1nev1table at each computat10nal 

stage produces error in the output number sequence. The error can often be 

regarded as be1ng due to a un1formly d1str1buted random number added to the 

result of each computat10n. 

In many applications, particularly when a general purpose computer w1th 

large word length 1S used, the effect of quant1zat10n error in d1gital filters 

is neglig1ble 1n compar1son with the effects involved in analogue!d1g1tal 

conversion. 
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However, when the s1gnal waveform as such is not of interest,as in 

power spectrum analysis, then the effect of quantization error is neg11g1e 

to a large extent. 

It may be necessary to filter the data before estimat1ng the auto-

correlat10n function or the power spectrum from the autocorrelat1on funct10n. 

Even though the power spectrum can be est1mated V1a the autocorrelat10n, 

this method is much inferior to the method of est1mat1ng the power spectrum 

by fast fourier transform tech1ques, particularly w1th the 1mplementation of 

the latter by d1gital computer. 

The practical procedures for estimating spectra from observed t1me 

ser1es that are discussed here, therefore, are those uS1ng the more eff1cient 

and more econom1cal (with computer app11cation) fast ~ourier transform methods. 

6.2.5. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

The fast rour1er transform is a computat1onal tool wh1ch fac11itates 

s1gnal analys1s such as power spectrum analysis and f11ter s1mulation by 

means of dig1tal computers. It is not a transform as such but a collective 

term for a number of algor1thms which fac111tate the eff1cient computat10n 

of the discrete Fourier transform of a ser1es of data samples or a time 

ser1es. 

6.2.6. The Discrete Four1er Transform (DFT) 

The d1screte Fourier transform is the sampled-data equ1valent of the 

convent1onal Four1er transform. 

A fin1te sequence (xn) has a Z - transform 

x( z.) = + ••••••• + 
-(N-I) 

"N-l Z 

If the Z - transform is evaluated at values of Z g1ven by 

(1 j2rr/N 
, e , 

j4rr/N 
e , ............. , 
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a new sequence is obtained. These values of Z lie at regular angular 

intervals around the unit c1rc1e 1n the Z - plane. 

Z-plane 

, 

e 
j2n:(N-1)!N 

US1ng W to represent e-J2n:/N these values of the z- transform are 

g1ven by 

X = 0 

Xl = 

X
2 = 

.0 0 

~-l = 

the 

X 0 

x 
0 

x 
0 

0. 

x 
o 

equat10ns 
\ 

+ xl + •••••• + "N-l 

+ xlW + •••••• + x ~-l 
N-l 

+ 
2 

xlW + ••••• + W2(N-l) 
"N-l (6.6.) 

0 • • • • 0 

+ + ••••••• + 

The sequence (X 
o 

, ••••••• X
N

_
1

) is the d1screte Four1er transform 

of the sequence (x
o

' •••••••••• , x
N

_
1
>. 

The equations (6.6) can be wr1tten as a matrix equation 

X = W x 
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----------

where the column vectors X and x contain the elements of the sequence 

(X ) and ("k) • The matrix 
n 

1 

1 

W = 1 

1 

1 

W 1S given by 

1 

W 

W
2 

W
3 

N-l 
W 

1 

2 
W 

W
4 

W
6 

w 2(N-l) 

1 

W N-l 

IV 
2(N-l) 

IV 
3(N-l) 

The DFT is written as 

Since the 

X 
n 

x 's 
k 

N-l 

=[: n::: 0 , 1 , •••••••• , N-l 

k=o 

are often values of a function at d1screte t1me p01nts, the 

1ndex, n , 1S sometimes called the 'frequency' of the DFT. 

There exists the usual inverse of the DFT and, because the form is very 

similar to that of the DFT, the FFT may be used to compute 1t •. 

It can be ver1f1ed that the 1nverse of the matrix 
1 -1 

W* is pven by IN IV 

Thus the DFT is an invertible transform in 1tS own right: given (x ) the 
n 

sequence (X ) 
n 

can be computed and V1ce versa. 

The Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) can be written as 

= 
-nL 

X W 
n 

~ = 0 , 1 , ••••••••••• , N-l. 

6.2.7. Useful properties of the DFT 

An 1mportant property that makes the DFT very useful is the relation-

ship between the DFT of a sequence of NyqU1St sa~ples and the Fourier trans-

form of a continuous waveform, that is represented by the Nyquist smaples. 
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( The NyqU1St frequency = ! ~ 1S the h1ghest frequency wh1ch can be 

detected w1th data sampled at 1ntervals ~ ). 

Another very useful property of the DFT 1S the convo lut10n relationsh1p. 

That 1S, the IDFT of the product of two DFT's is the per1od1c mean convolut1on 

of the two DFT's. Th1s relationsh1p proves very useful when comput1ng the 

f11ter output as a result of an 1nput waveform; 1t becomes espec1ally effect1ve 

when computed by the FFT. 

Other propert1es of the DFT are 1n agreement with the correspond1ng ,.. 
" 

propert1es of the Four1er integral transfo~, perhaps with s11ght mod1ficat10ns. 

These properties have been compilf'd by Gentleman and Sande (120). 

6.2.8. App11cat1ons of the Fast Four1er Transform 

Before the advent of the fast Fourier transform, the Fourier transform 

served as a bridge between the t1me doma1n and the frequency doma1n. W1th the 

development of the FFT it 1S now poss'1ble to go back and forth between waveform 

and spectrum with enough speed and economy to create a whole new range of 

applicat10ns for this classic mathemat1cal dev1ce. 

The FFT can be used 1n place of the cont1nuous Four1er transform only to 

the extent that the DFT could before but w1th a substant1al reduct10n 1n t1me. 

If the set (Xo ' Xl ' ••.•••• , XN-l) , equat10n 6.6., are computed d1rectly, 

N operat10ns (count1ng one complex mult1p11cation as an operat1on, are required 

2 
for each xk,and N for the whole set of N members. The fast Fourier transform 

reduces the number of operat1ons for DFT evaluation to the order of N log2N. 

For large N the sav1ng can be dramat1c. For example 1t has been calculated 

17 
that a transform of 2 complex p01n:ts requiring 24 m1nutes of FFT computat1on 

on an IBM 7090 would run for about 65 days perform1ng a d1rect evaulation. A 

fewer number of operat10ns results in a reduct10n of cumulat1ve round off error 

and hence the FFT is both faster and more accurate than the d1rect method. 

The operations usually assoc1ated w1th the FFT are 

(i) comput1ng a spectrogram (a d1splay of the short-term power 

spectrum as a funct10n of tune); 
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(11) the convolution of two t1me ser1es to perform d1gital f1lter1ng; 

and (iii) the correlat1on of two t1me series. 

Although all of these operat10ns can be performed w1thout the FFT, its 

computat1onal savings have s1gn1ficantly 1ncreased the interest in performing 

them dig1 tally. 

(1) Spectrograrns: In th1s case the square of the magnitude of the set of 

complex Four1er coeff1c1ents (that 1S, the per1odogram) 1S used to est1mate 

the power spectrum of the or1g1nal s1gnal. 

A snapshot of the spectrum of the s1gnal can always be computed from 

the last T seconds of data. By tak1ng a ser1es of these snapshots, est1mates 

of the power spectrum can be d1splayed as a funct10n of tlme. 

When the spectrum of a s1gnal conta1ns a per10dic component, thlS 

spectrum can be compressed by tak1ng the logar1thm, and then the fast Four1er 

transform can be taken. The result is called a cepstrum (121,122). For a 

more complete d1scussion of-short-terrn spectrum and cepstrum analysls see 

references (121 - 132). 

(11) Use of the FFT for Dlgital filtering: The problems of e1ther determ1n1ng 

the output, given the 1nput and the 1mpulse response, or f1nd1ng the 1mpulse 

response, glven the 1nput and the output, frequency confronted ln a linear 

system, can be approached rather eas1ly 1n the frequency doma1n. 

The output of the 
L 

Yn ="L. 
r=O 

general nonrecurS1ve filter 1S glven by, 

a' x r n-r 

The output sequence, (Yo ' Yl ' •••••• ) 1S sald to be the d1screte convolution 

of the 1nput sequence (x
o 

' Xl ' ••••• ) and the f1lter 1mpulse response, 

(ao ' 8 1 ' .•••• , a
L
)· 

Tak1ng as an example, a three-coeff1c1ent f1lter of f1g. 6.3 (L = ~), 

success1ve outputs are glven by, 
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Yo = a x 
0 0 

Yl = a xl + a
l 

x 
0 0 

Y2 = a x
2 + a

l 
x + a

2 
x 0 1 0 (6.7.) 

Y3 = a x3 + a
l 

x
2 + a2 xl 0 

Y4 = a x
4 0 + a l x3 + a

2 
x

2 

etc, 

The 1nput sequence, (xo ' xl ' ••••• ) may be very large or not ent1rely 

available before filter outputs are requ1red and therefore to ach1eve a 

'continuous' f1lter1ng act10n 1t is necessary to cons1der succe8S1ve N - p01nt 

segments of the 1nput. 

To implement the filter of fig. 6.3 by FFT methods, w1th N=8 the DFT 

of the sequence (x 
o xl ' ••••• x7) 1S taken and mult1p11ed by the DFT of 

ao ' a l ' a2 • The IDFT of the product sequence then Y1elds the c1rcular 

convolution values, 

and (y ) def1ned as 
n 

(a discrete convolut10n of the 1nput sequenc1es (x ) 
n 

x 
r - n 

where x = x 
+N 

is'said to be a circular convolution if x 18 treated as n n n 
a periodic 1nput). 

(a x + a
l 

x + a
2 

x
6

) 0 0 1 

(a xl + a l 
x + a

2 
x

7
) 0 0 

(a x
2 + a

l xl + a
2 

x ) 0 0 

(a 
0 x3 + a

l 
x

2 + a
2 xl) 

+ + 

A comparison with equat10n 6.7 indicates that the first two (in general L) 
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n-1 

11 x 
1 n-1 + 

, 
a x 

2 n-2. 

3-Coefficient non-recursive f11ter 
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results above do not agree w1th any of the requ1red values and must therefore 

be d1scarded. The rema1n1ng results, however, are correct for Y2' Y3 ' 

••••• , Y7' To apply the FFT method cont1nuously 1t 1S therefore necessary 

to 'overlap' succeSS1ve 1nput segments by L p01nts so that the f1rst L 

erroneous convolutions associated w1th each segment can be d1scarded 1n 

favour of the correct values saved from the last L results of the prev10us 

segment. In terms of the example. th1s imp11ed that the next DFT 1nput is 

the sequence (x
6

, x
7 

•••••• x
13

) 1n wh1ch case the f1rst two results of 

the circular convolut10n are d1scarded 1n favour of Y6 and Y7 wh1ch are 

ava11able as the last two results from the prev10us segment. Th1s procedure 

has been termed the overlap-save method (133). Other methods of comparable 

effic1ency have been discussed in the 11terature (133). Tests (134) have 

shown that FFT methods of computing convolut10ns are faster than standard 

nonrecursive methods when L is greater than about 32. 

Other App11cat10ns of FFT 

A sampled power spectrum 1S g1ven by the modulus squared of the frequency 
2 2 

samples. Thus, <1xol ,Ixll .......... , I~_ 
a J) 1S amenable to rap1d 

calculation by FFT methods. 

Autocorrelat1on or cross - correlat1on 1S s1m11ar 1n mathemat1cal 

structure to convolution. The same approach to FFT computat1on can there-

fore be applied. 

6.2.9. Implementation of the fast Four1er transform 

The number of variat10ns of tHe FFT algor1thm appears to be d1rectly 

proportional to the number of people uS1ng it (135 - 153). Most of these 

algorithms are based on e1ther the Cooley - Tukey or the Sande - Tukey 

algor1thm (124). but are formulated to exploit properties of the ser1es 

analy~ed or propert1es of the computer used. 

A variety of d1fferent FFT programs for perform1ng one - d1mensional 

and mult1d1mensional fast Fourier transforms have been made ava11able by 
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Cooley (141, 142) Sande (148), S~ngleton (149 - 152) and Brenner (139), who 

have programmed most of the opt~ons ava~lable. 

Bergland (154) has reported a survey of FFT processors and the~r 

characterist~cs. 

The FFT program used for the analys~s of the s~gnals from the Dip 

transm~tter ~n the present work ~s based on the dec~mat~on ~n frequency 

method algorithm (133, 155). 

6.3. DIGITAL FILTERS 

Dig~tal f~lters,here,w~ll be taken to ~mply l~near d~g~tal f~lters. 

In th~s case the output number sequence ~s always some l~near comb~nat~on 

of past and present ~nputs and past ~mputs. 

Digital f~lters employ d~g~tal hardware and software (delays, 

adders, multip11ers ) to perform spectral - shaping operat~ons on s~gnals 

represented by number sequenc1es (usually b~nary). For conceptual purposes 

a dig~tal filter can be regarded as a system constructed from un1t delay 

elements, add1ng un1ts and coeff1cient mult~p11ers. The only perm1tted oper-

at10ns are delay or storage, add~tion and mult~pl~cat1on by a constant 

coeff~e1ent. Therefore a d1g1tal f1lter, here, is regarded as an entity 

whose 1nput and output are sequenc~es of numbers. 

In general}the present output-from a dig~tal f~lter ~s related to the 

present 1nput number and the past inputs and outputs by a d~fference equation 

of the form 
L M 

Yn =L a x 
- k -L bk Yn - k - (6.8.) 

k n 

k = 0 k = 1 
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• 

General digitnl filte-r - Direct re-nlisation 
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where, 

X 15 the nth 1nput number 
n 

Yn is the nth output number 

a
k 

and b
k 

are the kth of (L + 1) and M coeffic1ents respeet1vely 

which are real constants determin1ng the part1cular f1ltering act10n 

performed. 

The 1nput and output sequences. x and y • n = 0 • 1. 2 ••••.• may 
n n 

be conce1ved as sampled and d1g1t1zed values of analogue waveforms but 

this v1ewpo1nt 15 by no means necessary since the digital filter of 

equat10n 6.8 15 fully spec1f1ed by 1ts act10n on input-and output number 

sequenc1es. The coeff1c1ents (a
o 

••••••• aL) and (bl •••••..•• bM~ 

suff1ce to specify the f1lter. A dig1tal filter can also be spec1f1ed 

by 1tS 1mpulse response (the 1mpulse response of a d1gital filter is 

def1ned later). 

A d1rect rea11sat1on of the general dig1tal filter 1n terms of 

d1gital hardware 1S 1llustrated 1n f1g. 6.4. The 1ndex n is 1ncremented 

by one every T seconds. 

In this sect1on,bas1c propert1es of d1g1tal f1lters are summar1sed. 

Th1s leads to a d1SCUSS1on of the d1gital resonator and an exam1nat10n of 

two synthes1s procedures wh1ch facilitate the des1gn of a wide variety of 

f1lter types. 

6.3.1. The Pulse Transfer Funct10n. Poles and Zeroes 

D1g1tal filter des1gn methods make use of the theory of funct10ns of 

a complex var1able. 

The pulse transfer funct10n. (p.t.f •• denoted here by H(Z» 1S def1ned 

as the ratio of the Z - transform of the output of a d1gital f11ter to the 

Z - transform of the 1nput. 

For equation 6.8 •• tak1ng Z - transforms of both sides g1ves 
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-------------------------------------------------------- ---

Y(Z) 

H(Z) = 

L 

X(Z) 2:. 
k=O 

Y(Z)/x(Z) 

L 

=~ 
X,;O 

Y(Z) 

-k 
Z = 1) (6.9.) 

A ZERO of H(Z) 1S a value of Z for which H(Z) 1S zero. A POLE of H(Z) 

is a value of Z.for wh1ch H(Z) (wh1ch 1S the rat10 of the polynom1als in 

Z-l) becomes 1nf1n1te i.e. a value of Z for wh1ch the denom1nator polynom1al 

is zero. 

If the poles and zeroes are known then the nom1nator and denominator 

polynom1als may be written 1n factoral form: 

H(Z) = K (1 -01 Z-l)(l -CC Z-l) 
2 

(1 - ~l 
-1 

Z )(1 -~2 Z-l) 

or 

H(Z) = K (Z -OS)(Z -~) ...... (Z -~) 

(Z - ~l)(Z - !?>2) ......... (Z -~M) 

-(L - M) 
Z 

(6.10.) 

(6.11.) 

where K is a constant coefficient and OC
l 

' •••••• ,OCL are the zeroes 

and ~ 1-' ••••••• , ~ M are the poles of H(Z). 

It may be shown (123) that for stab11ity the poles of H(Z) should be 

w1th1n the Z - plane unit circle (1.e.'r>J <: 1 , k = I , 2, ••••••• M). 

Also because the coeffic1ent a
k 

and b
k 

are real numbers the poles and 

zeroes of H(Z) are e1ther real or else fall 1n conJugate pairs (123) Fig. 

6.5. below shows the poles and zeroes of a typ1cal stable f11ter 
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Z-plane 

o 

X pole 

o Zero 

F~g. 6.5 Poles and Zeroes of a typ~cal Stable Digital Filter 

Frequency Response of a D~g~tal f~lter: The frequency characteristic of 

a digital filter ~s determ~ned by evaluat~ng the p.t.f. H(Z) on the unit 

circle of the Z - plane. From equation 6.9. therefore, with Z = eJ2~ft 

where f ~s the real frequency var~able ~n Hertz (cycles 'per second) the 

frequency character~st~c ~s g~ven by, 

-kJ2dt! 

ak e /~bk 
1f;;;O 

.~ 
k = 0 

= 

Amplitude Character~st~c: In general, the frequency characteristic ~s a 

complex funct~on wh~ch can be expressed as 

= + (6.12.) 

where R and I denote real funct~ons. The ampl~tude character~st~c 

is given by, 

= + (6.13.) 
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It determines the gain or attenuat10n imposed by the dig1tal filter on 

a s1nuso1dal input sequence of frequency f H 
z 

Phase Character1st1c: From equation 6.12, the phase characterist1c of a 

dig1tal filter is g1ven by, 

arg [H(eJ2:n:ft)] = tan -1 

This character1st1c determines the phase sh1ft between output and input 

for a sinuso1dal 1nput sequence of frequency f H~ • 

Recurs1ve D1g1tal F11ter: If M F ° in equat10n 6.9. the filter descr1bed 

by H(Z) 1S sa1d to be recurS1ve since feedback 1S imp11ed. Under th1s 

condition poles appear 1n the p.t.f. (see equation 6.10) and 1nstab111ty 

will occur if they fall outs1de the z - plane un1t c1rcle. 

Nonrecurs1ve Digital F11ter: If M = ° 1n equation 6.9. then the f11ter 

is said to be nonrecurS1ve since no feedback 1S involved. The p.t.f. 

(equation 6.11) possesses no poles and consequently the f11ter 1S stable 

under all cond1t10ns. 

Impulse Response: This 1S the response of the d1gital filter to the input 

sequence, 

(l , 0, 0, •••••. ) 

The Z - transform of this sequence is given by 

X(Z) = 1 

From the defin1tion of the p.t.f., H(Z) 

y(Z) H(Z)· X(Z) 

Thus, with X(Z) = 1 the Z transform of the output sequence is s1mply 

H(Z) and 1t follows that the p.t.f. is the Z- transform of the 1mpulse 

response. 

If the filter 1S nonrecursive then it 1S eV1dent from equat10n 6.8 

that the 1mpulse response 1S the (L + 1) length sequence g1ven, by the 
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coeff1c1ents (a
o 

' a
l 

' ••• ,a
L
). If the filter 1S recurS1ve then in 

princ1ple the 1mpulse response w111 never terminate due to the act10n of 

feedback. In th1s case 1t is usually s1mpler to der1ve the impulse res-

ponse by tak1ng the 1nverse Z - transform of the p.t.f. 

Summary of some 1mportant p01nts 

W1thout g01ng into any details a summary of some 1mportant p01nts 

at th1s juncture is thought more useful than g01ng deeper 1nto the math-

emat1cs. The p01nts to be made here are 

(i) Poles on the real axis g1ve r1se to non osc111atory components 

in the impulse response 

Complex poles give r1se to osc111atory 1mpulse responses. 

(iii) The nearer a pole 11es to the orig1n of the Z - plane, the 

more rap1dly the associated component decays. 

(vi) The frequency of the osc111atory component assoc1ated with 

complex poles 1ncreases w1th the1r angle measured from the real aX1s. 

(v) The impulse response of a d1g1tal f11ter w111 decay (1.e. the 

filter w111 be stable) if and only ~f all the poles of the f11ter 11e w1th-

in the un1t c1rcle 1n the Z - plane. It 1S thus poss1ble to test whether 

a filter 1S stable by factor1ng the denom1nator of 1tS transfer funct10n 

and observing the magn1tudes of the poles. 

6.3.2. The Dig1tal Resonator 

A d1gital f11ter can be spec1f~ed by e1ther the poles, zeroes and/or 

impulse response. The d1rect rea11sation of the second order difference 

equat10n 

= x - b Y 
n 1 n - I 

is shown below F1g. 6.6 and the Pole pos1tions are shown 1n F1g. 6.7. 
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F1g. 6.6. D1gita1 Resonator 

A= J(b2- bf;4) 

t-- bI 
I 
, 

,C B = 2' 
A I 

I " " 
B C = fb;' 

/&----- Uni t Circle 

F1g. 6.7. Resonator Pole Posit1ons 

The p.t.f. is g1ven by, 

H(Z) = 1 
-1 b z-2 1 + b

1 
Z + 2 

= z2 

(Z - ~ )(Z - f3 ) 
1 2 

where, 

?> = - b + jJ {b2 
- C~)2} (6.14.) 1, 2 1-

2 
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2 

>6.7(.b~orthen ~ 1 
and ra 2 form a conjugate pole pair as shown 

2b stab111ty the poles must fall with1n the un1t circle and 

therefore, 

1. e. from equation 6.14. 

+ < I 
or 

The frequency characterist1c 1S g1ven by, 

J4rrft = ~e ______________________________ _ 
(6.15.) 

(e
j2rrft 

_ ~ 1)(e
J2rrft 

f I H(ej2rrft) I ' For pos1tive , the amplitude character1st1c, will exhibit 

a s1ngle max1mum value at a resonant frequency g1ven by 

cos 2nft = - b 1 

Also, the closer I~ll and 1!3 21 approach un1ty Le. (b2~ 1), the closer 

the denom1nator of equat10n 6.15 w111 approach zero at the resonant frequency 

and the sharper w111 be the peak of the amp11tude character1stic. b
2 

there-

fore controls the degree of damp1ng. 

The d1gital resonator is the d1g1tal equ1valent of the s1mple analogue 

inductance, capac1tor, res1stor resonator. 

6.3.3. Des1gn of Dig1tal Filters 

The des1gn of a dig1tal f11ter 1nvolves two ma1n steps, synthesis 

and realisation. Synthes1s 1S concerned with f1nd1ng a suitable p.t.f. 

from des1gn requirements such as frequency or 1mpulse response spec1ficat10ns. 
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When the p.t.f. has been determlned a partlcular arrangement of dlgltal 

filter elements (delays, multlpllers, adders) must be selected to reallse 

the pulse transfer function. 

Two approaches WhlCh together are appllcable to a wlde range of 

filters will be discussed. 

6.3.3.1. Indirect Method 

Here,use is made of knowledge of analogue fllters. 

The transfer funct10n of a llnear analogue fllter comprlslng ,nduct

ance, capac1tance and resistance IS normally expressed as a rat10nal functlon, 

A(s) ,say (i.e. A(s) is the ratlo of two polynomlals In s). In this case 

the frequency characterlstic 1S derlved by evaluatlng A(s) on the s plane 

imaglnary axis (i.e. set s = j2nf
A 

where fA IS the real analogue freq

uency varlable). Suppose a method IS ava1lable for syntheslslngA(s), 

(perhaps A(s) poles and zeroes are tabulated over a range of frequency 

domaln design requirements) then, if s in A(s) is replaced by a rational 

functlon of Z WhlCh maps the s plane Ima~inary axis unto the Z plane 

unit clrcle the resultlng function of Z (p.t.f.) wlll assume a set of values 

along the Z plane unit clrcle as A(s) along the S plane Imaglnary aX1S. 

There wlll therefore be a correspondence between the frequency character

ist1c of the analogue fllter and the dlgital fllter WhlCh is specif1ed by 

the derlved p.t.f. 

The bllinear transformation is the slmplest transformatl0n, with the 

above property and 1S deflned by, 

S = Z - 1 

Z + 1 

The procedure for syntheslzlng a dlgltal filter by analogue techniques 

uSlng the blllnear transformat1on",s summarIsed as follows: 

(1) Note the crltlcal frequencles and ranges of the requlred dlgltal 

filter (i.e. the cut-off frequencles, pass band, stop band reg1ons, etc.) 

thus defInlng, fDl ' fD2 ' •••• Compute the correspondIng set of frequencles 
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for the analogue f11ter through, 

= 1 
2re 

tan [ re • f 
D1 

1 = 1, 2, 

(ii) Determ1ne the analogue transfer funct10n, A(S) from the fA 
1 

specifications by some conven1ent analogue synthes1s procedure. 

Replace A(S) by (Z - ~ + 1) to obta1n the requ1red d1gital 

"-fil ter. 

The bi11near transformat10n transforms a lowpass analogue f11ter 

into a lowpass d1g1tal filter, a highpass 1nto a h1ghpass etc. Other , 

transformations are ava11able (133, 156) Wh1Ch transform lowpass to 

h1ghpass, lowpass to bandpass, lowpass to bandstop etc. so that a w1de 

var1ety of dig1tal types may be synthesised from the bas1c analogue 

lowpass. 

6.3.3.2. D1rect Method: 

Synthes1s of the var10US class1cal f11ters (Butterworth, Chebyshev, 

Ellipt1c etc.) in the S plane beg1ns w1th the spec1f1cat10n of sU1table 

squared amplitude character1st1cs. ApplY1ng the same techn1que 1n the Z 

plane results 1n a d1rect synthes1s procedure for d1g1tal f11ters. The 

squared amplitude character1st1c of a d1g1tal filter (I H (eJ2reft) 12) 

is a real function of frequency Wh1Ch can be expressed as a real rat10nal 

funct10n in 

1S then, 

2 
tan (re f t) (133, 156). A sU1table lowpass filter funct10n 

1 

= 1 + 
2n 

tan 
2n. 

tan 

(rcft) 

(rcf t) 
a 

(6.16.) 

fa 1S the cutoff frequency and n denotes the order of the filter. 
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By analogy w1th the analogue form, equat10n 6.16 may be regarded as 

the def1n1t1on of a d1g1tal Butterworth amp11tude character1st1c. The 

poles and zeroes of H(Z). H(Z - 1) are found by setting 

Z = 
J21Cft 

e 

1n equat10n 6.16 and factorising. They are g1ven by 

U m = 

1 - 2 tan (rr fct} cos (mrr/n) + tan2 (rr fct) 

Vm =7 2 tan (rrfct) S1n (mrr;n ) 

1 - 2 tan (rrfct) cos (mrr/n) + tan2 (rrfct) 

m = 0, 1, •••••••• , (2 n-l) 

where the mth pole is given by, 

Z =U +jVm m m 

(6.17.) 

(6.18.) 

Replac1ng mrr/n by (2m+l)rr/2n g1ves equ1valent expreSS10ns for n even. 

2 n zeroes are also located at Z = -1. 

Having located the poles and zeroes of H(Z). H(Z-l) the requ1red 

p.t.f. H(Z) is constructed by select1ng those poles wh1ch 11e w1th1n the 

un1t circle and an nth order zero at Z = -1. 

App11cat10n of the d1rect method of synthes1s to a w1de var1ety of filter 

types is d1scussed 1n the 11terature (133, 156/ 158). 

The direct form has the advantage that 1t uses the coeff1c1ents of the 

transfer funct10n w1thout mod1f1cat10n. It suffers from the d1sadvantage 

that it 1S sensit1ve to computat1onal error. Th1S is usually only an 

1mportant cons1derat10n 1n computers with small word length. 

Non - recurS1ve f11ters are almost always implemented 1n the d1rect 

form. 
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6.3.4. Programming Dig1tal Filters 

A d1gital f11ter can be 1mplemented as a computer program by the 

follow1ng procedure. 

(1) Label the var1able wh1ch is held 1n each delay un1t. 

(i1) Set the 1n1tial values of these state var1ables as zero. 

(iii) Each number is computed as a 11near combinat10n of the 

present 1nput and the state var1ables. 

(iv) The state var1ables are transferred to auxil11ary storage and 

the~r new values are computed. 

6.4. Use of Simple F11ters to detect Instrument Malfunct10n 

The relevant theory for the use of d1g1tal f11ters has been rev1ewed 

in the foreg01ng sect10ns. The specific use of the d1g1tal f11ter for 

instrument malfunct10n detect10n w111 now be d1scussed. The bas1s has 

already been ment10ncd but the p01nt w111 be amp11f1ed here. 

An 1nstrument signal would have a range of frequency components from 

low to h1gh. The frequency components of the 1nstrument s1gnal would be 

considerably h1gher than that of the process. 

When the instrument is behav1ng normally the character1st1cs of the 

frequency components would be expected to show a pattern. If the 1nstrument 

beg1ns to malfunction, the 11ke11hood also would be that the character1st1cs of 

the frequency components would change,and probably,cons1derably from that at 

normal behav10ur. There m1ght be an unusual rise or fall 1n the level of 

the components at a certa1n frequency. 

Because of the inert1a of a g1ven process, exceSS1ve fluctuat10ns in 

the process s1gnal would not be expected. The overall contr1but10ns of the 

process signal to the frequency components of both the process and the 

1nstrument would be expected to be fa1rly steady and more in the low 

frequency region. 

The frequency component co'ntribut10n of a normal 1nstrument would be 
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expected to be w~th~n some tolerance band. A cons~derable rise or fall 

~n the high frequency components, say, would almost certa~nly be from the 

~nstrument and could therefore be an ~nd~cat~on of an abnormal~ty ~n the 

instrument behav~our. 

By looking at the contr~butions of the components at spec~f~c 

frequencies, it should be poss~ble to detect a s~gn~ficant ehange in 

frequency level. Th~s ~s the whole bas~s of the appl~cat~on of th~s tech

nique to the detect~on of instrument malfun ct~on. 

A simple system to do th~s ~s ~llustrated below Fig. 6.B. 

r--------------------cy 

F~g. 6.B. S~mple Second order filter 

y = x + + 

represents a simple second order f~lter. The output of the system Y is 

a comb~nat~on of the outputs of the two f~lters ~n series. By the sett~ng 

of the constants a and b, the attenuation of the outputs of the f~lters 

will be set and hence the contr~but~on of the two frequency components 

would be set relative to each other. 
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For normal behav~our, the contr~bution of one of the f~lters m~ght 

be negl~g~ble to the overall character~st~cs of the output of the system; 

say. The status quo could be a bas~s for the normal behaviour cr~ter~on. 

A s~gn~f~cant r~se or fall in the contr~but~on of the components 

could then be an ~nd~cation of an abnormal~ty. 

Because the system suggested above is a recurs~ve f~lter, the 

stability aspects as dealt w~th in section 6.3.1. have to be cons~dered. 

TIle system can eas~ly be programmed. 

Unfortunately, a dig~tal filter techn~que for ~nstrument malfunct~on 

detection was not tested in the pract~cal work done ~n th~s proJect. Th~s 

was ma~nly due to the shortage of time and the loss of the on-line computer 

Also 
on wh~ch th~s work was based. /because the d~gital f~lter techn~que ~nvolves 

resolut~on of s~gnals ~n the frequency doma~n,as do the fast Four~er 

transform based techniques; and because the d~g~tal filter might be 

considered more special in appl~cat~on than the FFT techn~ques, the practical 

work of test~ng the techn~ques was started w~th test~ng the more general 

fast Fourier transform,tn the hope that there m~ght be t~me for the d~g~tal 

f~lters. 

The d~g~tal filter techn~ques and the fast Four~er transform techn~ques 

are nevertheless not the same. The two approaches are d~fferent ~n 

conception and real~sat~on. 

The d~g~tal f~lters can look at a spec~fic or specific frequencies; 

they can be select~ve ~n the part~cular frequenc~es or band of frequencies 

to look at from a range of ava~lable or detectable frequencies. The fast 

Four~er transform can generally analyse a whole range of available or 

detectable frequenc~es. 

The ~nformation offered by and the computat~onal requ~rements of the 

two are different. 
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6.5. Use of the Power Spectrum to detect Instrument Malfunctlon 

The fact that the power spectral denslty for a process indlcates 

the contrlbution to mean-squared fluctuatlon due to slgnal components ln 

any specified frequency lnterval can be used as a crlterion for lnstrument 

malfunctlon detectlon. 

Because of the lnertla of a given process, the spectral denslty 

plot of a normal process instrument slgnrul would have a shape pattern for 

a glven frequency lnterval or range. This might be a characterlstlc 

concentratlon of most of the power in a certaln frequency reglon, say, hlgh 

or low. For instance Fig. 6.9. can represent a typlcal power spectrum 

plot for a normal process lnstrument signal. 

The instrument slgnal contrlbution to mean-squared fluctuatl0n ln a 

speclfied frequency lnterval and hence the spectral denSity plot would not 

be the same for normal and malfunctlonlng lnstruments. 

A parameter of the spectral denslty plot such as the area under the 

curve or the ratio of the areas Al and A2 on elther sldes of a speclfied 

crltlcal frequency, fc ' can characterlse normal or abnormal lnstrument 

slgnal. 

It lS envlsaged that one posslble way of uSlng the technique lS to 

set threshold values for one of such parameters~s mentloned above,ror 

normal or abnormal ~nstrument behav~our. 

In the present work, the fast Fourler transform has been used to 

estlmate the power spectrum of some normal and abnormal slgnals from a 

DIP transmitter. The results are dlscussed ln Chapter 8. 
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F~g. 6.9. Illustrat~ve Power Spectrum Plot 

6.6. Use of an adapt~ve model for instrument Malfunction detect~on 

The f~ndings of Sargent and Goldman (222) ~n a feas~b~l~ty study of 

uS1ng I1near reCUrS1ve least - squares est1mators for on-line state and 

parameter est~mation suggest the poss~ble ~mplicat~ons of such techn~ques 

for ~nstrument malfUnct~on detect~on. They used a s~mulation of a b~nary 

d~st~llat~on column to ~nvestigate how effect~ve the f~lter ~s ~n detecting 

b~as or drift ~n a part~cular ~nstrument or a slow dr~ft ~n plant 

condit~ons before th~s otherw~se becomes obv~ous. The~r findings ~nd~cate 

that the least squares f~lter could provide a means of detect~ng ~nstrument 

malfunction. 

The Kalman f~lter is a general model relat~ng, in pr~nc~ple, all 

plant variables, ~n contrast to mass and heat balance type models and 

therefore promises to be a very powerful techn~que for instrument malfunct~on 

detect~on. It ~s envisaged that ~t will be su~table for ana1ys~ng mu1t~p1e 

instrument s~gna1s as opposed to s~ng1e s~gnals as have been dealt w~th 
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mainly in the present work. 

Even though no work has been done on th~s 1n the present wOl'k, 

there has been all along, awareness of the potent1al of the Kalman _ ~er 

1n th1s d1rect1on. 
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7. CASE STUDIES OF INSTRUMENT MALFUNCTION AND MALFUNCTION DETECTION (1) 
THERMOCOUPLES 

7.1. Introduction 

From case studies of instrument malfunction, malfunction 

detection techniques can be developed and tested. Such case studies 

can throw light into the instruments' mode of failure, symptoms 

shown before or at failure,with their possible implications,and 

methods of forestalling undesirable consequences or disaster in such 

an event. 

Ideally, study of as many 1nstruments as possible,under as 

widely varying environmental condition as can be aChievedyis 

desirable. With the limitation of time and facilities this is not 

possible in the present work. 

Some select instruments, therefore, were studied. The systems 

studied were 

(i) Thermoconples 

(ii) Differential pressure transmitters as flow measuring 

instruments 

(iii) Control valves 

The reasons for their choice are that the thermocouple and the 

DIP transmitter can easily both offer signals to analys~but it was 

also expected that the. thermocouple might provide a Signal easily 

amenable to simple algorithms or analysiS, while the differential 

pressure' t!ansmitter might require more sophisticated time series 

analysis. Some failure modes of the two instruments can easily be 

simulated in the laboratory. 

Control valves differ from the thermocouple and DIP transmitter 

in that they are not measuring instruments and again a different 
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technique might be needed. 

All the systems studied are important systems in process 

control. 

Of the three systems chosen for study, the thermocouple was 

typically and 'illustratively studied in detail. For this reason, 

the case study of the thermocouple has been presented on its own in 

this chapter. The other two systems were not studied in such detail 

and their case studies are presented in chapter 8. 

Freezing of the impulse lines of the DiP transmitter was 

simulated in the laboratory and the signals obtained analysed using 

the fast ~ourier transform method. 

For the control valves, data were obtained from industry and 

analysed. 

U2 
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7.2. THERMOCOUPLE INSTALLATIONS, NATURE AND CAUSES OF THERMOCOUPLE 
FAILURE 

7.2. 1. General 

The thermocouple is not a new device, the thermoelectr~c 

effect having been demonstrated as far back as 1821 by Seebeck 

(159). It consists essentially of two dissimilar electrical 

conductors e~ther or both of which may be pure metals, alloys or 

non-metals, hav~ng a common junction where the conductors are ~n 

good thermal and electrical contact (hot Junction). 

The other ends of the leads from this junction are kept at 

a common temperature (cold junct~on) and are connected to an 

instrument measur~ng the electromotive force wh~ch is developed. 

For thermoelectric thermometry theory one only has to turn to the 

literature (160-164). 

Beyond the simple operating pr~ncip1e of the thermocouple 

lies much ~mportant information which instrumentation men 

must know to en5ure accurate, re1~able and reproducible measurement 

and minimum maintenance w~th thermocouples. The purpose of the 

background work 7.2.1. - 7.2.10.5 is mainly to br~ng out th~s 

informa hon. 

7.2.2. Industrial Thermocouples (165) 

The two conductors constituting the thermocouple are chosen 

such that changes caused by the phys~cal and chemical cond~t~ons 

to which they are exposed do not cause any appreciable departure 

of the calibrated values of the e.m.f. generated at certa~n known 

temperatures of the hot junction and cold junct~on respectively. 
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The conductors constituting the thermocouple have physical 

charact.er1stics which are suitable for the temperature to which 

they are exposed, and must not melt or change in composition 

by evaporation at those temperatures. 

A thermocouple may be used bare, but in the majority of 

applications it is necessary to insert it in a metallic pocket 

with a protecting head, Fig. 7.1. 

The following factors are of particular importance when 

relating the basic principles of thermoelectricity to practical 

applications. 

(1) A thermocouple is installed directly (usually with a 

protecting tube) in the process medium, which can be 

corrosive and at high temperatures or pressures. 

(i1) HundredS of temperature points are measured by thermocouples 

in many processes. This is a sizeable maintenance 

responsibility, even when minimum attention is required. 

(11i) Thermocouples are expendable, and replacement costs must 

be minimised by proper protection and care of those in 

service. 

(1v) A thermocouple involves an electric current, often with a 

path hundreds of feet long, with connections to remote panel

boards. Failure of these connections at any point means 

failure of the entire instrument system and consequent loss 

of automatic recording and control. 
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Fig 7.1 Basic arran[ement of thermocouple installation 
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7.2.3. Use Characteristics of Thermocouples 

Thermocouples can be used over a very wide range from 

below OOC to 26000 C and provide accurate, reliable and reproducible 

temperature measurements. The characteristics of the 

thermocouple method may be listed as follows 

(i) Many thermocouple combinations exist and each has an opt1mum 

temperature range. Selections may be made from tho variety of 

base and rare metal types to meet the requirements of most operating 

cond1tions. 

(i1) Most thermocouple materials are readily available with the 

electromotive force/temperature characteristics guaranteed to 

within stated tolerances. 

(iii) Thermocouples may be made from very f1ne wires and hence 

are of low thermal capacity. They can therefore respond rapidly 

to fluctuat1ng temperatures. 

(iv) No external electrical supply is required except where 

highly accurate potentiometr1c methods of electromotive force 

measurements must be used. 

(v) Sensit1vity of response may be increased by using several 

thermocouples in series. 

(vi) Measuring junctions may be eas1ly made by the user and 

thermocouples may be eas1ly installed and maintained. 

(vi1) Usually only s1mple methods of measuring the electromotive 

force are requ1red. 

(viii) The thermocouple method requires the use of a reference 

junction and special precautions may be adopted to compensate for 

variations in the temperature of this junction. 
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7.2.4. Types and Methods of Use (166,167) 

There are three usual methods of using thermocouples 

corresponding to three types namely 

(a) Surface contact type - With this type, thermal equilibrium is 

established between the solid body, whose temperature is being 

measured, and hot junction of the thermocouple by means of a 

contact plate. Here it is important that the temperature of the 

thermocouple is not affected to any appreciable extent by heat 

exchange between the thermocouple contact system and any adjacent 

surfaces other than those of the hot body whose temperature is 

being measured. 

(b) Immersion type The hot junction is immersed or inserted into 

the body whose temperature is being measured, the body being either 

a liquid, a gaseous atmosphere, or a gaseous atmosphere in an 

enclosure in which the body whose temperature is to be measured 

is also enclosed. With a liquid, thermal equilibruim between 

the liquid and the thermocouple is established by direct 

conduction:. In ~ gaseous. atmosphere, this thermal equilibrium 

is maintained by direct contact between the hot junction and the 

gas. However, unless conditions are favourable, radiation from 

other gaseous zones and surrounding solids affect the measurement, 

and the temperature measured will be that of the gas only if the 

othe~ radiating bodies are at the same temperature as the gas in 

the i~ediate neighbourhood of the hot junction of the 

thermocouple. 

In the third instance thermal equilibrium between the body 

whose temperature is being measured and the hot junction of the 

thermocouple is established partly by gaseous heat transfer and 

partly by radiation from the hot body, and errors may occur from 
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the same causes as previously ment10ned. 

(c) The suction type: is used for the measurement of 

temperature of a gas 1n a furnace (or other enclosure) where 

the walls are not in thermal equilibrium with the gas. A 

small port10n of gas under measurement is extracted so that 1t 

flows cont1nuously past the hot junction dur1ng measurement, 

both the mounting and surround1ngs of the hot junction being 

des1gned to reduce thermal exchange by rad1ation to a min1mum so 

that a measured temperature approximat1ng as closely as poss1ble 

to the actual gas temperature is obta1ned. 

7.2.5. Thermocouple Select10n (168) 

Even though any two dissimilar conductors can form a 

thermocouple and develop an e.m.f. when their junctions are at 

d1fferent temperatures, only a relative few thermoelement 

comb1nat1ons are used. Some of the reasons for a choice of a 

pair of mater1als are evident wh11e others may not be quite so 

obvious (168-170). Finch (168) suggests that the characteristics 

of an acceptable pa1r of materials should be such that: 

(1) Their melting pOints are h1gher than the h1gest temperature 

at which the thermocouple is to be used. 

(2) The1r thermal e.m.f. is large enough to be measured w1th 

reasonable accuracy. 

(3) Their thermal e.m f. increases cont1nuously w1th increasing 

temperature over the temperature range in which the thermocouple 

is to be used, preferably approx1mat1ng a stra1ght 11ne relat10n

ship. 
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(4) They are res1stant to oxidation and corrosion in the medium 

and at the temperature to which they are to be exposed. 

(5) They are homogeneous. 
/ 

(6) Their electrical resistances are not too high to limit their 

use. 

(7) They maintain their e.m.f. stabi11ty during calibration and 

use, with1n acceptable limits. 

(8) Their thermal e.m.f. is not appreciably altered during use 

by internal physical or chemical changes, or by contamination from 

materials of their environment. 

(9) They can be melted from their raw materials and fabricated 

into wire or any other desired shape without undue diff1cu1ty. 

(10) They are reproducible in the quantities desired, and of 

uniform quality. 

(11) They can be fabricated with actual thermocouples with 

relative ease. 

(12) The1r cost must bear a reasonable relationship to the degree 

with which they meet the opt1mum of the above requirements. 

Every added restriction narrows the cho1ce of pairs of materials 

until only a few are left. Of these, the major1ty may be 

eliminated by consideration of the economics of procurement which 

weigh heavily 1n the final choice for industrial app11cations. 

7.2.6. Connecting Circuits (166) 

The protection of the compensating leads from mechan1ca1 damage, 

from burIl1ng or from the effects of damp and from electrolytic 

action, electrical leakage or induced vo1tages from power or 

lighting circuits is vital to the performance of the "measuring 

system. The conductors should have adequate strength appropriate 
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to the nature of the installation. The conductor cross section 

is also governed by considerations of the electrical resistance 

acceptable to the measuring instrument. 

The insulation between the conductors must be reliable and 

that normally used for high voltage is satisfactory. In damp 

situations lead covering may be employed but 1tS tendency to sag 

must be guarded against. In hot, dry situations woven asbestos 

covering by 1tself is satisfactory provided those coverings are 

never exposed to damp, but if conditions of dampness are unavoidable 

the only safeguard is to use asbestos covering outside rubber or 

plastics insulation and this double covering should encase each of 

the conductors ind1v1dually. Permanent installat10ns are preferably 

protected in conduit. 

Copper Cables Where copper connecting cables are used in place of, 

or in addition to, the compensating leads referred to above, the 

same remarks as to protection and conditions for installation apply. 

A method of protection sometimes used is that in which the conductors 

are embedded in compressed magnes1a 1n a copper tube. 

SW1tches: Switch contacts and the contacts at all other points 

where the circuit may be broken and reconnected should preferably 

be of corrosion resisting metals as the available voltages are 

seldom suff1cient to break down even an invisible film of oxide. 

Care should be taken to ensure that the ~itch itself does not give 

rise to unwanted thermal electromot1ve forces. The act of making the 

connections between contact and contact should involve some degree 

of wiping action between the two elements. On 1nstallations 1nvolving 

alternative connections of several thermocouples to one measuring 

iristrument, double-pole switches are essential if there is any risk 

of an earth connection in the thermocouple circuit. The type of 
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switch making contact between mercury and mercury in hermet1cally 

sealed capsules has been found to prov1de a very reliable form of 

contact. 

7.2.7. Materials for Thermocouples 

Of the infinite combinations of metals, alloys, semiconductors, 

and non metals that can form thermocouples, only a few have found 

use as temperature sensors. Because of the needs of the new 

technologies-jet engine, reactor, and rocket technologies in the 

higher temperature ranges and cryogenics in the lower temperature 

ranges, new thermocouples are being developed to meet these recent 

requirements. 

The emphasis 1n th1s paper is on industrial type 

thermocouples. 

The materials considered here can be classified into four 

groups for convenience. 

1. Noble or Rare Metals. 

2. Base Metals 

3. Refractory Metals 

4. Carbon and Carbides 

The Noble and Base Metals represent the vast majority of 

thermocouples now in use. Fewer data are available on Refractory 

metal thermocouples, but a considerable effort is being exerted in 

the field of refractory metals to meet the high temperature needs 

of recent technological developments. Relatively little work 

has been done on Carbon and Carbides, but some thermocouples 

emploY1ng graph1te, carbon, and carbides are used, 

Table7~ shows materials most widely used (165,166,174). 

The base metal thermocouples are used at temperatures up to 

l,200oC and the rare metals up to l,500oC, while non-metallic 
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thermocouples, because of their other lim1tations, are only 

used for temperatures too high for either of the other groups. 

(167) In both the Rare and Base metal groups, the limiting 

minimum electromot1ve force wh1ch can be employed w1th measuring 

instruments usually decides the low temperature limit. In th1s 

respect base-metal thermocouples have the advantage in general 

of develop1ng relatively large electromotive forces and Coxon 

(167) in fact gives - 2000C as their lower temperature lim1t. 

Schulze (172) has made an extensive review of many 

thermocouple comb1nations for operation at h1gh temperatures, 

particularly platinum: molybdenum, platinum: tungsten, plat1num: 

tantalum, and various alloys of the plat1num metals coupled with 

either pure plat1num, rhodium or irid1um. The high cost and 

difficulty of manufacture of many of these metals and alloys in 

the form of wire prevent their hav1ng any commercial applicat10ns. 

Descr1pt10ns and properties of thermocouples of the 

refractory metals are found in the works of Sanders (173), 

Kuether (174), Lachman and Kuether (175), Kuether and Lachman 

(176), Lachman and McGurty (178). 

For the carbon and carbides group, work has been done 

mainly by Thielke and Shepard (179), Ubbelhode (180), Bidwell (l8~ , 

Watson and Abrams (182), Fitterer (183) and Shepard and Westbrook 

(184). Even though carbon and carbides have been subjects of 

investigation, for many years, to avoid problems 1nherent in the 

use at high temperatures of thermocouples of metals and alloys; 

thermocouples of this kind have not yet, from the number in use, 

assumed an important position in the temperature measuring field; 

but Some are used now, and the possibility exists that more will 

be used in the near future (185). 
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THERMOCOUPLE 

~ase Metals 
~Copper v Constantan 

*Iron v Constantan 

*Nicke1/Chromium v 
Constantan 

"NiCkel/Chromium v 
Nickel/Aluminium 

Tungsten/rhenium v 
Tungsten rhenium 
(See Note 4) 

Tungsten v Molybdenum 
(See Notes 4 and 5) 

Ilare Metals 

Platinum/rhodium v 
iPlatinum 

TABLE 7.1 

COMPOSITIONS AND OPERATING TEMPERATURES OF THERMOCOUPLES (166) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

OPERATING TEMPERATURES 
o . APPROXIlIIATE TOLERANCE TEMPERA TURE 

NOMINAL COMPOSITION C 
RANGE °c 'NORlIIAL RANGE MAXIlIIUlIl E..M.F. 

FOR CONTIN- 'SPOT' (MICROVOLTSjI' 

UOUS USE READINGS DEG. C.) 

, - °c °c 

Cu v Cu-Ni (40/45% Ni) - 250 to 400 500 56 :!:. 1 deg C o - 100 
:!:. 1% 100 - 400 

Fe v Cu-Ni (40/45% Ni) - 200 to 850 1100 57 :!:. 3 deg C o - 300 
:!:. 1% 300 - 850 

• Ni 90%, Cr 10% v Cu-Ni See Note 2 1100 :!:. 3 deg C o - 400 
(40/45% Ni) - 200 to 850 :!:. 0.75% 400 - 850 

Ni 90%, Cr 10% v Ni 95% See Note 2 1300 40 :!:. 3 deg C o - 400 
balance AI, Si, Mn - 200 to 1100 :!:. 0.75% 400 - 1100 

W 95%, Re 5% v W 7 4% See Note 2 2600 Tolerances should be 
Re 26% o to 2,300 agreed between user 

and manufafturer 
. 

d1~tO W v Mo - 1250 to 2600 2600 

Pt 90% Rh 10% v Pt 100% 0 to 1400 1650 12 :!:. 1 deg C o - 1100 
:!:. 2 deg C 1100 - 1400 

.. + 3 deg C - above 1400 

8 . 

RELEVANT B.S 
REFERENCE 

TABLES 

, 

B.S. 1828 

B.S. 1829 

Refer to 
Manufact-
urer's 
Data B.S. 
1827 

Refer to 
Manufact-
ure's Dat. 

B.S. 1826 
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Table 7.l. 
Compos~t~ons and Operat~ng Temperatures of Thermocouples 

Platlnum/rhod~um v 
Plat~num 

P1atinum/rhod~um v 
P1atinum/rhod~um 

P1atinum/rhod~um v 
P1atinum/rhod~um 

P1atinum/rhod~um v 
P1atinum/rhod~um 

Rhod~um/~rid~um v 
l.rl.dl.um 

.... .... ... 

Pt B7% Rh 13% v Pt 100% 

Pt BP% Rh 20% v Pt 95% 
Rh 5% 

Pt 70% Rh 30% v Pt 94% 
Rh 6% 

Pt 60% Rh 40% v Pt BO% 
Rh 20% 

See Note 3 

, , 

, 
I 

I 

(166) (Cont~nuation) ••• 

I c 

o - 1400 1650 11 

o to 1500 1700 + 3 deg C o to 1100 Refer to -+ 4 - deg C 1100 to 1550 !.Ianufact-
urer's 
Data 

o to 1500 1700 
-

1000 to 1600 1BOO 

I 

See Note 6 2100 
o to 2,000 



7.?.B. Thermocouple Insulatlon (166) 

Electrical insulatlon between the two conductors lS 

essential except at their measuring junction, and except ln 

certain cases (e.g. when used with some electronically operated 

indicators, recorders or controllers) they should be each 

insulated from earth or from any high electric potential that 

may exist in the plant or apparatus in which the thermocouple 

is installed. 

The form and nature of the insulation wlll depend on the 

use to which the thermocouple wlll be put. Table 7.2 shows the 

maX1mum temperatures to which various forms of insulation may 

be taken wlthout suffering deterloration. 

The lnsulating resistance between conductors and earth 

or between the two conductors must be high enough to prevent 

unacceptable reduction of the electromotive force measured. 

As reductl0n is llkely to be more pronounced with increasing 

temperature a general guide (B) would be to select the insulating 

material such that the reduction of the generated electromotlve 

force at the maximum operating temperature should be less than 

0.1 cent. 

Cotton, silk, woven glass or asbestos when used should be in 

a relatlvely dry atmosphere because if they should absorb moisture, 

a voltaic cell wlll be formed, the electromotive force of which 

will modify the normal electromotive force of the thermocouple 

and so may give rise to incorrect results. 



TABLE 7.2. 

Maximum Lim1ting Temperatures For Various Insulating Materials 

(Continuous use in dry air) 

p.V.C. 

Rubber 

Cotton 

Silk 

70-l00oC accord1ng to grade. 

80-l00oc accordlng to grade. 

100°C) 
) (if varnished 1500c) 

100°C) 

Enamel (Synthetic base) 150°C 

P.T.F.E. 250°C (Intermittent use up to 300°C) 

Woven glass 

Woven Slhca 

Aluminous Porcelain 

Recrystallized alum1na 

350°C (Varnish impregnated) (Intermittent 
use up to 400oC). 

l4000C (Electrical reslstance beglns 
to decllne appreclably at 9000C) 

19500C (Electr1cal resistance beglns to 
decline appreciably at l200oC). 

7.'.9. Protection of Thermocouples (166) 

In order to preserve the electromotive force/temperature 

characterist1cs of a thermocouple and also to protect it from the 

effects of r~pid oX1dation or other deter10ration due to the 

action of gases or liquids in WhlCh It is lmmersed, it 15 essential, 

I 

at temperatures where such deter1orat,0n is possible, to provide 

protect10n .hich usually takes the form of a tubular sheath 

closed at the 1mmersed end. 

Generallv , for temperatures pxcpeding 5000C unless very rapid 

response to change of temperature is essential, the mechanical 

protection provided by a sheath 1S desirable and in some 

c1rr umstan r es a sheath of ordinary mild steel 1S suitable, For 
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TABLE 7.3 

THERMOELECTRIC SHEATHS (184) 

I 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND/ MAXIMUM TEMP. 
0 
C PROTECTION AFFORDED AGAINST USUAL CAUSE OF FAILURE REMARKS 

OR TRADE NAME 

Metallic °c 
M~ld Steel, sol~d-drawn 800 Ox~dat~on, but em~ts metal Ox~dat~on and/or flux~ng ~n Welded end, or bored 

0 
or welded. vapour above fiOO C. metals. from sohd. 

M~ld Steel, solid-drawn, 900 Ox~dat~on, but em~ts metal Oxidat~on and/or flux~ng in Welded end, before 
surface treated, 

0 metals. (Less rap~d than surface treatment. e. g. J vapour above 500 C. 
by ·calor1z1ngt. above). 

N~ckel-free sta~nless 800 Low temperature molten Oxidation. Bored from sol~d. 
1ron. . metals, but emits vapour 

0 
above 500 C. 

H~gh chromium-n~cke1 1,000 Ox~dat~on, but emits metal Ox~dat~on and/or fluxing ~n Welded end or bored 
stainless steels. 

0 metals (less rap~d than from sohd. vapour above 500 C. 
above). 

Nickel-chromium alloy with 1,000 Oxidation but em~ts metal Ox~dation, Slow, and attack Welded-end. 
·solid-drawn. 

0 
by S02 or CO, flux~ng ~n some 1ron, vapour above 500 C, may 

also re-em~t absorbed S02 metals. 
or CO. 

Nickel-chrom~um alloy with 1,000 Oxidat~on, but em~ts metal Ox~dation Slow, and attack Cast w~th closed end, 
0 

some iron cast. vapour above 500 C, may by S02 or CO, fluxing ~n bore must be freed 
also re-em~t absorbed S02 metals. from core-wires. 
or CO. . 

~'hckel-chromium alloy, 1,100 Ox~dation but emits metal Oxidation, slower than Cast with closed end, I 
0 

!nominally pure, cast. vapour above 500 C, may above and attack by S02 or bore must be freed 
also re-em~t S02 or CO. CO, fluxing ~n metals. from core-W1res. 

rickel-chromium alloy w~th 1,100 ~n Generally s~milar to n~ckel-chrom~um alloy, but more resistant to corros~on attack. i to 2 percent W. most cir- I cumstances 
I 
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Table 7.3 

Thermoelectnc Sheaths (184) (Cont1nuation) ••• 

Refractory 

Fused s~l~ca, m1lky. . 1,000 OX1dation, gas entry, but Devitrificat10n, fluxing in End closed by fusing, 
may em1t si11con above slag, etc. w1thstands temper-0 
800 C. ature shock. 

Fused s11~ca, clear. 1,100 OX1dat10n, gas entry, but Devitr1f1cation, fluxing 1n End closed by fusing, 
may em1t s1l1con above slag etc. w1thstands temper-
800°C. ature shock. 

Fue Clay 1,400 OX1dat10n Crack1ng, flux1ng or Usually open-ended 
bU1ld1ng uP. outer sheath. 

Porcelal.n, glazed and 1,400 OXldatl.on, gas entry. Crack1ng, flux1ng or Closed and moulded 
unglazed. bU1ld1ng uP. f1r1ng. ~lanufacture 

recommendatl.ons shall 
be followed 1n the Uf 

of porcelain. 

Recrystallized alum1na. 1,700 Oxidat10n and gas entry, Crack1ng, fluxing or 
bU1ld1ng up, slow, 
fa11ure usually trace- -
able to bU11ders. 

S11icon carb1de. 2,000 
0 

d1sintegrat10n used except Ox1dat10n to~l,400 C Flux1ng, or Not much 
or bl.nder. as outer sheath. 

~lundum 1,550 Oxidation Crack1ng, flux1ng of Amerl.can. 
I 

, 
bU1lding up, 

1 -
-tl 
0() 

\ 
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temperatures not exceed1ng 900oC, a sheath of steel suitably 

treated, e.g., by 'calorizing', can be used or, for prolonged 

exposure up to this temperature, a sheath of nickel-chrom1um 

alloy. Some heat-resistant metals are used, on occasion, up 

to 1100oC, and at even higher temperatures. For prolonged 

service where the temperatures may exceed llOOoC a sheath of 

refractory material is necessary. 

The l1ability of rare-metals to become contaminated by 

metal vapours and by gases 1n the hot zone in which the 

thermocouple is 1mmersed, makes it desirable to use a sheath of 

refractory mater1al w1th a rare-metal thermocouple for all 

temperatures and, further, to ensure that the sheath used has 

low permeability to gases. 

Table 7.3 as 1ndicated 1n B.S.I041: 1943 (184) gives a 

guide to cho1ce of a sU1table sheath. Brass and copper can be 

used up to 2500 C and 5000 C respect1vely. 

7.?10. Thermocouple Failure 

Because the use of thermocouples 1n industry is of almost 

inf1nite variation, it is difficult to express an exact service 

life to be expected, but generally the nearer the maX1mum 

recommended temperatures for the thermocouples are approached, 

the shorter their l1fe. Rare metal thermocouple materials are 

almost 1mmune from chemical attack, but they have a tendency 

to self-contamination wh1ch increases as the temperature 1ncreases. 

In normal use thermocouples fa1l by many extraneous causes, the 

•• occurence of which is often unpredi~table. 
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Observed types of failure can be dlvlded roughly lnto four 

categories. 

1. Chemical 

" , . Mechanical 

3. Ele('tnc!(l 

4. Mis('ellaneous 

Main causes of the different typps of fallure are briefly 

outlined below. 

(1) Chemical 

OXldatlon of thermocouple wires. 

Diffusion of metal (particularly rhodium). 

Volatillsatlon of thermocouple materiel. 

Gain or loss of impuritles. 

Contaminatlon - Gas absorptlon in the mete1s in reduclng 

atmospherps, chemlcal fumes attack and metal vapour attacks. 

Corrosion. 

(ii) Mechanical 

Cracking of sheaths. 

Fracture of thermocouple wire due to embrittlement. 

Plastic strain. 

Stress fatigup. 

Vibratlonal fatigue. 
. .. 

(iii) E1ectn('~1 

Open ~ircult ln loop. 

Electrical leakagp to earth. 

Electrolytic pffe~ts in immersed thermocouples. 

Pick up from mains. 

Shortlng of hot junction. 
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(iv) Misrellpnpous 

Moisture or dust in thermocouple h~ed. 

Bad contact at terminals. 

Neutron irrpdlatlon at high temppratures. 

Work hardening of thermocouple material. 

Poor annealing of thermocouple material. 

Not a lot of work has been donp on the specific studv 

of the feilurp of thermocouples. The bulk of what work hes bepn 

, 
done has been on the noble metal thermorouples. For convenience 

the studies will be treated under their thermocouple materlal 

groups. 

7.2.10.1. Noble Metal Thermocouple Fallures 

Rare metals do not oxidlse appreclably but there is a 

tendency for rhodium to transfer from the alloy to the pure 

platlnum. Thls may be either a dlffuslon process Vla the hot 

junction or volatilization. The effect is continuous, 1ncreases 

with temperature and duration of heating end results in a 

progressive decrease of the electromot,ve force (166). This fall 

may be considerable before any mechanical failure calls 

attentlon to ltS existence. In addltlon to this self-contamlnatlon, 

a similar and much more rapid fall ln electromotive-force 

follows exposure to metal vapours or contact with metallic 

oxides in reduring atmosphere. The atmosphere may be accldenUUly 

generated by the burning of carbonaceous substances. Of the 

metallic oxides, silica is the most common cause of trouble. 

(i) Contamination of the Thermocouples 

Contamination of the pure platimum leg in service is 

perhaps the main reason for loss of callbration (186,187). 

Diffusion of rhodium increases with the temperature and the 
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time during which the thermocouple 1S pxposed to the 

temperature Its effect is neg11g1ble 1f the furnace 

temperature 1S uniform (188), and 1f there is suffic1ent 

depth of un1form temperature, as then the zone containing the 

diffused rhod1um acts only as a connector between the legs of 

the thermocouple ~nd so does not interfere with the indi(Bt1ons 

of the thermocouple. Should the d1ffused zone enter a region 

of non-uniform temperature, the result would be to reduce the 

e.m.f. output of the thermocouple, thus mak1ng the indicated 

temperature lower than the true tpmpprature of the furnace. 

At temperatures over l'OOoC, d1ffus10n of rhodium into 

the platinum leg by volatilization from platinum - rhodium W1rp 

and deposition on to the plat1num occurs sign1ficantly, (196) 

particularly in oxidising atmospheres (168,188). 

Accord1ng to Finch (168), a common fault in thermocouple 

materials at temperatures above 1000oC, and the most outstanding 

feult of the Pt - Pt Rh thermocouple is rapid deteriorat10n 1n 
90 10 

reducing atmospheres which results from gas atlsorpt1on in the 

metals, from the reduction of met~llic oxidps in 1tS environment, 

and the absorption of the reduced metals by the platinum, tend1ng 

to change the e.m.f. 

Contact between any metals (solids, liquid or vapour) and 

the thermocouple leads to alloying which w1ll change the e.m.f. 0 f 

thermocouple and render it unf1t for further use (186). Furnace 

gases or chemiCal fumes, part1cularly those carry1ng sulphur or 

sulphur compounds, may cause embr1ttlpment of the W1res in 

addition to affpcting the e.m.f. output. (186,189) (190), but thprp 

is no evidenre that sulphur alone will contaminate plat1num from 
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an experiment by Bennett (187) in whlch samples of platinum 

were heated at 12000 C for half an hour in atmospheres of H2S and 

802 without an embrittlement being observed. 

Attack by lead or zinc vapours are frequently encountered. 

This attack produces embrittlement and hot shortness, so that 

if the wires are subject to any stress even at a relatively low 

temperature they are liable to fracture, wlth a very 

crystalline break (187). This often occurs at the places 

where lnsulatlng tubes meet and the platlnum wire is exposed to 

the contaminating vapour. This klnd of contamination often 

occurs when scrap that contain lead or zinc bearing solders is 

being melted. In such instances lt is generally found that the 

thermocouple sheath has cracked or the vapours have had access 

to the thermocouple system in some unsuspected way. Refractory 

cement when used sometimes have been found to contain lead 

which volatl1ises and contamlnates the thermocouple. Heated 

brass and galvanised iron sheets may be a source of contamlnation 

through volatilization of zinc. 

(ii) Reducing Atmosphere 

Under reduclng atmosphere conditions the silica in silica 

and siliceous refractorles is reduced to silicone which alloys 

with platlnum lowerlng the melting pOlnt. It has been shown that 

a thermocouple contaminated with s111con in this way has fal1ed 

at as Iowa temperature as 12000 C due to melting of grain

boundary films of platinum - platinum silicide eutectic 

(191,192). Chauslan (193) has reported some experiments in 

which platlnum: 10% rh/pt thermocouples were heated in 
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various refractory oxides. He observed high e.m.f. outputs. 

(iii) Prolonged heating at high temperatures 

There appears to be disagreement as to which metal 

(platinum or rhodium) volatilizes preferentially from the 

platinum - rhod1um alloys. Several experimenters (186,194,195) 

have found that slightly more platinum volatilizes than rhodium. 

Others (196-199) have found a slight preference for rhod1um 

volatilization. Work done to 14000 C (200) 1n a moving dry 

air atmosphere on pure platinum group metals ind1cates that 

slightly more platinum than rhod1um will volatilize. 

Generally, however, after prolonged heat1ng at a high 

temperature, platinum thermocouples tend to produce a decreas1ng 

e.m.f. due chiefly to the pick up on the pure platinum wire 

of rhodium volatilised from the alloy wire (187). Powell 

(201) cr1 t1cally reviews work on this subject up to 1958 and 

describes some orig1nal experimental work. 

It has been observed that heating under load at 14000 C 

produced very large grain growth in the pure platinum, the 

wire consisting of a chain of large crystals of the diameter 

of the wire. Under prolonged stress at low loads grain -

boundary slid1ng occurs and ultimately leads to a brittle 

type of fracture, which is occasionally found in a couple 

after long service at a high temperature (187). 

In service the plat1num wire is subject to grain growth 

which eventually causes the wire to consist of a ser1es of 

crystals each occupying its entire cross-section. This has 

little effect on the e.m.f. of the thermocouple, but 

contamination and vo1atilization proceed more rapidly and the 
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wire becomes brittle, resulting eventually 1n failure. 

Thermocouples left permanently in a fixed position last 

longer than those subject to mechan1cal disturbance (167). 

Because many factors are involved in the evaluation 

of a thermocouple, references (183,191,197,198) only give a 

guide from experiments 1n the cases where volatilization 

appears to be the main problem. 

Base Metal Thermocouple Failures 

Oxidation is the main cause of failure for this group 

of metal thermocouples (166,204 - 206). The thermocouple 

deteriorates rapidly due to oxidat10n and the oxidation 

process is continuous. Nickel/Chrom1um and nickel/ 

aluminium are less readily oX1dised; these alloys are, 

however, susceptible to atmospheres containing act1ve 

compounds of sulphur. Nickel/chromium is also susceptible 

to compounds of carbon and cyanide fumes. 

Inherent inhomogeneity in the as received metals and 

plastic strain are known to cause a drift in the thermocouple 

e.m.f. (205-207). Dahl's (204) stability tests in air indicate 

that long-time exposure to high te~peratures causes the em.f. 

corresponding to a given temperature to increase, or the 

temperature corresponding to a given e.m.f. to decrease. 

Roeser and Dahl (208) found that the thermoelectric 

changes 1n copper due to coldworking was not very large, th1s 

they attributed to the exceptionally un1form thermoelectric 

properties of the commercial metal. The assumption there

fore being that the greater part of the change in service of 

copper v constantan thermocouples is due to damages in the 
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constantan wire (204). 

Experience in Rolls-Royce Limited (Aero-Engine 

Division) (209) where Ni CrINi Al thermocouple is very 

widely used at well under the maX1mum recommended 

temperature 1S that there are two main types of failures. 

(i) Mechanical: Usually in the form of Intergranu1ar or 

Transgranu1ar fractures. 

(ii) E1ectr1ca1: Reduction in thermoe1ectr1c output in 

extreme high temperature and oX1dising conditions. 

The behaviour of the thermocouple at fa11ure has been 

complete loss of output, although intermittent signals, as 

a result of make and break action of fractured section, can 

be received. These effects were more pronounced on current 

drawing readout eqU1pment due to t1me resistance changes. 

Causes of failure were attr1buted to Gas and/or Stress 

corrosion, small stress fatigue, high temperature creep 

and vibrational fatigue. , 

Thermocouple Failure in Nuclear Env1ronment 

The stabi11ty of platinum vs platinum 10% rhodium 

thermocouples has been reported poor when they were exposed 

to neutron irradiation for fairly long per10ds of time at 

high neutron flux (210). The cause of the instability has 

been attributed to nuclear conversion. Because the rhodium 

in the alloy leg has a large cross section, neutrons transform 

part of the rhodium to palladium, effect1vely producing a 

platinum vS platinum, rhodium palladium couple (211). 

Weav1ng (212) draws attention to problems and experience 

1n reactor temperature measurement. From his experience the 
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main problems are 

(~) Drift 

Considerable drift can occur in a thermocouple 

calibration follow~ng extended periods at high temperature 

because of lack of or ~nadequate annealing on completion 

of manufacture and possibly also due to work hardening 

during installation. 

(ii) Sulphur embrittlement 

Thermocouple conductor failures have occured due to 

sulphur embrit'tlement, the sulphur attack being negligible 

at room temperature and accelerating at h~gh temperatures. 

If sulphur is present the attack often occurs during the 

annealing processes and failure occurs due to subsequent cold 

work. 

(iii) Effect of Moisture 

Contam~nation of magnesia insulation by moisture, by 

exposure to atmosphere, will probably lead to embrittlement 

of the conductors follow~ng exposure to h~gh temperature for 

an extended period. 

The moisture has a further effect in that it can bring about 

a low insulat~on resistance when the thermocouple is at a 

high temperature. The insulation resistance may be 

sufficiently low to create difficulties in obtaining a 

satisfactory temperature measurement. 

Experience at the National Eng~neer~ng Laboratory 

Three main modes of failure namely (i) open circu~t in 

loop, (ii) Electrical leakage to earth or adjacent metal work 

and (iii) Hot junct~on shorted out have been experienced in 
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the National Eng1neer1ng Laboratory (213). A signal may 

be developed across part of the thermocouple to give a reading 

eithe~ higher or lower than expected in the case of 

electrical leakage to earth. A special case of this had 

been observed where bare thermocouples were immersed in 

water. Electrolytic effects can ar1se and are most noticeable 

in a differential configuration (large error s1gnals, often 

of a random bE varying nature, are observed). 

If the instrument 1S not 1solated from earth, large 

signals may be developed due to 1tS own power supply in an 

earth loop where the thermocouple lead forms a path for the 

error current. High or low readings may be expected. 

Where a.c. currents are adjacent, such as form the 

mains, effects may be observed if the equipment is sensitive 

to rapidly chang1ng signals. On an oscilloscope or an ultra 

violet recorder the effect will be a trace of a periodic 

nature superimposed on the expected signal. If the equipment 

is a digital voltmeter performing repeated scans in a data 

logging system, a scatter of readings is obtained about 

an expected mean. 

Other Sources of Possible Failures in the Thermocouple Installation ____ 

Electrical Instruments used with thermocouples 

In the overall reliab1l1ty consideration of the 

thermocouple system, consideration of the electr1cal instruments 

and connections that go with the thermocouple is relevant. 

Errors arising from the electrical instruments used with the 

thermocouple would result 1n outputt1ng of eroneous signals. 

There are two main types of electrical instruments used 

with thermocouples. 
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(i) Direct deflection instruments e.g. Millivoltmeter 

(ii) Potentiometer type instrument e.g. Null Potentiometer. 

Associated w1th these could be voltage amplifiers. 

Errors in the indications given by a millivoltmeter 

may ar1se due to parasitic or stray electromotive forces. 

Such electromotive forces may be caused by leakage currents 

from neighbouring power and lighting circuits; by break

down of electrical furnaces at high temperatures; by 

electrolytic effects occuring as a result of dampness at 

any junct10ns, including switchgear; to thermoelectric. 

effects arising from temperatures d1fferences between 

the junction of sim1lar metals other than in the thermo

couple itself; and to thermionic effects. 

The above sources of error also apply to 1nstruments 

recording an out-of-balance current from a potentiometer 

system. For the null method potentiometers there are other 

sources of possible error. These are (i) A change in e.m.f. 

of the standard cell against wh1ch the potentiometer current 

is adjusted (ii) a change in the potentiometer current 

during intervals between adjustments; (iii) indefinite or 

slack mechanical linkage between the slide wire contact and 

the pointer of indicator or of the pen of the recorder; 

(iv) insens1tivity of the balancing mechan1sm to the galvanometer 

deflections. 

Thermocouple Failure rate data 

There is not much published work on thermocouple failure 

rates in the open l1terature. The only published f1gure on 

thermocouple failure rate known to the author is that by 
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Green and Bourne (101) where they quoted an assumed 

failure rate of 0.088 faults per year. However, actual 

data from the survey carried out by the author and 

already reported 1n Chapter 3 show much higher1failure 

rates. Relevant extracts of summary of the survey are 

given below. Table 7.4. Interpretation of the tables 

and other background information are as given in 

Chapter 3. 

Table 7.4. 

Works Number 
at Risk 

A 663 

B 88 

C 22 

All 772 

Thermocouple Reliab11ity Data 

Instrument Environ- Number 
Years ment of 

factor faults 

3 127 

4 47 

18 4 18 

369 3 191 

Fal.lure rate, 
faul ts/year 

0.40 

1.34 

1.00 

0.52 

The f1gures shown above point at the influence of 

environment on the failure rate. Obviously, the severer the 

env1ronmental conditions, the higher the failure rate 

expectation. 

7.4. Exper1mental Laboratory Work on Thermocouple Failure 

The temperature range 11mitation of the experiments 

carried out were 1mposed by the furnace available 1n the 

laboratory. Because of this temperature range limitation the 

choice of possible thermocouples for testing to failure under 

severe temperature cond1tions was 11mited to only copper vs 
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constantan and possibly iron vs constantan and nickel/IO% 

chromium vs constantan thermocouples. The copper vs 

constantan thermocouple was easily the best choice in the 

circumstances as its recommended range of operation is well 

below that of the furnace and it was easily available, 

hence its choice for the experiments. For similar reasons 

Chrome I vs Alumel thermocouple was used as the reference or 

comparator thermocouple as its range of operation is out

side the range of the furnace and it was also readily 

available. 

Description of Apparatus 

A line diagram of the apparatus set up is shown in 

Fig. 7.2. 

The copper vs constantan (Cu/Const) thermocouples were 

part insulated by ceramic sleeves and part by insulating 

tape. Most of the thermocouple in the furnace and out of 

the furnace was insulated by ceramic sleeves and the 

remainder by insulating tape. The Chrome I VS Alumel 

(Cr/AI) thermocouples already had fibre glass insulation. 

The CU/Const thermocouples were made up in the 

laboratory by braising the two wires together while the 

CR/AI thermocouples were. spot welded. The Cu/Const wires 

were 18 gauge and the er/AI about ~9 gauge. 

A constant temperature water bath was used to maintain 

a 'cold junction'. The temperature of the bath was controlled 

at 22OC. 

The thermocouples therefore had their cold junctions 

in the water bath, their hot junction in the furnace and the 
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loose ends connected up to a junction pOint from which 

they were linked directly by cable to the analogue to 

dig! tal converter and hence to the computer, 

The analogue to digital converter incorporates 

amplifiers which were set to an amplification of 100 and 

had an internal resistance of lOk ohms, 

The power input to the furnace is controlled by an 

energy regulator which is a periodic current interruptor 

having a continuously variable ratio of the 'on' to the 

total cycle time, Because the energy regulator compensates 

automstically for voltage variations and the furnace winding 

has a large heat capacity, quite accurate temperature 

control can be expected but because the regulator only 

controls the power input, it does not operate in the same 

way as a thermostat and the temperature will only remain 

constant if the ambient temperature does not change and the 

furnace is not exposed to draughts. 

The furnace is fi ttel;l with a er/AI thermocouple which is 

cOlIRected to a temperature indicator at the front of the 

furnace by a compensating cable. 

There was provision for four channels into the 

computer from the junction point so that four thermocouple 

readings could be logged simultaneously. 

Expe~imental Work Carried out 

All the laboratory experimental work was done on-line 

using the departmental Argus 100 computer. 
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Initial experimental runs were carried out to 

develop the best way of logging the thermocouple signal 

by the computer. From the initial runs and the 

difficulties encountered~modifications were made until 

a satisfactory logging state - as was used - was achieved. 

Cu/Const thermocouples were then subjected to 

severe temperature conditions and tested to failure; 

the behaviour before, duringpand after failure was thus 

recorded and observed. 

A series of exper1mental runs were then carried out 

from fairly high temperatures (8600 C) for Cu/Const thermo

couples to just above the recommended upper temperature 

(4000 ), to observe. the approximate relations for times to 

failure and the general pattern of behaviour at failure at 

these various environmental conditions. 

FolloW1ng the analysis of the earlier runs,a simple 

algorithm,based on the standard deviation 

of the signa19was developed to detect thermocouple 

malfunction, 

It is easy to detect total failure but the object of 

tile algorithm was to detect the start of failure. Fuller 

details on the algorithm are given in the next section 7.4.3. 

The logg1ng program was then modified to incorporate 

and test the algorithm on-line. A series of experimental runs 

were carried out to do this. The parameters of the 

algorithm were 1nvestigated on-line also. 

In addition to simulating thermocouple failure under 

severe temperature environmental conditions, open circuit or 

loose end failure was also simulated. Finally, chemical 

attack or severe corrossive atmosphere environment effect 
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was slmulated. The latter two slmulat10ns were done 

uS1ng the Cr/Al thermocouple and work1ng well wlthln its 

recommended temperature range. 

The results of the exper1mental runs carr1ed out are 

presented later 1n section 7.4.4. 

Thermocouple Fa11ure detect10n algor1thm as tested on-l1ne: 

Invar1ably a thermocouple fa11ure would result 1n 1tS 

glving out erroneous slgnals. From the work carr1ed out in the 

laboratory and from data from industry, an exceSS1ve rate of 

change of read1ngs of the thermocouple 1S almost a common 

character1stic. This can easily be p1cked up by 16ok1ng at 

the variation 1n the standard dev1at1on of the slgnal, 

calculated by uS1ng a runn1ng mean. 

A running mean 1S 1mportant as the thermocouple mean may 

move. A mean 1S necessary for the effect1veness of the 

algorithm as 1t 1S important to damp out spurious slgnal 

n01ses and avo1d false alarms by spurious sp1kes. 

The procedure for calculat1ng standard deviation 1S 

the same as that for average power. The variance 

and average power are effectively the same. 

The standard dev1ation based algorithm was developed 

and tested both off-line and on-l1ne. The algor1thm 

is exactly on sim11ar 11nes as that descr1bed 1n Chapter 5 

Section 5.14.4. 

The runn1ng mean 1S calculated by uS1ng a slngle 

exponential smooth1ng as follows: 
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(i) running mean m~ 

iiij.: = a IIIk + (l-a) ii~-l 

(~i) error e~ 

e' I< 

(iv) standard dev~ation er 
0- = V 0-2.' 

:: ~ Vr-(~z:.-e.t·l.."'7')' 

----------- - -

In the present work, the standard deviat~on was 

simply calculated and displayed as a function of t~me 

Th~s was adequate for the object~ves of ~llustrating the 

feasibil~ty of the use of the technique It could be 

d~splayed in various ways to aid the operator ~n 

malfunct~on detection Some display types have already 

been described in Chapter 5 section 5,5 For automatic 

detection by computer, threshold values can be set for 

the standard deviat~on values calculated 

The Astral programs to carry out the operations 

both off-l1ne and on-line are given in the Append~x (2.) 

Values of a used were the common type values used 

in industry ~, !, and VB, The values 

of N used were 20, 30, 60, 120 The sampl~ng times 

were 1, 5, 10, 20, 30 seconds. The speed of the punch 

out-put was a limrt..~ng factor to how fast the logglng 

could be. For the ~nvest~gation of a part~cular 

parameter, the other two were held constant. 
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7.4.4. Experimental results and analysis 

The cold junction was a water bath ma1ntained 

The tolerance for copper/constantan (Cu/Const) 

thermocouple in the range +100 to +4000C 1S ~ ~%. 

That for chromel/Alumel (Cr/Al) thermocouple 1n the 

range 3000C to lOOOoC is ~ ~% ( 184). There 1S 

nothing in the literature for the tolerance of the 

Cu/const thermocouples 1n the temperature ranges to 

wh1ch they were sUbjected in the laboratory tests (400oC to 8600C) 

( 

as this was outside their recommended range of operation. 

The environmental conditions 1n wh1ch the Cu/Const 

thermocouples were tested were drastic for them. 

The computer loggings are the actual e.m.f. 

outputs of the thermocouples. The outputs are in 

m1ll1volts because of an amp11f1cat10n factor of 100 

of the signal by the analGgue to d1g1tal converter 

before the s1gnal 1S read into the computer. The 

computer outputs can easily be converted into actual 

temperature readings in engineering units by using standard 

ca11bration curves for the particular thermocouples. 

Because the Cu/Const thermocouples were tested outside 

the1r recommended temperature range of operations, 

there is no such calibrat10n data in this range. 

Nevertheless the signal outputs were considered adequate 

for representing a normal and failing instrument signal 

pattern and for the purposes of test1ng the standard 
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deviat10n algorithm. Analyses have therefore been done 

d1rectly on the actual e.m.f. outputs of the thermocouples 

',~ 
partly because 1t was not considered necessary to work 

in eng1neer1ng temperature units and partly because the 

e.m.f. outputs are the actual signals that reach the 

computer and the behaviour of which is of primary 1nterest. 

A check on the fluctuat10ns of the Cr/Al 

thermocouple readings(for wh1ch there are standard 

ca11brat10n data in the literature) showed the 

fluctuations to be within the recommended tolerance 

lim1ts for the range of operation. The fluctuations 

were generally of the order of 0.1 and 0.2 millivolt. 

A change of 0.1 millivolt 1n the Cr/Al thermocouple 

output as logged by the computer is equivalent to a 

change of approximately 2.50C. On this basis, the 

laboratory set up was found suff1ciently accurate for 

the purposes of th1S project. The logging 1S only 

accurate to 3 decimal places and the fourth decimal 

place is liable to round off error in the computer. 

The level of tolerance in the fluctuations of the 

Cu/Const thermocouples would be expected to be higher 

than those of the Cr/Al thermocouples as the Cu/Const 

thermocouples were run at temperatures above the1r 

recommended range of operation. The general level 

was about 2 or 3 times that of the Cr/Al for temperatures 

around 800oC. 

All the data analysed are g1ven in the append1x 

tables A !} to A~O 
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Fig, 7,3 1S a computer plot of a failing Cu/Const 

thermocouple s1gnal, F1g, 7.4 1S the computer plot 

of the corresponding standard deviation as calculated 

on-11ne by the algor1thrn, 

Period A in fig. 7,3 corresponds to D in fig. 7.4 

and represents the per10d of normal instrument 

behav10ur just before failure. For th1s region, the 

signal fluctuat10ns and the standard deviat10n val"es 

are with1n limits of tolerance and reasonably steady; 

At point B the instrument signal was beginning to go 
, 

off-normal, In this particular case, this was 

characterised by spikes such as Band C, a general 

r1se in the magnitude of the fluctuations and an 

upward drift in the thermocouple output signal, There 

was no corresponding riso or change of cond1tions in the 

furnace temperature as 1nd1cated by both Cr/AI 

thermocouple output and the furnace temperature indicator, 

This type of signal behaviour would therefore signify the 

beg1nn1ng of an off-normal behaviour of the instrument 

signal, This off-normal trend was 1rnrnediately p1cked 

up by the standard deviation calculations and clearly 

shown by peaks E and F, and by the general upward trend 

of the values thereafter. Th1s type of behaviour of the 

standard dev1ation would not be expected for a normal 

instrument s1gnal. Because of the thermal inertia of the 

furnace, temperature fluctuat10ns of the furnace would 

be slower and more gradual. If it 1S a dr1ft due to 



varying amb1ent temperature or change in the measured 

temperature, the running mean should be able to cope 

with it. F1g. 7.5 (a) shows the computer plot for 

normal behaviour Cu/Const and Cr/AI thermocouples for 

varying measured temperature condit10ns. There was a 

rise in the measured temperature from 5800C to 860oC. 

The rise was gradual and the fluctuat10ns were within 

limit. The standard deviation calculations f1g. 7.5 

(b) remained w1thin tolerance and showed a steady 

pattern. 

For off-normal detect10n purposes, a comb1nation of 

peaks such as E and F, and a general rise 1n the level 

of the standard deviat10ns could be 1nd1cative of the 

beginning of an off-normal condition. 

As the general 1nstrument signal fluctuations rose 

in level and the spikes increased in frequency, more 

high peaks and generally h1gh valKes of the standard 

deviation appear in fig. 7.4. The standard deviation 

calculations alone could have clearly and positively 

ind1cated the off-normal condition in the signal long 

before it was obvious from the signal itself. A 

display of the standard deviation calculations would have 

shown up the on set of off-normal behaviour in the 

instrument signal well and long before the total fa1lure. 

Such a display would be super10r to a d1splay of the 

actual signal or pure 1nstantaneous error as ne1ther 

could d1fferent1ate between a normal drift in the 

measured temperature and spurious excursions and spikes. 
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The running and contlnuously updated mean of the 

algorithm is designed to cope with spurious spikes 

or normal varying condit10ns in the measured instrument 

signal. The standard deviation plot of the rising 

temperature signal of fig. 7.5 (a) given in fig. 7.5 (b) 

shows how well the algorlthm can cope wlth such 

temperature varlations. The standard devlation, because 

it is an average parameter of the signal, tends to 

damp out any spurious excur:sions and spikes and 

therefore when they show up significantly on the 

standard deviation, they must be significant and can 

be interpreted as such. 

Fig. 7.5 (b) lS the standard devlation plot of 

the signal shown in fig. 7.5 (a) for the normal 

behavlour of a Cu/Const thermocouple at above 800oC. 

Even at such severe tenperature conditions, fig, 7.5 (b) 

shows a steady pattern for the standard devlation. For 

varylng environmental conditions, the computer can learn 

such patterns and thlS would increase the versatl1ity 

of the standard deviatlon-based malfunctlon detection 

algorithm, Fig. 7.6 shows the standard deviation for 

the failing lnstrument signal whose normal behaviour 

is shown in fig. 7.5 (b). The general pattern is the 

same---a combination of large peaks and general rise 

in the level of the standard devlatl0ns at the on set 

of off-normal conditl0n, 

A crude plot of the times to failure of different 

Cu/Const thermocouples at different temperatures is given 
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in f1g. 7.7. An attempt at an Arhen1us type plot, 

fig. 7.8, suggests that the temperature vs t1me to 

failure relationship does not readily fit a chemical 

rate type equation. Nevertheless, the pattern was one 

of rap1dly decreasing t1me to fa1lure with increasing 

temperature--____ __ a drastic drop from under 1000 hrs. 

at 4000C to about 10 hrs. at 8600C, see table 7.5. 

The invest1gation of the effects of the parameters 

1n the standard deviat10n algorithm was carr1ed out on 

Cr/Al thermocouples behav1ng normally and well with1n 
I 

the1r operating temperature range. The investigations 

were done on the Cr/Al thermocouples because in the above 

temperature range of operat10n, they would be more 

reliable and would be expected to be more reproducible 

The d1fferent plots of the standard dev1ations for the 

invest1gations have been 1ncluded not only to show 

the effect of vary1ng the parameters but also to show the 

type of cons1stency and pattern of the standard dev1ation 

to be expected for normal 1nstrument behav10ur. 

The var1ations of the smoothing constants f1gs. 7.9 

and 7.10 d1d not affect the general pattern or values 

of the standard deviations. The val~es tested were the 

normal type of val"es used in industry. They all seem 

adequate for the purposes of the algorithm. Choosing 

a = 1 is equivalent to no smoothing whereas an 

excess1vely low value of a w111 cause the smoothed 

signal to be unrepresentative of the actual s1gnal when a 

steady real trend is present. A low valve of a should 
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be used to smooth out large random f1uctuat10ns. The 

chol.ce of ex therefore requires a comproml.se between noise 

rejection and speed of s1gna1 tracking. 

The effect of vary1ng the samp11ng t1mes and the 

sample sizes f1gs. 7.11 to 7.18 did not show on the 

general pattern or valqes of the standard deviations. 

The sampling times tested appear ~therefore..!ladequate for 

satisfactory representation of the signal for the 

purposes of calculating ~epresentative values of the 

standard deviation. Because the standard deviation is an 

average parameter of the signal, the larger the sample 

size, the better statistically would be the standard 

deviation est1mate. The choice of the sample size and 

sampling t1me, therefore, appears,on the basis of the 

above findings ,to be a rational decision with considerat10ns 

of how soon the off-normal cond1tion should be detected 

on occurence and a good representation of the signal 

characterist1cs for standard deviation est1mation, borne 

in mind. 

Loose connection would typify such sudden 

thermocouple failures and was s1mulated in the laboratory. 

The thermocouple contacts were broken and reconnected 

wh11e logg1ng the instrument signal. Fig. 7.19 shows 

how rapidly the algorithm positively p1cks up such an 

effect. The thermocouple contacts were disturbed twice 

in the exper1mental run shown and the values of the 

standard dev1at10ns between and after the disturbances show 

how quickly the algorithm recovers from, and its 
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sens1t1v1ty to such a fault. Even though the values 

of the standard deviation shot up on loss of contact, 

on reconnect10n, the val~es quickly came down to the 

normal level. Aga1n, the general behaviour of the 

standard dev1ation at off-normal condition was 

excessive deviation of the value from normal or expected 

values. 

A similar pattern of behaviour was shown by the 

standard deviat10n calculations when a chemical attack 

of the Cr/Al thermocouple was s1mulated even though the 

general behaviour of the 1nstrument s1gnal was 

d1fferent in th1s case. Instead of a rise 1n output of 

the thermocouple, there was a downward drift unt11 

total failure when the instrument went open circuit. 

The on-set of chem1cal attack was characterised by the 

high level of fluctuations in the instrument signal. 

This was followed by a general drop and downward drift 

of e.m.f. output. The beg1nn1ng of chemical attack was 

immediately p1cked up by the algor1thm fig. 7.20 and 

the off-normal state of the signal was also clearly shown.' 

Generally, the patterns of the standard dev1at10ns 

for both the Cu/Const and Cr/Al thermocouple signals in 

the normal and failed states were consistent. When the 

thermocouples were in their normal states, the standard 

deviations fluctuated with1n tolerable limits. As soon as 

off-normal cond1tions arose, large excursions showed up as 

peaks and as the condition deteriorated the excurSlons were 

larger and perslstent. 
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The standard dev1ation algorithm tested here, therefore, 

could be effectively used for a display technique to 

aid the operator in malfunct10n detection or as a 

computer based technique. For the latter use, two 

or three consecutive large excurS10ns could be used as a 

bas1s for malfunction. Threshold val~es of tolerance 

can be set a priori but the computer could learn 

and set its val~es with vary1ng environmental 

conditions. Ability to do the latter would increase the 

versatility of the algorithm. 

The cond1tions simulated here may be cons1dered 

too drastic and a bit artificial, nevertheless, they 

are representat1ve of the pattern of behav10ur that 

would be expected albeit less drast1cally. 
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Table 7.5 Cu/Const thermocouple fa11ure time and temperature 

Temperature Time to failure (hrs.) Absolute tempera ture (2:) 
T 

1 Ji -I t TS 

400 840 1.49 x 10-3 
1.19 x 10-3 

600 300 1.14 x 10 
-3 

3.34 x 10-3 

/ 

680 170 1.05 x 10-3 
5.90 x 10-3 

800 20 0.935 x 10 
-3 

5.0 x 10-2 

860 10 0.885 x 10 
-3 

1.0 x 10-1 
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For Figs. 7.5 to 7.20 the values of the Standard deviation 
" or are in millivoits x 10. 

The points marked x stand for values of ~ > 100. 
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8. Case Studies of Instrument Malfunct10n and Malfunct10n 

Detection (2) - Differential Pressure Transmitters 

and Control Valves 

8.1. DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE TRANSMITTERS 

Differential pressure (DIP) transmitters are very simple 

but widely used measuring instruments in industry. The 

purpose of the instrument is to receive a differential 

pressure from some primary element such as an or1f1ce or 

from a liquid level installation. 

Some hints on symptoms and causes of failure of the 

Taylor instruments (214) DIP transmitters is given below; 

Ilints on Failure of Taylor Instruments Dip transmitters 

Symptom Cause 

Output pressure low (i) leak in output 11ne 

(ii) plugged orifice 

Output pressure h1gh plugged nozzle 

Transmitter fails to respond leak in impulse lines 

to change 1n differential 

Output oscillates Sensing diaphragm 

There is,otherw1se,not much in the open 11terature on 

their failures. 

From the pre11minary survey of instrument failures in 

industry and from the survey reported 1n chapter 3, the 
• 

majority of DiP transmitter malfunctions were associated 

with the impulse lines connecting it to the primary 

element. Blockage of the 1mpulse lines was a predominant 

cause of malfunction. 
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The DiP transmitter was primarily chosen for study 

because it was expected to offer suitable s1gnals ior 

analysis. The s1gnals would be d1fferent from those offered 

by the thermocouple and might be amenable to more sophisticated 

time ser1es analysis. Impulse line blockage was chosen 

because it is important and easy to simulate in the 

labora tory. 

8.1.1.D/P Transmitter Fa11ure rate data 

Green and Bourne (101) published a failure rate for 

pneumatic differential pressure transmitters of 0.76 

actual calculated fault per year. A summary of the failure 

rate data, already presented, in details 1n chapter 3, is 

given below. 

Table 8.1. Summary of DiP transmitter failure rate data 

Works Type of 
Measure
ment 

Number 
at risk 

Instrument Environ- No. of 
years ment 

factor faults 

Failure rate 
faultslyear 

Pressure 69 

Flow 
A (fluids) 473 3 419 1.86 

(P and e) 

Level 
(liquids) 130 4 106 1.71 
(P and e) 

Flow 
35 B (fluids) 4 37 2.66 

(e) 

Flow 

C (fluids) 13 
(e) 
(p) 115 

Flow 
All (fluids) 636 324 3 359 1.73 

Level 
( liquids) 130 62 4 106 1.71 
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e = electronic 

p = pneumat~c 

Table 8.2. Effect of environment on Reliability of D/P 
transm1tters 1n contact w1th Clean and Dirty 
flu1ds 1n works A 

No. at No. of Failure rate, faults/year 
Risk faults 

Clean fluids 27 5 0.39 

Dirty fluids 90 82 1.91 

The background and full explanation of the f1gures 

have already been given in chapter 3. A direct comparison 

of the fa1lure rates obtained by the author and that 

published by Green and-Bourne (101) cannot be made,as not 

enough information on how the latter obtained their figure 

is given. Also their figure is for pneumatic D/P 

transmitters. From the figures in table B.l, the failure 

rate for the electronic transmitters are much higher than 

those for combined electronic and pneumatic instruments. 

This could be explained by the fact that the electronic D/P 

transm1tters were on severe enviornment plant. 

The effect of environment does show a marked 

difference in the failure rates of D/P transmitters in 

contact w1th clean or dirty fluids, see table B.2. 

Of the 364 impulse line failures recorded at works A, 

194 were blockages and 99 were leakages. 

More information on the nature of the failures of the 

instruments at works A was obtained, a cross-sect10n of the 

operators comments on the log tickets for the impulse line 
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and transmitter failures, are given in tables3.12 and 

3.13 of chapter 3. 

Most of the Dip transmitter failures and failures 

asso~1ated with 1t such as impulse line failures were 

'hard-over' type failures. Most of these failures could 

have been picked up earlier with a suitable malfunction 

: detection technique,and in cases involving loss of 

variable measurement, alternative approximate substitute 

readings could have been easily calculated, particularly 

in the cases of flow and level measurement. 

8.1.2. Experimental laboratory work on impulse line blockage 

The primary objective of the laboratory experimental work 

on impulse 11ne blockage was to obta1n signals that would 

be amenable to time series analysis. The noisy signals from 

a differential pressure transmitter responding normally 

as a flow measurement instrument,under conditions of 

turbulence in the orifice flowmeter,was considered suitable. 

The signal with the impulse lines blocked or frozen was 

expected to be less noisy or damped down. Freez1ng of the 

impulse lines could be eas1ly simulated in the laboratory 

and this set-up would be adequate for,the limited objective 

of~showing the feas1bi11ty of time series analysis for 

instrument malfunct10n detection. The fact that freezing 

of impulse lines in industry during the winter is one of the 

main causes of blockage type malfunction of the differential 
• 

pressure transmitter,made the choice a better one. 

It was hoped that subsequently an algorithm based on 

frequency analysis (time series) methods could be developed 
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and tested on-11ne. All the impulse line blockage 

experiments were done on-11ne using the Departmental 

computer. The early loss of the computer towards the end 

of this project and the shortage of t1me limited the 

experimental work that could be done. However, there was 

time to obta1n data)to show the feasibility of frequency 

analysis,for instrument malfunction detection,and to 

investigate some relevant considerations in the 

application of the technique. 

Data for analysis were obtained for the unfrozen 

impulse l1nes, frozen impulse lines and freezing impulse 

lines. Experiments to investigate the effect of sampling 

frequency were also carried out. The fastest 10gg1ng time was 

limited to 5 samples per second by the output paper punch 

used with the computer. 

8.1.2.1. Description of apparatus 

A line diagram of the 1mpulse line freezing apparatus 

is given in fig. 8.1. 

The orifice meter was designed accord1ng to British 

Standard 1042: Part 1 : 1964 specification for use with a 

Taylor Instruments fixed range DiP transmitter. The 

input range of the transmitter is 0-30 1nches, water gauge 

for a 3-15 p.s.i. output. 

The pneumat1c output from the transmitter was 

converted into an electric signal by a fast pressure to 

current transducer. Because of the low s1gnal output from 

the pressure to current transducer, it had to be amplified 

before going into the analogue to d1gital converter and 

hence to the computer for output on punched paper tape. 
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The freezing of the impulse 11nes was done more 

gradually initially by circulating a low temperature 

ethylene glycol/water mixture through shells round the 

impulse lines. With the r1se in ambient temperature~this 

became inadequate and the freezing arrangement was 

modified to a solid carbon dioxide chamber. The freezing 

was more drastic than with the circulation of ethylene 

glycol/water mixture. The rate of freezing could be 

controlled by the amount of solid carbon d10xide in the 

chamber. 

Water was circulated through the orifice plate,and 

the liquid in the impulse lines was water also. The flow of 

water could be varied to create laminar or turbulent 

conditions around the orifice plate. In this way the noisiness 

of the signal output of the D/P transmitter for normal 

operation, could be varied and set. 

8.1.2.2. Experimental work carried out 

The exper1mental work carried out consisted essentially 

of automatically logging signals from the differential 

pressure transmitter using an Argus 100 digital computer. 

When the logg1ng technique was adequately developed, 

the flow rate of water through the or1fice plate was 

adjusted to the turbulent regime so as to give a sufficiently 

noisy signal output from the transm1tter. 

With th1s setting, a series of loggings ~ere done. 

The normal noisy instrument signals, the instrument signal 

variation during freezing and the instrument signal with 

the impulse 11nes frozen. All these were logged at tho 

fastest logging interval that could be achieved - which was 
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0.2 second interval. These signals were the important 

and relevant ones for an instrument malfunction algorithm. 

To investigate possible alias1ng effects and the 

effect of the samp11ng interval on the frequency analysis 

, of the signals, a series of freezing runs were logged at 

various samp11n~ 1ntervals of 0.2 second, 1 second, 5 

second and 1 minute. The use of the computer for on-line 

experiments was lost shortly after th1s series of experiments. 

At this stage sufficient data for analysis had been 

obtained. 

8.1.2.3. Experimental results and analysis 

Instrument s1gnals of a differential pressure 

transmitter were obta1ned for analysis by the fast Fourier 

transform methods. The signals analysed were the signals 

for normal 1nstrument operation and when the impulse 11nes 

were frozen. The standard deviations of these two signals 

were also calculated for comparison with the above analysis. 

The data analysed were logged at the maximum 

ach1evable frequency which was 0.2 second interval 10gg1ng 

time. The highest detectable or available frequency in the 

analysis therefore was 2.5 cycles per second. 

The s1gnals were analysed principally to investigate 

the general patterns of the power spectrum plots and signal 

power distribution over the detectable frequency range. 

It was envisaged that from these, the practical use of the 

FFT analysis for 1nstrument malfunction detection could be 

assessed. 
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S1gnals were obta1ned from different exper1mental runs and 

analysed for reproduc1b111ty of the patterns of power spectra 

d1str1but10n. Some of the pract1cal cons1derations for the 

applicat10n of the techn1que were made. 

The Fortran IV coded FFT program used for the analys1s of the 

signals is g1ven 1n the appendix ( I ). The algor1thm 1S based 

on the dec1mation in frequency method (155). It computes the 

discrete Four1er transform g1ven by 

X 
n 

where W 

N-l 
= ~ 

K=O 

= e 
-j2!C/N 

W 
nk 

xk ' n 0, 1, .••.• , N - 1 

The X computed using the FFT program are the Four1er coefficients 
n 

of the corresponding exponential ser1es of the N samples of the 

signal. 

+ ve frequency N
1
yqU1· st 

(zero harmon1C 
+ ve frequency 

frequency - ve 
frequency 
harmon1c 

1st - ve 
frequency 
harmonic 

A sampled power spectrum est1mate is given by the modulus squared 

are the power spectrum est1mates for the zero frequency, 1st pos1t1ve 

frequency harmonic, 2nd pos1t1ve frequency harmon1C etc. 

In th1S work the power spectra have been calculated for fractions 

(! parts) of the highest detectable frequency. This 'is effect1vely 
8 
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normalising the frequency axis for the purpose of compar1son 

of the parts, The calculat10ns of power spectra were norma11sed also 

to avo1d the dependence of the power spectra values on the sample 

S1ze. 

The only limitation of the program used 1S that N, the 

sample size must be an integer of 2, Th1s 1S purely for program 

simplici ty, 

Real time plots of the DiP transm1tter signal for normal 

instrument behav10ur and for 1nstrument s1gnal w1th the 1mpulse 

lines frozen are shown in the append1x F1gS Al and A2, These 

are tYP1cal signals for the two states and the type of signals 

analysed, 

The calculated power spectra estimates for the l1ne spectra plots 

of Figs 8,1 to 8,4 are given 1n the appendix tables Al to A3, 

Figures 8,1 and 8,2 show the type of reproducib1l1ty obta1ned 

for the plots of the line spectra of d1fferent portions but the 

same value of N, the sample size, for a tYP1cal 1nstrument signal, 

They also represent the general pattern of the line spectra plots for 

the two states of instrument signal, 

The s1gnal power d1str1but1on for the same analyses are g1ven 

1n tables 8,3(a) and 8,3(b)~for both the normal 1nstrument s1gnal 

and for the instrument signal when the 1mpulse 'lines were frozen, 

Not all the data of tables 8,3(a) and 8,3(b) were plotted, The 

general pattern was the same and so only three plots each are shown, 

The data for all the tables, however, are given 1n the append1x Al 

to A3, 

Data from d1fferent exper1mental runs were analysed for normal 

1nstrument behav10ur and for the 1nstrument s1gnal with the 

impulse lines frozen, The l1ne spectra plots are g1ven in Figs, 8.3 
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and 8.4. The correspond1ng s1gnal power distribut10n calculat10ns 

are g1ven in tables 8.4(a) and 8.4(b). 

A typical signal for each of the two 1nstrument states cons1dered 

here, were subjected to analysis for d1fferent values of N, the 

sample size. The average values of the 11ne spectra for each value 

of N were calculated. They have not been plotted as the general 

pattern 1S the same. The calculated values, however, are given 1n 

the append1x. The s1gnal power d1str1bution are g1ven in tables 

8.5(a) and 8. 5(b). 

The rat10s of the total s1gnal power,for frequenc1es below half 

the highest detectable frequency to the total s1gnal power for frequen

cies above, were also calculated and are given 1n tables 8.3. to 8.5. 

The total power was calculated as the area under the line spectra plots. 

The data shown in Figs. ~ I) and 1\-,2 were analysed uS1ng the 

standard deviat10n algor1thm of chapter 7. The value of the 

smoothing constant used was 0.25 and the sample S1ze was chosen 

as 32 to correspond to the predom1nant value of N used 1n the above 

analyses. The values of the standard deviat10n calculated' are given 

1n the append1x, table A4. The plots of these values are shown in 

Fig. 8.5. 

8.1.2.4. D1scussion of results 

There 1S a str1k1ng difference 1n the shapes of the line spectra 

of the 1nstrument signals for the two states of normal behav10ur 

and instrument s1gnal with the impulse lines frozen. 

In the results obta1ned, the general pattern for the normal 

instrument signal is one of concentration of power 1n the low 

frequency reg10n at frequenc1es below half the h1ghest detectable 

available frequency. There are character1stic h1gh values of the 

l1ne spectra at these low frequenc1es and a drop 1n values at h1gher 

frequenc1es. This pattern was reasonably reproduc1ble for all the 
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samples analysed. 

W1th the results for the 1nstrument s1gnal with the impulse 

lines frozen, this pattern is not there. There are characteristic 

low values over the ent1re frequency range for all the frozen 

impulse I1ne51 lnstrument slgnals. 

Fluctuations in the absolute values of the 11ne spectra at 

spec1fic frequenc1es were observed, but even then, the magn1tude 

and overall pattern was cons1stent. 

A strik1ng difference in patterns as obta1ned could be an 

effective means of detecting off-normal behaviour of the 1nstrument 

malfunction by v1sual display of these plots. 

There 1S more cons1stency in the magn1tudes of the total power. 

The total power for the normal 1nstrument s1gnals were generally 

about an order of magn1tude higher than the total power for instrument 

w1th the frozen impulse lines. Tables 8.3(a) and 8.3(b) bring out 

the p01nt very well. 

The ratios of the total power on e1ther side of half the highest 

detectable frequency show reasonable consistency 1n magn1tude and 

absolute values. The values for the normal 1nstrument s1gnal weregen-

erally over 10 while those for the instrument signal w1th frozen 

impulse l1nes were generally below or around 1. When the values for 

the ratios have varied outs1de the general values, the values of the 

total power of the instrument s1gnal have been cons1stent with 

general patterns. 

With the type of consistency obtainedJfor thee total 1nstrument 

signal power and rat10s of 1nstrument power on either side of a 

critical frequency, the sett1ng of threshold values for these could 
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be an effect1ve computer based check for detecting off-normal 

conditions in the instrument s1gnal behaviour. The rout1ne task 

of calculat1ng these values is well sU1ted to the computer. 

The pattern for different exper1mental runs, Figs. 8.3 and 

8.4, are cons1stent w1th the general shape of the 11ne spectra 

plots for the two instrument states. Even though the absolute 

values of the total power showed some variat10n, the ranges were 

consistent and the rat10s also cons1stent w1th the general pattern 

observed for anyone s1gnal of either state of the 1nstrument. 

When the same signal was subjected to analysis with d1fferent 

values of N, the sample size, the results were consistent with the 

general patterns observed. They showed a good measure of reprod-

ucibi11ty of pattern. This would be expected as the length of 

record determines the extent to Wh1Ch peaks 1n the 11ne spectra 

may be distinguished. It is the samp11ng interval that determ1nes 

the maximum frequency which can be d1stingu1shed. IVhen the general 

shape of the 11ne spectra is of ma1n 1nterest, any value of N 

should give the general shape but the value of N will determ1ne the 

number of line spectra, over the range of h1ghest detectable frequency. 

Thus if N 32 for a maX1mum detectable frequency of 5 cycles per 

second gives 16 11ne spectra,for that frequency range at 1ntervals 

of 
1 
16 

parts of the highest frequency, N 16 w1l1 g1ve 8 at 1nter-

1 
vals of 8 parts of the h1ghest frequency while N = 64 w111 g1ve 

32 at intervals of 
1 
32 

parts of the highest frequency. Each 

analys1s should g1ve the same general shape of the l1ne spectra plot. 

Therefore,it would be adequate~normallY,to select N such that at 

least the frequencies or fract10ns of the maX1mum detectable frequency 

of interest in the 11ne spectra are contained 1n the results of the 

analysis. 
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Aliasing is the key problem that occurs with sampled data. 

Frequenc1es which are really above the samplang frequency are observed 

at a frequency below. The spectral effect 1S to fold back the 

spectrum about the NyqU1St frequency. In pract1ce aliasing always 

occurs to some extent because band limited s1gnals are an ideal not 

real. Therefore a first requirement for digital analys1s is to 

sample at a h1gh enough rate so that all frequenc1es of interest 

are identified properly. The part of the spectrum which is folded 

back must be suffic1ently low in magnitude~that it does not 1nterfere 

with any part of the spectrum for which 1nformation is des1red. The 

effects of aliasing are very relevant to high resolution frequency 

analysis requirements and interpretation. The frequency analys1s 

requ1rements for malfunction detect10n patterns of line spectra 

and total power d1str1but10n~are relatively coarse. The effect of 

a11as1ng therefore, 1S negl1gible or not so 1mportant for this type 

of analys1s. 

The standard deviat10n plots for the normal 1nstrument behaviour 

and the 1nstrument signal with the impulse lines frozen, F1g. 8.5 are 

rather s1m1lar in shape. The magnitude of the absolute values are 

different,however. For visual display the plots w111 not be as 

effect1ve as the 11ne spectra plots. The sett1ng of threshold values 

for the standard deviation of the s1gnal could be an effective check 

for off-normal 1nstrument behaviour but the d1fference 1n magn1tudes 

is not as marked as, say, the difference in magn1tudes of the total 

power or power distribution rat10s. 

For the type of s1gnals analysed here, even though the standard 

deviation algorithm could be effective for off-normal signal detect10n, 

the method of FFT analysis would be more super10r. 
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TAUES 

Tables 8. ~ to 8.5 represent tatal signB.!l power distribution. 

far normal. instrument signal. and: far 

instrument signal. with impulse lineS', 

fro'Zen. 

Al. repre'S"e'nts; the total sign!cl.. :QXlwer in the range af 
o 

fr6'qlle!lciea: abC!l1Ve t the highest detectab1.e frequency 

A2 represents th:, to>tal si~ p:ower in the range of 

fre-quenciea: bdawr t the highest detectable frequency-

A TOTAL represents the ,total signa:ll.:QXlwe:' over the entire , 
range o£ detectable fre'quenc:ie-e;. 

.... 
The units of power are Votts/hertz. 

The total signal power over a range of frequency has been calculated 

as the area under the line spectra curve fpr the given frequency 

range. 

For Table 8.3., the numbers 1, 2, ....... 6 are different portions' 

of the same signal. 

. .. 
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Table> 8.3: Saille' value' of N but different portions of the> 

1 

2 

1 

2 

3 

·4 

5 

6 

• 

same> signal 

Table> 8.3 (a): Normal instrument signal 

Power X 10 +J " 

A TOTAL Al A2 A2/Al 

7812 135, 7676 58 

5349 314 5035 16 

6718 405 6313- 15.6 
v 

6503 387 6116 15.8 
, 

4734 136 4598 33.8 , 

5330 348 4982 14.3 

. 

Table 8.3 (b): Instrument signal with impulse 

A TOTA-Y 

, 

347 

330 

257 

275 

265 

292 , 

lines frozen 

+9 
PO"fer XIO ~ 

Al ' A2 

,197 150 

177' 153 

101 155 

166 119 , 

115 150 

204 88 
: 
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A2/Al 

. 
i 0.76 

0.86 

1.53 

: 0.72 

·1.30 

0.45 
, 

'" __ ,,_,,_, ___ L 



Tahle 8.4 Different experimental runs 

'" Table. 8.4 (a) Normal Instrument signal 

, ' 

Experimental 
'Run 

1 

2 

3 

Power xlO t9 

, 
A TOTAL 

l 

1372 

9029 

734 , 

U A2' 

83 1289 

365 8664 

79 655 

! 

A2/Al 

15.5 

23.8 

8.4 , 

Table 8.4 (b) Instrument signal with frozen impulse lines ' 

Exp:erimental 
Run 

1 

2 

3 

, " 

Power Xl079 

A TOTAL A1 

, 

242 123 

20~ 129 

167 ' 34 

242 

• 

A2 A2/Al 

, 

, 
119 0.97 

80 
, 

0.62 

133 I 3.92 
I ' ' 

, , 



Table 8.5 Different values of N for the same instrument signal 

Table 8.5 (ao): Normal instrument Signal 

II • 

3Z 

64 

128 

A.TOTAL 

650} 

5504 

6218 

Power XlO.f9 

Al A2 AZ/U 

387 6116 15.8 

366 5138 14.0 

193 6015 31.0 

Table 8.5 (b): Instrument Signal with impulse 

N 

32 

64 

128 ' 

ATOTAL 

196 

, '227 

244 

lines frozen 
. ' 

Power xlOt9 
J' 

Al A2 
, 

A2/Al . 
106 90 0.85 

101 126 1. 23 

,135 109 0.82 
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Figs. B.i. to 8.4. are line spectra plots of normal 
\ 

instrument signals and instrument signals w'ith the impulse lines 

frozen. , 
-' 

The units of power p' are VOit~hert~. w ., 
, , 

, , 

\ •• 
\ 

\ , 



Fig 8.1 (a) Normal instrument s.i~l; N - 32, 

d1fferent portions of the same signal loggin£. 
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Fig 8.1 (b) Normal instrument si£!!al; 11 = ~2, 

different port1ons of the same signal loggil!8:. , 
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• 
Pig 8.1 (c) lTormal lnstru:l'ent signal; N ~ 32, 

different portlons of the same slgnal logglng. --
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Fig 8.2 (a) Frozen impulse 'lines; N = 32, djfferent portions 
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Fir, '8.2 (b) Frozen ~mpulse lines; N - 32, different port~ons 
of the same s~gnal 
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Fig 8.2 (c) Frozen im!lulse lines; N = 32, different portlons 
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Fig 8.3 Ca) Normal signal d~fferent experim~ntal run 
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!ig 8.3 (b) Normal signal; different experimental run 
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Fig 8.3 (c) Normal s~gnal; different experimental run 
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Fig 8.4 Ca) Frozen impulse lines; different experimental run 
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Fig 8.4 (b) Frozen impulse llnes; different experimental run 
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F1g 8.4 (c) Frozen imp~lse lines; different experimental run 
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8.2 INDUSTRIAL CONTROL VALVES 

Control valves are the most common form of f1nal control 

element in a control loop and may be cons1dered the muscle of 

automatic process control. Modern processes depend a great 

deal on the correct distribution and control of flowing 

liquids and gases _ a majority of the 1ndustrial control 

loops use the control valve as the final control element for 

increasing mass flow or steam supply as the case may be. 

The 1mportance of the control valve 1n the process 1ndustry 

cannot therefore be over-emphas1sed. 

This imp?rtance of control valves was recognised at the 

format1ve stages of this proJect and this coupled w1th the 

fact that 1t was not a measuring 1nstrument made it a ready 

choice for study. It was expected to offer different 

signals and perhaps a d1fferent malfunction detection 

approach from that used for measuring instruments. 

8.2.1 Nature and causes of Control valve malfunction 

From the preliminary survey of failure of plant 

1nstruments, the limited data on control valves fa11ure 

showed about half the valve failures to 1nvolve e1ther 
, 

stickiness of the stern or blockage of the body. 

Leakages in body and j01nt were also major causes of 

malfunction. 

In the work reported 1n Chapter 3, of 359 control 

valve fa1lures in Works A, 23 were blockages'and 53 

leakages. Sluggishness of the valves were often traced 

to shck1ng. Somet1mes the malfunctions of the valves 

der1ved from faults in the valve positioner, see Table 

3.11, Chapter 3. Valve posit10ner misalignment, being 
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out of calibration or loose, often affected the behaviour 

of the control valve. 

Hysteresis or dead-zone caused by valve friction 

is often a source of difficulty in some control valves. 

This is a specific aspect of valve stick1ness which has 

been recognised in the literature (224). It can lead 

either to lack of sensitivity to small process 

disturbances or to sustained oscillations around the 

dead zone. The friction 1S largely caused by the gland 

packing and it has the 1nsid10us feature that when the 

spindle has been static for some time, the problem 

becomes worse due to congealing of process material in 

the gland packing. These effects are particularly 

severe in some temperature control systems, where the 

valve may be static for many hours, and then, when a 

small load change occurs, the friction is so great that 

the valve will not move to the desired new position. 

The survey reported in Chapter 3 revealed a lot 

of random fa1lures such as bending or breakage of 

spindles or breakage of pressure connection l1ne, etc. 

There are perhaps no obvious methods of predicting such 

failures • Incipient stickiness, leakages or blockages 

. can lend themselves to the techniques of malfunction 

detection. 

8.2.2 Control valve failure rate data 

A br1ef summary of the data already given in detail 

in Chapter 3 will be made here. / 

The only available figure on control valve failures 

found in the literature is a f1gure of 0.25 actual fault/ 

year for pneumatic control valves quoted by Hensley (62). 
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Referen ce table 8.6. All the valves were pneuma tic. Of 

Of the 1330 valves in works A, 1195 were globe valves, 

105 but terfly and 30 diaphragm; of 86 in works B, 32 

were gl obe, 26 were butterfly and 28 diaphragm valves. 

All the valves in works C were globe. 

Table 8. 6(a) Summary of Control valve failure rate data 

Works Number at Instrument Environment Number'of Failure rate 

Risk -- Years factor faul ts faul ts/year 

A 1330 2 359 0.57 

B 86 4 78 2.27 

C 115 78.6 2 10 0.127 , 

ALL 1531 747 2 447 0.60 

Table 8. 6(b) Effect of environment on reliability of 

control valves 

Number at Number of Failure rate 

risk faults faul ts/year 

, 

Clean flu~ds 214 17 0.17 

Dirty fluids 167 71 0.89 

The environment - whether the valve is in contact 

wi th cl ean fluids or dirty fluids has a marked effect on 

the reI' ~ability of control valves, see Table 8.6(b). 

The fai lure rate of 0.17 faults/year for valves in 
'. 

contact with clead fluids compares w~th Hensley's 0.25 

faults per year. Again there is not enough informat10n 

on h~s figure for comparison with the findings of the 

survey reported in Chapter 3. 
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8.2.3 Detection of control valve stickiness 

At the formative stages of this work, it was 

thought desirable to be able to detect stick1ness of 

control valves as soon as 1t occurs because of its 

1nsidious nature and the fact that it m1ght be 

expected in a lot of the more serious and frequent 

control valve failures. The object of detecting valve 

stickiness be1ng, as has been the central theme of this 

work, to avoid poor control, avoid catastrophies and 

improve instrument maintenance. 

Preliminary analysis of control valve data 

collected,suggested that a simple detection of error 

between valve demand and valve position was not good 

enough for malfunct10n detection. A significant error 

after a change,in valve demand was thought likely. A 

compensation for the uncorrected error was thought 

necessary for estimating a s1gnificant error and th1s 

required a knowledge of valve dynamics. Hence it was 

thought necessary to study the dynamics of control valves. 

In addit10n to the malfunction dotoct1on 1mplications, 

such a study would be of value itself since many of the 

most difficult industrial control problems involve fast 

gas control loops on roactors, compressors, electrolysis 

cells, whero control valve dynamics is signif1cant. 

Account has not been taken, hitherto, of the control 

valve dynamics 1n the design of such loops and better 

knowledge of the control valve dynamics can only improve 

the design of such loops. Also knowledge of the actual 

movement of control valves in practice was thought of 

interest, as such information could not be found 1n the 
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open literature. The manufacturers contacted could not 

provide such iniormat10n either. 

The above considerations led to an attempt, at the 

early stages of this project, at the modelling of control 

valves. The aim of the modelling was primarily to see 

how valves should respond to signal if they are not 

faulty. Considerable time was spent on this but work 

was progressing slowly and it appeared that the mal

function detecting objectives could be better achieved 

by studying control valve signals, and so emphasis was 

shifted to obtaining and analysing control valve s1gnals 

from an industrial installation. 

Normally,there will be a unique relation between 

the air pressure on the valve bonnet and the valve stem 

posit10n. The relation between instrument signal and 

valve stem movement is usually linear. If there is 

stickiness;none of these relations will hold. It was 

therefore thought that a method of detecting stickiness 

might be based on comparison of signal to bonnet and 

stem position. 

This compar1son might be carried out while the 

valve is in a work1ng control loop or while the loop 

is broken. It may often be possible to break the loop 

for the purpose of doing a test; but it might be 

expected that when stickiness is just beginning it will 

be intermittent and will often not show up. Hence 

even if the loop is taken off7 nothing may be detected. 

It is not desirable to have to break the loop too much. 

This suggested that it is desirable to have a method of 

detection which will be effective while the loop is 
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working. 

At the in1tiation of the industrial experimental 

work, a s1mple comparison of the desired valve pos1tion 

and the actual valve position was env1saged to provide a 

satisfactory method of malfunction detection. The 

1ndustrial experimental work was therefore designed to 

measure these two quant1t1es in working control loops. 

It is the result of the analysis of the data collected 

from this experiment that is reported here, in the 

following sections. 

8.2.4 Exper1mental industr1al work on control valve 

signals 

Data were obtained from an industrial computer 

installation in which positional algorithm is used, 

valves are positioned by air pressure regulated by 

solenoids,and valve stem positions are measured. 

The general configuration of valves is as shown 

in Fig. 8.6. There are twelve towers. The compu ter 

was the same; so was the method of valve position1ng 

as was described in details by Thompson (225). The 

computer was originally at Fleetwood and was transferred 

to Winning ton. It was on an ammonia - soda plant in 

, both cases. Data were collected at Winnington. 

Two sets of data were obtained. In 1967 the 

top and bottom coo11ng valves were found to be st1cking, 

Data on the 1967 valves were obtained. By 1970 all the 

faulty valves had been replaced. 

valves were also collected. 

Data on the 1970 

Valve types: The carb vat liquour (CVL) valves are 

Saunders 3 inch d1aphragm valves. The top and bottom 



coohng valves are AUdco, .' -ci "slimseal" butterfly 

valves. Draw valves are Saunders .: -:"':'t:.!" diaphragm 

valves. No valve positioners are used. 

Frequency of calculation of valve demand: CVL and 

draw valve~ demands were calculated everyone second. 

Top and bottom coo11ng valves' demands were calcula.t'~ 

every 5 seconds. The frequency of output,of signal to 

position the valves was 6 times per second. The 

frequency of output of data was 20 seconds. 

Smoothing: Valve demands were smoothed using algorithm 

K (P - P 1) n n-

where P is the instantaneously measured pressure and P 
n n 

is the smoothed estimate. K is the smoothing constant 

with values I, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8. It is believed that 

K = 1/4 was used. There was no smoothing in valve 

pos1t10n measurement. 

Dead band: An allowance of 0.7% is made for the "dead 

band" range, that 1S, there 1S no output to valve unless 

Ivalve demand valve position I > 0.7% 

~ ~-~-~-r-~-® 
Carb vat ~~==::~-4~~op coo11ng valve 
l1quor valve (TC) 

(CVL) 

Fig. 8.6 

® -+ __ ..J. • 

Bottom coo11ng valve 
~t---lYd--- (BC) 

I ____ )~~-

1>""" VtLtve 
-General configurat10n of valves 



8.2.5 Analys1s of industr1al valve data 

At the t1me of the 1n1t1at10n of the collect10n of 

control valve data, a simple compar1son of the des1red 

valve pos1t10n and the actual valve pos1t10n was 

env1saged to provide a sat1sfactory method of malfunction 

detect10n. At that initial stage, the parameter of 

primary 1nterest was the error between the des1red and 

actual valve pos1t10ns. The computer plots of the valve 

analysis were carried out to study th1S. 

The valve demand (VD), valve position (Vp)' error 

between valve pos1t10n and valve demand (error) and change 

1n valve demand (delta) were plotted for all the data. 

The a1m of the plots Was for a v1sual apprec1ation of the 

correlat10n of the d1fferent plotted values. The 

correlation was not very good and so less emphas1s was 

placed on these plots, instead the emphas1s was shifted to 

the plots of the standard deviat10n of the error 

calculat10ns. TYP1cal complete computer plots of the 

above ment10ned var1ables, for four different valves are 

shown in F1gS. 8.7 to 8.10. The plots are shown ma1nly 

to illustrate the type of correlat10n that was obtained 

for the plotted var1ables and the bas1s for the pre11m-

inary conclus10ns. For ease of compar1son of the 

d1fferent plots, these were repeated on a common scale. 

Figs. 8.11 to 8.14 show only the computer plots of errors 

for some further data, all plotted on the same scale. 

F1gs. 8.7 to 8.10 are not on the same scale, but on 

different scales to best represent the values of the 

var1ables plotted. 
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The preliminary analysls and the above plots 

suggested that ~ simple check on error between deslred 

and actual valve posltl0n mlght not be enough for mal-

functl0n detection. It was thought that the standard 

deviation of the errors mlght be better and therefore 

these were calculated and plotted for comparison, 

partlcularly between the 1967 valve data when some of the 

valves were known to be malfunctl0nlng and 1970 data ~hen 

this type of information was not avallable. The plots of 

the standard devlations are given ln FlgS. 8.15 to 8.23. 

The study of instrument slgnals from lndustrlal 

installations has always been or lnterest throughout thlS 

project. Programmes were initiated for obtaining these 

but not all the expected data were obtalned. Slgnals from 

gas pressure, ,flow, pressure and temperature measuring 

devices were obtalned at the late stage of this work. The 

slgnals were for the normal lnstrument behavlour. The 

standard devlatl0ns of the slgnals were calculated and have 

been plotted ln FlgS. 8.24 to 8.27. 

The data for all the plotted flgures are glven in 

the appendlx tables A2.1 to A:3 I , for the gas pressure, 

flow, pressure and temperature measurlng lnstrument data, 

only the standard devlations have been glven. 

The computer plots shown are for the 1970 valve 

data. The errors were generally wlthln the~8% band, see 

Figs. 8.7 to 8.14. The errors were larger for CVL valves 

than for the others, see FlgS. 8.7 and 8.8. 

Errors arose from both excurSlons of valve demand 

whlle valve posltl0n remalned constant and Vlce versa but 
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these errors were not sustained. The correlation between 

the plots of valve pos~tion and valve demand, error and delta 

was not very good. The typ~cal complete plots of these 

four var~ables shown in Figs. 8.7 to 8.10 br~ng th~s po~nt 

out very well. The correlat~on between error and valve 

demanrtchange-rate was low and almost arb~trary. F~gs. 

8.7 to 8.10 generally br~ng out th~s point but F~gs. 8.7 

and 8.9 part~cularly show it well. There was a f~n~te 

error even when change in valve demand was zero. This 

appeared to be due to var~at~on of the valve pos~t~on 

signal. Aga~n Figs. 8.7 and 8.9 show th1S very well. 

n, l ~ r ~ (1 ~ , "'-----------1 
Rapid excursions of valve dema~d may arise a~ a I 

result of derivative action. 1 '"" '"' "r 

Rapid excursions of v~lve 
, 

I 

I position' may arise from'the eq~iPm~'t ~~asu~ing valve pos- I 

ition, 'or; possibly, f~om that 'se~d~ng' the signal t'o the v"...lve""J 

In arty event, a s~mple detection of error between valve 

demand and valve pos~t~on d~d not seem good enough. The 

standard dev~at~on was expected to be better as it 1S an 

average parameter and ~s more likely to show up persistent 

and s~gn1f~cant errors after a change in valve demand. 

The standard dev~ation plots for the 1970 valve data, 

F1gS. 8.15 to 8.18 show some consistency ~n low values. 

The plots for the top cool1ng and draw valves show values 

well below the l.o%marg~n. Valve one of the CVL, F~g. 8.15, 

shows some high values. These may be signif~cant and 

indicat~ve of an off-normal condition. The states of the 

1970 valves is not known but the standard dev~ation values 

of th~s part~cular valve ~n that ser~es are much higher than 

the others. 
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The 1967 valves were known to be generally SlUgg1Sh 

w1th zero errors. The degree of severity of these faults 

are not known but the standard dev1at10n plots of these 

valves, Figs. 8.19 to 8.23 are much h1gher, and were 

consistently so, than the 1970 values. The bottom coo11ng 

valve, F1g. 8.23, must have been particularly bad. 

On the bas1s of these plots, the standard dev1at10n 

characterist1cs of the valve s1gnals do show different 

characterist1cs wh1ch could be ind1cat1ve of an off-normal 

condit10n. On this bas1s, h1gh values of the standard 

deviat10n above a tolerance 11mit could be 1nd1cative of 

development or eX1stence of an off-normal cond1t10n. Th1s 

can form the bas1s of a computer based algor1thm that w111 

use the standard dev1at10n technique for malfunct10n 

detection. 

Valves were set to g1ve 2 and 98% full travel for 

o - 100% valve demand. Many of the 1967 faulty valves 

gave for 0 valve demand zeros 1n the region of 5 to 37%. So 

they would not shut off. If they had been work1ng 50% 

open say, th1s might not have been detected. 

A check on zero and full range error 1S clearly 

des1rable as there could be real trouble 1f a valve will not 

shut off completely 1n an emergency. 

The plots of the standard dev1at10ns of the gas 

pressure, flow, pressure and temperature measurements showed 

interest1ng character1st1cs. The d1fferent measurement 

signals showed cons1stency in the levels and behav10urs of 

the1r standard dev1at10ns, see F1gS. 8.24 to 8.27. The 

temperature measurement signals, F1g. 8.7 for 1nstance, 
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showed cons1stently low and steady values whereas the flow 

measurements on the other hand showed h1gher values. The 

1nterest1ng p01nt 1S that desp1te these var1ations, the 

same type 1nstrument measurements showed s1milar and 

Cons1stent character1stics. Th1S brings out the relevance 

of the 1ntr1nS1C character1st1cs of a part1cular measurement 

or 1nstrument in setting a bas1s for off-normal behav10ur 

detection. These would vary and the computer can e1ther 

learn these or such information would have to be fed 1n a 

priori. It would have been more intePst1ng to have 

obta1ned the correspond1ng 1nstrument s1gnals for off-normal 

cond1tions. 

8.3, DISCUSSION OF THE CASE STUDIES OF INSTRU~ffiNT 

MALFUNCTION DETECTION 

The d1fferent instruments stud1ed offered both 

different signals and malfunct10n detect10n approaches. 

The spec1f1c techn1ques tested prom1sed effect1vness and 

versatility of applicat10n. 

The standanidev1at10n of the signal mean error 

proved adequate for thermocouple malfunct10n detection. The 

techn1que prom1ses w1de applications but for 1nstruments 

such as the d1fferent1al pressure transm1tter, the power 

spectral analys1s prom1sed a more superior approach. 

The control valve d1ffered from the d1fferential 

pressure transm1tter and the thermocouple because 1t is not 

a measuring 1nstrument. Because the valve demands and 

valve pos1tions tend to make s1ngle p01nt excurs10ns, 

stickiness tests on the bas1s of error between valve 

demand and valve pos1tion are unl1kely to be suff1cient, at 
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leas~ 1f based on the absolute value of error or standard 

dev1ation of error alone. What m1ght be better is someth1ng 

wh1ch detects pers1stent error over a short per10d as th1s 

is 11kely to be a better gU1de. It seems likely that the 

sampling and control interval for stick1ness tests w1ll 

affect the sort of tests requ1red. It 1S clear that more 

work is requ1red w1th shorter sampl1ng 1ntervals than were 

used 1n the data obta1ned and analysed 1n th1s work. 

An algor1thm that can detect error and unsat1sfactory 

response to valve demand could be more effective for 

detect10n of control valve st1ckiness. Knowledge of control 

valve dynamics - the movement of control valves 1n pract1ce-

would be relevant to the detect10n of unsat1sfactory 

response to valve demand. Other possible algor1thms to 

detect st1ckiness and blockage could include 'strok1ng' the 

valve, or comparison with flowmeters. 

Techniques that will be based on spectral analys1s 

of signals,promise both a powerful computer based and 

d1splay type malfunction detect10n techn1que. The results 

of the differential pressure transm1tter analysis are very 

encourag1ng and prom1se versatility 1n the use of this 

techn1que. More work needs to be done 1n th1s d1rect1on, 

particularly 1n develop1ng an on-l1ne algorithm based on the 

techn1que and exhaust1vely testing 1t. 

The thermocouple malfunct10n detection algor1thm 

proved effective for the laboratory s1mulat10ns. Data 

were expected from an industr1al installat10n wh1ch uses 

many thermocouples and 1n which thermocouple fa1lure 1S 

frequent. It was hoped to test the algor1thm on them but 
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the data are not yet ava1lable. It was hoped that the 

stage might have been reached in th1s proJect when the 

algor1thm could have been tried on an 1ndustr1al 

installat10n. The t1me d1d not perm1t this but this 

would be an 1nterest1ng next step w1th the algor1thmpand 

another test for 1tS effectiveness. 

Generally,the d1fferent 1nstruments, because of 

the1r vary1ng intrins1c character1st1cs, br1ng out the 

relevance of these considerations for the malfunct10n 

detection of d1fferent instruments. The central ideas 

put forward 1n Chapter 5 offer a w1de scope for d1rect 

application and adaptation to part1cular requirements. 
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9. AN INDUSTRIAL EXAMPLE 

The proJect has a strong industr~al b~as. The stage of d~rect 

industr~al appl~cation and use of the malfunct~on detect~on tech-

n~ques has always been envisaged. It was hoped that some of the 

algor~thmscould have been tr~ed on-l~ne on actual work~ng industr~al 

~nstallat~ons. Work was ~n~t~ated on this l~ne but the stage of 

trying out the algor~thms was not reached ~n the present work. How

ever, towards the end of th~s work, an ~nteresting ~ndustr~al 

s~tuat~on that could have been ideal for an ~ndustr~al testing of 

the algorithms arose. At th~s stage there was not enough t~me to 

do more than exam~ne the problem • A probing of the problem was 

carr~ed out and a possible l~ne of approach to ~ts solut~on ~s 

presented here. 

9.1 The ~ndustr~al problem 

The process ~s an industrial batch pOlymer1sat10n process. 

The temperature measurements and control are cr1t~cal in the 

d1fferent cycles of the process. 

at present but will soon be. 

The process is not automated 

The present arrangement uses two temperature measur~ng 

~nstruments 1n the same sheath - a resistance thermometer and a 

mercury 1n steel thermometer, to 1nd1cate the batch temperature. 

This 1S the critical temperature measurement. 

The output of the res~stance thermometer ~s logged by a 

data logger and the output of the mercury 1n glass thermometer 

1S a chart recorder trace. The resistance thermometer has 

shown a high degree of unre11ab~1~tYJh1therto,and the mercury 

in steel thermometer has been much more rel~able. W~th the 

present arrangement, the malfunction~ng of the res1stance 

thermometer 1S not known unt1l after the batch process run ~s 
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completed and the pr~ntout of the resistance thermometer is 

compared with the usually more reliable and accurate chart 

recording of the mercury,in steel thermometer. Th~s arrange-

ment will not be sat~sfactory when the process ~s automated and 

the control actions will be based on the temperature measure

ment signals. 

The company is in the process of installing an on-line 

process control digital computer to automate and control the 

process. It is des~red to el~m~nate the mercury in steel 

thermometer and use the resistance thermometer only. 

of course,requires more rel~able instrument signals from the 

resistance thermometer. It ~s not only desirable that the 

instrument signal be rel~able but because of the ~mportance 

of the temperature measurement, it w~ll be desirable that 

any off-normal condition be detected ~mmed~ately and to avo~d 

poor plant availabil~ty, that approx~mate substitute estimate 

of the measurements be used ~n the circumstances of un-

reliable instrument signals. 

This would be the right stage to plan and bu~ld these 

provisions into the computer. 

9.2 The process character~st~cs 

The batch process characteristics are well known. 

Briefly, it is a mult~-stage batch process ~n which each stage 

involves heating the batch to a des~red temperature and 

maintaining it at that temperature for a desired time. The 

heating is done by an o~l jacket round the reactor. Apart 

from the measurements of the batch temperature, the heating oil 

temperatures at the inlet and outlet are also mdasured. The 

environmental cond~tions for the~r measurement are less 
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severe than those for the measurement of the batch temperature. 

A tYP1cal two stage react10n would look 11ke F1g. 9.1. 

Known d~sturbances are somet1mes 1ntroduced. 

1st Stage 2nd Stage 

D1sturbance 

Time 

F1g. 9.1 TYP1cal temperature character1st1cs of a two stage 

react10n 

9.3 An approach to the problem 

The f1rst step 1n approach1ng the problem was to obta1n 

data for normal function1ng of the 1nstruments and for off-

normal cond1t1ons of the 1nstruments also. 

. The res1stance thermometer logg1ngs were obta1ned and 

the correspond1ng mercury in steel thermometer read1ngs were 

extracted from the chart recorder traces. All the data 

are g1ven 1n the append1x ,tables A 02. to A 35 . Most of 

the loggings were pr1nted out at ten m1nute 1ntervals. The 

read1ngs are 1n degrees cent1grade. 

F1g. 9.2 1S a plot of normal behav10ur of the two 
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instruments. It shows the degree of agreement of the read~ngs 

to be expected normally. The closeness of the readings would 

be expected as the two instruments are placed ~n the same well. 

Figs. 9.3 to 9.5 show the different forms of off-normal 

behaviour of the resistance thermometer signal. The 

temperature response was d~fferent from what ~t should be in 

all cases. F~gs. 9.3 and 9.5 bring th~s out very well. 

Fig. 9.4 suggests that other than responding ~mproperly, the 

bad instrument s~gnals show excess~ve nois~ness. 

A study of these plots suggests that the problem could 

be amenable to the ~deas generally d~scussed in Chapter 5. 

Most appropriate of all, is the use of the known process 

temperature characteristics as a forcing function for rout~ne 

check~ng of the instrument behaviour. The temperature 

... ·response at the start of a stage; the time to reach the 

reaction temperature; the temperature behav~our at the steady 

state and such characteristics should offer an effect~ve means 

of detecting the on-set of off-normal behav~our. Fig. 9.4 

suggests that the problem could also be amenable to the 

standard deviation approach - for instance, the standard deviation 

of the signal error. 

Instrument signal data at shorter logging intervals could 

have been of ~nterest but unfortunately these were not avail

able and could not be obta~ned in the time that was available. 

A study of these shorter logg~ng ~nterval data could suggest 

the best approach and other possible approaches. 

Detection of an off-normal condition ~n th~s case is only 

the beg~nning, even though a very important one, of any 
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1mprovement of 1nstrument s1gnal re11ab111ty and plant ava11-

abi11ty. It is also necessary that some Subst1tute act10n 

for the measured var1able be taken on detect10n of 

unre11ab11ity 1n the 1nstrument read1ngs. 

ApproX1mate est1mates of the batch temperatures, it 

would appear, could be got from a heat and mass balance 

calculation uS1ng such knowledge as the 1nlet and outlet 

temperatures of the heat1ng 011s Wh1Ch are usually re11ably 

known. 

The rout1ne checks and calculat10ns 1nvolved are very 

well suited to the process control computer and should 

prov1de added funct10ns wh1ch it can perform and Wh1Ch 

should help to Just1fy and make fuller the use of 1t. 
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10. DISCUSSION 

10.1 Review of Work 

The complete program of work is 1ndustrially biased. It is a 

large program and because of its various unexplored aspects, there 

was a danger of pursuing too many different subjects at the same t1me. 

It was not easy narrowing down this work. 

The review of computers and operators 1n industrial control, 

helped to reduce and define th1s project as 1nstrument malfunct10n 

detect10n. Even though a lot of the work on the functions currently 

performed by the operator and computer is background work, on reflect10n, 

it helps bring out the relevance and importance of malfunction detect10n 

for automatic control of process plants. 

One of the maJor experimental results achieved in this project 

1S the result of the 1ndustrial survey of instrument re11ability. There 

is a need for data on instrument reliab11it1es in the1r work1ng environ

ments. There is a glaring absence of this 1n the open hterature. More 

1nformation could have been obtained from the survey with an 1mprovement 

on the existing data collect1ng systems in the d1fferent works studied. 

Despite the lack of some des1rable information on the log t1ckets of two 

out of the three works the survey still yielded useful information. 

Most valuable of the information from the survey 1S cons1dered to 

be the operator comments obta1ned from one of the works. These threw 

light on instrument failure and the1r modes and behaviour during and at 

failure. Information on the reliability of the 1nstruments, particularly 

the 1nfluence of envlronment)is invaluable for meeting future engineering 

requ1rements and for plann1ng instrument ma1ntenance. 

The princ1ples and techn1ques of instrument malfunction detect10n 

discussed promise very wide, direct or adapted applicat10ns 1n 1ndustry. 
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The use of display technlques should optlmise man-machlne interplay 

for malfunct10n detectlon. The continuing developments ln d1splay 

tecruliques augurs very well for this. The illustratlons cited ln this 

work show how effectlve the selection of the rlght display parameter(s) 

can be for malfunctlon detection. 

The two maln technlques (standard devlatlon and spectral analysis) 

tested in this work promise both effectlveness and versatility in 

applicatlon. The quallty and superiority of the standard deviatlon 

algorithm lles in the fact that lt is an average paramerer and also has 

the ability, based on the use of a runnlng mean, to damp out spurious 

splkes and cope wlth normal drifts 1n the measured varlable. The 

potential of the technique lies in its appllcation to such situations. 

The work based on spectral analysls techniques,dld not reach the 

same stage as the use of standard deviatlon technique. IVhat has been 

done in the project is effectively a feasibility study of its practical 

usefulness for malfunctlon detectlon. The results of the analysis of 

the d1fferential pressure transmltter signals are very encouraglng and 

suggest that effectlve algorithms for malfunctlon detectlon can be based 

on this technique. The display of the llne spectra should be a very 

effective display method of malfunction detectlon for the operator. A 

lot more work clearly needs to be done in further development of this 

technlque for use in 1ndustry. The emphasls placed on developing and 

exhaustlvely testlng an algorithm based on the techn1que. 

The case studles of dlfferent instrument signals bring out the 

relevance of conslderations of the intrinsic characteristics of a part

lcular instrument slgnal to the malfunctlon detectlon approach to be 

adopted for it. 

The routlne tasks of the techniques discussed and tested are very 
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well suited to process control computers. It is an added function the 

computer can readily take on, In this way, fuller use can be made of its 

potentials,and it can contribute to the upgrading of the performance of 

its own instruments and to the plant system as a whole, 

Even though the emphasis in the project has been on the detection 

of the malfunction of instruments, the malfunction of plant items such 

as pumps and compressors are important as well, 

The detection of an off-normal situat10n should lead to action, 

The use of substitute measurements or changing of control organisation 

in such an event have been discussed, Some examples have been given 

and these show how fruitful an area for exploration and development this 

field is, 

The detection of malfunction will only be the beginning of any 

maintenance or repair procedure, An actuation of diagnosis and location 

of the failure should provide information that will offer hope of 

getting more precise re11ability data, Some such implications of mal

function detection have been discussed and it has always been envisaged 

that malfunction detection will be an initiation of the development of 

such implications, 

10,2 Suggestions for further work 

Generally, different aspects of this work need further develop

ment, Some suggestions have been made in the main text, Various 

suggestions. put forward add up to a very large program of work but the 

follouing may be high lighted, 

(a) Collection of reliability data in some more precisely 

defined instruments and environments, This will involve initiating new 

data collecting systems or improving existing systems to offer more useful 

information, 
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(b) Detailed study and analys1s of malfunction detect10n done 

by the operator. 

(c) Study of data from on-11ne computers' 1nstruments going 

into the failed mode. 

(d) Application of malfunction detection algorithms on on-11ne 

computers. 

(e) Use of advanced filter algorithms of the type based on the 

work of W1ener and Kalman to detect instrument malfunctions. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Differential pressure transmitter data and spectral analysis 

results, 

The data in Tables A5 to A6 are the actual voltage output from 

the computer, 

"-The units of power Pare votts/hertz, 
w 

The units of Standard deviation calculations of table A4 are 

volts, 

For tables A5 and AG, the first reading of each column of 

readings is the time interval and the second is the voltage output 

from the computer, The amplification of the signals from the fast 

pressure to current transducer was 300, 

The Fortran program used for the FFT calculations, reads a 

sequence of N complex numbers xo ' xl' ~_ and computes the 
N-l 

discrete Fourier transform (DFT) given by 
N-l kl. 

Ak = L W Xl.' K=O, 1, ,", , N-l 

L=O 

where W = e-j2](/N 

If the Xk are the N samples of a periodic signal (sampled at the 

Nyquist rate, or above) then the ~, computed using the DFT, are the 

Fourier coeff1cients of t~e corresponding exponential series, 

A 
_ 0/1 

!.. . d.c,(zero 
frequency 
term) 

'A 
2 

Seco d positive 
f~~quency harmonic 

F1rst positive 
frequency harmonic 

AI 

, 

~-2 .' •• ' ~-l A 

Second negative 
frequency harmonic 

Nyquist frequency 
harmonic 

First negative 
frequency 
harmonic 



If the are real, the Ak display real-even, imaginary - odd 

symmetry about zero frequency. 

Limitation N must be an integer power at 2. 
,. 

DatacrC in free format; the real part of a complex number 

followed by its imaginary part • 

, . . 
\ 

\. 
\ 
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\ 

Table A.l (a) P~wer Spectra Estlmations Corresponding to 
Table-8.3 (a) 1 

Power XIO+9 

Fractions 

of highest 

detectable Corresponding nu~ber in table- 8.3 ( a) . 
frequency 

in ~h 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

0 677. 9 322. 43 83? 06 257. 67 992. 34 1725. 4 

-
1 3685. 8 1161. 2 1763~ 4 1418. 1 1968. 9 21.38. 7 ,. 

2 3297. 9 3247. 3 1994~ 0 2513. 4 1.557. 0 474. 42 

3 340. 34 419~ 37 1962. 7 1.719. 4 553. 01 959. 32 

4 17.729 . 90.752 42.487 83.483 46.332 92.559 . 
. 

5 11.681 45.761 62.578 1.94. 73 33.524 44.505 

6 49.377 134~ 86 3.3575 30.294 9.4383 165. 50 

7 56.056 28.957 282. 77 75.367 14.569 25.304 

·8 18.906 33.994 74.508 88.087 1.6.826 93.789 
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Tqble A.l (b),Power Spectra ~stimates Corresponding t~ 

Table' 8.3 (b) 

Power x: 10+9 

Fractions 

of highest 

detectable Carresp~nding number in tabl~ 8.3 (b) . 
frequency , 

in ith 

1 2 3 4 5 

0 34.136 13. 024 31.401 16.341 16. 344 

1 18.369 54. 930 46.310 94.040 24. 775 

2 79.033 37. 253 36.680 30.728 45. 508 

3 10.067. 49. 878 46.680 18.948 26. 275 

4 50.409 7.81;;5 19.531 28.203 72. 249 

5 24.590 58. 269 20.279 12.427 54. 964 

6 14.951 43. 955 36.953 57.659 15' •. 704 

7 88.711 42. '276 18.879 26.524 40. 737 
, 

8 86.289 56. 406 30.625 15.625 4.7266 
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70.972 

33.333 

38.479 

71.631 

21.133 

38.715 

49.772 

14.463 

7.20fJ 
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1 
(}l 
tN 
00 
\ 

1- " 
I ' 
I, 

Fract10n of 
h1ghest detectable 
frequency in tth 

'0 

1 

2 

3 

4' 

5 

6 

7 

8 

TABLES A.2(a) and A.2(b) Power spectra est1mates correspond1ng to 

tables 8.4(a) and 8.4(b) 

Power XlO -+9 

'Correspond1ng number 1n table 8.4(a) Correspond1ng number 1n table 8.4(b) 

1 2 3 1 2 3 
-

428.53 293.20 570.89 49.519 38.175 23.434 

588.76 3441.5 102.22 18.076 47.493 50.464 

- . 
416.71 3666.4 258.86 24.904 15.417 59.936 

58.686 1333.7 3.9703 39.273 2.0251 8.870 

23.11 150.99 8.9087 23.127 . 11.182 4.883 

27.882 6.8501 31.486 18.321 16.499 13.018 

14.590 222.19 22.9044 50.063 45.579 16.626 

5.240 52.932 "26.843 13.581 .. 39.257 1. 4761 . 
47.852 13.369 1.5259 63.282 43.838 0.976 



TABLES A.3(a) and A.3(b) Power spectra est1mates correspond1ng to 

tables 8.5(a) and 8.5(b) 

Power x 10+9 " 

Fractlon of 
hlghest detectable 
frequency in tth Correspondlng number In table 8.5(a) 

, . . 
Correspondlng number In table 8.5(b) 

- 32 -- 64 
" - 128 32 - 64 128 

" "- . - - . 
I '0 
~ 

. 
257.67 992.30 1036.4 83.071 37.306 10.967 

.W 1 1418.1 1968.9 2136.1 20.658 -" 76.698 .56.863 

\9 2 

I 
, 

2513.4 1557.0 " 1204.5 

--

-
13.860 30.122 20.139 

3 1719.4 997.05 2127.5 29.727 52.232 29.710 

4 '83.483 200.88 56.762 
, \ 

20.444 . . 48.174 35.733 
-

5 194.73 117.90 . . 74.280 22.571 23.951 - 27.903 

6 30.294 
\ 

44.561 40.279 24.215 48.459 33.589 

7 75.367 54.369 23.760 24.674 24.604 13.197 
. 

8 88.087 95.506 60.178 17.227 9.3808 11.585 



'fable A.I\. St,ndnrc1 deviation fot' the' aOI·mal. Tnstru"1eYlt 

Sample ]~umber llctrmal Signal 

. 
32 0.0022 

64 0.0013 
. 96 0.0017 

1.28 0.0021 

160 0.0014 

192 0.0018 

224 0.0014 

256 0.0016 

288 0.0018 

320~ 0.0021 

352 0.0016 

384 0.0019 

416 0.0014 

448 0.0021 < 

480 0.0022 

512 0.0014 

544 o .Oull. " 

576 0.0015 

608 0.0024 

640 0.0015 

672 0.0018 

704 0.0015 ~ 

736 0.0017 

768 0.0009 

800 0.0011 

832 0.0012 

864 0.0019 

896 0.0012 , 

928 0.0020 

340 

Impulse lines 

Frozen 

0.0005 

0.0005 

0.0010 

0.0006 

0.0005 

0.0006 

0.0006 

0.0008 

0.0005 

0.0007 

0.0006 

0.0011 ' 

0.0004 

0.0006 

0.0006 

0.0011 

0.0007 

0.0007 • 

0.0007 

0.0007 

0.0007 

0.0006 

0.0006 

0.0005 

0.0008 

0.0008 

'0.0005 

0.0005 

0.0008 

" , 

, 
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TABLE A.5. Logged Data for normal differential transmitter signal pres'sure 

1 
0,0.3364 1 0.3354 2 0.3345 3 0.3354 
4 0.3354 5 0.3354 I 6 0.3335 7 0.3354 

! I 
8 0.3335 9 0.3345 10 0.3354 , 11 0.3345 

12 0.3354 ,13 003364 '14 0.3345 I 15 0.3364 
16 0.3345 : 17 0.3345 , 18 0.3364 19 0.3345 

20 0.3345 21 0.3364 22 0.3345 , 23 0.3345 
24 0.3364 25 0.3345 - 26 0.3345 27 0.3345 
28 0.3345 29 0.3345 30 0.3354 , 31 0.3345 , 
32 0.3345 33 0.3354 34 0.3354 

, 
35 0.3354 

36 0.3335 37 0.3345 38 0.3345 
, 

39 0.3345 
40 0.3345 41 0.3345 42 0.3345 43 0.3354 
44 0.3345 45 0.3335 46 0.3354 47 0.3354 
48 0.3354 49 0.3345 50 0.3354 51 0.3345 
52 0.3345 53 0.3345 54 0.3345 55 0.3364 
56 0.3345 57 0.3354 58 0.3345 59 0.3354 
60 0.3335 61 0.3354 62 0.3354 63 0.3345 
64 0.3345 65 0.3345 66 0.3354 67 0.3335 
68 0.3345 69 0.3345 70 0.3345 71 0.3354 
72 0.3345 73 0.3345 74 0.3345 75 0.3345 
76 0.3354 77 0.3345 78 0.3335 79 0.3345 
80 0.3345 81 0.3345 82 0.3345 83 0.3345 

84 0.3345 85 0.3354. 86 0.3345 87 0.3354 
88 0.3345 89 0.3345 90 0.3345 
91 0.3345 92 0.3364 93 0.3335 94 0.3345 

95 0.3354 96 0.3364 97 0.3354 98 0.3345 
99 0.3345 100 0.3345 101 0.3354 102 0.3345 

103 0.3354 104 0.3335 -105 0.3345 106 111.3345 
107 0.3364 108 0.3335 109 0.3335 110 0.3335 . 
111 0.3345 112 

. 
0.3345 113 0.3345 114 0.3335 

115 0.3345 116 0.3345 117 0.3354 118 0.3345 
119 0.3345 120 0.3345 121 0.3354 122 0.3364 
123 0.3345 124 0.3345 125 0.3345 126 0.3354 
127 0.3403 128 0.3345 129 0.3335 130 0.3364 
131 0.3345 132 0.3345 133 0.3335 134 0.3345 

135 0.3345 136 0.3354 137 0.3345 138 0.3335 
139 0.3345 140 0.3335 141 0.3345 142 0.3354 
143 0.3345 144 0.3345 145 0.3345 146 0.3345 
147 0.3345 148 0.3345 149 0.3364 150 0.3345 

151 0.3345 152 0.3354 153 0.3345 154 0.3345 
155 0.3345 156 0.3345 157 0.3335 158 0.3345 
159 0.3354 160 0.3345 161 0.3364 162 0.3345 
163 0.3354 164 0.3345 165 0.3345 166 0.3345 
167 0.3354 168 0.3354 169 0.3335 170 0.3345 
171 0.3345 172 0.3345 173 0.3345 174 0.3345 
175 0.3345 176 0.3354 177 0.3354 178 0.3345 
179 0.3354 18121 0.3345 181 0.3345 
182 0.3354 183 0.3345 184 0.3345 185 0.3364 
186 0.3354 187 0.3345 188 0.3335 189 0.3345 
190 0.3345 191 0.3345 192 0.3354 193 0.3345 

194 0.3354 195 0.3364 196 0.3345 197 0.3345 
198 0.3345 199 0.3345 200 0.3335 201 0.3335 
202 0.3345 203 0.3345 204 0.3345 205 0.3345 
206 0.3345 207 0.3335 208 0.3335 209 0.3345 
210 0.3345 211 0.3345 212 0.3345 213 0.3345 
214 0.3335 215 0.3345 216 0.3335 217 0.3345 
218 0.3335 219 0.3345 . 220 0.3335 r.".221 0.3335 
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TABLE A.5. (cont'd) Logged Data for normal differential transmitter signal 

pressure 

222 3.3345 223 3.3335 224 3.3364 225 3.3345 
226 3.3325 227 3.3335 228 3,3345 229 3.3345 
233 3.3345 231 13.3325 232 3.3335 233 3.3345 
234 3.3345 235 3.3335 236 3.3345 237 3.3335 
238 3.3335 239 3.3354 243 3.3345 241 3.3345 
242 3.3345 243 3.3335 244 3.3345 245 3.3335 
246 3.3335 247 3.3345 248 3.3335 249 3.3335 
253 3.3345 251 3.3335 252 3.3335 253 3.3345 

254 3.3335 255 3.3345 256 3.3345 257 13.3345 
258 3.3335 259' 3.3345 263 3.3315 261 3.3345 
262 3.3345 263 3.3335 264 3.3345 265 3.3335 
266 3.3335 267 3.3335 268 3.3335 269 3.3345 
273 3.3354 271 3.3345 272 3.3335 273 3.3345 
274 3.3335 275 3.3335 276 3.3315 277 3.3345 
278 3.3345 279 3.3335 283 3.3354 281 3.3335 
282 303345 283 3.3325 284 3.3345 285 3.3335 
286 3.3345 287 3.3345 288 3.3335 289 3.3335 

293 3.3335 291 3.3335 292 3.3335 293 3.3335 
294 3.3345 295 3.3345 296 3.3335 297 3.3335 
298 3.3335 299 3.3335 303 3.3345 331 3.3345 
332 3.3345 333 3.3345 334 3.3325 335 3.3335 
336 3.3345 337 3.3345 308 3.3345 339 3.3345 
313 13.3345 311 3.3345 312 3.3335 313 3.3345 
314 3.3335 315 3.3335 316 3.3354 317 3.3345 
318 3.3345 319 3.3345 323 3.3345 321 3.3345 
322 3.3364 323 3.3345 - 324 3.3335 325 3.3335 
326 3.3345 327 3.3335 328 3.3354 329 3.3345 
333 3.3364 331 3.3345 332 3.3335 333 3.3345 
334 3.3345 335 3.3345 336 3.3335 337 3.3354 
338 3.3335 339 3.3345 343 3.3335 341 3.3335 

342 3.3354 343 3.3345 344 3.3345 345 3.3345 
346 3.3335 347 3.3345 348 3.3354 349 3.3345 
353 3.3345 351 3.3345 352 3.3345 353 3.3345 
354 3.3345 355 3.3345 356 3.3354 357 3.3345 
358 3.3345 359 3.3345 363 3.3345 
361 3.3345 362 3.3345 363 3.3335 364 3.3345 
365 3.3335 366 3.3345 367 3.3345 368 3.3345 
369 3.3345 373 3.3345 371 13.3345 372 3.3354 
373 3.3345 374 3.3345 375 3.3335 376 3*3345 
377 3.3335 378 3.3335 379 3.3354 383 3.3345 
381 3.3354 382 3.3;335 383 3.3345 384 3.3315 
385 3.3335 386 3.3325 387 3.3335 388 3.3345 
389 3.3345 393 3.3354 391 3.3354 392 3.3335 
393 3.3345 394 3.3335 395 3.3345 396 3.3345 
397 3.3335 398 3.3335 399 3.3354 433 3.3345 
431 3.3335 432 3.3433 433 3.3345 434 3.3345 
435 3.3364 4136 3.3345 437 3.3354 438 3.3335 
439 3.3345 413 3.3354 411 3.3345 412 3.3345 
413 3.3345 414 3.3354 415 3.3345 416 . ~,. 3335 
417 3.3345 ' 418 3.3345 419 3.3354 423 3.3335 
421 3.3345 422 3.3345 423 3.3345 424 3.3345 

425 3.3345 426 3.3345 ,427 3.3335 428 13.3335 
429 3.3345 433 3.3345 431 3.3335 432 3.3345 
433 3.3335 434 3.3345 435 3.3354 436 3.3354 
437 3.3345 438 3.3345 , 439 3.3345 443 3.3345 
441 3.3345 442 3.3345 443 3.3345 444 3.3354 

, . 
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TABLE A.5. (cont'd) Logged Data for normal differential transmitter signal 

pressure 

445 0.3345 446 0.3345 447 0.3345 448 0.3345 
449 0.3354 450 0.3345 451 0.3354 
452 0.3345 453 0.3345 454 0.3345 455 0.3354 
456 0.3335 457 0.3345 458 0.3354 459 0.3345 
460 0.3354 461 0.3364 462. 0.3364 463 0.3335 1 

464 0.3364 465 0.3345 466 0.3354 467 0.3345 
468 0.3345 469 0.3345 470 0.3364 471 0.3345 
472 0.3354 473 0.3345 474 0.3364 475 0.3345 
476 0.3364 477 0.3345 478 0.3345 479 0.3345 
480 0.3364 481 0.3345 482 0.3335 483 0.3364 
484 0.3354 485 0.3354 486 0.3345 487 0.3345 
488 0.3364 469 0.3345 490 0.3335 491 0.3364 
492 0.3345 49.3 0.3345 494 0.3354 495 0.3354 
496 0.3354 497 0.3354 498 0.3354 499 0.3345 
500 0.3345 501 0.3345 502 0.3345· 503 0.3345 
504 0.3345 505 0.3345 506 0.3345 507 0.3345 
508 0.3345 509 0.33511 510 0.3345 511 0.3345 
512 0.3345 513 0.3345 514 0.3335 515 0.3345 
516 0.3364 517 0.3335 516 0.3345 519 0.3345 
520 0.3335 521 0.3354 522 0.3345 523 0.3335 
524 0.3335 525 0.3345 526 0.3335 527 0.3335 
528 0.3335 529 0.3354 530 0.3345 531 0.3345 

532 0.3345 533 0.3335 534 0.3345 535 0.3325 
536 0.3345 537 0.3335 538 0.3345 539 0.3345 
540 0.3345 541 0.3345 542 0.3345 543 0.3335 
544 0.3345 545 0.3345 546 0.3345 547 0.3354 
546 0.3335 549 0.3315 550 0.3325 551 0.3345 
552 0.3345 553 0.3403 554 0.3345 555 0.3335 
556 0.3345 557 0.3345 558 0.3345 559 0.3335 
560 0.3335 561 0.3335 562 0.3345 563 0.3325 
564 0.3345 565 0.3345 566 0.3335 567 0.3345 . 
568 0.3345 569 0.3345 570 0.3335 571 0.3345 
572 0.3345 573 0.3335 574 0.3325 575 0.3345 
576 0.3335 577 0.3364 578 0.3345 579 0.3354 
580 0.3335 581 0.3335 562 0.3335 583 0.3345 
584 0.3345 565 0.3335 586 0.3364 587 0.3345 
586 0.3345 589 0.3354 590 0.3345 591 0.3345 
592 0.3325 593 0.3345 594 0.3335 595 0.3345 
596 0.3335 597 0.3354 596 0.3354 599 0.3345 
600 0.3345 601 0.3345 602 0.3354 603 0.3345 
604 0.3345 605 0.3335 606 0.3335 607 0.3345 
608 0.3345 609 0.3335 610 0.3345 611 0.3345 
612 0.3345 613 0.3345 614 0.3345 615 0.3345 
616 0.3335 617 0.3345 618 0.3345 619 0.3345 
620 0.3345 621 0.3345 622 0.3345 623 0.3335 
624 0.3345 625 0.3345 626 0.3335 627 0.3335 
628 0.3335 629 0.3364 630 0.3345 
631 0.3345 632 0.3345 633 0.3345 634 0.3345 
635 0.3335 636 0.3335 637 03345 638 0.3345 
639 0.3364 640 0.3345 641 0.3345 642 0.3345 
643 0.3335 644 0.3345 645 0.3335 646 0.3335 
647 0.3345 648 0.3345 649 0.3345 650 0.3335 
651 0.3345 652 0.3345 653 0.3345 654 0.3364 
655 0.3345 656 0.3345 657 0·;3345 658 0.3354 
659 0.3345 660 0.3345 661 0.3345 662 0.3364 
663 0.3345 664 0.3354 665 0.3315 666 0.3345 

345 
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uaca ior normal di~~erential transmitter signal 

pressure 

667 0.3345 668 0.3345 669 0;3354 670 0.3335 
671 0.3335 672 0.3345 673 0.3345 674' .3354 
675 0.3345 676 0.3345 677 0.3354 678 0-3345 
679 0.3345 680 0.3345, 681 0.3345 682 0.3345 
683 0.3345 684 0.3335 685 0.3345 686 0.3345 

f 

687 0.3345 688 0.3335 689 ,,..3345 690 0.3345 
691 0.3345 692 0.3345 693 0.3345 694 0.3345 
695 0.3354 696 0.3364 697 0.3345 698 0.3335 
699 0.3345 700 0.3345 701 0.3364 702 0.3345 
703 0.3345 704 0.3345 705 0.3345 706 0.3345 
707 0.3364 708 0.3345 709 0.3345 710 0.3345 
711 0.3345 712 0.3354 713 0.3345 714 0.3335 
715 0.3345 71& 0.3345 717 0.3345 718 0.3335 
719 0.3345 720 0.3354 721 0.3345 
722 0.3345 723 0.3335 724 0.3345 725 0.3335 
726 0.3345 727 0.3345 728 0.3325 729 0.3345 
730 0.3354 731 0.3345 732 0.3325 733 0.3364 
734 0.3335 735 0.3354 736 0.3345 737 0.3345 
7 31l 0.3345 739 0.3345 740 0.3345 741 0.3345 
742 0.3345 743 0.3364 744 0.3345 745 0.3345 
746 0.3354 747 0.3345 748 ",. 3345 749 0.3345 
750 0.3335 751 .3335 752 0.3345 753 0.3354 
754 0.3345 755 0.3335 756 0.3335 757 0.3345 
758 0.3364 759 0.3354 760 0.3345 761 0.3335 
762 0.3335 763 0.3345 764 0.3315 765 0.3345 
766 0.3354 767 0.3345 768 0.3335 769 0.3345 
770 0.3345 771 0.3315 772 0.3345 773 0.3345 
774 0.3345 775 0.3354 776 0.3335 777 0.3345 
778 0.3345 779 0.3345 780 0.3345 781 0.3345 
782 0.3354 783 0.3345 784 0.3364 785 0.3345 
786 0.3354 787 0.3345 788 0.3345 789 0.3335 
790 0.3364 791 0.3345 792 -0.3335 793 0.3345 
794 0.3335 795 0.3345 796 0.3345 797 0.3345 
798 0.3345 799 0.3345 800 0.3354 801 0.3345 
802 0.3345 803 0.3345 804 0.3345 805 0,.3335 
806 0.3345 807 0.3345 808 0.3354 809 0.3335 
810 0.3335 811 0.3345 812 0.3345 813 0.3345 
814 0.3345 815 0.3364 816 0.3345 817 0.3335 
818 0.3345 819 0.3354 820 0.3335 821 "lo 3345 
822 0.3335 823 0.3335 824 0.3354 825 0.3345 
826 0.3345 827 0.3345 828 0.3345 829 0.3345 
830 0.3354 831 0.3364 832 0.3345 833 0.3345 
834 0.3354 835 0.3345 836 0.3335 837 0.3345 
838 0.3335 839 0.3345 840 0.3345 841 0.3345 
842 0.3345 843 0.3345 844 0.3345 845 0.3345 
846 0.3345 847 0.3335 848 0.3335 849 0.3345 
850 0.3345 851 0.3345 852 0.3335 853 0.3345 
854 0.3335 855 0.3345 856 0.3335 857 0.3354 
858 0.3345 859 0.33;'\5 860 0.3335 861 0.3335 
862 0.3364 863 0.3325 864 0.3335 865 0.3325 . 
866 0.3345 867 0.3345 868 0.3345 869 0.3345 
870 0.3345 871 0.3345 872 0.3335 873. 0.3335 
874 0.3345 875 0.3335 876 0.3345 877 0.3335 
878 0.3335 879 0.:!345 880 0.3325 881 0.3345 
882 0.3335 883 0.3335 884 0.3345 885 0.3345 
886 0.3345 887 0.3354 888 0.3345 889 0.3335 
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TABLE A.6. Logged data for frozen 1mpulse line 

-0 0.3296 1 0.3267 2 0.3257 3 0.3267 
4 0.3267 5 0.3276 6 0.3286 7 0.3276 
8 0.3267 9 0.3276 10 0.3267 1 1 0.3276 1 

12 003267 13 0.3257 14 0.3247 15 0.3257 
16 0.3286 17 0.3315 " 18 0.3315 19 0.3306 
20 0.3286 21 0.3237 22 0.3247 23 0·3257 
24 0.3286 25 0.3315 26 i/l.3306 27 i/l.3286 
28 0.3276 29 0.3267 30 i/l.3276 31 0.3276 
32 0.3296 33 0.3276 34 0.3286 35 0.3276 
36 0.3267 37 0.3247 38 0.3257 39 i/l.3276 
40 0.3286 41 0.3306 42 0.3315 43 0.3315 
4/1 0.3325 45 0.3315 46 0. 33i/l6 47 0.3286 
48 0.3267 49 0.3286 50 0.3276 51 0.3286 
52 0.3276 53 0.3276 54 0.3267 55 0·3267 
56 0.3257 57 0.3267 58 i/l.3267 59 0.3276 
60 0.3267 61 0.3257 62 0.3247 63 0. 32!:>7 
64 0.3267 65 0.3276 66 0.3296 67 0.3267 
68 0.3257 69 0.3237 70 0.3237 71 0.3276 
72 0.3286 73 0.3296 74 0.3296 75 0.3267 
76 0.3257 17 0.3257 78 0.3267 79 0.3276 
80 0.3286 81 0.3276 82 0.3276 83 0.3296 
84 0.3296 85 0.3315 86 0.3306 87 0.3286 
88 0.3267 89 0.3247 90 0.3237 
91 0.3257 92 0.3306 93 0.3306 94 0.3296 
95 0.3276 96 0.3267 97 0.3257 98 0·3257 
99 0.3276 100 0.3276 101 0.3306 102 0.3315 

103 0.3315 104 0.3315 105 0.3306 106 0.3315 
107 0.3276 108 0.3267 109 0.3267 110 0·3267 
1 11 0.3237 112 0.3247 113 0.3247 114 0·3237 
115 0.3247 116 0.3276 • 117 0.3276 118 0.3286 
119 0.3276 120 0.3247 121 0.3208 122 0.3228 
123 0.3247 124 0.3276 125 0.3315 126 0.3315 
127 0.3315 128 0.3296 129 0.3267 130 0.3257 
131 0.3267 132 0.3237 133 0.3267 134 0·3267 
135 0.3267 136 0.3276 137 0.3267 131$ 0·3276 
139 0.3306 140 0;3296 141 0.3286 142 0.3306 
143 0.3276 144 0.3267 145 0.3276 146 0.3257 
147 0.321$6 148 0.3306 149 0.3296 150 0.3306 
151 0.3286 152 0.3267 153 0.3267 154 0·3267 
155 0.3286 156 0.3315 157 0.3315 158 0.3315 
159 0.3306 160 0.3306 161 0.3267 162 0.3237 
163 0.3257 164 0.3276 165 0.3276 166 0.3296 
167 0.3296 168 0 • .3296 169 0.3247 170 0.3267 
171 0.3257 172 0.3267 173 0.3286 174 0.3306 
175 0.3296 176 0.3276 177 0.3267 178 0.3267 
179 0.3247 180 0.3257 181 0.3267 
182 0.3257 183 0.3276 184 0.3325 185 0.3315 
186 0.3315 187 0.3306 188 0.3267 189 16.3267 
190 0.3257 191 0.3276 192 0.3276 193 0.3247 
194 0.3237 195 0.3208 196 0.3228 197 0.3237 
198 0.3267 199 0.3267 200 0.3267 201 0.3267 
202 0.3267 203 0.3267 204 0.3296. 205 0.3286 
206 0.3267 207 0.3276 208 11).3247 211)9 0·3257 
210 0.3257 211 0.3267 212 0.3276 213 0·3276 
214 0.3267 215 0.3286 216 0.3296 217 16.3276 
218 11).3276 219 0.3267 220 003276 221 0·3257 
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TABLE A,6, (cont'd) Logged data for frozen impulse line 

222 13.3257 223 0.3267 224 13.3266 225 13.3296 
226 13.3296 .227 13.3276 . 226 ",.3276 229 "'.3276 
230 13.3267 231 13.3257 232 13.3267 233 13.3266 1 
234 13.3296 235 13.33136 236 5.33136 237 13.3267 
236 13.3267 239 13.3257 2413 13.3257 241 13.3267 
242 13.3267 243 13.3276 244 13.3306 245 13.3315 
246 0.3315 247 0.3266 246 13.3257 249 0.3247 
250 0.3247 251 0.3267 252 0.3257 253 13.3266 
254 13.33136 255 13.3276 256 13.3267 257 0.3267 
256 0.3257 259 13.3276 260 13.3257 261 13.3267 
262 0.3266 263 13.3276 264 0.3296 265 0.3306 
266 13.3315 26'7 13.3325 268 13.3296 269 13.3257 
2713 13.3237 271 13.3226 272 0.3247 273 13.3247 
274 0.3296 275 0.3296 276 0.3296 277 0.3276 
276 0.3276 279 0.3276 2613 0.3276 261 0.3247 
262 0.3267 263 0.3267 264 0.3267 285 0.3296 
266 13.3266 267 0.3296 288 0.3257 269 0.3267 
290 0.3286 291 0.3296 292 0.3306 293 13.3325 
294 0.3315 295 ".3296 296 13.3306 297 0.3247 
298 0.3237 299 13.3237 301'1 0.3247 3"1 0.32tl6 
3132 13.3315 3133 0.3335 3134 0.3335 31'15 0.3266 
306 13.3267 3137 0.3267 3136 0.3257 3139 0.3266 
310 1'1.3296 311 0.3296 312 0.3276 313 13.3257 
314 0.3276 315 0.3276 316 0.3276 317 0.3306 
316 0.3315 319 003266 320 0.3286 321 0.3257 
322 0.3267 323 0.3276 324 0.3296 325 0.3296 
326 0.3315 327 0.3296 328 0.3276 329 0.3267 
3313 13.3257 331 13.3267 332 13.3247 333 003257 
334 13.3267 335 0.3276 336 0.3296 337 0.3276 
336 0.3296 339 13.3296 

. 
3413 0.3306 341 0.3315 

342 13.3276 343 13.3237 344 0.3247 345 0.3267 . 
346 1'1.3276 347 13.3276 346 13*3286 349 0.3296 
3513 0.33136 351 0.3296 352 0.3276 353 13.3267 
354 0.3306 355 0.33136 356 0.3315 357 0.3306 
358 0.3267 359 0.3237 360 0.3247 
361 13.3257 362 0.3267 363 0.3306 364 0.33136 
365 0.3276 366 0.3267 367 13.3257 368 0.3257 
369 13.3267 370 13.3296 371 0.33136 372 13.3315 
373 0.3306 374 0.3296 375 0.3296 376 0.3276 
377 0.~247 , 378 13.3247 379 13.3247 360 0.3276 
361 13.3266 382 0.3296 383 0.3306 364 0.3296 
365 13.3266 386 0.3257 387 ",.3237 366 0.3237 
389 0.3276 3913 <1.3306 391 0.3315 392 0.3306 
393 0.3267 394 0.3266 395 0.3276 396 0.3276 
397 0.3296 398 0.3306 399· 1'1.3266 41313 13.3296 
401 0.3296 4132 0.3276 403 0.3276 404 0.3286 
405 0.3266 406 0.3296 4'137 0.3296 406 0.3276 
409 13.3276 410 0.3276 411 0.3257 412 0.3276 
413 13.3286 414 13.3276 415 13.3267 416 13.3276 
417 0.3276 416 0.3267 419 0.3257 420 0.3257 
421 0.3267 422 0.3267 423 0.3286 424 0.3306 
425 0.3296 426 13.3286 427 0.3267 428 0.3267 
429 0.3286 430 0.33136 431 0.3325 432 0.3315 
433 0.3266 434 0.3267 435 0.3208 436 0.3237 
437 0.3257 436 0.3286 439 0.3315 440 0.3335 
441 0.3315 442 0.3306 443 0.3257 444 0.3247 

-
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TABLE A.G. (cont'd) Logged data for frozen impulse line 

445 13.3257 446 13.3267 447 13.3267 448 13.3267 
449 13.3286 4513 13.3286 451 13.3306 
'152 13.3296 453 0.3257 454 0.3247 455 0.3237 
456 0.3247 457 0.3237 458 i/).3276 459 0.3286 
460 0.3315 461 0.3306 462 0.3296 463 0.3267 
464 0.3257 465 0.3257 466 0.3267 467 0.3286 
468 0.3286 469 0.3306 4713 0.3306 471 0.3306 
472 0.3296 473 0.3286 474 0.3257 475 0.3228 . 
476 0.3228 477 0.3257 478 0.3296 479· 0.3325 
480 0.3335 481 0.3315 482 0.3296 483 0.3267 
484 0.3267 4a5 13.3267 486 0.3276 487 0.3286 
488 0.3296 489 0.3286 490 0.:)276 491 0.3267 
492 0.3276 493 0.3276 494 0.3276 495 0.3286 
496 0.3296 497 0.3306 498 0.3286 499 0.3257 
500 0.3257 501 0.3286 502 0.3315 503 0.3325 
504 0.3315 505 0.3315 506 0.3306 507 0.3276 
508 0.3276 509 0.3286 510 0.3286 511 0.3286 
512 0.3276 513 0.3276 514 0.3286 515 0.3296 
516 0.3296 517 0.3276 518 0.3276 519 0.3286 
520 0.3276 521 0.3276 522 0.3267 523 0.3267 
524 0.3286 525 0.3296 526 0.3296 527 0.3276 
528 0.3276 529 0.3267 530 0.3276 531 0.3306 
532 0.3315 533 0.3315 534 0.3306 535 0.3276 
536 0.3276 537 0.3257 538 0.3267 539 ",.3286 
540 0.3286 541 0.3276 542 0.3276 543 0.3286 
544 0.3276 545 0.3276 546 0.3315 547 0.3306 
548 0.33136 549 0.3276 550 0.3276 551 0.3286 
552 0.3296 553 0.3276 554 0.3267 555 0.3237 
556 0.3247 557 0.3276 . 558 0.3286 559 0.3286 
560 0.3286 561 .0.3296 562 0.3276 563 0.3296 
564 0.3296 565 0.3296 566 0.3286 567 0.3276· 
568 0.3276 569 0.3257 ~. 570 0.3257 571 0.3267 
572 0.3296 573 0.3315 574 0.3325 575 0.3306 
576 0.3267 577 0.3257 578 0.3257 579 0.3276 
580 0.3286 581 0.3315 582 0.3296 583 0.3296 
584 13.3276 585 0.3257 586 0.3257 587 . 0. 3276 
588 0.3306 589 0.3345 590 0.3345 591 0.3306 
592 0.3276 593 0.3247 594 0.3218 595 0.3247 
596 0.32'/6 597 0.3315 598 0.3315 599 0.3325 
600 0.3296· 601 13.3267 602 0.3257 603 0.3257 
604 0.3276 605 0.3306 606 0.3306 607 0.3325 
6138 0.3286 609 0.3286 610 13.3257 611 0.3267 
612 0.3296 613 0;3306 614 0.3306 615 0.3296 
616 0.3267 617 0.3267 618 0.3247 619 0.3276 
6213 0.3276 621 0.3267 622 0.3276 623 0.3276 
624 0.3276 625 0.3306 626 0.3267 627 0.3267 
628 0.3267 629 0.3267 630 0.3286 
631 0.3286 632 0.3306 633 0.3276 634 0.3276 
635 0.3257 636 0.3237 637 0.3247 638 0.3257 
639 0.3286 640 0.3296 641 0.3296 642 0.3306 
643 0.3276 644 0.3276 645 0.3286 646 0.3267 
647 0.3257 548 0.3267 649 0.3267 650 0.3286 
651 003315 652 0.3306 653 0.3296 654 0.3267 
655 0.3267 656 0.3276 657 0.3276 658 0.3267 
659 0.3276 660 0.3286 661 0.3286 662 0.3325 
663 0.3335 664 0.3335 665 0.3315 666 0.3286 
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, 
TABLE A.G. ,(cont'd) Logged data for 'frozen impulse line 

') 

667 0.3267 668 0.3267 669 0.3267 670 13.3306 
671 0.3325 672 0.3335 673 0.3315 674 0.3286 
675 ' 0.3267 676 0.3267 677 0.3276 678 0.3286 1 

679 0.3276 680 13.3267 681 '0.3276 682 0.3257 
683 0.3286 684 0.3296 685 0.3306 686 0.3315 
6f!.7 0.3315 688 0.3286 689 0.3286 ,690 0.3267 
691 0.3257 692 0.3267 693 0.3286 694 0.3296 
695 0.3296 696 0.3296 697 0.3286 698 0.3296 
699 0.3296 700 0.3306 701 0.3325 702 13.3306 
703 0.3276 704 0.3247 705 0.3228 706 0.3247 
707 0.3267 7~8 0.3306 709 0.3335 710 0.3315 , 
711 0.3315 712 0.3286 ,713 0.3276 714 0.3286 
715 0.3276 716 13.3257 717 0.3257 716 0.3257 
719 0.3267 720 0.3276 721 0.3286 
722 0.3306 723 0.3296 724 0.3306 725 ".3306 
726 13.3296 727 13.3306 726 0.3296 729 0.3286 
730 0.3267 731 13.3267 732 0.3267 733 0.3267 
734 0.3267 735 0.3276 , 736 0.3257 737 0.3276 
738 0.3286 739 0.3267 740 ' 0.3276 741 0.3276 
742 0.3276 743 0.3276 744 0.3306 745 0.3286 
746 0.3276 747 0.3257 748 0.3267 749 0.3286 
750 0.3267 751 0.3267 752 0.3276 753 0.3267 
754 0.3286 755 0.3276 756 0.3276 757 0.3257 
758 0.3257 759 0.3257 . 760 0.3276 761 0.3276 
762 0.3276 763 0.3276 764 0.3276 765 0.3276 
766 0.3276 767 0.3296 768 0.3286 769 0.3267 
770 0.3267 771 0.3267 772 0.3276 773 0.3276 
774 0.3276 775 0.3276 776 0.3286 777 0.3276 
778 0.3306 779 0.3306 - 780 0.3296 781 0.3286 
782 0.3267 783 0.3257 784 0.3257 765 0.3257 . 
786 0.3276 787 0.3267 788 0.3296 789 0.3296 
790 0.3296 791 0.3266 792 0.3286 793 0.3276 
794 0.3276 795 0.3267 796 0.3276 797 0.3286 
798 0.3276 799 0.3257 800 0.3276 801 0.3276 
802 0.3286 803 0.3296 804 0.3306 805 0.3315 
806 0.3306 807 0.3296 808 0.3296 809 0.3267 
810 0.3276 811 0.3296 812 0.3296 813 0.3286 
814 0.3276 815 0.3286 816 0.3296· 817 0.3296 
818 0.3267 819 0.3286 820 0.3267 821 0.3296 
822 0.3267. 823 0.3247 824 0.3228 825 ,0.3257 
826 0.3257 827 0.3267 828 0.3267 829 0.3267 
830 0.3257 831 0.3267 832 0.3257 833 0.3276 
834 0.3296 835 0;3306 836 0.3296 837 0.3276 
838 0.3276 839 0.3267 840 0.3267 841 0.3276 
842 0.3306 843 0.3315 844 0.3315 845 ".3296 
846 ".3267 847 0.3247 848 0.3237 849 . ".3267 
850 ".3286 851 0.3315 852 0.3315 853 ".3306 
854 0.33"6 855 ".3276 856 0.3257 857 ".3267 
858 0.3237 859 0.3247 860 0.3247 861 0.3276 
862 0.3296 863 0.3286 864 0.3276 865 0.3267 
866 0.3257 867 0.3267 868 ' 0.3267 869 0.3267 
870 0.3296 871 0.3306 872 0.3306 873 0.3296 
874 0.3257 875 0.3267 876 0.3276 877 0.3306 
878 0.3296 879 0.3296 880 0.3276 881 0.3276 
882 0.3276 883 0.3267 884 0.3286 885 0.3286 
886 0.3276 887 0.3276 888 0.3286 889 0.3286 
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APPENDIX 2 

Thermocouple data for the figures given in the main text Chapter 7. 

Enough data are given in each case to show the trend demonstrated in the 

figures in the main text. 

The data in Tables A7 to A20 are the actual e.m.f. outputs of the 

thermocouples amplified by a factor of 100. 

In each column of 3 readings, the first is the time, the second is 

the e.m.t'. in millivolts x 100 and the third is the Standard deviation 

in millivolts x 100. 
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Astral coded program for thermocouple logg1ng and on-line calculat10n of 

Standard deviation 

#TITL'::"T/C LllGGING ~ 11N-LIl\i£ STD-Dl:VII\TILlNClI-CilANN£LS)" 
#\,1 A 1 f 

nDA fA: Tli::HMtJ "uMBER: ALPHA: ALPHACIJI':P: Si\I',PL": "I I.E: SA'WL I i\G TI [v,E: CllU~'TCH 
NDATI\: HJT"HIIAL: DATA UIl : m:ADIr\G : DU!"P: SS TI MAT!" 2) : i':KHIIlH STD D::V I 1\ TI ut'", S Ui~ 

hLllADAr: * I 0 020 
INT PHllG 
IGll TtJ:TIM£H 
!,CUE\, H I f:::: PR I NTr:H 
#Ll]ADI\ f: * 10 II 0 

STi\HT 

!!:n:xr:"; :S::T TAPE Rr:AD!:F! REIIEhS!r,G SIHTCH UP AND LUAD TAPE Or" 
$TEXr:";: fHEHv'11CllUPLE HEllD -ALPHI\-SAMPLE SI/,!:-i\'JD SAi":PLIl\L TIM.:;:" 
$Clll\"G::: ~RITS Tn:PUNCHti 
'tCL::AIi Pur" F ',k 
~,Pl\USC 

mr:AllINT: TH':H!"!) NIWH:m 
3 SIlC I 
3 Sfl) X2 IC,lPY FOR USE TO PICK OUT H:';:~O Tfl::h:VllC,)UPL" 
$HEADFL:ALPHA 
SL'lI\IlFL:! +IF 
$SUDFL:ALPHA 
9'SH1FL:ALPtlA C,WP 
!RCAlll~T:SAMPL£ SIlE 
SR£ADINT:SI\MPLIl\G TI!"£ 
!CL2AR :SUt<' 
~CLr:I\R: X I 

t'Aril, L'::AD£1l 
!;'BLI\l\kS:300 

Ll'G 
o STO INTERV'AL 
o 5111 CtlUrvfEH 
o SfII X:.> 
Hl:AD SIGNAl. 
!I\NI\LOG FriAC:*IOI 
6 Sill ))I\TA 
~ANAL'l(jFHAC: * I 02 
6 STIJ DATA+I 
$ANAL!lG FHAC: * I 0 3 
6 STn DAfi\+2 
!Al\AUlli r',(AC: * I 04 
6 Sfn DAfA+3 
$FL.tlAT:DATA:+O:2 
S"TOFL:h£ADl!IJG 
'W'PY FL: I\LPHA 
is TllFL: DUt' P 
'LLlAl'H.: HEI\DI NG 
$t'PYFL:ALPH4CtJN? 
$l\llllr'L: DUI>:? 
$ST,Wl.: ES T1MATE 
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HIJUII1\11:: 
31\[\ ALI1G FHAC: * 1 0 1 
6 STll IJATA 
IA~I\LIJGFHAC:*I02 

6 Sf·1 IJATA+I 
SANAL8GFfIAC:*I03 
6 STll IJATA+2 
5A~ALOGFRAC:*I04 

I) STIl IJATA+3 
CALClJLATt: 
5FI.OAT:IJAfA:+O:2 /PICK HCQIJ ~t:AIJI~G 
~STtlFL:R"ADING 

$!':PYr"L: ALPHA 
SST1HL: DUMP 
SLOADfL:ZSTIMATC 
$t'PYFL:ALPHACDM!' 
IAllDFL: DUMP 
ISTllFL:ESTI!':AT~+1 

FI N D 2i1HtlH 
'f.LtJADl- L: R;::l\flI NG 
SSUB"-L: ESTIt-ATE 
';STLWL: ::R,,11H 
SS'~U·,\H';:FL: EHHtlR 
$ADDH.: SUr-:: 
%TIVI.: SUt-
fLOA]JFL.:SSTIt'AT2+1 
is TO]'!.: SS TI MATE 

6 LDX Ii\T::RIlAL 
6 SHI\ 23 
6 DIV !+50 
6 JLC PRINT TIME 
S[\ 1':\1 LINE 

P" Il'H rI t'E 
5PRI[\T:INT2HIlAL:Il60:+23 
IPRINT:IJATA:F24:+0 
IPRINr:DAfA+I:F24:+0 
$1'RI N1 : llATA+2 :r-24: + 0 
SPHINT:flAfl\+3:F'24:+0 

7 LDX HS\·} 
7 SLC 1 
7 JGE INCRSAS:: INT 
MI\KE TAIL 
STEXT:";:L;:" 

fDLA!l:I(S: 20 
51'HAS1':S:20 
H)LA~"S: 1 0 0 
SPAtJS,: 
$GI] TIJ:MI\KC LEAD2H 

I!l:CIEAS2 INT 
4 LDC 1 
4 I\DS Ii'-Jl::HVAL 

WAIT TILL I'\IT 
o LDX *2t> 
o LiJX "11 
o Jll; V 
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fIl"zn 
0 J.DX *2:' 
I1 LDX COUNTEr. 
4 ADC 1 
11 STII COUNT!:H 
II SUB SA['.PLII\G TIME 
11 JI"Z I.AIT TILL 1I\T 
0 STLl CrJLl'IJTLIl 

LFJlIi 
1 ADC 1 
1 STD X:, 
:, NEQ SANPLZ SIlZ 
5 ..JI\Z HllUTIl\JL 

FIND DEVIATI:ll\J 
SFLOAr:SAVPLE SIlL:+23 
SSUBFL: ! + 1 F 
SHIlIVrL:!+lF 
~['.PYFL:Sll'1 IrINIl VARII\I\CE 
$SClBTFX 
SST~FL:STIl DEVIATION 
SPH I!~ rFX: 1'2/4 
5CL.!:AI!:Xl 
SCLEI\Il:SllM 
SCLE/\[,: X5 
$G11 TO :IlLJUTINE 

#DIl2AK 
HEND 
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TABLE A.7. Data for Figs. 7.3. and 7.4. 

0 0.5220 1 0. ~937 
f 

2 0.5034 3 1"-5005 
4 0.5044 5 0.5073 
6 0.5044 7 0.5063 
8 0.5005 9 0.5005 0.0087 

10 0.5005 11 0.5005 
12 0.5005 13 0.5005 
14 0.5005 15 0.5005 
16 0.4927 17 0.5005 
18 0.5054 19 0.5054 0.0040 
20 0.5063 21 0.5005 
22 0.5063 23 0.5073 
24 0.5073 25 0.5073 
26 0.5083 27 0.5083 
28 0.5005 29 0.5005 0.0040 
30 0.4917 31 0.5005 
32 ."" 5005 33 0.5005 
34 0.5005 35 0.5005 
36 0.5005 37 0.5073 
38 0.5073 39 0.5122 0.0058 
40 0.5083 41 0.5112 
42 0.5083 43 0.5083 
44 0.5005 45 0.5005 
46 0.5005 47 0.5005 
48 0.5005 49 0.5132 0.0055 
50 0.4927 51 0.5122 
52 0.5132 53 0.5132 
54 0.5093 55 0.5093 • 
56 0.5093 57 0.5093 
58 0.5103 59 0.5093 0.0065 
60 0.5112 61 0.5161 
62 0.5142 63 0.5005 
64 0.5161 65 0.5161 
66 0.5171 67 0.5024 
68 0.5015 69 0.5181 0.0081 
70 0.5024 71 0.5151 
72 0.5151 73 0.5151 
74 0.5151 75 0.5171 
76 0.5161 77 0.5171 
78 0.5171 79 0.5063 0.0055 
80 0.5054 81 0.5063 
82 0.5034 83 0.5044 
84 0.5229 85 0.5239 
86 0.5220 87 0.5210 
88 0.5220 89 0.5210 0.0085 
90 0.5190 91 0.5171 
92 0.5181 93 0.5239 
94 0.5190 95 0.5190 
96 0.5190 97 0.5190 
98 0.5190 99 0.5190 0.0020 

100 0.5220 101 0.5200 
102 0.5190 103 0.5200 
104 0.5200 105 0.5259 
106 0.5239 107 0.5249 
108 0.5239 109 0.5249 0.0027 
110 0.5073 111 0.5259 
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TABLE A.7. (cont'd) Data for Figs. 7.3. and 7.4. 

112 0.5259 113 0.?249 f 

113 0.5240 115 0.5239 
116 0.5210 117 0.5210 
118 0.5210 119 0.5210 0.0062 
120 0.5229 121 0.5210 
122 0.5220 123 0.5249 
124 0.5259 125 0.5249 
126 0.5259 127 0.5259 
128 0.5259 129 0.5200 0.0025 
130 0.5200 131 0.5190 
132 0.5200 133 0.5200 
134 0.5200 135 0.5190 
136 0.5210 137 0.5259 
138 0.5259 139 0.5259 0.0032 
140 0.5073 141 0.5269 
142 0.5249 143 0.5249 
144 0.5249 145 0.5249 
146 0.5239 147 0.5259 
148 0.5239 149 0.5239 0.0062 
150 0.5151 151 0.5259 
152 0.5239 153 0.5259 
154 0.5249 155 0.5259 
156 0.5200 157 0.5210 
158 0.5200 159 0.5200 0.0041 
160 0.5220 161 0.5249 
162 0.5200 163 0.5210 
164 0.5210 165 0.5220 
166 0.5229 167 0.5220 
168 0.5220 169 0.5220 0.0015 
170 0.5220 171 0.5210 
172 0.5210 173 0.5210 
174 0.5210 175 0.5210 
176 0.5210 177 0.5200 
178 0.5200 179 0.5200 0.0007 
180 0.5200 181 0.5200 
182 0.520.0 183 0.5190 
184 0.5190 185 0.5190 
186 0.·5190 187 0.5190 
188 0.5190 189 0.5190 0.0006 
190 0.5210 191 0.5190 
192 0.5181 193 0.5181 
194 0.5181 195 0.5181 
196 0.5181 197 0.5181 
198 0.5239 199 0.5181 0.0022 
200 0.5200 201 0.5181 
202 0.5181 203 0.5190 
204 0.5181 205 0.5181 
206 0.5181 207 0.5181 
208 0.5181 209 0.5181 0.0008 
210 0.5200 211 0.5181 
212 0.5181 213 0.5181 
214 0.5181 215 0.5220 
216 0.5220 217 0.5220 
218 0.5220 219 0.5200 0.0019 
220 0.5005 221 0.5210 
222 0.5210 223 0.5210 
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TABLE A.7. (cant'd) Data for Figs. 7.3 and 7.4. 

f 
224 0.5220 225 0.5220 
226 0.5220 227 0.5210 
228 0.5229 229 0.5229 0.0074 
230 0.5044 231 0.5220 
232 0.5210 233 0.5220 
234 0.5210 235 0.5220 
236 0.5171 237 0.5171 
238 0.5171 239 0.5171 0.0064 
240 0.5190 • 241 0.5181 
242 0.5181 243 0.5171 
244 0.5181 245 0.5181 
246 0.5181 247 0.5181 
248 0.5171 249 0.5200 0.0009 
250 0.5112 251 0.5229 
252 0.5220 253 0.5229 
254 0.5210 255 0.5220 
256 0.5239 257 0.5229 
258 0.5229 259 0.5220 0.0039 
260 0.5210 261 0.5239 
262 0.5190 263 0.5181 
264 0.5171 265 0.5220 
266 0.5171 267 0.5181 
268 0.5190 269 0.5181 0.0026 
270 0.5210 271 0.5181 
272 0.5181 273 0.5181 
274 0.5181 275 0.5181 
276 0.5181 2'77 0.5229 
278 0.5181 279 0.5181 0.0019 
280 0.5200 281 0.5181 
282 0.5171 283 0.5171 
284 0.5171 285 0.5171 
286 0.5171 287 0.5171 
288 0.5161 289 0.5161 0.0012 
290 0.5190 291 0.5161 
292 0.5220 293 0.5161 
294 0.5171 295 0.5171 
296 0.5171 297 0.5181 
298 0.5171 299 0.5181 0.0020 
300 0.5181 301 0.51B1 
302 0.5181 303 0.5181 
304 0.5181 305 0.5171 
306 0.5181 307 0.5210 
308 0.5210 309 0.5220 0.0016 
310 0.5142 311 0.5220 
312 0.5229 313 0.5220 
314 0.5210 315 0.5220 
316 0.5210 317 0.5210 
318 0.5220 319 0.5210 0.0027 
320 0.5054 321 0.5210 
322 0.5210 323 0.5210 
324 0.5210 325 0.5210 
326 0.5210 327 0.5200 
328 0.5200 329 0.5200 0.0056 
330 0.5024 331 0.5200 
332 0.5044 333 0.5034 
334 0.5200 335 0.5190 
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TABLE A.7. (cont'd) Data for Figs. 7.3. and 7.4. 

336 0.5190 337 0.5024 
338 0.5044 339 0.5210 121.121109 
34121 0.512115 341 0.52121121 
342 0.521210 343 121.520121 
344 0.52121121 345 0.5161 
346 0.521210 347 121.5034 
346 0.512124 349 121.5034 121.12112192 
35121 0.512193 351 0.512144 
352 0.512134 • 353 121.512115 
354 0.51211215 355 121.51211215 
356 0.51211215 357 0.51211215 
356 0.51211215 359 121.51211215 0.12112139 
36121 0.5972 361 0.51211215 
362 0.51211215 363 121.51211215 
364 0.51211215 365 0.5005 
366 0.512105 367 121.51211215 
366 0.501215 369 0.51211215 0.121343 
37121 0.4927 371 121.51211215 
372 0.51211215 373 121.51211215 
374 0.4927 375 0.4666 
376 0.4614 377 121.4614 
376 ".4595 379 0.4575 0.0179 
380 121.6597 361 121.4536 
362 0.4497 363 0.451217 
364 0.4468 365 0.4466 
366 0.4448 367 0.4466 
368 0.4429 3'69 0.4419 121.121719 
39121 0.4927 391 0.4436 • 
392 0.4390 393 0.4360 
394 0.4360 395 121.4341 
396 0.4253 397 0.4253 
396 0.4243 399 0.4233 121.121199 
40121 121.562121 41211 121.564121 
41212 0.562121 41213 0.5620 
41214 0.5610 405 121.562121 
406 121.5620 41217 121.5620 
408 121.561121 409 0.561211 0.0664 
41121 0;5562 411 0.5571 
412 0.5562 413 0.5542 
414 0.5532 415 121.5532 
416 0.5532 417 121.5522 
418 0.5522 419 0.5513 0.12112116 
42121 0.5532 421 121.5522 
422 0.5532 423 121.5532 
424 121.5532 425 121.5542 
426 121.5532 427 121.5522 
426 0.5522 429 121.3662 0.121555 
43121 121.5571 431 121.5542 
432 0.5552 433 121.5552 
434 121.5552 435 0.5552 
436 121.5552 437 121.5552 
438 0.5542 439 121.5532 0.121223 
44121 121.7505 441 0.5542 
442 121.5532 443 121.3687 
444 121.356121 445 121.356121 
446 121.3511 447 121.356121 
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TABLE A.7. (cont'd) Data for Figs. 7.3. and 7.4. 

1 
448 0.3540 449 0.3530 0.1309 
450 0.5015 451 0.3481 
452 0.3384 453 0.3413 
454 0.3442 455 0.3267 
456 0.3276 457 0.3286 
458 0·3286 459 0.3237 0.0549 
460 0.3198 461 0.3179 
462 0.3237 463 0.3228 
464 0.3208 465 0.3198 
466 0.3198 467 0.3140 
468 0.3110 469 0.3120 0.0092 
470 0.6479 471 0.3022 
472 0.3071 473 0.3003 
474 0.2944 475 0.3013 
476 0.2974 477 0.2983 
478 0.3003 479 0.2974 0.1211 
480 0.3940 481 0.3013 
482 0.2866 483 0.2974 
464 0.2696 485 0.2905 
486 0.2963 467 0.2983 
466 0.2944 489 0.2905 0.0342 
490 0.5615 491 0.2954 
492 0.2993 493 0.5815 
494 0.5806 495 0.5786 
496 0.5786 497 0.5767 
1~98 0.5757 499 0.6050 0.1577 
500 0.6001 501 0.6362 
502 0.6362 503 0.6353 • 
504 0·.6372 505 0.6343 
506 0.6401 507 0.6362 
508 0.6362 509 0.6353 0.0395 
510 0·6470 511 0.6470 
512 0.6489 513 0.6450 
514 0.6479 515 0.6470 
516 0.6460 517 0.6460 
518 0.6479 519 0.6489 0.0083 
520 0·6567 521 0.6538 
522 0.6538 523 0.6538 
524 0.6528 525 0.6548 
526 0.6548 527 0.6558 
528 0.6538 529 0.6548 0.0043 
530 0.6646 531 0.6665 
532 0.6694 533 0.6714 
534 0.6772 535 -0.1597 
536 -0.1616 537 -0.1597 
538 -0.1556 539 -0.1597 0.4049 
540 -0.1626 541 -0.1655 
542 -0.1733 543 -0.1685 
544 -0.1724 545 -0.0171 
546 0.0210 547 -0.1675 
548 0.6675 549 0.6665 0.33729 
550 0·6694 551 0.6724 
552 0.6763 553 0.6802 
554 0.6880 555 -0.1675 
556 -0.1851 557 -0.1870 
558 -0.1870 559 -0.1899 0.4276 
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TABLE A.7; (cont'd) Data for Figs. 7.3. and 7.4. 

f 
560 0.3218 561 -001929 
562 -0.1851 563 -0.1890 
564 -0.1938 565 0.6704 
566 0.6724 567 0.6782 
568 0.6802 569 0.6821 0.4178 
570 0.6860 571 0.6909 
572 0.6919 573 0.6958 
574 0.7036 575 0.7046 
576 -0.2104 • 577 -0.2124 
578 -0.2173 579 -0.2124 0.4299 
580 -0.0024 581 -0.2192 
582 -0.2144 583 -0.2085 
584 -0.2192 585 -0.2104 
586 -0.2144 587 -0.2144 
568 -0.2153 589 -0.2173 0.1336 
590 0.4829 591 -0.2124 
592 0.6812 593 0.6851 
594 0.6860 595 0.6870 
596 0.6880 597 0.6909 
598 0.6919 599 0.6938 0.4469 
600 0.6987 601 0.7046 
602 -0.2222 603 -0.2192 
604 -0.2163 605 -0.2173 
606 -0.2173 607 -0.2144 
608 -0.2134 609 -0.2163 0.4381 
610 -0.1646 611 -0.2163 
612 -0.2065 6'"13 0.6680 
614 0.6899 615 0.6929 • 
616 0.6948 617 0.6997 
618 0.7046 619 0.7036 0.4326 
620 0.7075 621 0.7075 
622 -0.2280 623 -0.2173 
624 -0.2183 625 -0.2261 
626 -0.2231 627 -0.2222 
628 -0.2251 629 -0.2251 0.4347 
630 -0.2261 631 -0.2212 
632 -0.2222 633 -0.2300 
634 -0;2222 635 0.7065 
636 0.7065 637 0.7075 
638 0.7046 639 0.'7085 0.4477 
640 0.7114 641 0.7144 
642 0.7153 643 0.7153 
644 -0.2358 645 -0.2310 
646 -0.2368 647 -0.2300 -, 

645 -0.2372 649 -0.2261 0.4479 
650 -0.2261 651 -0.2300 
652 0.7075 653 0.7026 
654 0.7075 655 0.7114 
656 0.7114 657 0.7114 
656 -0.2358 659 -0.2397 0.5403 
660 0.3999 661 -0.2378 
662 -0.2358 663 -0.2358 
664 -0.2261 665 0.7075 
666 0.7114 667 0.7183 
668 0.7134 669 -0.2397 0.5066 
670 -0.1655 671 -0.2358 
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TABLE A.7. (cont'd) Data for Figs. 7.3. and 7.4. 

1 
672 -0.2251 673 -0.B368 
674 -0.2300 675 0.7075 
676 0.7104 677 0.7065 
678 0.7144 679 0.7124 0.4680 
680 0.7114 681 0.7114 
682 0.7114 683 0.7153 
684 0.7153 685 0.7192 
686 0.7163 687 0.7134 
688 -0.2456 • 689 -0.2466 0.4043 
690 0.4097 691 -0.2495 
692 -0.2476 693 -0.2397 
694 -0.2476 695 -0.2495 
696 -0.2407 697 -0.0591 
698 -0.2495 699 -0.2437 0.2876 
700 0.4038 701 -0.2427 
702 -0.2446 703 -0.2437 
704 -0.2495 705 -0.2495 
706 -0.0200 707 -0.2495 
708 -0.2495 709 -0.2534 0.2322 
710 -0.1050 711 0.7212 
712 0.7310 713 0.7192 
714 0.7153 715 0.7173 
716 0.7153 717 0.7124 
718 0.7134 719 0.7144 0.4554 
720 0.7114 721 0.7134 
722 0.7134 723 -0.0474 
724 -0.0356 725 -0.0435 
726 -0.0396 727 -0.0415 
728 -0.0278 729 -0.0396 0.3639 
730 0.4800 731 -0.0630 
732 -0.0786 733 -0.0708 
734 -0.0366 735 -0.0415 
736 -0.0591 737 -0.0552 
738 0.7231 739 0.7212 0.3601 
740 0.7212 741 0.7173 
742 0.7163 743 0.7192 
744 0.,7163 745 0.7173 
746 0.7144 747 0.7144 
748 0.7183 749 0.7124 0.2096 
750 0.4546 751 -0.0415 
752 -0.0767 753 -0.0649 
754 -0.0864 755 -0.0786 
756 -0.0796 757 -0.0669 
758 -0.0698 759 -0.0552 0.3601 
760 -0.0786 761 -0.0903 
762 -0.0493 763 -0.0942 
764 -0.0737 765 -0.0903 
766 0.7261 767 0.7183 
768 0.7231 769 0.7192 0.3719 
770 0.7212 771 0.7212 
772 0.7241 773 0.7231 
774 0.7241 775 0.7192 
776 0.7212 777 -0.0786 
778 -0.0864 779 -0.0630 0.3713 
780 0.4214 781 -0.0884 
782 -0.0708 783 -0.0991 
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TABLE A.B. Data for Fig. 7.5. 

f 
(J 0.4380 I 0.4380 
2 0·4390 3 0.4380 
4 0.LJ409 5 Cl.LJ419 
6 0.LJ399 7 0.LJ419 
8 0.LJ429 9 0. LI4(~9 0.0018 

10 0. /j390 I I 0.4390 
12 0.4399 13 0.4399 
1 /j 0.LJ399 1 5 0.LJ409 
1(. '1.11409 1 7 0.4409 
18 f).4399 19 v).4399 0.0009 
20 0.LJ409 21 0.4429 
22 0 • .Ij429 23 0.LJ429 
24 0.4429 25 0.4419 
26 0.4429 27 0.4419 
28 0.4399 29 0.4399 0.0015 
30 0.4399 31 0·4399 
32 0.4399 33 0.4399 
34 0.4390 35 0.4390 
36 0.4390 37 0.LJ390 
38 0. LI399 39 12I.4LJ29 121.121014 
40 0.4409 41 0.4429 
/12 121.4438 43 (1.LJLJ48 
44 0.4448 45 0.4448 
46 0·4429 47 0·LJ438 
4f! 0.4429 49 121.4448 0.0019 
50 0.4438 51 0.4438 
52 0.4448 !33 0.4438 
5LJ [1.4LJ38 55 0.4458 • 
56 0.4448 57 0.LJ448 
58 0.4LJ58 59 0.LJ4L,8 (1.0008 
60 0.4419 61 0.114118 
f,2 0.4LJ19 63 0.4419 
64 0.4419 65 0.4419 
66 0.'V1l9 67 0.4419 
(,8 0.41109 f,9 0.4419 0.001(-
70 0.4LJ19 71 0.4438 
12 0.4429 73 0.4438 
74 0.4LJ38 75 0.4438 
7f, 0.4429 77 v).4419 
78 0.4399 79 0.4438 0.0015 
80 0./1409 81 0.4LJ19 
82 0.LJL138 83 0.4429 
84 0.4438 85 12I.4LJ58 
86 0.4458 87 0.4458 
88 0.4458 89 ~l.4LJ58 0.0017 
90 0.4468 91 0.4LJ68 
92 0.4438 93 0.4LJ38 
94 0.4448 95 0.4438 
96 0.4448 97 0.4438 
98 0·LJ/j48 99 0.4438 0.0012 

100 0.4438 101 0.4438 
te'2 0./1429 103 0.4458 
104 0.4468 105 0.4458 
106 "'.4468 107 0.4468 
108 0.4487 109 0.4497 0.0020 
110 0.4478 I I I v). 11478 
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TABLE A.8 (cont'd) Data for Fig. 7.5. 

f 
11 2 "'.4478 11 3 "'.4478 
1 1 4 0. 4478 11 5 0.4487 
116 0·4497 117 13.4487 
118 [j. 4LI9 7 1 19 1).4497 0.00G9 
120 0·4487 1 ?1 0.4517 
122 0·4517 123 0.4517 
124 ~).4517 125 0.4526 
12(- k)' 452(- 127 0.4526 
128 0.4536 129 0.4536 0.GG17 
13(1 0.4507 1 31 (j.4517 
132 I~. 4526 133 0.452(. 
134 0·4,)26 135 13.4517 
136 0·4517 137 0.4517 
138 G·4551' 139 0.4546 0.0016 
140 0.4556 141 0.4565 
142 0·4565 143 0 • .4595 
144 0·4585 145 f1.4595 
146 D·4585 1 LI7 0.4595 
148 0·4575 149 0.4585 0. O024 
150 0·4585 1 51 0.4575 
152 0.4546 153 0.4546 
154 0.4536 155 0.4546 
156 0.4546 157 0.4546 
158 D·4546 159 .'.4575 0.002D 
160 0.4565 1 61 fj.4575 
162 0.4585 163 0.4614 
164 0.4604 1'65 0.4614 
166 0.461/) 167 0.4604 , 
166 0·4614 169 0.4614 0. G024 
170 0.4614 171 0.4604 
172 0,4565 173 0.4575 
174 0.4575 175 0.4585 
176 0·4585 177 0.4585 
176 0.4585 179 0.4595 0.0017 
18[l fj·4595 181 0.4585 
182 0.L,/'>04 183 0.4614 
184 1')·4614 185 0.46G4 
186 G; 46G/I 187 0.4614 
188 0.4624 169 0.4644 G.0017 
1913 13.4634 191 0.4614 
192 0·4624 193 0.4634 
194 0.4634 195 0.4624 
196 0·41'24 197 0.4644 
198 0.4(,53 199 0.46 /14 0.0013 
200 0·4644 201 0.4644 
202 0.41'63 203 0.461l/, 
20/1 0·4653 205 0.46/'4 
206 0.4653 ?07 0.4634 
208 0.4663 209 0.4653 0.0012 
210 0·4(,24 211 0.4653 
212 0.4624 213 0.4624 
214 0.4624 215 0.4614 
?16 0.4604 217 0.4614 
216 0.4614 219 0.4604 G.0018 
2?0 0·4(,04 2?1 0.4604 
222 0·4595 223 0.4624 
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TABLE A; 9. DB tB for Fig. 7. 6 • 

0 0.4556 1 0.4634 
2 0.4634 3 0.4644 
4 0.4644 5 0.4644 
6 0.4644 7 0.4692 
8 0.4673 9 0.4663 0.0053 

10 0.4712 1 1 0.4663 
12 0.4653 13 0.4653 
14 0.4614 15 0.4634 
16 0.4634 17 0.4692 
18 0.4673 19 0.4692 0.0033 
20 0.4673 21 0.4683 
22 0.4673 23 0.4692 
24 0.4702 25 0.4712 
26 0.4702 , 27 0.4702 
28 0.4692 29 0.4702 0.0016 
30 0.4741 31 0.4692 
32 0.4692 33 0.4692 
34 0.4673 35 0.4673 
36 0.4692 37 0.4702 
38 0.4731 39 0.4702 0.0024 
40 0.4702 41 0.4731 
42 0.4712 43 0.4722 
44 0.4702 45 0.4731 
46 0.4741 47 0.4741 
48 0.4702 49 0.4702 0.0020 
50 0.4702 51 0.4731 
52 0.4692 53 0.4712 
54 0.4722 55 0.4731 
56 0.4722 57 0.4731 
58 0.4712 59 0.4751 0.0018 
60 0.4761 61 0.4731 
62 0.4731 63 0.4722 
64 0.4731 65 0.4702 
66 0.4673 67 0.4692 
68 0.4683 69 0.4692 0.0025 
70 0.4692 71 0.4692 
72 0.4702 73 0.4692 
74 0.4692 75 0.4702 
76 0.4741 77 0.4722 
78 0.4722 79 0.4731 0.0017 
80 0.4771 81 0.4741 
82 0.4731 83 0.4692 
84 0.4692 85 0.4683 
86 0.4692 87 0.4692 
88 0.4692 89 0.4692 0.0028 
90 0.4692 91 0.4673 
92 0.4712 93 0.4702 
94 0.4702 95 0.4692 
96 0.4702 97 1/).4692 
98 0.4692 99 0.4692 0.0012 

100 0.4692 101 0.4692 
102 0.4702 103 0.4692 
104 0.4692 105 0.4683 
106 0.4673 107 0.4692 
108 0.4673 109 0.4673 0.0010 
110 0.4673 111 0.4702 
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TABLE A.9. (cont'd) Data for Fig. 7.6. 

112 0.4712 113 0.~702 

114 0.4712 115 0.4712 
116 0.4712 117 0.4702 
118 0.4702 119 0.4702 0.0015 
120 0.4673 121 0.4692 
122 0.4692 123 0.4692 
124 0.4692 125 0.4673 
126 0.4692 127 0.4673 
128 0.4692 • 129 1i,.4692 0.0014 
130 0.4673 131 0.4702 
132 0.4712 133 0.4692 
134 0.4712 135 0.4712 
136 0.4712 137 0.4731 
138 0.4722 139 0.4692 0.0016 
140 0.4673 141 0.4712 
142 0.4692 143 0.4702 
144 0.4712 145 0.4702 
146 0.4741 147 0.4722 
148 0.4722 149 0.4722 0.0019 
150 0.4722 151 0.4722 
152 0.4712 153 0.4771 
154 0.4790 155 0.4780 
156 0.4780 157 0.4610 
158 0.4629 159 0.4629 0.0042 
160 0.5151 161 0.4649 
162 0.4649 163 0.4829 
164 0.4868 1-65 0.4610 
166 0.4800 167 0.4790 
166 0.4780 169 0.4839 0.0124 
170 0.4731 171 0.4829 
172 0.4829 173 0.4810 
174 0.4810 175 0.4610 
176 0.4800 177 0.4800 
178 0.4839 179 0.4800 0.0035 
180 0.4819 181 0.4649 
182 0.4639 183 0.4658 
184 0.4868 185 0.4688 
186 0;4917 187 0.4639 
188 0.5005 189 0.4649 0.0061 
190 0.4224 191 0.4927 
192 0.4917 193 0.4956 
194 0.4800 195 0.4937 
196 0.5005 197 0.4697 
198 0.4800 199 0.4800 0.0252 
200 0.4810 201 0.4819 
202 0.4800 203 0.4600 
204 0.4868 205 0.4849 
206 0.4839 207 0.4649 
208 0.4658 209 0.4849 0.0029 
210 0.4819 211 0.4829 
212 0.4858 213 0.4849 
214 0.5005 215 0.5005 
216 0.4858 217 0.4678 
218 0.5005 219 0.4897 0.0080 
220 0.4849 221 0.4858 
222 0.4866 223 0.4858 
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TABLE A.9. (cont'd) Data for Fig. 7.6. 

224 0.4849 225 0.4946 f 
226 0.5005 221 0.$005 
228 0.4829 229 0.4946 0.0013 
230 0.6050 231 0.4849 
232 0.4849 233 0.4810 
234 0.4839 235 0.4810 
236 0.5005 231 0.4819 
238 0.4818 239 0.5005 0.0422 
240 0.4438 241 0.5103 
242 0.5013 243 0.5005 
244 0.5005 245 0.5103 
246 0.5005 241 0.5005 
248 0.5093 249 0.5015 0.0212 
250 0.6161 251 0.5013 
252 0.5005 253 0.5005 
254 0.5005 255 0.5435 
256 0.5005 251 0.5005 
258 0.5005 259 0.5005 0.0429 
260 0.5005 261 0.5005 
262 0.5063 263 0.4931 
264 0.5063 265 0.4839 
266 0.5229 261 0.5005 
268 0.5005 269 0.5005 0.0116 
210 0.5034 211 0.5005 
272 0.5005 273 0.5005 
214 0.5112 215 0.50135 
216 0.5190 271 0.5013 
218 0.5054 219 0.4956 0.0015 

• 280 0.5044 281 0.5005 
282 0.5024 283 0.5103 
284 0.5093 285 0.51354 
286 0.5210 281 0.5015 
288 0.5111 289 0.5005 0.0019 
290 0.6841 291 0.5013 
292 0.5063 293 0.5269 
294 0.5013 295 0.5054 
296 0.5218 291 0.5015 
298 0.·5396 299 0.5269 0.0635 
300 0.6133 301 0.5013 
302 0.5024 303 0.5044 
304 0.5024 305 0.5054 
306 0.5181 301 0.5229 
308 0.5013 309 0.5308 0.0514 
310 0.5013 311 0.5063 
312 0.5044 313 0.5054 
314 0.5013 315 0.5093 
316 0.5112 311 0.5013 
318 0.5013 319 0.5005 0.0014 
320 0.5054 321 0.5142 
322 0.5142 323 0.5132 
324 0.5063 325 0.5122 
326 0.5013 321 0.5151 
326 0.5229 329 0.5210 0.0064 
330 0.1011 331 0.5132 
332 0.5122 333 0.5396 
334 0.5181 335 0.5013 
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TABLE A.10 Sample data for Fig. 7.9. 

P 
0 0.2417 1 0.21117 
2 1,102417 3 0.2417 
4 0.2417 5 0.2417 
6 0.2427 7 0.2427 
8 0.24'27 9 0.2427 

le 0.2397 11 e.2427 
12 e.2427 13 e.2427 
14 0.2417 15 e.2427 
16 e.2427 17 ' 0.2427 
18 e.2427 19 e.2427 
2e e.2417 21 0.24e7 
22 e.2427 23 e.24e7 
24 e.2427 25 e.2417 
26 e.2427 27 e.2427 
28 0.2427 29 e.2427 
30 e.2427 31 0.2417 
32 e.2427 33 0.2427 
34 e.2417 35 e.2437 
36 0.2427 37 e.2427 
38 e.2427 39 e.2427 
4e e.2407 41 e.2427 
42 0.2427 43 e.2427 
44 e.2437 45 e.24e7 
46 e.2~e7 47 e.2417 
48 e.2417 49 e.2417 
50 e.2417 51 e.2437 
52 0.2427 5-3 0.2417 
54 e.2437 55 e.2427 
56 e.2427 57 e.2427 
58 e.2417 59 0.2397 
6e 0.2437 61 e.2417 
62 e.2427 63 0.2427 
64 e.2437 65 0.2407 
66 0.2437 67 e.2437 
68 e.2427 69 0.2427 
70 e.2427 71 "'.2437 
72 e.2427 73 0.2417 
74 0.2427 75 e.2437 
76 e.24e7 17 e.2407 
78 e.2417 79 "'.2427 
8e e.2427 8'" "'.2427 
82 "'.2427 83 "'.2427 
84 e.2427 85 e.2437 
86 e.2437 87 0.2427 
88 e.2417 89 "'.2437 
ge e.2417 91 "'.2427 
92 e.2437 93 e.2417 
94 e.2427 95 e.2427 
96 0.2427 97 e.2427 
98 e.2427 99 0.2427 

le0 0.2417 Ii'll 0.2397 
le2 e.2427 103 e.2437 
104 e.2417 105 e.2427 
le6 e.2427 le7 0.2437 
le8 e.2427 le9 0.2446 
lie e.2437 111 e.2417 

e.eee5 

e.eele 

e.0e01 

e.e0e6 

e.eell 

e.e"'12 

e.0ele 

e.",ell 

e.ee0e 

e.eee6 

• ('"J, 
0.e014 

f 

, 
, 
, 



TABLE A.IO (cont'd) Sample data for Fig. 7.9. \1 
112 0.2437 113 0.2437 f 

104 0.2446 115 0.2437 
116 0.2437 117 0.2446 
118 0.2417 119 0.2417 0.0012 
120 0.2427 121 0.2427 
122 0.2437 123 0.2437 
124 0.2417 125 0.2437 
126 0.2427 127 0.2427 
128 0.2427 129 0.2437 0.0007 
130 0.2427 131 0.2417 
132 0.2427 133 0.2427 
134 0.2427 135 0.2427 
136 0.2417 137 0.2446 
138 0.2427 139 0.2437 0.0009 
140 0.2417 141 0.2421 
142 0.2431 143 0.2421 
144 0.2431 145 0.2466 
146 0.2437 141 0.2437 
148 0.2431 149 0.2421 0.0014 
150 0.2421 151 0.2421 
152 0.2421 153 0.2437 
154 0.2431 155 0.2421 
156 0.2446 157 0.2431 
158 0.2417 159 0.2421 0.0009 
160 0.2421 161 0.2431 
162 0.2411 163 0.2421 
164 0.2417 165 0.2446 
166 0.2427 161 0.2431 
168 0.2446 169 0.2437 0.0011 
110 0.2431 171 0.2431 
112 0.2446 113 0.2431 
114 0.2431 175 0.2446 
176 0.2431 111 0.2431 
118 0*2427 119 0.2446 0.0008 
180 0.2446 181 0.2437 
182 0.2437 183 0.2421 
184 0.2427 185 0.2466 
186 0.2437 187 0.2421 
188 0.2437 189 0.2431 0.0012 
190 0.2421 191 0.2427 
192 0.2421 193 0.2437 
194 0.2431 195 0.2431 
196 0.2431 197 0.2431 
198 0.2446 199 0.2446 0.0001 
200 0.2427 201 0.2446 
202 0.2431 203 0.2446 
204 0.2446 205 0.2437 
206 0.2431 207 0.2427 
208 0.2446 209 0.2431 0.0000 
210 0.2431 211 0.2466 
212 0.2431 213 0.2446 
214 0.2431 215 0.2456 
216 0.2431 211 0.2437 
218 0.2431 219 0.2446 0.0012 
220 0.2431 221 0.2421 
222 0.2431 223 0.2431 
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TABLE A.ll. Sample data for Fig. 7.10. 

0 0.2466 1 0.?466 f 

2 13.2466 3 0.2446 
4 13.2466 5 13.2476 
6 0.2466 7 0.2466 
6 13.2476 9 0.2466 0.0008 

10 13.2466 11 13.2466 
12 13.2456 13 0.2446 
14 13.2456 15 0.2466 
16 0.2466 • 17 0.2446 
18 0.2476 19 0.2466 0.0011 
20 13.2466 21 0.2466 
22 0.2466 23 0.2466 
24 0.2466 25 0.2466 
26 0.2466 27 0.2456 
28 0.2466 29 0.2456 0.0004 
30 0.2456 31 0.2466 
32 13.2446 33 0.2466 
34 0.2466 35 0.2466 
36 0.2456 37 0.2456 
38 0.2476 39 0.2466 13.0009 
40 13.2466 41 13.2466 
42 13.2466 43 13.2466 
44 0.2476 45 0.2466 
46 0.2466 47 0.2466 
48 0.2456 49 13.2456 13.13006 
513 13.2456 51 0.2466 
52 13.2466 .53 0.2466 
54 0.2466 55 0.2466 • 
56 13.2476 57 0.2456 
58 13.2466 59 13.2476 0.13007 
60 13.2456 61 0.2466 
62 13.2466 63 0.2466 
64 13.2476 65 13.2466 
66 13.2456 67 13.2466 
68 13.2476 69 0.2466 13.01307 
70 13.2456 71 0.2466 
72 0.2466 73 0.2456 
74 0;2466 75 0.2456 
76 0.2456 77 13.2466 
78 0.2466 79 0.2466 13.131306 
80 0.2456 61 13.2456 
62 0.2446 63 0.2456 
B4 13.2456 85 13.2466 
B6 13.2476 87 0.2466 
86 0.2476 89 13.2476 13.00113 
90 13.2466 91 0.2485 
92 0.2476 93 0.2485 
94 0.2485 95 0.2476 
96 0.2466 97 0.2466 
96 13.2466 99 13.2466 0.0011 

11313 0.2476 101 0.2465 
102 0.2466 103 0.2485 
104 0.2476 105 13.2476 
106 0.2485 1137 0.2476 
1138 0.2466 1139 0.2485 13.13010 
1113 0.2476 111 0.2476 
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TABLE A.12. Sample data for Fig. 7.11 

f 
0 0·2905 1 0.2905 
2 0·2905 3 0.2915 
4 0.2905 5 0.2905 
6 0.2896 7 0.2905 
8 ("" 2905 9 0.2896 0.0006 

10 0·2896 11 0.2905 
12 0.2905 13 0.2905 
14 0.2915 15 0.2905 
16 0.2905 17 0.2896 
18 0.2896 19 0.2896 . 0.0007 
20 0.2896 21 0.2905 
22 0.2905 23 0.2905 
24 0.2905 25 0.2905 
26 0.2886 27 0.2886 
28 0.2886 29 0.2896 0.0009 
30 0·2896 31 0.2896 
32 0.2896 33 0.2896 
34 0.2896 35 0.2896 
36 0.2896 37 0.2896 
38 0.2905 39 0·2905 0.0004 
40 0.2905 41 0.2905 
42 0.2905 43 0. 289~6 
44 0.2896 45 0.2896 
46 0.2896 47 0.2896 
48 0·2905 49 0.2896 0.0005 
50 0·2886 51 0.2896 
52 0.2896 • 53 0.2905 
54 0.2905 55 0.2905 
56 0.2905 57 0.2905 
58 0.2896 59 0.2905 0.0007 
60 0.2896 61 0.2896 
62 0.2896 63 0.2896 
64 0.2896 65 0.2905 
66 0.2905 67 0.2896 
68 0.2896 69 0.2905 0.0006 
70 0.2905 71 0.2896 
72 0.2896 73 0.2905 
74 0.2896 75 0.2896 
76 0.2886 77 0.2886 
78 0.2896 79 0.2886 0.0007 
80 0.2886 81 0.2886 
82 0.2886 83 0.2886 
84 0.2886 85 0.2886 
86 0.2896 87 0.2896 
88 0·2886 89 0.2896 0.0005 
90 0.2896 91 0.2896 
92 0.2886 93 0.2886 
94 0.2886 95 0.2886 
96 0.2876 97 0.2886 
98 0.2876 99 0.2876 0.0007 

100 0.2896 I 101 0.2896 
102 0.2905 103 0.2905 
104 0.2896 105 0.2905 
106 0.2905 107 0.2896 
108 0.2896 109 0.2905 0.0011 
110 0.2915 I 11 0.2896 
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TABLE A,12, (cont'd) Sample data for Fig, 7,11, 

f 

1 12 0.2896 113 0~ 289 6 
114 0.2905 115 0·2915 
116 0.2896 117 0.2905 
118 0.2905 119 0·2915 0.0010 
120 0.2896 121 0.2905 
122 0.2905 123 0.2905 
124 0.2896 125 0.2896 
126 0.2896 127 0.2886 . 
128 0.2896 129 0.2896 0.0007 
130 0.2896 131 0.2896 
132 0.2896 133 0.2896 
134 0.2915 135 0.2905 
136 0.2905 137 0.2905 
138 0.2905 139 0.2896 0.0007 
140 0.2896 141 0.2896 
142 0.2886 143 0.2896 
144 0.2886 145 0.2896 
146 0.2915 147 0.2886 
148 0.2886 149 0·2876 0.0012 
150 0.2896 151 0.2905 
152 0.2896 153 0.2896 
154 0.2896 155 0.2896 
156 0.2896 157 0.2896 
158 0.2896 159 0.2896 0.0005 
160 0.2896 161 0.2886 
162 0.2896 163 0.2905 
164 0.2896 (65 0.2896 
166 0.2896 167 0.2905 
168 0.2896 169 0·2896 0.0006 
170 0.2896 171 0.2886 
172 0.2886 173 0.2886 
174 0.2896 175 0.2886 
176 0.2896 177 0.2896 
178 0.2886 179 0.2896 0.0007 
180 0.2886 181 0·2886 
182 0.2886 183 0.2896 
184 0.,2896 185 0.2896 
186 0.2896 187 0.2896 
188 0.2896 189 0.2896 0.0005 
190 0.2886 191 0.2886 
192 0.2896 193 0.2886 
194 0.2896 195 0.2896 
196 0.2896 197 0.2896 
198 0.2896 199 0.2905 0.0006 
200 0.2896 201 0·2905 
202 0.2905 203 1'lo2896 
204 0.2896 205 0.2905 
206 0.2896 207 0.2896 
208 0.2896 209 0.2905 0.0006 
210 0.2896 211 0.2896 
212 0.2886 213 0.2896 
214 0.2896 215 0.2896 
216 0.2896 217 0.2886 
218 0.2886 219 0.2886 0.0006 
220 0.2896 327 0.2896 
328 0.2905 329 0.2915 0.0008 



TABLE A.13. Sample data for Fig. 7 12 

f 
0 0.2925 0.2935 
2 0.2944 3 0·2935 
4 0.2925 5 0.2925 
6 0.2935 7 0.2944 
8 0.2925 9 0.2915 0.0010 

1 fd 0.2935 1 1 0.2935 
12 0.2935 13 0.2935 
14 fd.2935 15 0·2944 
1 6 {\. 29 35 17 0.2935 
18 0.2935 19 0·2935 0.0005 
20 0.2935 21 0.2935 
22 0.2925 23 0. :>935 
24 U. 2935 25 0.2935 
26 0.2925 27 0.2935 
28 0.2944 29 0.2935 0.0001'> 
3{1 0·2925 31 0·2935 
32 0.2935 33 0.2935 
34 0.291 5 35 0.2925 
36 0.2935 37 0.2915 
38 0.2935 39 0.2925 0.0010 
LI0 0.2915 41 0.2935 
42 0.2925 43 0·2935 
4/J r1.2935 LIS 0.2954 
46 0.2935 47 0.2915 
41i {3. 2925 49 0.2935 0.0013 
50 0.2925 51 0.2925 
52 0.2925 5~ 0.2944 
54 o. 2925 55 0.2915 
56 0.2915 57 0·2925 
58 0. 2915 59 0.2915 0.(j010 
60 0.2905 61 0.2915 
62 .0':?935 63 0·2905 
64 (1.2915 1'>5 0.2915 
66 0.29 rs 1'>7 0. 291 5 
68 0.2915 69 "'.2915 0.fd010 

/ 

70- 0.:>915 71 0. 29fd5 
7? 0.2935 73 0.2915 
74 O. ~915 75 0.2915 
76 0.2915 77 (1·2905 
7f:< (1.2905 79 0.2925 0.0010 
80 0·2905 81 0.2905 
82 0.2915 83 0.2905 
li4 {3. 291 5 85 (1).2915 
86 fi). 29 1 5 87 0.2915 
88 0.2905 89 0·2905 0.0006 
90 0·2915 91 0.2925 
92 0.2915 93 0.2915 
94 0.2905 95 0. 2915 
96 0. 29 1 5 97 0.2896 
98 0.2905 99 0.2896 0.e010 

100 0. 291 5 101 0.2905 
102 0.2905 103 0.2915-
H14 0.2925 105 0.2905 
1 fJ6 n.2886 107 0.2891'-
10& 0. 2915 109 fd.2905 0.0012 
110 n.2905 1 1 1 0.291 5 
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TABLE A,14, Sample data for Fig, 7,13 

0 0.2954 1 (1.2925 
2 0.2925 3 0. 291 5 f 
4 0. 291 5 5 0.2-925 
f 0.2925 7 "'. 2915 
8 0.2915 9 0.2905 0.001:1 

10 0.2915 1 1 0.292<; 
12 0·2935 1 3 0.2915 
14 0·2915 15 0.2925 
1 I', 0·2925 I 7 0.2915 
18 0.2915 19 o d'91 5 0.0008 
20 0.2905 21 0·2905 
22 (1).292<; 23 0.29 I 5 
2" 0.2915 25 0.29 I 5 
2f 0.2925 27 0.29 I 5 
28 0.2935 ~9 ".2915 0.0V110 
3{1 [11·29[115 31 [11.2915 
32 [IId'915 33 "·2925 
34 0.2915 35 0·2905 
3(- ".2915 37 [11.2905 
38 0·2915 39 0. 29 I 5 0.0008 
40 [11·2915 41 0·2905 
42 0·2915 fJ3 0·2905 
44 0. 2915 45 0. 291 5 
4(- 0.2905 47 0.2905 
48 Cl. 291 5 49 [11·293<; 0.0010 
5[11 0.2891', 51 0.2905 
52 0. 291 5 53 "'.2905 
54 0. 291 5 55 0.2915 
56 0. 29 I 5 5"7 0.2905 
58 0.2915 59 0. 29 I 5 0.01109 
(·0 0.2905 (-I 0.29 I 5 
(-2 [).2905 (-3 0.291'; 
(-4 0.2905 (-5 0.2905 
6f 1')·2915 f7 0·2905 
(-8 0.2905 (-9 0. 29 I 5 0.000(-
7[11 0·2905 71 [11. 29 I 5 
72 0.2905 73 ",. 29 I 5 
74 [)·289(- 75 0.291 5 
7f. 0.2896 77 0·2905 
78 ",.:l905 79 0.288(- 0.0010 
80 0·289f 81 0.2896 
82 11.2905 83 "'.2905 
8" 0.2896 85 "'·289f 
86 0.29 I 5 87 0.289(-
88 0.2tS86 89 0·289(- 111. n0~19 
90 0.28% 9 I 0.28% 
92 0.2886 93 [11.289 f 
94 0.2905 95 0.2«9f 
9f 0.2fl96 97 0.2896 
98 0.288(- 99 0.2905 0.0007' 

1110 0.288f, HlI 0·289 f 
)('2 0.2876 103 0.2886 
H14 0.2f<9f 105 0.289f, 
106 0.290') 107 0.289f, 
108 0.2b8f 109 0.289/\ 0.0010 
I 1 (1 0.288f. 1 I I 0·289(-
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TABLE A.15. Sample data for Fig, 7.14. 

f 
11 (1).2896 I 0 •. 289 6 
2 0·2896 3 0. :>89(-
4 (1).2896 5 11.2886 
6 0.29fJ5 7 0·289(, 
8 0.2886 9 0.287(, 0.0009 

10 0. :>876 I I 0·2876 
12 0.2886 13 0.287l' 
14 0.288(- I 5 0.287f. 
16 0.2856 • 1 7 0.28f,6 
18 (I).287f- 19 0·287f, (1).0011 
20 0·287(- 21 0.286f-
22 0.2886 23 0.287f, 
24 0.:>89f, 25 0.2896 
26 0.289(- 27 11.2886 
28 0.2886 29 0.2896 0.0011 
30 0.2886 31 0.2896 
32 0.2896 33 0.:>881' 
34 0. 287f, 35 fJ. 28 76 
36 (1).287(, 37 0.2876 
38 0.2876 39 "'.2861' 0.0009 
40 (I). 287 £. 41 (1)·2866 
42 0.288£. 43 0.288(, 
44 0.286(, 45 0.2876 
46 0.2866 47 0·2866 
48 ~1. 285/\ 49 (i). 2856 0.0011 
50 0.2866 51 0.2847 
52 0.2856 .53 0. :>856 
54 (1).2856 55 0.2856 • 
56 0.2856 57 0.2847 
58 0. :>847 59 0.2866 0.0009 
£.0 (1.2847 (-I 0.2837 
62 (1).285(, 63 0. :>847 
64 0.2847 (,5 0·2847 
66 0.2847 67 0.2847 
68 0·2847 69 (1).285(; 0.0008 
70 0.286/\ 71 0.28£.6 
72 0.2886 73 0·288(, 
74 0' 2876 75 0.2935 
7/\ 0.29(15 77 0.2896 
78 fJ·29(1)5 79 0.2905 0.0027 

80 0.2905 81 0.2896 
82 "'·2905 83 0.2905 
84 0.2925 85 0.29?5 
86 0.2925 87 111·2915 
88 0·2915 89 0.2935 0.fJ013 

90 fJ. 2925 9 I 0. :>925 
92 0.2925 93 0.2915 
9/1 0. :>9fJ5 95 0.2905 
9(, 0.2915 97 0.2896 
98 0.29(J5 99 0.2915 0.0010 

100 0.2915 I 0 1 0.29 I 5 
102 0.2915 103 0.2925 

104 0.2915 105 0.2935 
I kJ (, 0.2925 107 0.2915 

108 0.2925 109 0.2935 0.0009 

110 (').2915 I I I 0.2915 
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TABLE A.16. Data for Fig.7:I5 

0 0.2495 1 0.2495 
2 0.2495 3 0.2495 1 
4 0.2495 5 0.2-495 
6 0.2495 1 0.2495 
8 0.2495 9 0.2495 

10 0.2495 11 0.2495 
12 0.2495 13 0.2495 
14 0.2495 15 0.2495 
16 0.2495 11 0.2495 
18 0.2495 19 0.2495 
20 0.2495 21 0.2495 
22 0.2495 23 0.2495 
24 0.2495 25 0.2495 
26 0.2495 21 0.2495 
28 0.2495 29 0.2495 0.0000 
30 0.2495 31 0.2495 
32 0.2495 33 0.2495 
34 0.2495 35 0.2495 
36 0.2495 31 0.2495 
38 0.2495 39 0.2495 
40 0.2495 41 0.2495 
42 0.2495 43 0.2495 
44 0.2495 45 0.2495 
46 0.2495 47 0.2495 
48 0.2495 49 0.2495 
50 0.2495 51 0.2495 
52 0.2495 53 0.2495 
54 0.2495 55 0.2495 
56 0.2495 '57 0.2495 
58 0.2495 59 0.2495 0.0000 
60 0.2495 61 0.2495 
62 0.2485 63 0.2495 
64 0.2495 65 0.2495 
66 0.2495 67 0.2495 
68 0.2495 69 0.2495 
70 0.2495 71 0.2495 
72 0.2495 73 0.2495 
74 0.2495 75 0.2495 
76 0.:;!495 71 0.2495 
78 0.2495 79 0.2495 
80 0.2495 81 0.2495 
82 0.2485 83 0.2495 
84 0.2495 85 0.2495 
86 0.2495 87 0.2495 
88 0.2495 89 0.2495 0.0003 
90 0.2485 91 0.2495 
92 0.2495 93 0.2485 
94 0.2495 95 0.2495 
96 0.2495 97 0.2495 
98 0.2495 99 0.2495 

100 0.2495 101 0.2495 
102 0.2495 103 0.2495 
104 0.2495 105 0.2495 
106 0.2495 101 0.2495 
108 0.2495 109 0.2485 
110 0.2495 111 "'.2495 
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TABLE A.16. (cont'd) Data for Fig. 7.15 

112 0.2495 113 0.2495 
114 0.2495 115 0.2495 
116 0.2495 111 0.2485 
118 0.2495 119 0.2495 0.0004 
120 0.2485 121 0.2495 
122 0.2495 123 0.2495 
124 0.2495 125 0.2495 
126 0.2495 121 0.2495 
128 0.2495 129 0.2495 
130 0.2495 131 0.2495 
132 0.2495 133 0.2495 
134 0.2495 135 0.2495 
136 0.2495 131 0.2485 
138 0.2495 139 0.2495 
140 0.2495 141 0.2495 
142 0.2495 143 0.2495 
144 0.2495 145 0.2495 
146 0.2495 141 0.2495 
148 0.2495 149 0.2495 0.0003 
150 0.2495 151 0.2524 
152 0.2495 153 0.2495 
154 0.2495 155 0.2495 
156 0.2495 151 0.2495 
158 0.2495 159 0.2495 
160 0.2495 161 0.2495 
162 0.2495 163 0.2495 
164 0.2495 165 0.2495 
166 0.2495 161 0.2495 
168 0.2495 169 0.2495 
110 0.2495 111 0.2495 
112 0.2505 113 0.2495 
114 0.2495 115 0.2495 
116 0.2495 111 0.2495 
118 0.2495 119 0.2495 0.0006 
180 0.2495 181 0.2495 
182 0.2495 183 0.2495 
184 0.2495 185 0.2495 
186 0.2495 181 0.2495 
188 0.2495 189 0.2495 
190 0.2495 191 0.2495 
192 0.2495 193 0.2495 
194 0.2495 195 0.2495 
196 0.2495 191 0.2495 
198 0.2495 199 0.2495 
200 0.2495 201 0.2495 
202 0.2495 203 0.2495 
204 0.2495 205 0.2495 
206 0.2495 201 0.2495 
208 0.2495 209 0.2495 0.0000 
210 0.2495 211 0.2495 
212 0.2495 213 0.2495 
214 0.2495 215 0.2495 
216 0.2495 211 0.2495 
218 0.2495 219 0.2495 
220 0.2495 221 0.2495 
222 0.2495 223 0.2495 
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TABLE A.17. Data for Fig. 7.16. 

0 0.2816 1 0.2886 
2 0.2816 3 0.2886 
4 0.2896 5 0.2816 
6 0.2896 1 0.2915 
8 0.2925 9 0.2925 

10 0.2925 11 0.2915 
12 0.2935 13 0.2915 
14 0.2905 15 0.2925 
16 0.2915 11 0.2896 
18 0.2925 19 0.2896 
20 0.2905 21 0.2896 
22 0.2905 23 0.2905 
24 0.2915 25 0.2915 
26 0.2915 21 0.2896 
28 0.2905 29 0.2896 
30 0.2905 31 0.2915 
32 0.2925 33 0.2925 
34 0.2935 35 0.2944 
36 0.2935 31 0.2944 
38 0.2925 39 0.2935 
40 0.2925 41 0.2915 
42 0.2935 43 0.2935 
44 0.2915 45 0.2925 
46 0.2935 41 0.2905 
48 0.2915 49 0.2915 
50 0.2915 51 0.2905 
52 0.2896 53 0.2896 
54 0.2896 55 0.2886 
56 0.2896 51 0.2896 
58 0.2816 59 0.2876 0.0014 
60 0.2896 61 0.2886 
62 0.2816 63 0.2816 
64 0.2896 65 0.2886 
66 0.2816 61 0.2616 
66 0.2866 69 0.2666 
10 0.2676 11 0.2876 
12 0.2656 13 0.2666 
14 0.2656 15 0.2656 
16 0.2866 11 0.2631 
16 0.2647 19 0.2876 
80 0.2866 61 0.2666 
62 0.2616 63 0.2666 
64 0.2616 65 'h2696 
86 0.2696 61 0.2915 
66 0.2905 69 0.2696 
90 0.2905 91 0.2915 
92 0.2915 93 0.2915 
94 0.2915 95 0.2905 
96 0.2915 91 0.2905 
96 0.2905 99 0.2915 

100 0.2905 101 0.2905 
102 0.2686 103 0.2696 
104 0.2616 105 0.2816 
106 0.2905 101 0.2666 
106 0.2616 109 0.2686 
110 0.2666 111 0.2686 
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TABLE A.17. (cont'd) Data for Fig. 7.16. 

112 0.2896 113 0.2876 f 
114 0.2896 115 0.2896 
116 0.2886 117 0.2886 
118 0.2886 119 0.2896 0.0013 
120 0.2896 121 0.2886 
122 0.2866 123 0.2856 
124 0.2876 125 0.2866 
126 0.2866 127 0.2856 
128 0.2866 129 0.2876 
130 0.2876 131 0.2896 
132 0.2886 133 0.2886 
134 0.2876 135 0.2876 
136 0.2896 131 0.2886 , 

" 138 0.2876 139 0.2816 
140 0.2856 141 0.2876 
142 0.2866 143 0.2856 
144 0.2856 145 0.2847 
146 0.2866 141 0.2841 
148 0.2856 149 0.2837 
150 0.2856 151 0.2841 
152 0.2856 153 0.2841 
154 0.2841 155 0.2856 
156 0.2841 151 0.2847 
158 0.2866 159 0.2866 
160 0.2847 161 0.2866 
162 0.2856 163 0.2876 
164 0.2841 165 0.2841 
166 0.2856 161 0.2841 
168 0.2866 169 0.2876 • 

110 0.2866 171 0.2876 
112 0.2876 173 0.2896 
114 0.2896 115 0.2896 
116 0.2905 171 0.2905 
118 0.2896 119 0.2905 0.0013 
180 0.2935 181 0.2905 
182 '0.2915 183 0.2905 
184 0.2915 185 0.2915 
186 0.2905 181 0.2905 
188 0.2915 189 0.2905 
190 0.2905 191 0.2896 
192 0.2896 193 0.2876 
194 0.2886 195 0.2886 
196 0.2886 197 0.2896 
198 0.2886 199 0.2896 
200 0.2896 201 0.2896 
202 0.2866 203 0.2886 
204 0.2886 205 0.2816 
206 0.2876 201 0.2896 
208 0.2896 209 0.2896 
210 0.2896 211 0.2886 
212 0.2896 213 0.2905 
214 0.2896 215 0.2886 
216 0.2896 211 0.2896 
218 0.2896 219 0.2896 
220 0.2896 221 0.2905 
222 0.2905 223 0.2876 
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TABLE A.IB. Sample data for F1g. 7.17 

f 

0 0.2495 1 0.8495 
2 0.2495 3 0.2495 
4 0.2485 5 0.2495 
6 0.2495 7 0.2495 
8 0.2495 9 0.2495 

10 0.2485 11 0.2495 
12 0.2495 13 0.2495 
14 0.2495 15 0·2495 
16 0.2495 17 0.2495 
18 0.2495 19 lilo 249 5 
20 0.2495 21 0.2495 
22 0.2495 23 0.2485 

-, 24 0.2495 25 0.2495 
26 0.2495 27 0.2485 
28 0.2495 29 0.2485 
30 0.2495 31 0.2485 
32 0.2495 33 0.2495 
34 0.2495 35 0.2495 
36 0.2495 37 0.2495 
38 0.2495 39 0.2495 
40 0.2495 41 0.2495 
42 0.2495 43 0.2495 
44 0.2495 45 0.2495 
46 0.2495 47 0.2495 
48 0.2495 49 0.2495 
50 0.2495 51 0.2495 
52 0.2495 5"3 0.2495 
54 0.2495 55 0.2495 • 
56 0.2495 57 0.2495 
58 0.2495 59 0.2495 
60 0.2495 61 0.2495 
62 0.2495 63 0.2495 
64 0.2495 65 0.2495 
66 0.2495 67 0.2495 
68 0.2495 69 0.2495 
70 0.2495 71 0.2495 
72 0.2495 73 0.2485 
74 0.2495 75 0.2495 
76 0.2485 77 0.2495 
78 0.2495 79 0.2495 
80 0.2495 81 0.2495 
82 0.2495 83 0.2495 
84 0.2495 85 0.2495 
86 0.2495 87 0.2495 
88 0.2495 89 0.2495 
90 0.2495 91 0.2495 
92 0.2495 93 0.2495 
94 0.2495 95 0.2495 
96 0.2495 97 0.2495 
98 0.2495 99 0.2495 

100 0.2485 101 0.2495 
102 0.2495 103 0.2495 
104 0.2495 105 0.2495 
106 0.2495 107 0.2495 
108 0.2495 109 0.2495 
110 0.2495 111 0.2495 
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TABLE A.IB. (cont'd) Sample data for fig. 7.17 .. 

112 0·2495 113 0.2495 
114 0.2495 115 0.2495 
116 0.2495 117 0.2495 
118 ·0.2495 119 0.2495 0.0003 
120 0.2495 121 0.2495 
122 0.2495 123 0.2495 
124 0.2495 125 0.2495 
126 0.2495 127 0.2495 
128 0.2495 129 0.2495 
130 0.2495 131 0.2495 
132 0.2495 133 0.2495 
134 0.2495 135 0.2495 
136 0.2495 137 0.2495 
138 0.2495 139 0.2495 
140 0.2495 141 0.2495 
142 0.2495 143 0.2495 
144 0.2495 145 0.2495 
146 0.2495 147 0.2495 
148 0.2495 149 0.2495 
150 0.2495 151 0.2495 
152 0.2495 153 0.2495 
154 0·2495 155 0.2495 
156 0.2495 157 0.2495 
158 0.2495 159 0.2495 
160 0.2495 161 0.2495 
162 0.2495 163 0.2476 
164 0.2495 1.65 0.2485 
166 0.2495 167 0.2495 
168 0.2495 169 0.2476 
170 0.2495 171 0.2495 
172 0.2495 173 0.2495 
174 0.2495 175 0.2495 
176 0.2495 177 0.2495 
178 0.2495 179 0.2495 
180 0.2495 181 0.2495 
182 0·2495 183 0.2485 
184 0.2495 185 0.2495 
186 0.2495 187 0.2495 
188 0·2495 189 0.2495 
190 0.2495 191 0.2495 
192 0.2495 193 0.2495 
194 0.2495 195 0.2495 
196 0.2495 197 0.2495 
198 0.2495 199 0.2495 
200 0.2495 201 0.2495 
202 0.2485 203 0.2485 
204 0.2495 205 0.2485 
206 0.2495 207 0.2495 
208 0.2485 209 0.2495 
210 0.2495 211 0.2495 
212 0.2495 213 0.2495 
214 0.2485 215 0.2495 
216 0.2485 217 0.2476 
218 0.2495 219 0.2485 
220 0.2485... 221 0.2485 
222 0.2466 223 0.2485 
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TABLE A.19. Sample data for Fig, 7. 19, 

1<1 0. 1060 1 0.1030 
2 0.1030 3 0.1030 
4 0.1030 5 0.1030 
6 0.1040 7 0.1030 
8 0.1030 9 0.1030 

1 [J 0.1030 11 "'·1030 
I 2 0.1030 13 0·1030 
14 0.1040 1 5 0. H130 
1 6 001040 17 0.1040 
18 0.\030 19 0.1030 0.(,HJl3 
20 0.10:10 21 0.1030 
22 0.1030 23 0·1040 
24 0.1030 25 0. 1030 
26 0.\fJ30 27 0.\030 
28 [~.1030 29 0.1030 
30 0. 1040 31 0·1030 
32 0.1030 33 0·1030 
34 0.\ 030 35 0.1030 
36 0.1030 37 0.\030 
38 0.1030 39 0.1030 0.01303 
40 0.,ID50 41 13.1040 
L,2 0.\{130 43 00\030 
44 0.1030 45 0.1030 
46 0.\030 47 0.1040 
48 00\030~ L,9 0·1030 
50 ",. H130 51 0.113313 
52 0.11330 53 0.103fJ 
54 0.1030 55 0.1030 
56 0.\030 57 0·1030 
58 0.1030 59 0.1030 0.0006 
60 0.\ 040 6'1 00\1330 
62 00\030 63 0.1030 
64 0.1030 65 0.1030 
66 0.1030 67 0.1030 
68 0.1D30 69 0.1030 
70 0.1030 71 0. H130 
72 0.1(130 73 0.\ 030 
74 0·1030 75 0.1030 
76 0.1030 77 0.1030 
78 0.1030 79 0.10313 0.0002 
80 0.1030 81 0.1030 
82 0.1030 83 0.1030 
84 0.1030 85 0.1040 
86 0.1030 87 0.1030 
88 0.1030 89 0.1030 
90 00\040 91 0.1030 
92 0.1030 93 0·1030 
94 0.1 206 95 0.9995 
96 0.9995 97 0.9995 
98 0.9995 99 0.9995 0.3006 

100 0.9995 101 (1.9995 
102 0·9995 103 0.9995 
1[J4 0.9995 105 0.9995 
106 0.9995 107 0.9995 
108 0.9995 109 0.9995 
110 0.9995 111 0.9995 
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TABLE A.19. (cont'd) Sample data for Fig. 7.19. 

11 2 0.9995 113 0.9995 
1 1 4 0.9995 11 5 0.9995 
11 6 0.9995 117 0.9995 
118 0.9995 119 0.9995 0.0734 f 
12VJ 0.9995 121 0.2388 
122 0.9995 123 0.9995 
124 0.1245 125 0·1040 
126 0. HJ/j0 127 0.1030 
128 00\040 129 0.1040 
130 0.1040 131 0.1030 
132 00\030 133 0.1030 
134 0·1030 135 001040 
136 0.1040 137 0.1030 
138 0.1040 139 0.1021 0.3275 
140 00\021 141 0.1030 
142 0.1030 143 0. 1030 
144 0.1030 145 0.1(130 
146 0.1040 147 0·1030 
148 0.1030 149 0.1030 
150 0.1030 151 0.1030 
152 00\030 153 0.1030 
1511 0.1030 155 0.1030 
156 0.1030 157 0·1030 
158 (1.1030 159 00\040 0.0029 
160 0. I" 40 1 f, 1 0.1031'1 
162 00\041'1 163 0.11'130 
164 0.1030 165 00\030 
166 0.1 (130 167 00\030 
168 001 040 169 0.1030 
170 rh 1040 171 [J 01 030 
172 CJoI 031'1 173 001040 
174 0.1031'1 175 001030 
176 001040 177 001030 
178 0·1030 179 0.1030 0.00(15 
180 0. 1060 181 001030 
182 0.103(1 183 00\030 
184 00\030 185 0.1030 
186 001 030 187 0. \030 
188 00\030 189 0·1030 
190 0.1040 191 0.1030 
192 0.1030 193 0.1040 
194 00\030 195 00\030 
196 0.1030 197 0.1030 
198 00\030 199 0.1040 0.0008 
200 0.1030 201 0.10/10 
2(12 0.1030 203 0.1030 
204 0.1030 205 0.103(1 
2(16 00\030 207 0·1021 
2(18 0.1040 209 0.1040 
210 001030 211 0.1030 
212 0.1030 213 0. 1030 
214 0. \030 215 0.1030 
216 0.1030 217 0.1030 
218 0.1030 219 0.1040 0.0005 
220 00\030 221 0.1030 
222 0.1030 223 0.1030 
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TABLE A.19. (cont'd) Sample data for Fig. 7.19 

224 0.103111 225 0·11113111 
226 fJ.11113D 227 0. 11113111 
228 0.111130 229 111.11113111 
230 111.103111 231 0.111130 1 
232 0.1030 233 111.1"030 
234 111.103111 235 0·111130 
236 111.111140 237 111.111130 
238 00103111 239 0.111140 111.001113 
240 0.105111 241 111. 11113111 
242 111.11113111 243 111.103111 
244 001030 245 111.111140 
246 111.9995 247 111.9995 
248 111.9995 249 111.9995 
250 0.9995 251 0.9995 
252 13.9995 253 111.9995 
254 111.9995 255 "'.9995 
256 ~}'9995 257 0.9995 
256 0.9995 259 0.9995 111.3107 
260 111.9995 261 111.9995 
262 0.9995 263 0.9995 
264 111.9995 265 0.9995 
266 0.9995 267 0.9995 
266 0.9995 269 0.9995 
270 0.9995 271 111.9995 
272 0.9995 273 0.9995 
274 111.9995 275 0.9995 
276 0.9995 277 0.9995 
276 0·9995 279 0.9995 0.0055 
280 0.9995 281 0. ID 6111 
282 0.1040 28.3 10.9995 
284 0.9995 285 0.2427 
286 0.1040 287 0.1099 
288 0.1030 289 111. Hl30 
290 111. 1 382 291 111.104111 
292 0.9995 293 11101567 
294 111.1(14" 295 111.111130 
?96 11101 03111 297 111.111130 
298 111.1030 299 111.103111 0.4124 
300 0.1040 301 0. 1030 
3rJ2 001 030 303 0.10M' 
30/1 13 01 04111 31115 111.1040 
306 111.111130 307 0.1030 
308 001030 309 111 01030 
3 If) 0.1030 311 111.1030 
312 111.111130 313 111.10110 
314 111.104111 315 O. 1030 
316 0.111130 317 0.1040 
318 0.1030 319 111.1030 0.0147 
320 111.11113111 321 111.111140 
322 11101030 323 111.1030 
32/' 13·10413 325 0.1030 
326 1110111130 327 0.104111 
328 111. tr120 329 111.111130 
330 10.1111"" 331 0.1030 
332 0.1030 333 "'. 103111 
33/1 11101030 335 0. 10410 
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TABLE A,20, Data for Fig, 7,20, 

I'l 0.0972 1 0.0,972 
f 

2 0.0972 3 0.0972 
4 0·0972 5 0.097:> 
(, 0·0972 7 (3.0972 
8 "'.0972 9 0.0981 ' , 

1 '" 
0·0972 1 1 0.0981 

1 2 0.0972 13 0.0972 
111 0.0981 I 5 0.0972 
I (. 0.0972 17 0.0972 
18 0.0972 19 0.0972 0.0004 
20 0.0972 21 '0.0972 
22 0.0972 23 0.0972 
24 0.0981 25 0.0981 , 

:>6 0.0972 :>7 0.0981 
28 0.097:> 29 0.0972 
311 0.0972 31 0.0972 
32 ~l.0981 33 0.0972 
34 0.(1981 35 0.0972 
31'> 0.0981 37 0.0972 
3[1 0.0493 39 0.0229 0.0181 
Li0 0.0190 41 001"239 
42 0.0269 43 0.0298 
44 0.0308 45 0.0308 
Li6 0.0298 47 0.0308 
48 0,[1308 49 0.0337 
5(1 0.0366 51 0.0376 
52 0.0386 53 0.0386 
54 0.0396 55 0.0415 • 
56 0·04:>5 57 0·0435 
58 0·0405 59 0.0405 0.0157 
60 0.0425 61 0.0435 
62 0.0'135 63 0·0444 
64 0.0444 65 "'.0454 
66 f). U'125 67 0.0425 
68 "'.0435 69 0.0435 
70 0.0435 71 0.0435 
72 0.0444 73 0.0444 
74 0.l'l435 75 0.0425 
76 0·0435 77 0.0425 
78 0.0435 79 0.0435 0.0014 
80 0.0435 81 0.0435 
82 0.0435 83 "'.0425 
84 0.13425 85 0.0425 
86 0.0435 87 0.0435 
88 0.0435 89 0.0444 
9 [j 0.0454 91 0.0435 
9? 0.0425 93 0.0435 
94 0.0'135 9') 0.0435 
96 [j.[l44Li 97 0.0444 
98 0.0454 99 0.fJ45'1 0.001'l9 

100 0.0444 101 0.[1435 
102 0.0444 103 0.0444 
104 0.0444 105 0.0444 
106 0.0454 1137 0.0454 
108 0.[J4('4 109 0.0464 
I H) {1.0444 I I 1 0.0444 
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TABLE A.20 (cont'd) Data for Fig. 7.20. 

1 1 2 0.0454 113 0.0444 
114 0·0444 115 0.0454 

1 116 0.0454 117 0.~45Ll 

118 0·0454 1 19 0.0464 0.0008 
120 0.0444 121 0.0464 
122 0·0454 123 0.0444 
124 0.0444 125 0.0464 
126 (1·0464 127 0.0464 
128 0.0483 129 0.0474 
130 0.0464 131 0.0474 
132 0.0474 133 0.0474 
134 0·0474 135 0.0474 
136 0.0474 137 0·0474 
138 0.0474 139 0.0474 0.0009 
140 0.0474 141 0.0474 
142 0.0483 143 0.0474 
144 0.0483 145 0.0483 
146 0·0493 147 0.0493 
148 0.0493 149 0.0483 
150 0·0,,93 151 0.0493 
152 0·0493 153 0.0493 
154 0.0"93 155 0.0503 
156 0.0503 157 0.0513 
158 (1.0522 159 0.0513 0.0009 
160 0.0532 1 61 0.0513 
162 o dl513 163 0.0522 
164 0·0513 165 0.0513 
166 0.0522 167 0.0522 
168 0.0532 1 .09 0.0532 
170 0·0542 1 71 0.0542 
172 0.0542 173 0.0542 
174 0·0542 175 0.0542 
176 0.0532 177 0.0552 
178 0·0552 179 0.0552 0.0011 
180 0.0552 181 0.0552 
182 0·0562 183 0.0562 
18" 0.0~71 185 0.0562 
186 0.0571 187 0.0562 
188 0.0562 189 0.0562 
190 0··0571 191 0.0581 
192 0·0581 193 0.0581 
194 0.05~1 195 0.0561 
196 0.0591 197 0.0591 
196 0·0591 199 0.0601 0.0010 
2(113 0.06113 2131 0.0610 
202 0·0610 2133 0·0601 
204 0·0601 205 13.0601 
2(16 0·0610 207 0.0610 
208 0·0610 209 0.0620 
210 0·13620 211 0.06213 
212 0.0620 213 0.0620 
214 0. (j 620 215 0.0620 
216 0.0620 217 0.06413 
218 0·0649 219 0.0649 0·0012 
220 0.0649 221 0.0659 
222 0·0659 223 0.0659 
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TABLE A.20. (cont'd) Data for Fig. 7.20. 

224 0.0659 225 0.0620 
2?6 -0.0552 227 -0.0581 f 
228 -0.1060 229 -0.0.962 
230 -0.4106 231 -0.4302 
232 -D.LI331 233 -0.4282 
234 -0.4146 235 -(l.4009 
236 -0.3940 237 -0.3774 
?3B -0.3638 239 -0.3491 0. I 39 6 
240 -0.3452 241 -0.3335 
242 -0.3276 243 -0.3237 
244 -0.3130 245 -0.3101 
246 -0.3022 247 -0.3003 
2<'18 -0.29f.4 249 -0.297<'1 
250 -0.2915 251 -0.2905 
25? -D.286f. 253 -0.2827 
'25'1-0.2827 255 -0.2700 
25(, -0.';>7<'19 257 -0.2749 
25B -0.2739 259 -0·2729 0.0181 
26(1 -0.2603 261 -0.2681 
262 -0.2642 263 -0.2f.22 
264 -0.2622 265 -0.2622 
2(,6 -0.2495 2(,7 -0·2563 
268 -0.2583 269 -0.2<'195 
270 -0.253<'1 271 -0.2515 
272 -0.2524 273 -0.253<'1 
27<'1 -0.2554 275 -0.2<'185 
27 f. -0.252<'1 277 -0.2<'195 
278 -[1.2495 279 -0·2<'16(, 0.0073 
280 -0.2466 25'1 -D.2476 
2!:l2 -0.24(,6 ?83 -0.231\8 • 
284 -0.2397 285 - 0.2417 
28 (, -0·2427 287 -0.2319 
288 -0.2358 289 -0·2437 
290 -0.2397 291 -0·2397 
292 -0.247f. 293 -0.2407 
29<'1 -0.2407 295 -0.2339 
296 -0.2"'07 297 -Q"2319 
298 -0.2329 299 -0·2300 0.0056 
300 -0.2231 301 -0.23<'19 
302 -0. ~368 303 -~). 2310 
30 <'I -0.2231 305 -0.2280 
306 - 0. 23 f.8 307 -0.2368 
308 -0.2280 309 -0.2222 
310 -0.2222 31 I -0·2261 
312 -0.2339 313 -0.2202 
314 -0.2163 315 -0·2095 
316 -0·2114 317 -0.2271 
318 -0.2378 319 -0.2349 0.009(' 
320 -0.2261 321 -0.209<; 
322 -001938 323 -0.1772 
324 -0.1636 325 -0.1(,3(, 
321' -0.17<'13 327 -0·19<'18 
325 -0.2329 329 -0· 2983 
330 -0.6597 331 -0.4712 
332 -0.29<'1<'1 333 -0. I 72<'1 
33<'1 -0.0<'125 335-0.039f. 
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TABLE A .21. (a) -
m cooll.ng valve Botto 

(Zero error only) 

15.5242 

20.5647 

11.0454 

6.2729 

13.1416 

25.2339 

20.9929 

17.6453 

9.3274 

Top cool1ng valve 
(Slugg1sh and zero 

16.0640 

11.0409 

2.1331 

11.7968 

7.4700 

16.7092 

16.4089 

12.1346 

10.3851 

. 

1967 Valve data standard dev1ation of error 

Top cool1ng valve Bottom cool1ng valve 
error) (Slugg1sh and zero error) (SlUgg1Sh and zero error) 

5.3526 6.6671 

5.2488 12.2781 

6.1401 21.7910 

6.3600 23.6030 

' 11.4434 4.8010 

13.9768 23.0413 

5.5046 • 18.1797 

14.0089 5.3898 

12.0209 13.8906 

, 

Bottom cooling valv 
(Sluggish and zero 

39.4014 

74.6602 

47.6719 

58.8853 

39.7529 

43.7885 

62.6489 

46.5644 

I 
44.3892 

63.0405 

68.4922 

42.5049 

e 
error) 
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APPENDIX 3 

Industrial control valves data and Standard deviations for 

Measuring instruments data. 

For Tables A22 to A30, the first column represents the valve 

demand, the second column represents the valve position, the third 

represents the error between the valve and the valve p~sition and 

the fourth column represents the change in valve demand. All the 

,val"es are in parts per 1000. 

r 

•• 
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TABLE A. 21(b) 1970 Valve data standard deviat10ns of error 

. 
Top cool1ng valve number CVL valve number 1 

. 

1 2 3 1 2 3 

2.8810 3.4496 6.0745 9.1707 5.6921 5.7533 

3.3912 3.7914 6.1401 4.8477 6.7082 5.3759 

. 
3.4929 2.6268 3.7283 7.4297 4.2072 5.8907 

3.4929 3.4059 2.5691 3.5777 4.9396 5.7620 

4.4944 2.8983 3.4205 6.0498 5.6480 4.9498 

3.1464 3.1305 5.0990 5.2631 3.8210 5.8052 

, 

, 

. 
• 

Bottom coohng valve number Draw valve number 

1 2 3 1 2 3 

8.5322 4.3930 5.0000 22.7444 12.0499 12.1121 

9.2358 5.8395 3.6606 25.8457 9.5552 5.4406 

11.5586 4.4944 2.8983 25.9963 10.4880 5.8822 

7.9120 3.6606 5.8052 26.1975 8.4794 6.1725 

9.0554 16.9912 6.3404 21.7578 10.4737 6.2928 
. 

390 
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TABLE A,22 1967,Valve data for F1g, 8,19 Bottom cooling valve 

with zero error 

647 644 -3 0 632 629 -3 
644 637 -7 3 632 629 -3 
640 637 -3 4 636 630 -6 
640 637 -3 0 628 629 ~ 
640 641 1 0 632 632 0 
640 643 3 0 628 630 2 
644 642 -2 -4 632 624 -8 
636 641 5 8 632 624 -8 
647 635 -12 -11 ' 624 624 0 
640 639 -1 7 624 626 2 
647 637 -10 -7 636 626 -10 
683 641 -42 -36 624 626 2 
647 643 -4 ,36 628 617 -11 
647 640 -7 0 632 620 '-12 
647 681 34 0 620 626 6 
647 639 , -8 0 624 623 -1 
644 680 36 3 
647 650 3 -3 

620.- 623 3 
620,' . 623 3 • 

651 642 -9 -4 628 624 -4 
647 642 -5 4, 620 623 3 
647 643 -4 o . 620 608 -12 
651 647 -4 -4 616 623 7 
647 650 3 4 616 616 0 
647 644 -3 0 620 617 -3 
644 645 1 3 620 616 -4 
647 647 0 

, 
-3' 617 617 0 

647 600 -47 o ' 61(> 614 -2 
644 638 -6 • 3 ' 616 613 -3 
644, 600 -44 0 612 615 3 
683 638 -45 -39" 616 616 0 
651 639 -1.2 - 32, 624 655 31 
647, 640 -7' 4 ' 620 612 r8 
647 642 -5 " 

o . 612' 615 3 
651 633 • -18',,;,' , ... 4 ~ 
647 644 .,3 , 4 . 

6:?0 619 -1 
624 626 2 

644 644 ' , 
tl • .' 3,' . 

604 644 ; • 40 , . 40 
644 645 • , ' I :-40 . 

628 612 -16 • 
628 621 -7 
624 624 0 

644 651 7 " 0, 628 620 -8 
647 647 ~. ~ " 0 -3, 663 620 -43 
647. 645 

' . , 
-2 O. 628 626 -2 

651 635 -16 -4 632 625 -7 
647 646 -1 " 4 632 627 -5 
683 639 '-44 -36, 632 623 -9 
644 641 -3 '39, 628 623 -5 
644 642 -2 0, 620 624 4 
644 647 3 o ' 628 623 -5 
644 636 -8 o ' ,620 623 3 
640 634 -6 4 ' 624 573 -51 

. 632 633 1 8, 
• 632 635 3 o . 

624 624 0 
, ' 624 622 -2 

636 635 -I '-4 . 624 623 . -1 
632 639 7 4 628 624 -4 
632 631 -I 0 . 6,28 625 -3 
632 634 2 0 663 621 -42 
628 629 I , 4 628 624 -4 

, 632 662 3 

• 
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-4' 
0 

-4 
8 ' 

-4, 
4' 

-4 
0 
8 
O. 

-12. 
12· 
-4. 
-4· 
12, 
-4' 
4' 
O· 

-8. 
8. 
O. 
4 
0: 

-4. 
O· 
3· 
1 • 
0 
4 

-4, 
-8 

4 
8· 

-8 • 
-4 . 
-4. 

O. 
4. ' 

-4. 
-35 - , 

35 -
-4 . 
o . 
0-
4· 
8' 

-8 
8 

-4 ·1 
o . 
0 
0' 

-4' 
o ' 

-35': 
35 
-4' 
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• TABLE A.22. (cont'd) 1967 Valve data for Fig. 8.19 Bottom cooling 
I 

with zero error 

i 593 664 71 39 
I 632 630 -2 -39 

. 
646 

-- . 4 3 . 644 
651 644 -7. -7 

636 627 -9 -4 
640 631 -9 -4 . 

644 644 0 f 7 
647 644 -3 -3 

640 635 -5 o . 644 645 I 3 
640 639 -I o . 647 646 I -3 
679 633 -46 -39 651 651 0 -4 
644 641 -3 35 655 653 -2 , -4 
679 

. 
641 -36 -35 

~.---
651 647 -4 4 

644 631 -13 35 
, 

651 647 -4 0 
640 634 -6 4 655 ' 647 -6 -4. 
636 639 3 4 659 647 -12 -4 , 
647 641 -6 -I I 
644 644 0 3 , 670 639 -31 -26 , 
644 596 -46 26 
640 643 3 4 
640 639 -I 0 

, 

640 641 I 0 
644 642 -2 -4 , 
640 639 -I 4 
604 594 -10 36 
632 626 -6 -26· 
636 630 -6 -4 .. , 
593 631 36 43. 

, 
632 631 -I -39· 
636 567 . -49 -4· 
593 630 37 43, 
632 626 -6 -39· 
632 625 -7 . o -
626 627 -I 4· • 
632 624 -6 -4-
636 664 26 -4. 
636 630 -6 0 
636 . §27 -9 0 
632 627 -5 4. 
632 565 -47 0 
632 627 -5 0 
636 673 37 -4. 
644 635 -9 -6 . 
636 . 

635 -I 6 
640 635 -5 \, -4. 
640 634 ·-6 O. 
640 635 -5 0 
636 637 

. 
I 4 

636 639 3 o . 
640 639 -I -4, 
636 626 -6 4. 
640 635 -5 -4. 
636 635 -I 4' : 
640 635 -5 -4· , 
644 636 -6 -4 

, 

640 641 I 4 I 644 640 -4 -4. I 

644 640 -4 o . : 
679 641 -36 -35 

, 
I 

'-__ .647 647 0 32 . ~. 

392 

, 



TABLE A.23. 1967 Valve data for Fdg. 8.20. Sluggish top cooling 

wi th zero error 

-33!>----205 ~--- - --- ---
0 --50 

30'1 26~ -36 31 
265 268 3 39 
?65 267 2 0 
269 270 1 -/1 

269 261 -8 0 
265 269 1I 'I' 
269 268 -1 -LI 
269 266 -3 0 
269 299 30 0 
269 270 1 0 
261 261 • 0 8' 
265 266 1 -'I 
261 266 5 'I. 
261 265 , 'I 0 
2!>7 261 'I 4. 
265 262 -3 -8, 
265 267 2 o . 
265 265 0 O. 
261 2 /1'1 -17 4 
253 256 3 ~, 

253 261 8 0-
253 256 3 0 
253 25/1 1 0 
253 254 1 0 
253 255 2 0 
261 258 '"3 -8 
261 25L1 -7 0 
296 259 -37 -3:; 
261 258 . -3 3'5 
261 266 5 0 
265 266 1 -4 
261 267 6 4 
269 298 29 -8 
269 269 0 0 
269 269 0 0 
269 269 0 0 
269 270 1 0 , 
269 272 3 0 
269 270 1 0 
269 270 1 o· 
269 272 3 '- 0 
269 272 '3 0 
269 270 1 0 
269 270 1 0 

272 3 0_ I 269 
265 266 1 4 . 
265 266 1 O· . 
269 269 0 -/1 

265 269 'I 4 
269 270 1 -/1 
261 263 2 8 
261 266 5 0 
261 262 1 0 
265 266 1 -/1 

265 266 1 o . 
269 266 -3 -LI 

----- -- -- - - . -- 0 -- - -
I 269 269 0 

272 272 0 -3 

.1 272 273 1 1 0 
272 303 31 O· . 272 273 1 0 
280 276 -/1 -8 
272 27'1 2 8. 
272 273 1 0 
269 273 'I 3 
269 272 3 0 
269 257 -12 0 . 
269 265 -/1 0 

, i 269 270 1 o -I 
269 265 -/1 o , I , ---- -269 269 0 0 
269 270 1 0 
265 269 4 4 
269 266 -3 -'I 
265 270 5 'I 
265 270 5 0 
269 269 0 -4 
272 273 1 -3 
233 272 39 39 
265 26'1 -1 -32 
269 267 -2 -LI 
269 270 1 0 
269 273 1I 0 
269 270 1 0 
269 273 4 0 , 269 270 1 • O. 
269 269 0 0 
269 270 1 0 
272 270 -2 -3-
272 273 1 0 
272 273 1 0 
272 274 2 0 
315 319 1I -43 
288 299 11 27 , 
2~8 289 1 0 
288 318 30 O. 
296 299 3 -8 
296 299 3 0_ 
296 0299 3 0 
296 299 3 0 

, 296 299 3 0 
296 295 -1 0 
300 299 -1 -4 
300 303 3 O· 
300 299 -1 0 
300 303 3 n 
300 307 7 0 
304 307 3 -LI 

• 304 303 -1 
, 

0 
300 303 - 3 'I 
296 2915 2 4 
288 259 -29 8· 

o _ 253 291 38 35 . 
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TABLE A,23 (cont'd) 1967 Valve data for Fig, 8,20, Slugg1sh top 

cooling valve with zero error 

, 
2LI9 277 28 4 
284 273 -11 -3!> 
245 269 2/1 39 
2Lll 276 35 4 
280 261 -19 -39 
269 280 11 1 1 
272 273 1 -3' , 

296 298 2 
296 298 2 
292 288 -fl 
296 299 3 
292 294 2 
292 295 3 
292 295 3 

276 273 -3 -4 , 

280 270 -la -4 
280 274 -6 0 
280 28LI 4 o ' 
315 28LI- -31 -35 
284 28~ 1 31 
284 288 4 0 
323 320 -3 -39 
331 289 -42 -8 
331 295 -36 0 
296 303 7 35 
300 332 32 -4 
30/1 303 -1 -4 
304 307 3 0 
304 307 3 0 
308 307 -1 -/1 

292 295 3 
292 295 3 
292 295 3 
292 295 3 
257 285 28 
292 288 -4 
292 291 -1 
292 295 3 
292 269 -23 
292 295 3 
292 29!> 3 
288 288 0 
292 291 -1 
288 289 1 
296 291 -5 
292 294 2 

30LI 311 7 Lt ' 
304 307 3 o - 292 295 3 

304 299 -5 o • 
2!>7 255 ,-2 47 • 
288 28 /t -11 -31 
284 25 /t -30 4 
284 277 -7 - 0 
284 276 -8 o - • 
284 288 4 o . 
288 291 3 -It 

288 289 1 0 
288 291 3 0 
288 320 32 0 
288 295 7 0 
296 289 -7 -8 - . -.~ - -296 319 23 0 
296 306 10 0 
304 295 -9 -8 
296 299 3 " 8 
304 307 ,3 -8 
308 307 -1 -/1 ' 
304 303 -1 LI 
304 309 5 0 
308 311 3 -/1 
308 311 3 0 
308 303 -5 0 . 
308 307 -1 o " 
30/1 311 7 t, . , 
304 310 6 o , 
308 295 -13 -4 , 
304 307 3 4 '. 
265 307 42 39 '. 
296 294 -2 -31 '. 

0 
0 
4 

-LI 
4 o _ 
o ' 
0 
o ' 
0 
0 

35 
-35 o _ 

o ' 
o , 
0 
o ' 
4 , 

-4 , 
1I ' 

-8 
4 
0 , 

296 299 3 n " - -- ------ - -- ---- ---r----I 

394 
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TABLE A.24. 

431 . 
431 
435 
431 
431 
431 
431 
431 
431 
435 
435 
435 
435 
431 
435 
435 
431 
435 
431 
427· 
427 
427 
431 
427 
423 
431 
431 
431 
438 
435 
438 
438 
438 
438 
438 
438 
438 
438 
442 
442 
442 
442 
442 
442 
438 
438 
438 
442 
438 
438 
438 
438 
442 
438 
438 
438 

- 438 

1967 Valve data for F1g. 8.21. Sluggish top cooling 

valve with zero error 

. - - . ~~ . 436 5 0 , 
436 5 0 

I 

I 440 5 -4 I 

434 3 4 I 
• I 

437 6 0 I 

436 5 0 
436 5 O. 
436 5 0 
436 5 0 
440 5 -4 
440 5 0 
440 5 0 
440 5 0 
440 9 4 
440 5 -4 -
439 4 O· 
440 9 4 
440 5 -4 
428 -3 . 4' 
431 4 4 
439 12 0 
428 1 0 
429 -2 -4 
436 9 4 .. 
427 4 4-
436 5 -8' 
428 -3 o ~ 
436 5 o ,-
440 2 -7, 
440 5 · 3 
440 2 - 3 ,-
444 6 0 
444 6 0-
441 3 0_ 
442 4 o -
440 2 0, 
444 6 0< 
444 6 o . 
444 2 -4 
448 6 0 
449 7 o -
448 6 O· 
445 3 o -
444 2 o . 
448 10 4_ 
442 4 O· 
444 6 • 0 
448 6 -4 
448 10 · 4 
445 7 · 0 
444 6 0 ; 
445 7 o . 
448 6 -4 _ 
440 2 · 4 -
445 7 0 
444 6 0 
444 6 • 0 - -

395 

- ~---.-.-

438 
442 
442 
442 
442 

- ~ 0446 --. 

442 
442 
442 
442 • 
442· 
442 
'442 
442 
442 
442 
442 
438 
435 
399 
438 
431 
435 
438 
438 
438 
442 
438 
438 
438 
442 . 
442 
442 
442 
446 
446 
446 
446 
446 
450 
450 
450 
450 
450 
450 
446 
450 
450 
450 
446 
450 
446 
450 
454 
454 
454 
.A'in 

444 
448 
443 
449 
448 
448 
447 
-452 
448 
448 
448 
440 
448 
448 
447 
447 
448 
443 
444 
396 
442 
444 
440 
440 
440 
444 
436 
447 
442 
445 
444 
450 
448 
448 
445 
452 
490 
452 
452 
440 
456 
456 
456 
456 
456 
456 
453 
448 
448 
448 
448 
448 
448 
456 
459 
452 

. 454 

. 
6 
6 , 
7 
6 
2 
5 

10 
6 
6 
6 

-2 
6 
6 
5 
5 
6 
5 
9 

-3 
4 

13 
5 
2 
2 
6 

-6 
9 
4 

• 7 
2 
8 
6 
6 

-I 
6 

44 
6 
6 

-10 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

10 
3 

-2 
-2 

2 
-2 

2 
-2 

2 
5 

-2 
4 

_. -:=---o , 
-4 _ 

0-
0' 
O· 

~o4. 

4 
• 0 o 
o 
o 
o 

.0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
4 
3 

36 
-39 

7 

-3 
o , 
o 

-4 
. 4 

o 
o 

-4 
O. 
o 
o 

• -4 
o 
o 
o 
o 

-4 
'0 

.. 0-
O. 
o 
O· 
4 

-4 
· '0 

o 
· 4 
-4' 

4 
-4 
-4 

· '0 
'0 
4 t-
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TABLE A.24. (cont'd) 

450 456 
446 456 
450 456 
450 408 
446 452 
411 452 
442 451 
450 452 
450 455 
450 453 
454 452 
454 458 
450 456 
454 456 
454 459 
454 459 
454 459 
454 448 
454 448 

453 

1967 Valve data for F1g. 8.21. Sluggish 

top coo11ng valve with zero error 

6 0 
10 4 

6 -4 
-42 0 

6 4· 
41 35 

9 -31 
? -8 
5 O. 
3 0 

-2 -4 
4 o . 
6 4 
2 -4 
5 0 
5 o ' 
5 0 

-6 0 
-6 0 
-I 0 

.. . - . . 
442 441 -I 
438 448 1 10 
442 394 -48 
438 442 4 
438 448 10 
438 442 4 

, 435 444 9 
, 438 444 6 

438 440 2 
438 445 7 
435 440 5 
438 441 3 
442 448 6 
435 444 9 
431 440 9 
435 444 9 
438 444 6 
438 442 4 
438 443 5 

454 -- .- . - . - . - 438 443 5 
454 465 I I 0-
458 462 4 -4 

438 444 6 
435 444 9 

454 457 3 4. 435 440 5 
450 454 4 4 . 

450 459 9 0 
450 456 6 0 
450 45? 2 0 
450 451 I 0 
450 456 6 . 0 
450 456 6 0 • 
446 409 -37 4 
442 448 6 4 
446 452 6 -4 . 
446 452 6 o . 
442 451 9 4. 
442 445 3 O· 
407 449 42 35 
438 448 10 -31 . 
446 452 6 -8 
440 452 12 6· 
446 452 6 -6, 
442 450. 8 4 . 
446 454 

. 
8 -4 _ 

446 452 6 O· 
442 448 6 4' . 
446 447 I -4 
446 451 5 0 
446 448 2 0 
446 452 6 0 
450 452 2 -4 
446 449 3 4· 
442 448 6 4 
446 448 2 -4 . 
442 447 5 '4 
442 448 6 o . 
438 445 7 

. , 
4 . 

438 440 . 2 0 

396 

- .. F-
-4. 

4 
-4 
4· 
0 
0 
3 

-3 
o . 
0 
3 

-3 
-4 

7 
4 

-4 
-3 

0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 



A 25 1967 Valve data for Fig, ~,22, Sluggish bottom TABLE , , 

cooling valve w1th zero er ror 

, \ 
. . - - • Cl?1 1.l20 -I 0 

52!:> 833 fl -LI 
i 856 S66 10 -31 ; , B60 860 0 -/1 , 
i 560 870 10 0 , 

81'1 (lIS -2 /13 I Cl49 1:S58 9 -32 I 
849 S!:>8 9 0 

.. 
~---.... . -- --

86/1 a70 6 o ' 

I· tl6'. 87/1 10 o • 
864 S66 21 o ' 

0 
S6/1 806 -58 0 
860 819 -1.1 4, 

117 113 
, 

I 817 S6/1 , 
0 

, ,-a17 tl66 LI9 . J -- ~ --- -
892 861 -31 -75 

i 8/19 8/19 0 0 

I 
8/19 8LI8 -I 0 
8!:>3 859 6 -4 

I 853 8LI8 • -!:> 0 
I Cl!:>3 S66 13 0 
r H!:>3 S6LI I I 0 

856 fl58 2 -3 , 
I 

! B56 S61 5 U , 

817 819 2 .,!:> • 
860 86/. 4 -43 . 
845 848 3 I!:> 
8/.!:> 8!:>3 8 0_ 
84!:> 849 4 0, : 
845 tl53 8 U : 
8LII 847 6 LI 
tl/l! S45 L. 0 

Cl56 S60 LI U 
I 856 S60 11 0 , 841 842 1 0 

841 tl3tl -3 0 
: BS6 862 , 6 0 

Cl60 S63 3 -4 
, 

I 
I 

860 S70 10 0 
0, 

, 
860 868 8 , , 
860 870 10 0 : , 

I 860 8"/0 10 0 I 
H64 S66 2 -I. , 
06/1 S65 I o ' I 

; 
86/. 86/1 ' 0 U 
86LI 864 0 0 

a37 8/14 7 4 
837 tl46 9 0, 
S37 8/16 9 0, 
837 8LI5 8 '0" 
833 83'1 4 4 
837 84:' 8 -4 
833 837 11 4 
833 83LI 1 o , 
833 835 2 o • 
833 83LI 1 o , 

86fl 86LI -/1 -4 
: 868 S77 9 o . , 829 833 I1 - 4 _ 

829 1532 3 0 
86S 8., 'I 6 0 , • o , 829 832 3 
868 870 2 0, 829 832 3 o , 
868 870 2 0 625 827 2 1I 
872 878 6 -/1 . 825 833 8 0 
872 H72 0 0 825 833 8 o , 
872 Sfl2 10 o , tl21 826 !:> 4, 
876 87/. -2 -LI 

837 (HI 5 48 39 . 
821 623 2 o ' , 
821 82LI 3 o ' 

876 SS2 6 -39 ' 821 tl23 2 0 
872 877 5 LI 821 829 8 U 
872 S77 5 0 817 82/j ., II 
876 877 1 -LI , 817 820 3 0 , 
872 87 LI 2 4. 617 823 6 o ' 
872 87LI 2 o ' , 
872 8/11 -31 0 ; 629 815 -1 LI -12 

613 819 6 16 
86LI H77 13 tl 813 816 3 0 
786 fl74 88 7tl 625 82!:> 0 -12 
864 86S 1 -78 ' 82:> 82B 3 0 
864 870 6 0 825 82!:> 0 0 
864 S7 LI 10 0 
86'1 87/. 1 0 U I 

tl6/1 866 2 0 ! 
625 ,782 -43 0 
829 829 0 -4 
825 831 6 I1 

864 !J66 2 0 , 
860 782 -78 -3!:> 

864 57? 15 0 821 S24 3 39 
864 117 'I 10 O. 825 828 3 -4 
86'1 tl70 6 0 813 836 23 12· 
86LI - 866 2 o ' -- 810 811 1 3 -

397 



TABLE A,25, (cont'da 1967 Valve data for Fig, 8,22, Sluggish 

-810" !l11 
810 812 
77'1 816 
!l06 81:) 
!l06 806 
806 80"( 
fl06 806 
806 811 
802 806' 
802 815 
813 781 
H13 815' 
770 820 
BI3 811 
813 856 
806 820 
810 816 
810 !l10 
810 814 
810 817 
813 81t> 

I 
8/1S 820 

IJ:L __ ~:; 
813 815 
810 819 
813 !l1~ 

B13 816 
813 81~ 

813 815 
813 815 
810 822 
813 822 
813 816 
813' 817 
813 !l16 
813 816 
813 815 
813 811 
810 816 
{ll 0 '815 
810 817 
813 822 
813 816 
813 821 
813 817 
813 !l1!l 
813 816 
813 817 
810 {ll~ 

813 816 
813 81~ 

810 807 
!l06 814 
806 !l07 
{l06 812 

, 

2 
'12 

9 
o 
1 
o 
5 
'1 

13 
-32 

2 
50 
-2 
43 
III 

6 
o 
4 
7 
2 

-25 
2 
2 
2 
9 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 

12 
9 
3 
4 
3 
3 
2 

-2 
6 
5 
7 
9, 
3 
8 
'1 
5 
3 
4 
5 
3 
2 

-3 
8 
1 
6 

bottom cooling valve with zero error 

o 
o 

36 
-32 

o 
o 
o 
o 
'1 
o . 

- 1 1 
o • 

'13 . 
-'13 ' 

o 
'I 

-'1 
o 
o 
o 

-3 
-32 

32 
o 
o 
3 

-3 
o 
o 
0: 
o 
3 

-3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
3 
o 
o 

-3. 
, 0 

o 
o 
o 
O' 
0-
3' 

-3 . 
o 
3 
'1 ' 
o 

~_\r 

- -- -----
H06 811 t> 11 

810 B07 -3 -/1 

8'11 838 -3 f -31 
806 811 ~ 3::> 
B06 817 11 0 
806 761 -'It> 0 
806 807 1 0 
810 {l'HJ 38 -/1 

B06 807 1 4 
fl02 761 -41 '1 . 
790 811 21 12 
802 {l08 6 -12 
802 806 4 0 
7t>9 791 32 43 
798 792 -6 -39 . 
790 793 3 8' 
786 789 3 4 
782 798 16 /1 

786 795 9 -/j 

782 795 13 4 
782 790 8 0 
77!l 789 11 4 
782 791 9 -'1 
778 788 10 4 
778 784 6 0 
778 788 10 0 

810 811 
"~~------------~ 

1 
o . 

-4 ---- ---- -p- ---------------

398 
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TABLE A.26 1967 Valve data for F1g. 8 23. Sluggish bottom_ 

coo11ng valve with zero error 

Zr-~'~--4-9-7-----'-5-5-0--~-~'="-5-3----'~-0--'--

450 501 51 
493 548 55 
442 480 38 
474 479 5 
524 .557 33 
520 487 -33 
478 483 5 
524 503 -21 
493 504 11 
446 508 62 
524 49S -29 
493 536 43 
493 527 34 
497 499 2 
493 502 9 
493 536 43 
520 456 -64 
446 514 68 
489 495 6 
524 492 -32 
395 478 83 
470 510 40 
552 458 -94 
520 534 14 
474 480 6 
446 537 91 
427 423 -4 
454 464 10 
466 465 -1 
466 522 56 
466 510 44 
552 553 1 
466 445 -21 
548 472 -76 
485 527 42 
517 441 -76 
485 530 45 
368 596 228 
384 492 108 
524 536 12 
552 565 13 

. 599 600 1 

47 
-43 

51 
-32 
-50 

4 
42 

-46 
31 
47 

-78 
31 
o 

-4 
4 
o 

-27 
74· 

-43 
-35 
129 
-75' 
-82 
32' , 
46 
28 

• 19 
-27 
-12 

o . 
o 

-86 
86 

--82 
63 

-32 . 
32 

1 I 7 
-16 

-140 
'-28. 
-47 

485 615 130 114 
591 526 -65 -106 

. 606 612 6 -15 
563 564 1 43 
618 623 5 -55 . 
657 632 -25 -39 . 
634 646 12 23 
642 691 49 -8 
595 687 92 47 
681 697 16 -86 
606 703 97 75· 
642 651 9 -36 
696 694 -2 -54 

. __ . __ 669 ___ 6,..:7~2:;.._ ....:_-'" __ ;;... . ...:;._;...:3=-==::.0_.=2""7=",, 

399 

---_. 
575 
704 
708 
591 
673 
665 
716 
688 
595 
751 
634 
712 
720 
673 
767 
540 
700 
700 
704 
708 
712 
696 
653 
747 
513 
603 
634 
630 
536 
595 
638 
591 
634 
603 
599 
548 , 
638 
513 
587 

, 571 
I 610 , 

560 
571 
571 
520 
563 
560 
571 
552 
563 
560 
591 . 513 
540 
462 
532 

- .. 532 

--- - - ------
585 10 
741 37 
741 3tl 
608 17 
683 10 
647 -18 
719 3 
694 6 
643 48 
643 -108 
643 9 
717 5 
656 -64 
670 -3 
733 -34 
749 209 
704 4 
709 9 
71 1 7 
709 1 
722 10 
624 -72 
665 12 
785 38 
596 83 
588 -15 
615 -19 
635 5 
577 41 
573 -22 
594 -44 
602 1 1 
645 1 1 
688 85 
608 9 
582 34 
643 5 
543 30 
644 57 
543 -28 
543 -67 
571 1 1 
588 17 
576 5 
530 10 
643 80 
609 49 
583 12 
561 9 
600 37 
565 5 
510 -81 
561 48 
545 5 
518 56 
541 9 
541 , 9 

-
94. I 

I 

-129 , 
-4 

1 1 7 . 
-82 

8 
-51 

28 , 
93 

-156 . 
1 1 7 • -78 
-8 
47 

-94 
227. 

-160 
o . 

-4 
-4. 
-4' 
16 
43 

-94 
234 
-90 
-31 

4 
94 

-59, 
-43· 

47· 
-43 

31 
4· 

51 . 
-90 -
125 . 
-74 

1 6' 
- 39. 

50 , 
-1 1 

0 
51 

-43 
3 -

-1 1 . 
19 . 

-1 1 . 
3. 

-31 
78· 

-27· 
78· 

-70. 
0 



TABLE A,26, (cont'd) 1967 Valve data for Fig, 8,23, Sluggish 

bottom coollng valve with zero error 

620 41 -47 
.. 

579 -.-- ._-.- - 25 31 474 499 
497 550 53 82 . 474 481 7 0 
528 531 3 -31 
571 527 -44 -43 

454 461 f 7 20 
450 424 -26 4 

489 584 95 82 532 494 -38 -82 
532 543 1 1 -43 501 506 5 31 
513 462 -51 19 384 483 99 117 
513 623 110 0, 
435 483 48 78 
431 623 192 4 
583 578 -5 -152 

. 
427 522 95 156 

. 
579 608 29 -152 
450 454 4 129 
478 459 -19 ,-28, 

454 464 10 -70 
501 514 13 -47 
509 527 18 -8 
470 492 22 39 
345 480 135 125 
345 521 176 0 
501 459 -42 -156 
466 495 29 35 

'I 520 483 -37 -42 
'I 470 479 9 50 
I 517 538 21 -47 - .--

466 479 13 0 
501 428 -73 -35 
423 499 76 78 

481 553 72 36 552 573 21 -129 
520 521 1 -39 474 482 8 78 
478 526 48 42. 474 483 9 0 
478 483 5 0 • 474 482 8 4 

474 ( 483 9 0 
474 483 9 0 

474 481 7 0 392 481 89 82 
470 479 9 4 
435 504 69 35. 

454 430 -24 -62 • 
501 459 -42 -47 

431 465 34 4· 423 488 65 78 
517 489 -28 -86. 505 523 18 -82 
517 495 -22 O. , . 
474 501 27 • 43 

501 495 -6 4 
470 475 5 31 

395 479 84 79. 474 472 --2 -4 
513 536 23 -118 474 481 7 0 
466 481 15 47· 474 481 7 • 0 
466 474 8 O· 
462 467 5 ,4 , 
509 510 1 -47' 
478 488 10 31 ' 
466 472 6 1 2. 
474 479 5 -8 . 
470 504 34 4 

. 423' 471 48 47--
403 394 -9 20 
435 441 . 6 -32 
431 453 22 4' 
462 625 163 -31 
544 583 39 -82 
513 516 3 31 
435 487 52 78 
388 449 61 47 
290 384 94 98· 
438 441 3 -'14~' 
485 519 34 -4.7 
454 487 33 31 
454 453 -1 0 
536 540 4 -82 
474 534 60 62 
505 432 . -73 ': 31 

388 480 92 86 
376 420 44 12 
435 413 -22 -59. 
532 606 74 -97. 
458 496 38 74 • 
419 506 87 39 . 
501 506 5 ':82 
384 479 95 117 
450 454 4 -66 
458 424 -34 -8 
458 583 125 0 
579 420 -159 -121 
560 529 -31 19 ' 
560 448 -112 0 
489 • 546 57 71 
497 518 21 -8 
540 527 -13 -43 
493 508 15 47· 
5'05---502 -3 - 1'2 ' 
509 550 41 -4 ' 
505 523 18 4' 
509 530 21 -4 . 
513 572 59 ____ :.4 .. 

- . 

400 



TABLE A.26. (cont'd) 1967 Valve data for Fig. 8.23. Slugg1sh 

bottom cool1ng valve with zero error 

517 525 8 -4 
513 517 4 4 
517 529 12 -4. 
517 527 10 o . f 

435 499 64 82· 
466 471 5 -31 
505 501 -4 -39 
509 503 -6 -4 
548 561 13 -39 
466 534 68 82 
544 510 -34 -78 
548 55.4 6 -4 
388 527 139 160 
501 526 25 -113 
579 578 -I -78 
552 561 9 27 
505 495 -10 47 

f 
401 



TABLE A.27. 1970 Top cooling valves data 

.. 
VALVE NUMBER 1 VALVE NUMBER 2 • VALVE NUMBER 3 , 

22LI 224 224 

658 651 -7 0 I 
658 670 12 0 \ 
658 644 -14 0 

, , 
492 491 -1 0 
492 491· -1 -4 
488 491 3 0 

623 617 1-6 -8 
, 

615 617 2 4 
619 617 -2 0 

658 670 12 -47 488 491 3 74 , 619 617 -2 4 
611 604 -7 32 562 551 -11 -74 623 620 -3 4 
643 635 -8 -4 488 486 -2 0 627 620 -7 4 
639 643 4 4 488 486 -2 4 631 627 -4 4 
643 647 4 -4 

I 639 644 5 0 
639 644 !> 4 

492 486 -6 -4 
488 486 -2 0 
488 486 -2 4 

635 627 -8 -4 
631 631 0 8 
639 631 -8 7 

643 639 -4 -4 492 486 -6 -4 646 644 -2 -3 , 

639 632 -7 0 
639 646 7 -4 

488 486 -2-140 I 

348 346 -2 62 I 
643 647 4 3 
646 647 1 4 

635 625 -10 0 410 401 -9 63 650 647 -3 4 
635 641 6 0 473 471 -2 15 654 647 -7 0 
635 614 -21" 0 488 478 -10 0 654 648 -6 4 
635 632 -3 15 488 482 -6 0 , 658 659 1 4 
650 659 9 0 488 482 -6 

, 
0 662 659 -3 0 

650 656 6 0 488 482 -6 -4 I 662 659 -3 0 
650 656 6 0 484 482 -2 0 662 662 0 -43 
650 656 6 43 484 482 -2 75 619 615 -4 43 
693 700 7 -43 559 559 0 -59 662 659 -3 -8 
650 635 -15 0 500 500 0 0 654 651 -3 4 
650 632 -18 0 500 504 4 -12 658 659 1 0 
650 639 -11 0 488 475 -13 12 658 659 1 4 
650 635 -15 0 500 499 -1 0 662 666 4 0 
650 653 3 0 500 499 -1 0 662 666 4 4 
650 663 13 0 5tJ 0 499 -1 66 666 666 0 0 
650 637 -13 0 566 569 3 -58 666 666' 0 4 
650 647 -3 0 508 507 -1 0 670 666 -4 0 
650 642 -8 0 508 508 0 0 670 669 -1 4" 
650 656 6 12 508 508 0 0 674 669 -5 0 
662 666 4 -12 508 507 -1 4 674 669 -5 4 
650 655 5 12 512 508 -4 0 678 669 -9 -32 
662 643 -19 -4 512 507 -5 -4 646 641 -5 0 
658 663 5 8 508 508 0 4 646 643 -3 51 
666 669 3 . 0 512 508 -4 0 697 692 -5 4 
666 671 5 0 , 512 510 -2 4 701 693 -8 35 
666 670 4 4 516 510 -6 0 736 737 1 -27 
670 677 7 0 516 510 -6 -4 709 700 -9 4 
670 664 -6 0" 512 510 -2 4 713 708 -5 4 
670 655 -15 0 516 510 -6 -4 717 711 -6 0 
670 674 4 0 512 516 4 4 : 717 711 -6 4 

·670 678 8 0 516 516 0 0 721 713 -8 8 
670 651 -19 0 516 516 0 0 729 721 -8 0 
670 673 3 0 516 516 0 -12 729 72l -8 0 
670 662 -8 -4 504 506 2-141 729 721 -8 0 
666 670 4 -43 363 416 53 63 729 731 2 -75 
623 621 -2 35 426 423 -3 62 654 648 -6 71 
658 663 5 -4 488 485 ,-3 -4 725 722 -3 -4 
654 648 -6 -78 484 486 . 2 0 721 715 -6 -32 
576 585 9 31 "484 487 3 -4 689 682 -7 32 
607 620 13 32 , 480 485 5 8 721 717 -4 -75 
639 635 -4 0 488 486 -2 -8 646 637 -9 36 
639 625 -14 0 480 483 3 0 682 676 -6 31 
639 643 4-639 480 483 3-480 713 708 -5-713 

402 
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'TABLE A.28. 1970 CVL Valves data 

, - ,.-' 
VALVE NUMBER 1 VALVE NUMBER 2 VALVE NUMBER 3 

232 232 232 

515 510 -5 -4 620 624 4 16 534 516 -18 0 

511 483 -28 1 1 636 614 -22 -8 534 538 4 8 

522 511 -11 -7 628 629 0 1 -4 
, 542 53cJ -3 -8 

515 511 -4 1 1 624 627 3 -4 534 522 -12 0 

526 530 4 -4 620 624 4 4 534 517 -17 0 

. 522 495 -27 12 624 623 -1 8 534 535 1 12 

534 504 -30 4 632 620 -12 -8 546 548 2 4 
0 538 499 -39 -8 624 600 -24 8 550 532 -18 -8 

530 499 -31 -11 632 629 -3 0 542 532 -10 8 

519 509 - 1,0 15 632 618 -14 4 550 534 -16 4 

534 530 -4 0 636 637 1 -4 554 555 1 4 

534 504 -30 -4 632 632 0 0 558 555 -3 -4 

530 512 -18 4 632 630 -2 4 554 546 -8 8 

534 507 -27 8 636 629 -7 8 562 550 -12 -4 

542 515 -27 4 644 640 -4 . 15 558 563 5 7 

546 510 -36 -8 659 644 -15 -15 565 568 3 -7 

538 548 10 8 
, 

644 627 -17 558 561 3 4 3 . 
546 566 20 0 - 647 632 -15 -3 562 561 -1 -4 

546 511 -35 -8 644 646 2 3 558 561 3 4 

538 569 31 8 647 637 -10 -3 562 557 -5 3 

546 555 9 -8 644 647 3 7 565 553 -12 4 
, 538 526 -12 0 651 651 0 8 569 569 0 -4 

; 538 502 -36 4 659 642 -17 -4 565 561 -4 4 
I 

! 542 518 -24 -4 655 653 -2 -8 569 570 1 0 

538 519 -19 0 647 6/!5 -2 0 569 569 0 -7 
I 538 519 -19 '4 647 624 -23 562 566 4 7 

I 
4 

5/~2 507 -35 8 651 649 -2 4 569 573 4 4 

550 518 -32 -4 655 639 -16 -4 573 576 3 -8 

546 519 -27 -4 "651 652 1 8 565 553 -12 4 

542 511 -31 -4 659 657 -2 -12 569 5p9 0 -11 
I 

I 
538 515 -23 0 647 649 2 12 . 558 559 1 35 

538 518 -20 0 659 659 0 -4 593 594 1 -20 

I 538 504 -34 0 655 658 3 -15 573 561 -12 -8 \ 
I 
I 538 514 -24 0 640 645 5 0 

, 565 565 0 0 , 

I 538 518 -20 0 640 631 -9 7 565 569 4 0 

I 
538 506 -32 4 647 648 1 0 565 557 -8 8 , 
542 514 -28 4 647 632 -15 -3 573 562 -11 -11 

546 511 -35 0 644 627 -17 11 562 565 3 7 
I 5/!6 558 569 573 0 , 12 -16 655 648 -7 -11 4 i 
, 
I 530 505 -25 8 644 638 -6 -4 569 572 3 -7 
, 538 502 -36 640 620 -20 0 562 565 3 7 

, 
0 

, 

I -I 538 511 -27 tt 640 626 -14 a 569 569 0 4 

I 542 513 -29 0 : 640 636 -4 -4 , . 573 558 -15 -11 
I 
I 542 542 0 4 636 624 -12 8 562 561 -1 3 

I 

! 
546 542 -4 -16 644 648 4 -16 565 565 0 0 

530 499 -31 4 I 628 628 0 8 565 569 4 -11 

534 515 -19 8 I 636 637 1 8 I 554 546 -8 15 
i 

542 555 13 12 , 644 626 -18 0 , 569 573 4 -4 

554 573 
I 644 644 

, 565'557 -8 -11 
19 -12 0 -4 

542 542 0 0 
, 640 640 0 -24 554'553 -1 -12 

542 553 11 -4 616 588 -28 16 542'545 3 8 

538 557 19 8 632 633 1 23 550 553 3 31 

546 498 -48 23 655 649 -6 0 581 581 0 16 

569 582 13 4 655 655 0 -4 597' 593 -4 -16 

573 574 1 -23 651 650 -1 12 581 580 -1 -8 

I 550 495 -55 0 663 638 -25 -16 573 557 -16 0 
, 

550 518 -32 647 649 2 8 573 572 -1 -4 
- .. 0 

550 522 -28-550 .655. MOL _-8:-65.5_ . 569 561 -8-569 
, 4)3 , , 
, , 



TABLE A 29 1970 Bottom cooling valves data 

I VALVE NUMBER 1 ' VALVE NUMBER 2 "VALVE NUMBER 3 
248 248 248 

412 412 0 0 
! 

373 365 -8 35 420 412 -8 -8 
412 412 0 0 I 408 408 0 0 412 412 0 8 
412 412 0 0 408 412 4 0 • 420 412 -8 -8 
412 410 -2 0 408 407 -I 0 412 4121 0 0 
412 412 0 0 408 406 -2 0 412 412 0 6 
412 413 1 0 , 408 408 0 0 
412 

I 
408 414 2 0 : 409 1 0 

420 412 -8 0 
420 412 -8 0 

412 409 -3 0 408 413 5 0 420 412 -8 -8 , 
412 408 408 -4 0 i 

410 2 0 
412 405 -7 0 I 408 410 2 0 

412 412 0 8 
420 413 -7 0 

412 408 -4 0 
, 
, 408 412 4 0 420 412 -8 0 

412 408 -4 0 I 408 413 5 0 
412 41 1 

. 
- 1 0 I 408 410 2 0 

412 412 . 0 0 I 408 410 2· 0 

" 420' 412 -8 0 
420 412 -8 -8 
412 412 0 8 

412 416 4 0 408 , 41 1 3 o " 420 412 -8 0 
412 416 4 0 408 413 5 0 420 412 -8 -4 
412 416 4 0 408 41 1 3 0 416 412 -4 0 
412 416 4 -4 408 410 2 0 416 413 -3 0 
408 405 -3 0 408 412 u 4 0 416 412 -4 0 
408 405 -3 0 408 413 5 4 416 412 -4 0 
408 405 -3 0 412 405 -7 -4 416 412 -4 0 
408 405 -3 0 408 406 -2 0 416 412 -4 0 
408 405 -3 0 408 407 - 1 -8 416 413 -3 0 
408 403 -5 0 400 402 2 0 416 412 -4 0 
408 405 -3 0 400 402 2 4 416 412 -4 0 
408 409 1 0 .. 404 403 -I 0 
408 409 1 0 i 404 403 -I 0 I 

416 412 -4 0 
416 413 -3 0 

408 41 1 3 . 0 
I 404 404 0 0 

408 413 5 0 404 405 1 0 
416 413 -3 0 
416 412 -4 0 

408 413 5 0 404 406 2 0 416 412 -4 0 
408 413 5 0 "404 409 5 0 416 412 -4 0 
408 413 5 0 404 405 1 0 416 413' -3 0 
408 413 5" 0 

, 
404 406 2 0 416 412 -4 0 

408 412 4 0 404 408 4 0 416 412 -4 0 
408 412 4 0 404 410 6 0 416 413 -3 -4 
408 410 2 0 404 4D5 1 0 412 412 0 0 
408 408 0 0 404 404 0 0 412 412 0 0 
408 409 1 0 404 405 I 0 412 412 0 0 
408 409 I 0 404 408 4 0 , 412 412 0 0 
408 411 3 0 404 408 4 0 

, 412 412 0 0 
408.410 2 0 404 403 -I 0 I 412 412 0 0 
408 412 4 0 404 403 -I 0 I 412 413 1 0 
408 412 4 0 404 403 -I 0 , 412 413 1 0 
408 412 4 '0 404 403 -I 0 

, 

I 412 413 I 0 
408 413 5 0 404 404 0 0 

, , 412 412 0 0 
408 413 5 0 404 406 2 0 I 412 412 0 0 
408 413 5 0 404 409 5 0 
408 413 404 409 5 

, 
5 0 -4 I 

408 413 5 0 400 405 5 -4 

412 413 1 0 
412 412 0 0 
412 405 ' -7 0 

408 413 5 0 396 397 1 4 412 404 -8 0 
408 412 4 0 400 397 -3 -7 412 405 -7 0 
408 406 -2 0 393 396 3 7 412 404 -8 -8 
408 406 -2 0 400 396 -4 -7 
408 404 -4 0 393 396 3 0 

404 404 0 8 
412 405" -7 -4 

408 407 -I 0 393 396 3 0 408 405 -3 0 
408 405 -3 0 393 396 3 0 408 404 -4 -8 
408 406 -2 -4 393 397 4 0 400 405 5 6 
404 406 2 0 393 397 4 0 406 404 -4 0 
404 406 4 0 393 391 -2 -4 408 404 -4 0 . 
404 409 5 0 369 390 1 7 406 404 -4 0 
404 409 5 0 396 391 -5 0 408 404 '-4 0 
404 397 -7-404 396 390 - 6- 396 408 404 -4-408 

, 404 , 



U>g ......... " ........... "" ...... 

VALVE NUMBER I VALVE NUMBER 2 VALVE NUMBER "3 

240 240 240 -
99 95 -4 -24 I 61 163 2 12 61 77 -4 0 
75 49 -26 12 173 169 -4 -31 81 68 7 -23 
67 90 3 27 142 134 -6 -4 56 57 -1 15 

I 14 I 14 0 -6 136 141 3 27 73 77 4 0 
, 106 103 -3 12 165 166 I -23 73 76 1 5 0 

1 16 122 4 -4 142 135 -7 -4 73 65 -8 43 
I 14 107 -7 -6 136 130 -6 1 1 I 1 6 1 1 6 0 -35 
106 105 -1 4 149 151 2 4 81 61 0 4 
1 1 0 102 -6 4 153 145 -6 -19 85 61 -4 31 
I 14 113 -1 39 134 127 -7 4 1 1 6 104 -12 0 
153 149 -4 -47 136 131 -7 43 I 1 6 1 1 7 I -19 
106 1 1 0 4 -3 161 177 -4 -16 97 92 -5 7 
103 94 -9 -4 165 156 -7 27 104 92 -12 40 
99 102 

. 
192 187 -5 -23 3 -36 144 140 -4 0 

63 57 -6 66 169 156,-13.47 144 144 0 -28 
149 153 4 -15 216 221 5 -16 116 116 0 39 
134 136 2 -26 200 194 -6 4 155 146 -7 -6 
106 102 -4 6 204 196 -6 55 147 144 -3 -11 
114 110 -4 31 259 256 -3 - 31 136 130 -6 -4 
145 140 -5 4 

I 
226 222 -6 23 

149 163 14 -39 251 256 5 -27 
1 10 106 -4 6 224 217 -7 7 
116 107 -I 1 20 I 231 237 6 20 

132 135 3 6 
140 137 -3 -32 
106 101 -7 12 
120 114 -6 -12 

136 142 4 -16 i 251 246 -3 -70 106 109 1 32 
122 121 -I -6 . , 161 163 2 66 140 136 -4 19 
I 1 4 I 13 -I 4 , 267 267 0 -12 159 152 -7 6 
I 16 116 0 6 255 256 I 62 

I 

126 122 -4 4 , 317 321 4 -23 
167 164 -3 -6 
159 155 -4 20 

130 119 -I I 6 294 295 I -20 179 170 -9 -4 
136 130 -6 -39 274 266 -6 24 175 166 -9 -4 , 

99 100 1 39 , , 296 291 -7 -6 
136 137 -I 27 , "290 284 -6 59 I 

1 71 164 -7 23 
194 194 0 6 

165 170 5 -16 I 349 342 -7 -26 I 
I 202 194 -8 -4 

149 152 3 20 
I 321 325 4 8 

, , 196 194 -4 0 
169 166 -3 23 329 326 -1 -39 I 

. , I 
, 

192 196 6 -27 ' , 290 291 I 16 , 
165 170 5 20 

, 306 297 -9 19 

198 196 0 0 
198 190 -8 16 
214 209 -5 -16 

165 168 3 27 
, 325 324 -1 26 , 196 191 -7 4 

212 209 -3 -12 353 350 -3 -32 , 
202 194 -8 6 

200 196 -2 -12 321 322 1 43 210 209 -1 0 
166 196 6 0 364 369 5 -19 , 210 209 -1 -4 
186.186 ,-2 -15 345 338 -7 6 206 206 2 0 
173 174 1 12 353 353 0 15 

, 

206 204 -2 27 
185 161 -4 3 366 361 -7 -23 233 226 -7 -19 
168 193 5 "'3 345 346 1 -6 214 213 - 1 6 
165 194 9 7 337 336 I 19 222 214 -6 0 
192 194 .2 24 356 356 0 -56 222 217 -5 -32 
216 227 1 I -63 ' , 296 299 1 27 190 186 -4 26 
153 152 -1 4 , , 

325 :'l16 -7 26 
157 164 7 -4 ' ' 353.341 -12 19 

216 209 -9 27 
245 245 0 -35 

153 147 -6 35 372 372 0 -19 210 201 -9 -6 
166 169 I 4 

, 353 352 - I 7 202 2,01 -1 -6 
192 166 -6 -7 360 365 5 6 194 1,66 -6 4 
185 166 1 0 366 366 -2 -56 196 193 -5 4 
165 176 -7 -20 310 306 -2 50 202 204 2 -6 
165 170 5 16 360 359 -1 -62 194 190 -4 -11 
161 166 5 27 296 291 -7 15 163 173 -10 -12 
206 206 -2 -12 313 316 3 16 171 170 -1 -12 
196 206 10 -43 329 327 -2 -31 159 153 -6 -12 
153 153 0-153 r 296 291 -7-296 ; 147 144 -3-147 

- , 
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TABLE A.31. Measurement Instrument s1gna1 data standard deviat10ns 

Temperature Flow 

1 2 1 2 

0.6928 0.5477 8.4829 11.3868 

0.7348 0.5099 9.3209 6.5666 

0,7483 0.5292 7.4377 4.9880 

0.7211 0.5292 12.2915 13.7273 

0.6633 0.7348 9.0266 12.4668 

0.4000 0.6481 11.9950 8.9933 

0.4243 0.6928 8.3798 13.4260 

0.6481 0.5099 11.4149 10.0965 

0.4472 0.9274 10.0010 11.8364 

0.6000 0.6633 8.5790 6.2657 

0.7746 0.5099 10.1341 6.4761 

0.7746 0.6325 7,4391 9,6685 
, 

Pressure Gas pressure 

1 2 1 2 

10.5109 7.2194 4.2450 4,9437 

12.6285 8.1793 6.4777 4,5475 

9.5676 6.9914 7.1916 12,7914 

8.7761 8.1780 6,3859 10,4307 

5.6125 9.0266 6,8279 8.9833 

10.0430 10.2235 7.2291 1] ,5569 

8.0299 7.6967 7,7614 6.1401 

8.0212 7.9019 7,9031 6.1693 

7.7278 6.7409 7,0753 6,4715 

8.1179 12.0731 7.3946 8,5697 

7.7291 8.4994 7,8230 7,1456 

12.5292 10.7406 6,6182 4.5056 
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APPENDIX 4 
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Data for Industrial example. 
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Table A.32. Normal 1nstruments behav10ur data for F1g. 9.2 

f 

Res~stance Mercury 1n Res~stance Mercur:z: 1n 
thermometer steel thermometer thermometer steel thermometer 

T1me -- logg1ng read1ng Time logg1ng read1ng 

Mins 
IJC °c Dc.. 0 

C Mins 
0 40 37.5 160 144.5 147.5 

10 49.4 . 50.0 170 151 153 

20 56.8 55.0 180 '156.8 159 

30 63.5 60.0 190 162.2 165 

40 69.8 69.0 200 167.9 169.0 

50 75.6 75.0 210 171 170.5 

60 81.5 80.0 220 170.2 170.0 

70 87 86.5 230 170.2 170.0 

80 93.3 95.0 240 170.5 170.0 

90 104.1 102.5 250 170.5 170.0 

100 114.7 113 260 171.3 171.0 . 
110 121.1 120 270 172.1 171:5 

120 125.6 125 280 171.7 171.5 

130 129.8 129 290 171.3 171.5 

140 133.6 135 300 171.5 171.5 

150 137.9 140 
. 
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Table A: 33 Res1stance thermometer ma1funct1on data for F1g. 9.3 

Res1stance Mercury 1n Reslstance Mercur;r In 
thermometer steel thermometer thermometer steel thermometer 

Tlme -- logg1ng read1ng Tlme -- logging read1ng 
.<1> 

Mins "C C Min .. 
DC "c 

0 115.9 180.0 250 19B.4 183.5 

10 145.4 1BO.0 260 199.9 187.0 . 
20 163.2 1BO.0 270 201.4 1BB.5 

30 167.5 180.0 280 202.B 190.5 

40 163.3 1BO.0 290 204.1 193.0 

50 159.6 1BO.0 300 205.3 195.0 

60 157.3 1BO.0 310 206.B 19B.0 

70 157.0 180.0 320 20B.6 200.0 

BO 159.9 180.0 330 209.3 201.5 

90 163.1 160.0 340 207.B 202.5 

100 166.3 130.0 350 208.2 202.5 
. 

110 169.6 115.0 360 20B.8 201,5 

120 172.3 102.5 370 210.2 200.5 

130 174.6 102.0 3BO 212.4 200.0 

140 176.9 102.0 390 214.3 200.0 

150 179.1 102.0 400 214.7 200.0 

160 181.3 135.0 410 215.8 200.0 

170 1B3.4 157.5 420 216.7 200.0 

1BO 185.0 162.0 430 206.4 200.0 

190 187.3 171.5 440 197.4 200.0 

200 189.0 173.5 450 190.0 200.0 

210 191.0 175.0 460 1B3.4 200.0 

220 193.0 177.5 470 17B.6 200.0 

230 195.0 179.5 4BO 177.6 201.5 

240 197.1 IB2.0 490 173.3 202.0 
" 

40B 



Table A.33 

, 
Res~stance 

thermometer 
T1me logg1ng --
M,n .. dc. 
500 172.3 

510 171.7 . 
520 171.2 

530 171.1 

540 170.4 

550 169.2 

560 164.7 

570 160.4 

580 151.1 

590 24.5 

600 22.5 

610 23.5 

620 24.2 

630 25.9 

640 27.5 

650 39.9 

660 53.7 

670 64.1 

680 73.4 

690 77.7 

700 78.5 

710 79.4 
. 

720 84.6 

730 95.6 

740 115.9 

Resistance thermometer malfunct10n data for Fig. 9.3 
(con hnued) 

f 
Mercur~ 1n Res:lstance Mercurl 1n 
steel thermometer thermometer steel thermometer 
read10g T1me logg1ng reading 

"c --
Mins, Cc. "c 

202.5 750 128.1 200.5 

204.0 760 129.8 203.0 

205.0 770 133.6 203.5 

205.0 780 137.5 204.0 

205.0 790 141.5 202.5 

205.0 800 144.9 202.5 

205.0 810 148.4 201.0 

205.0 820 151.7 191.0 

204.0 

203.5 

203.0 
-

204.0 . 
205.0 

205.0 

205.0 

205.0 

205.0 

205.0 

205.0 

204.0 

203.0 

202.5 

202.0 

201.0 

201.0 
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... --------------- - -- - - - - -

Table A. 34 Res~stance thermometer ma1funct~on data for F~g. 9.4 

ResJ.stance Mercurx: 1n 
thermometer steel thermometer 

T~me logg1ng readlng 

Mins. '" C °c 
0 60.5 113,0 . 

10 33.7 112.5 

20 77.9 . 112.0 

30 151.9 111.0 

40 20.8 115.0 

50 40.5 135.0 

60 87.0 155.0 

70 71.8 171.0 

80 68.4 170.0 

90 84.9 165.0 

100 111.9 162.0 

110 74.0 160.0 • 

120 26.6 162.5 

130 114.8 167.0 

140 81.2 170.0 

150 111.6 174.0 

160 86.4 176.0 

170 81.0 180.0 

180 40.2 182.0 

190 58.3 184.0 

200 87.1 186.0 

210 70.9 187.5 . 
220 148.4 190.0 

230 129.6 193.0 

240 257.5 195.0 

410 

Res~stance Mercur~ ut 
thermometer steel thermometer 

T~me logg1ng readlng 

Mins \ 

250 

260 

270 

280 

290 

300 

310 

320 

330 

340 

350 

360 

370 

380 

390 

400 

410 

420 

430 

440 

450 

460 

470 

480 

490 

, , 

"C-
51.2 

48.9 

46.7 

44.5 

42.6 

40.8 

39.3 

132.0 

89.6 

91.1 

90.9 

90.2 

89.7 

88.8 

87.7 
~ 

C 86.7 
I 

I 85.7 
I 

I 
84.7 

I 

84.7 

\ 
83.5 

\ 
82.5\ 

82.0 

80.8 

80.3 

79.2 

o C 

197.0 

198.0 

200.0 

203.0 

205.0 

206.0 

208.0 

209.0 

210.0 

212.0 

214.0 

215.0 . 
215.0 

215.0 

~ 215.0 

215.0 

215.0 

215.0 

218.0 

220.0 

220.0 

\ 221.0 

222.0 \ 
\ 
" \ 215.0 

\ 
\ 
205.0 



Table A. 34 Res1stance thermometer malfunction data for F1g. 9.4 
(conhnued) 

Res~stance Mercury in 
thermometer steel thermometer 

T1me logg1ng read1ng 

Mins. o C. 0 C 

500 78.4 195.0 

510 77.6 192.0 

520 76.8 185.0 

530 75.9 184.0 

540 75.1 180.0 

550 74.5 177 .0 

560 73.7 176.0 

570 72.9 176.0 

580 72.2 176.0 

590 70.9 175.0 

600 70.8 175.0 

610 70.1 175.0 

620 69.5 167.0 

630 68.7 162.5 

640 68.1 75.0 

650 67.3 30.0 

660 66.9 25.0 
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Table A. 35 Res1stance thermometer ma1funct1on data for F1g. 9.5 

Reslstance Mercur~ 1n Resl.stance Mercur~ 1nf 
thermometer steel thermometer thermometer steel thermometer 

T1me logpng read1ng T1me logg1ng read1ng 

Mins °c ·c M;nQ 
cc. ~c.. 

0 24.4 45.0 270 24.4 183.0 

10 25.4 55.0 280 24.9 185.0 

20 25.8 . 65.0 290 29.9 188.0 

48 26.6 95.0 300 36.0 190.0 

55 26.6 98.0 310 36.8 192.0 

70 26.9 100.0 320 45.2 195.0 

80 - - 330 54.1 196.0 

90 - - 340 63.7 198.0 

100 - - 350 74.5 199.5 

110 25.8 140.0 360 84.7 201.0 

120 24.7 142.0 370 91.5 203.0 

130 24.4 145.0 . 380 97.1 205.0 . 
140 24.3 149.0 390 106.0 206.0 

150 24.3 152.0 400 116.5 207.0 

160 24.4 156.0 410 126.0 210.0 

170 24.5 160.0 420 131.0 210.0 
, 

180 24.7 162.0 430 134.8 212.0 . 
190 24.9 163.0 440 137.7 214.0 

200 25.0 165.0 450 140.5 215.0 

210 25.02 168.0 460 143.2 217.0 

220 25.3 170.0 470 146.4 217.5 

230 25.8 173.0 480 150.2 217.5 

240 25.5 176.0 490 153.4 217.5 

250 24.1 179.0 500 156.4 217.5 

260 24.1 181.0 510 156.8 217.5 . 
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Table A. 35 

Res~stance 

Resistance thermometer malfunct10n data for Fig. 9.5 
(cont1nued) 

Mercur~ l.n Resl.stance Mercur~ in 
thermometer steel thermometer thermometer steel thermometer 

Tl.me logg1ng readl.ng T1me logg1ng read1ng --
Mins DC °C Mins. "C "e 
520 159.0 217.5 770 204.7 195.0 

530 161.0 217.5 780 206.4 186.0 . 
540 160.6 218.0 790 206.9 183.0 

550 164.1 219.0 

560 167.2 220.0 

570 170.3 220.0 

580 170.1 220.0 

590 172.4 220.0 

600 173.9 220.0 

610 176.3 220.0 

620 178.3 220.0 
. 

630 180.1 220.0 • 

640 182.5 221.0 

650 185.3 221.0 

660 184.7 221.0 

670 181.5 222.0 

680 180.8 222.5 

690 188.0 222.5 

700 194.0 222.5 

710 195.7 223.0 

720 197.2 223.0 

730 198.4 223.0 

740 200.2 223.0 

750 201.7 212.0 

760 203.0 203.0 
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